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ABSTRACT 

The health of a structure may deteriorate as the structure experiences repeated earthquake. 

There may be cases of rupture of reinforcement or deterioration of bond between 

reinforcement bar and surrounding concrete in RC structures, loosening of bolts or rivets, 

tearing of joints in case of steel structures. The damages may or may not be visible externally. 

Even if damages are visible from outside or even if internal damages are assessed by any 

available non-destructive testing such X-ray images etc., proper quantification of damages 

may not be possible. Therefore, future load carrying capacity of the structure cannot be 

evaluated appropriately. If severity of damage can be identified as well as quantified, then the 

extent of rehabilitation can be ascertained for restoration of original capacity. This is where, 

system identification (SI) comes into play. SI uses output responses from a structure 

experiencing vibration either due to seismic excitation, wind induced excitation, or due to 

passing vehicles in case of bridges etc.  Using the output response like accelerations, input 

excitation such as earthquake excitation and a mathematical model, the SI techniques are 

utilized to identify the state (displacement, velocity etc) and the parameters (stiffness, 

damping) of structure with quite appreciable degree of accuracy. Hence, SI is recognized as 

an advanced technique for assessment of structural system. 

There are various SI techniques in literature. However, in the present study a few of them 

have been considered. The SI techniques that are considered in the present study are 

primarily based on least square estimate (LSE) and Kalman filter based techniques. An 

improved form of LSE is Recursive Least Square Estimate (RLSE). Further, there is 

Sequential Non-Linear least Square Estimate (SNLSE) and its variants to handle limited input 

and output called Sequential Non-Linear least Square Estimate with unknown input and 

output (SNLSE-UI-UO). Kalman filter based techniques which are discussed in this work are 

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Two-Stage Extended Kalman Filter and Unscented Kalman 

Filter (UKF) techniques. 

The Kalman filter based algorithms are much more advanced and computationally less 

cumbersome than LSE based techniques, especially in handling noisy responses from 

structures and also in cases with limited sensors. Despite the above mentioned limitations of 

LSE based algorithms, this technique and its subsequent developed form like RLSE is 

considered as the basic initial approach to SI. Thus, in the present work, these algorithms 

have also been explored to understand the applicability for building structures. 
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As observed from the review of literature, a few numbers of comparative studies have been 

carried out by researchers on fixed base buildings by considering some of these algorithms. 

Comparative study on the performance between EKF and UKF has been reported, but there 

are no literatures which takes into account all these algorithms such as SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, 

Two-Stage EKF and UKF together. Moreover, studies on influence of different noise level on 

the performance of these algorithms are also missing. In the present work, the influence of 

increasing amount of added noise in the simulated response used for identifying the state and 

parameters of the fixed base multi-storey building has also been evaluated. The SNLSE-UI-

UO algorithm has been found to be performing well in case of noise-free responses, but the 

performance of the algorithm deteriorates with slight increase in amount of added noise. The 

performance of KF based algorithms such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF are observed to 

be comparable in case of noisy response data. 

Literature review reveals the lack of comparative study based on these algorithms in limited 

sensor environment. In the present work an effort has been made to study the impact of 

missing sensors on the performance of these algorithms on real life structures such as 

standard multi-storey building as well as base-isolated building. Studies have been performed 

using both simulated responses and acquired seismic induced responses from some of the 

existing buildings. The performance of EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF are observed to be 

comparable in the limited sensor environment. 

As observed from literature, the performance of SNLSE-UI-UO with regard to identification 

problems has been generally good, though a very limited work has been presented, where 

there is only one number of sensors is missing. Study with multiple missing sensors using this 

algorithm is not reported. In the present work, a simulated example has been shown, 

illustrating the performance of SNLSE-UI-UO where more than one missing sensor is 

considered. It is observed that while the algorithm performs well with one missing sensor, the 

performance drastically degrades with increase in the number of missing sensors. Observing 

the poor performance of the SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm with both noise corrupted responses 

and multiple missing sensors, this algorithm has not been utilized further in the problems 

dealing with multiple missing sensors of both fixed base as well as base-isolated building 

systems considered in the present investigation. 

From review of literature, it is observed that examples cited so far for SI, generally deals with 

responses due to input earthquake excitation of large magnitude such as that of El Centro, 

Koyna or Victoria etc. All these earthquakes are of large magnitude and obviously the 
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responses from the building system excited by these earthquakes are also large. The SI 

algorithms such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF function well for high intensity 

responses, but it has been observed that if the responses are of very low intensities due to low 

intensity input base excitation, a drift in identified displacement has been observed. Drift in 

identified displacement due to response corrupted with low frequency component is a very 

common phenomenon. Occurrence of such drifts is very often discussed in literatures. 

Adoption of a technique to correct such drift has been reported in one of the literatures by 

resorting to a method in which artificial white noise of insignificant magnitude has been used 

as additional input. This technique of drift correction has been adopted in the present work 

and has yielded an excellent result. Identification of the base-isolated building system with 

low amplitude excitation has been performed with all the considered algorithms and UKF is 

found to be producing a consistent result in state identification, although in few instances of 

simulation study, EKF is observed to perform well. In respect of state identification, the 

performances of all these algorithms are quite comparable. 

Further, SI based studies in a base-isolated multi-storey building with missing sensor at floor 

level just above the isolator has never been dealt so far. Formulation has been specifically 

made to handle such case and SI has been carried out using response data from simulation 

based studies. 

For base-isolation of multi-storey buildings, Steel Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (SREI) are 

commonly used. SREIs are heavy and expensive, since elastomer / rubber layers are 

interleaved with thin steel reinforcing plates. The Steel plates and elastomeric layers are 

placed in alternate layers. A recent development took place in this field with the advent of 

Fibre Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (FREI). In FREI, the steel plates are replaced by bi-

directionally oriented fibres, thereby reducing the weight and cost of the isolators. FREIs can 

also be cut into desired sizes. FREI has been found to be cost effective substitute of SREI 

especially for low-rise buildings. Similar to other types of base isolators, FREIs are also 

susceptible to damaging effect of earthquake. So, it becomes necessary to assess the health of 

FREIs directly from the measured responses from the BI structure. There are literatures on 

FREI which deals with seismic vulnerability assessment and 3D FEM modelling aspect of 

FREI. There is however, no literature on SI based approaches for FREI supported structural 

system utilizing measured vibration data. 

In this work, different variants of Kalman filter based algorithms like EKF, Two-Stage EKF 

and UKF are used to estimate and compare the performance of these algorithms in identifying 
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the state and parameters of un-bonded Fibre Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (U-FREI). The 

test model comprises of a two-storey masonry building supported on U-FREI. Recorded 

response from the test model, subjected to different earthquake excitations have been 

considered for the identification study. Since the hysteretic behaviour of U-FREI is somewhat 

different from that of SREI, emphasis has been put to select an appropriate model for 

representing U-FREI and extended Bouc-Wen model has been observed to be appropriate. A 

rough estimate of the model parameters of U-FREI are obtained using force displacement 

hysteresis behaviour of the test model. These parameter values are considered as initial guess 

in the identification process. The mathematical model representing FREI comprises of many 

parameters and the results of identified parameters vary across different algorithms and also 

for different considered earthquakes. Therefore, percentage error index (PEI) has been 

introduced to compare the performance of these algorithms. PEI is evaluated using the 

parameter weights obtained from parameter sensitivity analysis represented in the form of 

spider diagram. It has been observed that the selected model is suitable for identification of 

FREIs. The state and parameters of the U-FREI model are identified using recorded response 

of the test model as well as from noise corrupted response from analytical model. In the 

analytical study, the response is contaminated with varying level of artificially added 

Gaussian white noise. The effect of these added noise on the identification of state and 

parameters are investigated. It is observed that these algorithms are quite stable and the 

identified results are comparable with that assumed in the analytical study. 

There are literatures which deal with comparative studies of the performances of the EKF and 

UKF algorithms, but no literature has been found towards holistic approach to SI based 

studies for fixed-base and base-isolated building using algorithms like SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, 

Two-Stage EKF and UKF.  

Thus, the present work is an attempt to holistically study some of the commonly used well 

known algorithms and apply it to different building systems encountered in general. 

Formulation of each of these algorithms for each of the varied specific cases of structural 

system has been covered in detail starting from the very basic principles. The derivations are 

shown in very simple steps and can be readily applied. Further, the identification approach of 

the newly developed FREI isolators has also been covered. 
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NOTATIONS 

Nomenclature  Meaning 

a0 = Amplitude of acceleration 

a1 to a5 = Stiffness parameters of the nonlinear spring � = Ratio of post yield stiffness to pre-yield stiffness �� = A constant that determines the spread of the sigma points in UKF 

algorithm �� = Rayleigh damping coefficient �� = Matrix of input � = State transition matrix �, 
, �, �,  = Parameters of Bouc-Wen hysteresis model that control the 

characteristics of resulting hysteresis loop ��and	�� = Matrices defined in Newmark’s method �̅ = Parameter in Newmark’s method ��  = Rayleigh damping coefficient �� = A parameter in UKF algorithm 

c, cb = Coefficient of viscous damping of isolator 

c1, c2 and c3 = Viscous damping coefficient of 1st, 2nd and 3rd floor  

C = Damping matrix � = Parameter of Bouc-Wen hysteresis model �̅ = Parameter in Newmark’s method �� = Desired output sequence vector 

δ = Direct delta function 

e = Error vector 

E = Expectation 

Ef = Young’s modulus of fibre reinforcement ���� = Vector of model noises � = Nonlinear system function �� = Spring force �  = Damping force !" = Damping force vector !# = Stiffness force vector ! = Force excitation vector $% = Hysteric restoring force 
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Nomenclature  Meaning & = State transition matrix ' = A function representing damping force and stiffness force 

F(t) = Restoring force at time instant t ( = State transition matrix of linearized system ) = A function of state vector, parametric vector and forcing function 

when the state vector or extended state vector is represented in state 

space form 

g = Acceleration due to gravity 

G = Shear modulus of elastomer 

h = A function used to compute the predicted measurement from the 

predicted state *� = A vector of filter coefficients *�∗ = Best estimate of *�∗ ,-., ,-/, ,-0	and	,-1 = Storey  height 

H = Jacobian matrix of measurement equation 23 = Partial differential of measurement function with respect to 

parametric vector 24 = Partial differential of measurement function with respect to state 

vector 53 = Partial differential of state vector with respect to parametric vector 

I = Identity matrix 6 = Objective function 

k = Time step 78 = Pre-yield stiffness 79 = Stiffness of the isolator 

k1, k2, k3 and k4 = Storey stiffness of 1st, 2nd, 3rd  and 4th floor  

K = Stiffness matrix :; = The Gain matrix used in RLSE algorithm < = The Kalman Gain matrix = = Laplace operator 

m = Mass 

mb = Mass at isolator top 

m1, m2, m3 and 

m4 

= Mass at 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th floor level 

M = Mass matrix 
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Nomenclature  Meaning >?  = Mass matrix corresponding to known degrees of freedom >∗ = Mass matrix corresponding to unknown degrees of freedom @,A = Number of degrees of freedom B?  = Number of known or measured excitation input @C = Total number of input parameter @CD = Number of error terms considered @CE = Filter length 

p1 to p6 = Coefficients of polynomial F̅ = Number of stiffness parameter 

Px = Error covariance matrix of state 

Pθ = Error covariance matrix of parameter GHI = Initially assumed error covariance matrix for state vector GHJ,I = Initially assumed error covariance matrix for structural parameters GK|M = Predicted error covariance at time m with given observation upto and 

including time n, where m>n 

Q = Process noise covariance matrix 

r = Number of unknown or unmeasured excitation input 

R = Measurement noise covariance matrix N = Number of unknown or unmeasured acceleration response 

S1, S2,.. = Stiffness matrix without stiffness coefficient 
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tf = Thickness of single layer of fibre reinforcement ∆� = Time interval 

T = Time period 
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u1, u2 and u3 = Inter-storey drift 

x = Displacement 
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x1, x2, x3 and x4 = Horizontal displacement at 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th  floor level PR  = Velocity PS  = Acceleration 
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Nomenclature  Meaning P̅S  = Acceleration response corresponding to known degrees of freedom PS ∗ = Acceleration response corresponding to unknown degrees of freedom PS9 = Horizontal acceleration at isolator top PST = Horizontal component of ground acceleration PS., PS/	and	PS0 = Horizontal acceleration at 1st, 2nd and 3rd floor level 5 = State vector U. = Vector of displacement U/ = Vector of velocity U0 = Vector of parameters such as stiffness, damping or hysteretic 
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8̀�K�
 = Weight for the mean 
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κ = A secondary scaling parameter used in Unscented Kalman Filter  
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parameter ef = Measurement vector 

0 = Zero Matrix 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Civil Engineering structures, like buildings, bridges, towers etc can be modelled using a 

mathematical formulation. If the structure is excited by external forces such as ground 

excitation, wind etc, the responses of these structures at any location due to the external 

excitation can be obtained from the mathematical model which is based on the governing 

dynamic equation of motion. The response components can be acceleration, velocity or 

displacement. To obtain these responses, prior knowledge is required for structural masses, 

stiffness and damping. System identification (SI) is an inverse problem wherein the state of 

the structural system and its parameters such as stiffness and damping are identified from the 

measured response of the structure experiencing vibration due to external excitation. SI can 

also be reckoned as a process of identifying unknown parameters of the considered 

mathematical model of the structural system by using the measured input and output signal of 

the system. A model is a mathematical relationship between a system’s input and output 

responses.  

Since few decades, there is a tremendous effort going on towards the research and 

development in the direction of system identification techniques. After any major earthquake, 

it becomes necessary to examine the structural health of any important structure like bridges 

or buildings. By simple observation of any externally visible damage or cracks one cannot 

assess the amount and severity of damage in a structure as there may be presence of serious 

internal damage also. In such situation, SI plays a major role in rapid assessment of structural 

damages of important structure and thereby helps in the emergency management of the 

situation.  

Structural system identification techniques can be classified into strategies based on: 1) 

frequency domain, 2) time-domain and 3) time-frequency domain analysis. Examples of 

frequency domain based analysis are Frequency Domain decomposition (FDD), Enhanced 

Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD), Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE). 

Examples of time-domain analysis are algorithm for sub-space identification (N4SID), 

Natural Excitation Technique (NExT), eigen value realization algorithm (ERA), least square 

estimation (LSE), recursive least square estimation (RLSE) and among filter based 

approaches are Kalman Filter (KF), Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Two-Stage Extended 
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Kalman filter (Two-Stage EKF) and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), H∞ filter and Monte-

Carlo filter etc. Examples of time-frequency analysis are wavelet transforms Hilbert-Huang 

transform etc.    

The research for system identification of linear structural system is quite established and 

there is lots of frequency and time-domain based identification schemes which can easily 

carry out accurate evaluation of system parameters. However, it is well known fact that 

nothing is fully linear in the real world. Almost every structure exhibits some form of 

nonlinearity in some magnitude or other. Nonlinearity may develop in any structure, 

experiencing vibration due to formation of cracks. Further, nonlinearity is also exhibited by 

the isolators used in base-isolated structural systems. Structures exhibit inelastic behaviour 

under severe cyclic loads associated with earthquakes, high winds, etc. When the restoring 

force is plotted against the structural deformation, inelastic behaviour often manifests itself in 

the form of hysteresis loops. The area enclosed by each loop is a measure of the energy 

dissipated over a complete cycle. In general terms, hysteresis refers to the hereditary and the 

memory nature of an inelastic system, in which the restoring force depends not only on the 

instantaneous deformation but also on the past history of deformation. Mechanical and 

structural systems capable of dissipating appreciable energy tend to possess large hysteresis 

loops. Hysteresis is thus particularly important in depicting the damping characteristics of 

inelastic systems. 

Response measurement from all dynamic degrees of freedom is desirable for efficient 

functioning of the SI algorithms. However, there may be situations where limited number of 

sensor data may be available. This may be due to inaccessibility of sensor placement location 

or due to financial constraints etc. Hence, it can be concluded that the selected SI needs to be 

able to handle nonlinearity and perform in limited sensor scenario.   

In the field of nonlinear structural dynamics, the problem which is commonly encountered is 

the modelling of the nonlinear system and its identification. Therefore, proper mathematical 

model is required which can represent the nonlinear behaviour of the structural system. 

In the present thesis work, attempt is made to make a comparative study of few selected 

nonlinear system identification schemes with regard to their applicability, performance and 

robustness. Out of the huge domain of system identification schemes available till date, it will 

be impractical or rather confusing if all the available schemes are considered together for 

such comparative study. In the current study a few algorithms based on LSE and KE are 
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considered for SI. Among the LSE based identification schemes, RLSE, Sequential Nonlinear 

Least Square Estimate (SNLSE), Sequential Nonlinear Least Square Estimate with Unknown 

Input and Unknown Output (SNLSE-UI-UO) are taken into consideration. Similarly EKF, 

Two-Stage EKF and UKF are considered for KF based identification schemes. Brief 

discussion about the evolution of these algorithms and their pros and cons are detailed in 

section-1.2 and section-1.3. 

Till date, research work on nonlinear structural system identification using all the above 

mentioned schemes were carried out by utilizing data from simulation and experimental 

work. However, limited works are observed for comparative study regarding the performance 

of identifications of states as well as parameters involving only EKF and UKF. However, no 

such comparative studies are available considering limited sensors as well as involving base 

isolated system. Thus, it is felt necessary to carry out studies to propose recommendation for 

selection of identification algorithms in the system identification of some existing structures, 

generally encountered in civil engineering field. 

Using the considered SI algorithms, identification studies on both fixed base and base-

isolated multi-storey building have been carried out. The study has been conducted 

considering data from both simulated model as well as existing structures. The impact on 

identification by all the different algorithms due to limited number of sensors and response 

corrupted with varying degrees of Gaussian white noise have also been carried out.  

Using the selected algorithms, identification of state and parameters has also been carried out 

for Fibre Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (FREI) supporting structures. FREI isolator is 

relatively new in the field of rubber based isolator and is a cost effective alternative to 

conventional laminated Steel Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (SREI). State and parameter 

identification of FREI using the available system identification schemes is not reported till 

date. In this thesis, an attempt has been carried out to perform a comparative study of the 

state and parameter identification using the above mentioned selected algorithms. 

1.2 Overview of different identification scheme based on Least Square 

Estimate Technique 

LSE can be regarded as one of the first approaches towards time-domain based identification 

scheme. Any identification scheme is associated with 1) a governing dynamic equation of 

motion, 2) unknown state vector such as displacement, velocity, 3) unknown parametric 

vector containing unknown stiffness and damping parameter and 4) issue related to 
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availability of sensors to output. Apart from measured acceleration data, there may be 

additional available data such as displacement and velocity as well. In such cases 

displacement sensors are also supposed to be available at the site under study. Observation 

equation is the theoretical relative acceleration that is obtained from the equation of motion, 

expressed in terms of unknown stiffness and damping. The error in observation is the 

difference between the observed acceleration and the theoretical acceleration. The essence of 

the scheme is minimization of sum of squares of this observation error by tuning the model 

parameters considering full time history analysis. LSE is applicable in cases of over-

determined system, where number of equations are more that the number of unknown 

parameters to be determined.  

LSE appears to be rudimentary identification technique from the point of view of 

advancement achieved in the techniques of SI till date. However, LSE still needs mentioning 

as it appears somewhere in some form in most of the present day techniques. To achieve the 

desired objective, progressive modifications were introduced on LSE after its drawbacks 

were determined. 

Drawbacks of LSE scheme are as follows 

• If any new observation needs to be incorporated in the analysis, the analysis has to be 

started from beginning. There is no provision of updating the identification scheme 

with new observation. 

• Therefore, online identification of state and parameter using LSE scheme is time 

consuming as the analysis has to be started from beginning for processing any new 

observation in each forward step. 

• Handling the case of limited sensor is not possible with LSE scheme. 

RLSE is the next updated version of LSE, wherein the drawbacks of LSE are partly 

overcome. In RLSE technique, the gain matrix gets updated with every new observation and 

therefore the analysis need not be run from beginning of time history as is done in LSE. 

There were further subsequent developments towards this direction with the advent of 

SNLSE, which is a modification of RLSE. In SNLSE scheme, the state and parameters are 

identified separately wherein, state is first identified followed by parameters. This is in 

contrary to RLSE wherein, identification of state and parameter are done simultaneously. 
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As the state and parameters are interdependent of each other, these are identified in sequential 

manner in SNLSE. First, the parameters are identified on the assumption that the state is 

known using RLSE. Secondly, the state is identified from the identified parameters of first 

step using RLSE. The state is determined on the basis of numerical integration scheme. In the 

third step, the parameter is revised with the identified state. These three steps are repeated in 

every time step and thus state and parameter are identified. 

A slight improvement or modification was made in the SNLSE algorithm to enable it to 

function in situations, where limited numbers of sensor measurements are available. This 

modified algorithm is known as SNLSE-UI-UO. SNLSE-UI-UO is further updated version of 

SNLSE, which proposes to identify unknown input as well as unknown output or responses 

apart from state and parameter. This algorithm evolved due to the fact that SNLSE has the 

inability to handle limited sensor cases. However, there is every possibility of limited sensor 

measurement due to either economic constraint or inaccessibility to fix sensors at desired 

location or may be due faulty sensor etc. 

1.3 Overview of different identification scheme based on Kalman Filter 

Techniques 

One of the popular SI techniques is the KF based approach. These KF based algorithms can 

handle noise corrupted responses efficiently. The algorithm works in two steps; 1) the 

prediction step and 2) the correction step. In the prediction step, the unknown parameters and 

state are predicted from the dynamic model and in the correction step, this prediction of state 

and parameter are corrected or updated using current measurement. Updating is done using 

the Kalman Gain matrix, in which more weights are given to estimate with higher certainty. 

The algorithm is recursive. It runs in real time, using only the current input measurements, no 

additional past information is required. There is various application of KF which includes 

target tracking of ballistic missiles, robotic motion planning and control, trajectory 

optimization, navigational guidance and control of vehicles, particularly aircraft and space 

craft etc.   

The KF is applicable only for linear systems and it works with Gaussian noise. In order to 

apply KF to non-linear systems, the non-linearity in the system is locally linearized using 

Taylor series. Thus, Jacobian needs to be evaluated for linearising a nonlinear system. Such 

techniques of using KF after linearization are called the EKF. In EKF, the state vector and the 

parametric vector to be identified are arranged in a single vector called the extended state 

vector. The EKF is applicable to time invariant system. The EKF containing both the state 
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vector and the parametric vector is quite cumbersome and a lot of computational effort is 

required for its evaluation and sometimes the filter diverges.  To overcome this issue, Two-

Stage EKF was developed in which state vector and parametric vector are handled separately. 

The computation of Jacobians is a cumbersome process and sometimes it may not be possible 

to evaluate. In such cases EKF algorithm cannot be used.  

To overcome this lacuna in EKF, the UKF came into picture. Jeffrey Uhlmann [1997a] 

proposed UKF. In UKF, the mean and covariance of the state and parametric vector for the 

next updated time step is not evaluated directly. The mean and covariance of some 

predetermined salient points called sigma points are evaluated. From this transformed sigma 

points, the mean and covariance of state and parametric vector are evaluated. By doing this, 

the process of evaluation of Jacobians is bypassed, thus the error involved in Jacobian 

determination are avoided. The error involved by not considering the higher order terms 

while using Taylor series expansion is thus avoided. Therefore, UKF is a better option of all 

the above mentioned KF based techniques.  

1.4 Basic differences and similarities between the identification scheme 

based on Least Square Estimate Technique and Kalman Filter based 

Techniques 

• The KF is an algorithm in which state of a system can be estimated using the available 

observation data. 

• The KF requires a mathematical model of the system under consideration. It requires 

input excitation as well as response of the structure. It also requires process noise 

matrix [Q] and measurement noise matrix [R]. The process noise represents the 

deficiencies of the model in form of inaccurate parameter estimation and the 

measurement noise is the noise corrupted observation signal like noise from 

instruments. 

• The KF works in two steps: 1) the prediction step and 2) updating step. In the 

prediction step the unknown future state of the system is predicted using the equation of 

the model. In the updating step, the predicted future step is updated using the current 

measurement. 

• In RLSE based techniques, there is only updating step using the current measurement 

data and there is no prediction step, unlike KF. 
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• Both RLSE and KF have an error covariance matrix of state and parameter. Both are 

based on minimization of sum of square of the diagonal terms of the error covariance 

matrix. Both the approaches assume zero-mean Gaussian errors. 

• Both RLSE and KF have similar final formulation but the approaches for detailed 

derivation are different. 

• Both RLSE and KF have the same form of expression:  

Updated estimate = Previous Estimate + Gain * Innovation (error).  

The difference between RLSE and KF is in the expression of gain matrix. In KF the 

gain matrix is associated with [Q] and [R] terms. 

Notable Differences: 

Some notable differences between LSE, RLSE based algorithm and KF based algorithm 

are given in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Difference between LSE, RLSE and KF based technique 

Sl No LSE and RLSE based algorithm KF based algorithm 

1 Faster than KF Slower than LSE or RLSE 

2 Less accurate More accurate 

3 Easier to implement Comparatively difficult to implement 

4 Not necessary to model in state-

space form 

System needs to be modelled in state-

space form 

5 There is no existence of any noise 

covariance matrix 

The process noise and measurement 

noise covariance matrix needs tuning 

1.5 Multi-storey buildings for identification 

Multi-storey buildings have been considered for both state and parameter identification. The 

considered buildings may be of conventional foundation system and idealised as fixed base or 

supported on seismic isolators. In any conventional fixed base multi-storey building under 

seismic excitation, the inter-storey drifts are the major threat to the structural system. Inter-

storey drifts create bending in beams and columns, leading to damage in extreme cases, if the 

intensity of excitation is higher than the design values. Such cases arise due to transmission 

of ground excitation to upper storey. Base isolation is one of the ways to reduce the seismic 

transmissibility. This is achieved by introducing base isolators in between the foundation and 
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superstructure. These isolators will act like a fuse in electrical system. The base isolators will 

allow a certain amount of vibration arising due to ambient wind etc. to pass and will start 

functioning if vibrations are beyond a limit. The primary idea is to reduce the inter-storey 

drift effect. This may be achieved if the structure above the isolators behaves like a rigid 

body so that the floors of entire building move in unison under seismic excitation, thereby 

creating lesser inter-storey drifts. 

Fig-1(a) shows a fixed base building with storey stiffness k, damping c and floor mass m. The 

natural frequency of the system is _E = h]K  and fundamental time period is iE = /jkl =
2nhK] . 

Fig-1(b) shows a base-isolated building with storey stiffness k, damping c and floor mass m. 

The mass of base slab mounted directly on the isolator is mb, stiffness of the isolator is kb and 

damping of the isolator is cb. The natural frequency of the system is _9 = h ]oKpKo  and 

fundamental time period is i9 = /jko = 2nhKpKo]o . The ratio 
qoql = hKpKoK ∗ h ]]o  is always 

greater than one as the horizontal stiffness of isolator is always much lesser than storey 

stiffness. Thus, it is evident that the fundamental time period of the structure is lengthened, if 

base-isolation is adopted. As shown by the elastic design spectrum of Fig-2, this lengthening 

of period can reduce the pseudo-acceleration and hence the earthquake-induced force in the 

structure.  

 

Fig-1.1: (a) Fixed-base structure; (b) isolated structure 

The most common type of available bearing is SREI, which is comprised of elastomer layers  

interleaved with thin steel reinforcing plates (Fig-1.3). The Steel plates and elastomeric layers 

are placed in alternate layers. These laminated bearings are strong and stiff under vertical 

loads, but very flexible under horizontal force. 
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Fig-1.2: Elastic Design Spectrum 

 

 

Fig-1.3: Steel Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (SREI). 

Another type of bearing gaining popularity is the FREI in which steel plates of SREI are 

replaced by bi-directionally oriented carbon or glass fibres, thereby reducing the weight and 

cost of the isolators. It can be effectively used for base isolation of low-rise masonry 

building. The bearing is stiff in vertical direction, but very flexible under horizontal force. 

FREI has another implementation advantage over conventional SREI. The advantage is that it 

can be cut into desired shape and size from a long sheet of the bearing. There are two types of 

FREI on the basis of the methodology adopted while placing them between sub and 

superstructure. These are Bonded FREI (B-FREI) and Unbonded FREI (U-FREI) (Fig-4). In 

B-FREI, the top and bottom surfaces in contact with the support are bonded together such 

that the isolators don’t lose contact during its service life. In U-FREI, the top and bottom 

surfaces of the isolator may lose contact with the supports, if the horizontal applied force on 
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the bearing top exceeds certain threshold limit. A roll over deformation takes place, which 

reduces the stiffness of the bearing further, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of better 

isolation.  

 
 

Bonded FREI Un-bonded FREI 

  Fig-1.4: Bonded FREI and Un-bonded FREI. 

1.6 Problem Identification 

Literature survey on nonlinear structural system identification reveals that various 

identification schemes have been suggested by different researchers. These algorithms were 

adopted using responses from numerically simulated model as well as experimental 

investigation on different types of structural systems. Works on comparative study of 

identification results obtained from various identification schemes, especially in an 

environment with limited sensor data are however very few.  

Further literature related to studies on SREI supported structures as well as identification of 

parameters of SREI are available. However, FREI is a relatively newer concept and research 

works on identification of parameters of FREI isolator from available response measurement 

and comparative study using different identification schemes are not available till date. Thus, 

it is felt that further studies should be conducted to have some idea about the applicability of 

the selected system identification schemes for assessment of some typical real time existing 

structures in civil engineering field. The present study is an attempt to provide some insight 

to problem wise selection of algorithm.  

After any major earthquake, it becomes necessary to assess the health of any important 

structure such as a bridge or building etc. By mere visible observation, assessment of any 

severe damage, which may be detrimental to the service condition of the structure, may not 

be feasible. One cannot guarantee the effectiveness of reuse of the structure or suggest any 

remedial measure to make it fit to serve the community. Wrong assessment of damage may 

lead to further calamity as the structure may fail, hindering relief and rescue activity in post 

earthquake scenario. So, it becomes imperative to proceed with more scientific approach 
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involving NDT and system identification technique to identify the extent of damage and 

suggest any remedial measures for its retrofitting. However, the pertinent issue is to select an 

appropriate identification schemes out of so many available schemes for the structural system 

in question. One would get confused as each identification scheme is performance wise better 

than the other in some respect or other. In order to tackle such type of situation, a 

comprehensive study should be made to characterize various schemes on the basis of 

performance, computational complexity, effectiveness in handling noise, effectiveness with 

respect to the extent of missing sensor data availability.  

1.7  Research Objective 

Data from numerically simulated building structures and previously carried out experimental 

investigations at IIT Guwahati are utilized. The major objectives of the research work are as 

follows. 

I. To assess the performance of different SI strategies for evaluation of system 

parameters of fixed base building. 

II. To assess the performance of different SI strategies for evaluation of system 

parameters for SREI supported BI building. 

III. To select appropriate model for representation of hysteretic behaviour of FREI. 

IV. To identify the state as well as parameters of model representing FREI in BI 

building using the selected algorithms and to assess the comparative performance of 

these different SI schemes. 

V. To evaluate the influence of noise and limited sensors on the performance of all the 

considered algorithms. 

1.8 Scope of Study 

Major scopes of study in the present research comprise of application of different system 

identification strategies by utilizing data obtained from 1) numerically simulated model of 

prototype structures, 2) recorded responses of existing buildings and 3) experimental 

laboratory test models.  

Two different categories of algorithm are considered in this thesis. One is the LSE based 

algorithm and the other is KF based algorithm. In the LSE based algorithm, SLNSE-UI-UO 

and in KF based algorithm EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF algorithm have been considered. 
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Thus, a total of four algorithms i.e. SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF have 

been considered. These selected algorithms are used for state and parameter identification of 

different types of structural systems. The performance of these algorithms in identifying the 

state and parameters of the considered structural systems are evaluated. Structural system 

considered in the present study consists of fixed base as well as SREI supported base isolated 

multi-storey buildings. Additionally, state and parameter identification of FREI supporting a 

model masonry building is also carried out. 

1.8.1 Fixed base building 

I. To simulate a three-storey shear frame building with fixed base and to analyse under 

different considered earthquake excitations. The floor responses obtained from 

simulation are corrupted with Gaussian noise with 1%, 2% and 5% noise levels. All 

the four selected identification schemes namely SNLSE, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and 

UKF are to be utilized to make a comparative study on the identification abilities of 

these algorithms in respect to evaluation of state and parameter of the structural 

system. 

II. To make a comparative study on the performance of the considered algorithms with 

limited sensor data. From the simulated responses, the measurement records of 

different floor levels are manually omitted to represent a condition of missing 

sensor and identification is to be carried out. The impacts of limited number of 

sensors on the performance of different algorithms are to be examined. 

III. The study is also extended to two numbers of identical existing three-storey RCC 

framed building with brick masonry in-fill walls with one having fixed base and the 

other supported on SREI isolators. This sample structure is located in the campus of 

Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati. The acceleration response of the building 

and ground accelerations records are available from past earthquakes. Sensors are 

installed only at ground floor level (floor slab just above the isolator) and roof level 

and a separate sensor to record ground excitation. State and structural parameters of 

the building are to be identified using all the considered algorithms. A comparative 

study on the effectiveness of the algorithms in identifying the state and structural 

parameters are also to be carried out. 

IV. The study is further extended to an existing multi-storey building situated at 

Guwahati city, Assam. Measured sensor data for two different earthquakes are 
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available for a (G+8) multi-storey RCC building with fixed base. The building is 

equipped with limited number of accelerometers. State and structural parameters of 

the building are to be identified using all the considered algorithms and carry out a 

comparative study of the effectiveness of the algorithms in identifying the state and 

structural parameters. The building is having large numbers of degrees of freedom 

with only limited numbers of available sensor data and hence is also an ideal case 

for the present study. 

1.8.2 Base isolated building 

I. To develop formulation for base-isolated structure that will have the ability to fit 

into the identification algorithm.  

II. To simulate a three-storey shear frame building with isolated base and obtain 

responses at all the floor levels under different sample earthquake excitations. 

III. To carry out a comparative study on the performance of the identification 

algorithms with missing sensor data at floor level just above the isolator. 

Modification is to be performed on the existing formulation to make it suitable to 

carry out this identification. 

IV. To carry out a comparative study on the performance of the identification 

algorithms with limited sensor data. Simulated responses of specific floor levels are 

utilised by the identification algorithms to represent a condition of missing sensor. 

The impacts of missing sensors on the performance of the different algorithms are 

studied. 

V. The study is also extended to identification of state and parameter of the existing 

base isolated structure of the twin building located at IIT Guwahati as mentioned 

before. This is an ideal case of structures with different support conditions and 

having limited number of available sensor data and thus it represents an appropriate 

case for comparative study. 

1.8.3 FREI supporting a scaled model masonry building 

I. To select a suitable model to simulate the behaviour of FREI. 

II. To validate the selected mathematical model with that of force-displacement 

laboratory test result of FREI. 
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III. To carryout identification of both state and model parameters of FREI using EKF, 

Two-stage EKF and UKF algorithm using experimental test results of FREI 

supported masonry building (test model). 

IV. To access the performance of the selected algorithms due to varying levels of added 

noise in the simulated response of the FREI supported structural system. 

V. To assess the performance of these algorithms in evaluating the state and parameter 

of the model representing FREI, supporting building structure. 

1.9 Outline of the Thesis 

In this thesis, a comparative study is made using well established identification algorithms 

like SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF on identification of state and 

parameters of multi-storey shear buildings, both fixed base and base isolated, which are 

excited by ground acceleration. Both simulation based results as well as data from 

instrumented existing buildings are utilized. A comparative study is carried out to study the 

effect of response corrupted with varying level of added noise on the performance of the 

algorithms. Study is also made on the effectiveness of the algorithm in identifying the state 

and parameter due to limited availability of sensors placed in the building for acquisition of 

data.  

For the case of FREI isolator, a suitable model is selected to represent the hysteretic 

behaviour of the isolator. The parameters of the selected model is determined by trial and 

error to best fit the experimental hysteresis curve obtained from available force-displacement 

test results. A sensitivity analysis is performed for each of the parameters and is represented 

in the form of spider diagram. Detailed study are conducted for identification of state and 

parameter of these type of isolators using the algorithm EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF on 

the basis of simulated responses. The effect of varying degree of noise on the identification 

result carried out using the algorithms is conducted. The study is finally extended to 

identification of state and parameter of the FREI using the available shake table based 

experimental data and a performance comparison of the algorithms is therefore made. 

In Chapter 1, general description of the different identification schemes, structural systems, 

scopes and detailed objectives of the study are presented. 

Chapter 2 provides the brief review of the existing literature on identification scheme starting 

from LSE to other variants of LSE like RLSE, SNLSE and SNLSE-UI-UO. Brief literature 

review has also been presented for KF based identification scheme starting from simple KF 
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for linear systems to EKF for identification of nonlinear systems using local linearization of 

the nonlinear function using Taylor series expansion and then preceded with Two-Stage EKF. 

Further, literature review of UKF and its application on civil structure is also carried out. 

Lastly, literature review of some relevant literatures of FREI is presented. 

In chapter-3, detailed formulations of different considered identification schemes are 

presented. 

Chapter 4 deals with the evaluation of state and parameter of fixed base multi-storey building 

system. The algorithms such as SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF are used for 

state and parameter identification of buildings. First, the study is made using responses from 

simulated building and then the study is extended by utilizing field data from existing 

buildings. Using simulated responses, a comparative study is made on the effect of varying 

degree of noise and limited availability of sensor measurements. 

Chapter 5 is based on the evaluation of state and parameter of multi-storey building supported 

on base-isolators. The algorithms such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF are used for state 

and parameter identification of base isolated building. First, the study is made using 

simulated responses and then the study is carried out by using data obtained from existing 

sample buildings under seismic excitations. Using simulated responses, a comparative study 

is also made on the effect of varying degree of noise and limited availability of sensor 

measurements. 

Chapter 6 is based on the evaluation of state and parameter of FREI from the response data 

available from shake table test and other laboratory investigations. The algorithms namely, 

EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF are used for state and parameter identification of the FREI 

supported masonry building system. A comparison is made on the performance of different 

algorithms. 

Chapter 7 presents the summary and conclusion of research work undertaken. Major finding 

from the present research work and scopes of future work have also been presented in this 

chapter. 
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

In section 1.1 of chapter-1, various existing SI schemes based on algorithms such as 

frequency domain, time domain and time-frequency domain are mentioned. Amongst the 

various schemes for SI techniques, algorithms those have been considered in present study 

comprises of Least Square Estimation (LSE), Recursive Least Square Estimate (RLSE), 

which is a modified form of LSE, Sequential Non-Linear Least Square Estimate (SNLSE), 

Sequential Non-Linear Least Square Estimate with Unknown Input and Unknown Output 

(SNLSE-UI-UO), Kalman Filter (KF), Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Two-Stage EKF, 

Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). There are various advantages and disadvantages of all these 

identification techniques which have been briefly described under section 1.2 and 1.3 of 

chapter-1.  

In any SI of a structural system, states and parameters are coupled. In the considered LSE 

based scheme, SNLSE is an identification technique based on RLSE, which evolved from 

LSE. In SNLSE states and parameters are identified one after the other and in sequence; 

thereby chances of divergence of results are reduced. For the online identification of state and 

parameter, KF based algorithms have been popular choices. However, the basic drawback of 

KF is that it is applicable only for linear problem. However, many civil engineering structures 

like base isolated buildings may exhibit some form of nonlinearity under seismic excitation 

of appreciable intensity.  

To extend the applicability of KF to nonlinear problems, EKF evolved. In EKF, the nonlinear 

function is linearized by Taylor series expansion. The nonlinear function is approximated by 

considering only up to the 1st order derivative in the Taylor series expansion while the higher 

order terms are neglected due to computational complexity. This linearization process 

involves Jacobian to be evaluated at each time instant. The derivation of Jacobian involves 

complex calculation and sometimes it cannot be calculated for certain nonlinear functions, 

thus leading to implementation difficulties.  

The extended state vector in EKF algorithm contains both the state vector and structural 

parameters. The state and parameters are interdependent which may lead to difficulties in 

computational convergence especially when the extended state vector is large or in case of 

limited available sensors. In order to overcome this problem, the state and parameters are 
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identified separately and in sequence one after the other. This led to the evolution of Two-

Stage EKF. In the first step, the state vector is considered as an implicit function of the 

parametric vector and so, the parametric vector is identified by KF, assuming the state vector 

to be known. In the second step, the state vector is identified based on the identified 

parametric vector of the first step using the KF.   

Initially EKF was extensively used for tracking and estimation problem, since it was simple 

and quick. However, it was found that EKF can be used only for low level of nonlinearity. In 

case of highly nonlinear systems, there was difficulty in tuning the EKF. Further, noise 

source are assumed to be having Gaussian distribution. To overcome these problems, the 

unscented Kalman filter (UKF) came in to picture.  

In UKF method the noise sources need not be Gaussian and linearization of nonlinear 

function is also not required and thus the algorithm is superior to EKF. Some salient points 

called sigma points and its corresponding weights are selected and evaluated using the 

nonlinear function. KF is then applied to the current measurement and transformed sigma 

points to estimate the future state. 

Using algorithms namely SNLSE-UO-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF, identification of 

state and parameters of different structural systems has been carried out. The responses used 

for the identification are either from simulated model or recorded response from existing and 

experimental structures experiencing vibration under different earthquake excitations. 

A brief review of literature containing simulation, analysis, experimentation and application 

to laboratory based test model as well as real life structures using LSE and KF based 

algorithms are presented in the following sections.  

2.2 Recursive Least Square based Estimation Technique  

Quite a number of works have been reported on identification techniques based on RLSE and 

its variants such as SNLSE or SNLSE-UI-UO. Many analytical and experimental studies 

were performed on base isolated structures as well as linear structures using this technique of 

identification. Studies related to identification of damage in structure are also reported in the 

literature. The present study is limited only to identification of state and parameters of 

structures without any introduction of damage. A brief review of literatures on this approach 

is presented in the following paragraphs.  

Chen and Li [2004] proposed a scheme by which the structural parameters as well as input 

ground excitation were identified simultaneously. It is an iterative method using the LSE. 
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Raleigh damping was considered in the scheme. The governing dynamic equation of motion 

was represented by forming two sets of equations. The two equations were solved iteratively. 

Stiffness was identified from one equation and damping from the second. Iterations were 

continued till it satisfied the specified convergence criteria. This is simply a LSE technique, 

wherein for processing every forward step, one has to start from the very initial step. Further, 

there is a high chance of drift in the determination of displacement and velocity from the 

direct integration of acceleration measurement. 

Yang and Lin [2004] used RLSE technique to identify structural parameters for nonlinear 

hysteretic structures. Acceleration as well as velocity responses are needed to be supplied to 

the algorithm. Solutions were obtained using constraint optimization algorithm. The 

effectiveness of the algorithm was demonstrated through numerically simulated SDOF and 

MDOF hysteretic structure. To simulate field condition, artificial white noise with 2% RMS 

was superimposed with the measured acceleration and then the velocity was calculated using 

numerical integration. A low pass filter was used to filter out noisy acceleration prior to 

identification.  

Yang and Lin [2005] proposed an adaptive tracking technique using LSE to identify the time 

varying structural parameters due to the occurrence of damage. Solution was presented using 

the minimum variation principle leading to the constrained optimization algorithm. The 

advantage of the proposed technique was demonstrated using simulated SDOF linear system 

and a nonlinear elastic structure. The major drawback of this system is that the velocity and 

displacement have to be obtained from integration of acceleration measurement, which may 

produce severe drift in displacement and therefore solution may not converge.  

Yang et al. [2006] proposed a scheme called SNLSE, which is a modified form of RLSE for 

online identification of structural parameters as well as state vectors such as displacement and 

velocity. The identification was carried out in two steps and in sequential manner. First, the 

parametric vector was identified on the consideration that structural parameters would not 

change with time considering time invariant system and based on the assumption that state 

vector was known. The state vector was then identified based on identified parametric vector. 

Further, the revised parametric vector was identified by replacing the identified state vector. 

In each time step, this procedure was followed. This procedure has an advantage over the 

earlier technique proposed by Yang and Lin [2004] in terms of convergence since integration 

is avoided to evaluate displacement. As generally measurement of acceleration data is 

convenient, direct integration on acceleration to get velocity and displacement sometimes 
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may result in drift in displacement and often spikes are observed in case of measured field 

data. Hence, processing the unknown structural parameters and state vector separately in a 

sequential manner eliminates the problem of convergence. Effectiveness of the proposed 

algorithm was demonstrated on 2-DOF nonlinear elastic structure and 5-DOF hysteretic 

structure.  

SNLSE algorithm as was proposed by Yang et al. [2006] was modified as SNLSE-UI-UO by 

Yang et al. [2007] in order to make the SNLSE algorithms perform with missing sensor as 

well as with unknown input ground excitation or external force. Similarly, the adaptive 

version of the scheme was used to identify the time-varying structural parameters in case of 

occurrence of any damage. The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was 

demonstrated using a 5-DOF non-linear hysteretic building model and a 3-storey steel frame 

finite-element model.  

In this sub-section on literature review on LSE based identification approach, it is observed 

that numerous research works were carried out using different variants of the algorithm. It is 

observed that online tracking based on only LSE is not practical as all data starting from 

beginning should be under consideration as the analysis proceeds. This is not only a 

cumbersome task but also time consuming. Hence, an improved version of LSE came in to 

picture and is called RLSE in which one does not have to start the analysis from scratch, 

instead the algorithm gets updated with current sets of measurement data at each forward 

time step. Further, it is observed that SNLSE has been performing well in identifying the 

state and parameters of linear as well as nonlinear structure. For tracking the changes in the 

value of parameters of the structure due to the onset of damage, an adaptive tracking 

technique was also proposed. Both state and parameters can be identified with the SNLSE 

scheme along with identification of time-varying parameters using adaptive variant of the 

scheme. The major drawback of this scheme lies in its inability to handle missing sensor data. 

This drawback was overcome by a modified version of this scheme known as the SNLSE-UI-

UO. Further, the adaptive variant of this scheme has the ability to track time varying 

parameters online due to occurrence of damage. By the word sequential, it is meant that state 

and parameters are identified sequentially, one after the other under the assumption that one 

is known when the other is being identified.  

From the review of literature, it is observed that the effectiveness of the different variants of 

the LSE based algorithm is demonstrated using analytical and laboratory based scaled 

models. These algorithms were applied for identification of state and parameters of different 
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types of idealised building models like linear SDOF and MDOF fixed base buildings as well 

as nonlinear hysteretic multi-storey buildings. It is also observed that the literatures involving 

missing sensor are very scanty. A detailed literature review demonstrated the performance of 

SNLSE-UO-UO algorithm was so far studied with only one missing sensor. Therefore, more 

extensive studies involving the algorithm with more missing sensors are needed. 

2.3 Kalman Filter based Estimation Technique 

The literature review on KF based technique is divided into two sub-sections. In one sub-

section, literatures related to EKF and Two-Stage EKF are reviewed, while in another sub-

section literature related to UKF is reviewed. The literatures related to applications of EKF, 

Two-Stage EKF and UKF in identification of state and parameters of different types of 

buildings are included. 

2.3.1 The Extended Kalman Filter and Two-Stage Extended Kalman Filter 

In the last few decades, the KF or specially the EKF gained a huge popularity amongst 

researchers. The EKF has the ability to identify both the state and parameter simultaneously 

from recorded time histories. There were extensive uses of this identification scheme for the 

evaluation of state and parameter of conventional fixed base multi-storeyed buildings, base 

isolated buildings as well as isolators itself. However, as the dimension of the structure 

increases, issues such as divergence of results crept up. An alternative approach was 

introduced in which state and parameters were identified separately and in sequence, which is 

called as Two-Stage EKF. A brief literature review about the EKF and Two-Stage EKF is 

furnished below. 

Hoshiya and Saito [1984] applied EKF to the SI of structural systems under the influence of 

seismic excitation. In order to obtain the stable and convergent solutions, a weighted global 

iterative procedure with an objective function was proposed, which was incorporated into the 

EKF algorithm. For the effectiveness of this proposal, the identification problems were 

investigated for linear multiple DOF systems, bilinear hysteretic systems and equivalent 

linearization of bilinear hysteretic systems. 

Tan and Chen [1988] used EKF for both state and parameter estimation of a nonlinear three-

storey shear building. To identify the system, a two-stage iterative procedure was used. The 

filtering technique was introduced on an equivalent linear system to estimate certain 

parameters. Using those estimated parameter values, the filtering technique was further 

extended to hysteretic system.  
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Hoshiya and Sutoh [1992] proposed an algorithm which is known as weighted local iteration 

method for structural SI using EKF. In this algorithm, the state vectors were identified 

iteratively for a fixed number of loops. An initial estimate of state vector, covariance and 

noise covariance matrix were assumed. EKF was used to find the updated state and 

covariance matrix at the end of specified number of iteration loops. To achieve good 

convergence, the updated covariance matrix was weighted with arbitrary weighing factor in 

order to disturb the covariance. There is however no guidelines provided in choosing the 

weighing factor, except that it should be greater than one. After the end of iteration, a test of 

convergence was carried out in order to minimize a selected objective function. The objective 

function was defined as the ratio of sum of squares of errors in observation, which is the ratio 

of sum of squares of differences between the observed values and predicted values to the sum 

of squares of observed values for fix numbers of observation data. Identification of a linear 

SDOF system was carried out using this method. The performance of the algorithm in respect 

of its capability of identifying parameters and also the stability of algorithm is doubtful since 

1) initial conditions were arbitrarily assigned and 2) use of Taylor’s series expansion for 

linearization.  

Yang et al. [2006a] proposed an adaptive scheme using EKF to track the damage in a 

structure. Analytical studies were conducted using simulated output response to validate the 

adaptive algorithm. An adaptive factor matrix was used to track the variation of parameters 

when the structure sustained damages. The solution of the adaptive factor matrix was 

determined using constraint optimization technique. Studies were carried out to identify 

simulated damage on a SDOF nonlinear hysteretic structure, two-storey hysteretic structure 

and five-storey linear structure. 

Yang et al. [2007a] developed an algorithm using EKF to identify the unknown input 

excitation with known output responses. The unknown input could be either ground 

excitation or any external excitation on any part of the structure. The adaptive part of the 

algorithm has the ability to identify the changes in structural parameters like degradation of 

stiffness etc., whenever damage occurs. The algorithm was verified by simulation result 

obtained from 3-DOF nonlinear elastic building, 3-DOF hysteretic building and ASCE phase 

I benchmark structure. The derivation of the equations to take into account the unknown 

input is however quite cumbersome and complex. 

Yang et al. [2008] made an attempt to experimentally validate the adaptive EKF, as proposed 

by Yang et al. [2006a] for identification of structural damage. A three-storey shear frame 
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building was created in the laboratory and fitted with an innovative device which could 

reduce the storey stiffness at a predefined time during the experiment, thus experimentally 

simulating structural damage during experiment. The algorithm was used using the output 

response from all the floors and known input ground excitation and good results were 

obtained. 

In EKF, a single vector called the extended state vector, which is a combination of both 

unknown state and parameter, is evaluated. It was observed that due its large size, there is 

computational convergence difficulty while handling large number of nonlinear structural 

parameters in limited sensor scenario. In order to overcome this problem, Lei and Jiang 

[2011] proposed an algorithm by separately identifying the state and parameter at each step 

using EKF. This approach reduced the execution time of the algorithm. To demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed approach, state and parameters identification of a numerically 

simulated 6-storey hysteretic shear building was carried out. It was observed that the 

proposed scheme has the ability to handle large number of nonlinear structural parameters.  

Ying et al.[2012] proposed an algorithm for identification of nonlinear time invariant 

structural parameters under limited input and output measurement. The algorithm is based on 

the implementation of EKF for identification of nonlinear structural parameters. LSE was 

used for identification of unknown input excitation.  The conditions under which this scheme 

is applicable are: (i) the number of output measurements is larger than that of unknown 

excitation; (ii) measurement sensors are available at the DOF’s where external excitation 

acts. The algorithm was also extended to identify large size nonlinear structural system using 

sub-structure approach. The force at the interface of the substructure was treated as additional 

unknown input. The additional unknown input can be estimated even when responses of the 

DOF’s at substructure interfaces were not available. The capability of the algorithm in 

identifying the nonlinear structural parameters under limited input and output measurement 

was demonstrated using numerical examples of 4-storey and 8-storey hysteretic shear 

buildings.  

The traditional EKF contains the unknown state vector and parametric vector, thus the 

extended unknown vector becomes quite large which possess difficulty in convergence for 

large scale structure with many DOF’s. To simplify the process, Lei et al. [2015] proposed a 

Two-Stage EKF to identify the nonlinear structural parameters as well as the unknown state 

vector in two steps. In the first step, the unknown parametric vectors are identified using EKF 

and under the assumption that the state vectors are known. In the second step, the state 
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vectors are identified from the identified parametric vector of first step and using EKF 

approach.  The second time step starts with the identified parameters and state vector of 

previous step. The advantage of the Two-Stage Kalman filter is that the number of unknown 

parameters gets reduced. The algorithm is applicable for 1) time-invariant system, 2) known 

external excitation and 3) low level of non-linearity.  

From the literature review on KF based techniques, it is observed that EKF has been 

extensively used by research community for identifying both state and parameter of 

structures. Initially researchers faced the problem of convergence related issues. To solve 

this, weighted iteration techniques were employed by many researchers. However, there was 

the problem of selection of weight as there were no guidelines in this matter. Other technique 

employed was that the parameter was identified separately by modifying the governing 

equation of motion. However, this did not produce any fruitful results as velocity and 

displacement had to be found out by direct integration which resulted in drift of identified 

displacement. Due to the issues related to computational convergence in handling large data, 

two-stage Kalman Filter came into existence.  

Literature review shows that various studies on identification of state and parameters using 

EKF and Two-Stage EKF have been performed on linear SDOF, MDOF as well as nonlinear 

hysteretic fixed base building systems. However, elaborate studies related to lack of missing 

sensors cases are not observed.  

2.3.2 The Unscented Kalman Filter  

KF was extensively used for various purposes such as target tracking and estimation. The 

algorithm is simple, robust and demonstrated optimal performance and thus became a popular 

choice. However, Kalman Filer is applicable only for linear systems. In order to apply KF for 

nonlinear systems, the nonlinearity is locally linearized using Taylor’s series expansion of the 

nonlinear function. This modified version of linear KF for nonlinear systems is called the 

EKF. In EKF, only the first order derivative of Taylor’s series expansion is considered while 

second and higher order derivatives are ignored. During evaluation of Taylor’s series, 

Jacobian matrix needs to be derived and hence it is a cumbersome process. Sometimes, the 

nonlinear function may not be differentiable at certain points leading to errors or issues 

related to convergence. Further, convergence issues may also arise in case of large dimension 

of a problem. To overcome these problems, UKF came into picture. UKF was introduced by 

Julier and Uhlmann [1997a].   
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The UKF is superior to EKF as in UKF linearization is avoided and therefore Jacobians are 

not required. Further, the noise source need not be Gaussian. The fundamental idea of UKF 

lies in Unscented Transforms (UT). UT and KF are combined to form UKF. A brief literature 

review of evolution of unscented transform and its gradual intervention into the identification 

of civil engineering structures is furnished in the following paragraphs.   

In the UT, a set of sample points called sigma point are created for each of the parameters of 

the extended state vector containing the state and parameters to be identified. The sigma 

points are selected deterministically and some specific weights are assigned to them. This 

sigma point matrix is passed through the nonlinear function and thereby, transformed sigma 

points matrix is created and finally the mean and covariance of the transformed parameters of 

the vector are calculated from the specified weights of the sigma points. The critical issues 

regarding the number of sigma points to be selected, or their assigned weights were addressed 

using a criteria that the points should be so chosen that it should capture the most important 

or desired property of the parameter under consideration. To capture the moment upto nth 

order is something like matching the Taylor’s series expansion upto nth order. The literature 

discusses about the distribution of sigma points to capture the 2nd and 4th order moment by 

showing the example of coordinate transformation from polar to Cartesian coordinate system. 

Further, the 4th order filter was used to demonstrate a navigation problem and results were 

compared to show the better performance of 4th order filter. The use of 2nd and 4th order in UT 

was intended to capture certain specific property of a random distribution. However, the 3rd 

order or skew is missed out.  

Julier [1998] proposed a procedure to determine sigma points so that skew or asymmetry of 

the distribution gets captured. The example problem considered was that of tracking a body 

re-entering the earth’s atmosphere at a very high altitude and at high velocity. For this re-

entry problem, the nonlinearity is very high due to the huge amount of drag force encountered 

by the falling body as it penetrates the progressively denser air media of the earth’s 

atmosphere. The drag force is proportional to square of the velocity. It was stated that as the 

nonlinearity was sufficiently large, the EKF algorithm could not be used. It was stressed that 

the prediction of both the mean and covariance must be accurate to the second order and this 

could be achieved by using UT. The uncertainty in both the ballistic coefficient and velocity 

led to a highly non-symmetric distribution. To capture the skew in unscented transform 

algorithm, three different types of sigma shapes were introduced. The effectiveness of using 

the skew to capture information about the asymmetry was examined. The UT was devised to 
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capture the mean, covariance and skew. It was found that by introduction of skew capturing 

method, there was little change in performance as the skew was extremely small. 

Merwe and Wan [2001] introduced the square-root UKF (SR-UKF) to overcome the 

drawbacks of EKF approach. This approach results in third order (Taylor’s series) 

approximation for Gaussian inputs and at least second order accuracy for non-Gaussian 

inputs. The performances of EKF, UKF and SR-UKF were compared and it was found that 

SR-UKF is about 20% faster than UKF and about 10% faster than EKF.  

Julier and Uhlmann [2002a] introduced the scaled UT. As the dimension of the state space 

increases, the spread of the sigma points increases as well, this introduces error in capturing 

mean and covariance. The conventional UT overcame this problem by using weights having 

values which are positive, zero or negative. When the weight is zero, it causes the sigma 

point to scale to origin, so the mean is evaluated up to second order accuracy, but negative 

weight can lead to non-positive semi definite covariance matrix. A correction term was used 

to tackle this problem. However, use of this modified covariance matrix lacks physical 

intuition and is applicable only for symmetric unscented transform and its applicability to 

other sigma points are not explored. This problem is tackled by introducing additional scaling 

parameter. The algorithm is superior to conventional UT in all respects. It is able to retain 

second order accuracy in both the mean and covariance.  It was observed that this method is 

superior to conventional UT for all systems whose dimensionality is greater than three. 

Julier and Uhlmann [2002b] proposed a reduced sigma point filter for the UT. The numbers 

of sigma points were reduced from (2n+1) to (n+2) for problem with nth dimension. The need 

for reducing the number of sigma points is to achieve high computational speed. The 

computational cost of UT is directly proportional to the number of sigma points used. The 

resulting algorithm has the same capacity as that of truncated 2nd order filter, but the 

derivatives are not required to be calculated. The algorithm also takes into account the skew 

of the sigma point distribution.  

The unscented filter by Julier and Uhlmann [1997a] matches up to the fifth order moment of 

the input variable, whereas the transformed covariance introduces errors at the fourth and 

higher orders of a Taylor series expansion. To match any desirable higher order input 

moment, Tenne and Singh [2003] proposed a modified σ-set. The HOUF consists of an 

augmented σ-set with separate weights. This results in higher order approximation of the 

transformed covariance. This was demonstrated by an example with varied degree of 
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nonlinearity. The 2-σ HOUF can match up to eighth central moment and 3-σ HOUF can 

match up to 12th order moment. 

Wu and Smyth [2007] made a comparative study by identifying the nonlinear structural 

parameters using EKF and UKF algorithm. Comparisons of results obtained from both the 

algorithms were done using three case studies. A single degree of freedom nonlinear 

hysteretic system, a 2-DOF linear structural system and a 2-DOF nonlinear structural system 

were considered. Percentage estimation error for structural parameters were evaluated and 

compared with both UKF and EKF for 1%, 2% and 5% noise level. It was found that the 

performance of both UKF and EKF were equally good in case of weak nonlinearity. In case 

of high nonlinearity, the UKF was observed to be performing better than EKF. It was also 

found that UKF was more robust to handle measurement noise than EKF. The UKF 

procedure has the advantage that it is applicable to non-differential functions.  

Xie and Feng [2012] proposed a new technique for identification of nonlinear structural 

parameters using UKF. The new technique was named as iterated unscented KF (IUKF). The 

IUKF is same as UKF, but iterations are performed in each step to meet certain convergence 

criteria. Studies were conducted on a single DOF nonlinear hysteretic system, 2-DOF linear 

structural system and two-storey nonlinear elastic system. It was concluded that the 

performance of IUKF is comparable to UKF in weak nonlinearity, while in highly nonlinear 

cases, IUKF performed better than UKF.  Further, IUKF was found to be robust in handling 

noises.  

Bisht and Singh [2014] proposed a technique to track sudden changes in parameters during 

identification procedure. For achieving this objective of parameter tracking, a modification 

was carried out in the conventional UKF. The algorithm first detects the sudden changes and 

then quickly adapts to track parameter values. As the UKF tracking nears convergence, the 

error in the estimated measurements, also referred to as the innovation and its covariance 

successively become small. However, any sudden change in parameters causes the value of 

innovation to increase. To capture this change, a parameter β was used.  A threshold value 

was selected. Any value of β greater than the threshold would raise an alarm indicating 

sudden changes in the structural parameter. Once a sudden change is identified, the diagonal 

value of the covariance matrix is increased by certain amount only for the corresponding 

structural parameter which has shown a sudden change. This was done to indicate reduced 

confidence in the estimated value.  
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In this sub-section on the literature review of UKF, it is observed that UKF is superior to 

EKF as higher order terms due to linearization are included within the UKF algorithm. The 

superiority of the algorithm can also be observed in its less computational burden, since no 

Jacobians are needed to be evaluated. Some of the initial literatures were concerned about the 

incorporation of 2nd and higher order terms of Taylor series expansion and various 

comparative results were demonstrated related to the inclusion or exclusion of higher order 

terms and skew terms. These were mainly concerned with the unscented transformation part. 

UKF is a combination of unscented transform with that of KF. UKF has been applied by 

various researchers for structural identification problem. Comparative study of EKF and UKF 

in identifying the state and parameter of SDOF nonlinear hysteretic structure, 2-DOF linear 

and nonlinear structure using different noise level were reported in literature. Some literature 

used iterative schemes combined with UKF for better convergence. Adaptive version of UKF 

is applied by various researchers to track time-varying parameter to detect occurrence of 

damage. There are also literatures which used modified version of UKF called CUKF to 

constrain the parameters of UKF or their corresponding sigma point within a bounded limit. 

However, there is no literature which deals with the comparative study of all the considered 

algorithms applied to fixed base building combined with impact of varying noise levels and 

influence of missing sensors. 

2.4 Application of identification techniques for evaluation of parameters 

of mathematical model representing seismic base isolation system 

Base isolators are used to reduce the transfer of seismic effects to the superstructure. Base 

isolators are placed in between the foundation and superstructure. Generally, SREI are used 

as base isolators in base isolated buildings. A mathematical model is a primary requirement 

for SI of either the isolator or base isolated building system. There are various literatures 

which deal with identification of state and parameter of base isolated system. Application of 

the identification algorithms like SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two Stage EKF and UKF on 

simulated or experimental model of base isolated building system using SREI has been 

reported in literature.  A brief review of literature is presented in this section. 

Zhang et al. [2003] carried out an extensive study on the parameter identification of Bouc-

Wen model. The classical Bouc-Wen model contains only five loop parameters. The 

generalized differential model contains thirteen parameters and it can account for strength 

degradation, stiffness degradation and even pinching characteristics of an inelastic structure. 

It was found that some parameters of the model were functionally redundant. Transformation 
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was performed in parameter space to reduce the number of parameters for simplifying the 

model. Parameter sensitivity analysis, which includes local and global sensitivity analysis, 

was performed using a large parameter set and Monte-Carlo simulation to determine the 

parameters which were highly sensitive. The sensitivity analysis was performed by repeatedly 

varying one parameter at a time keeping other parameter at chosen nominal value. Thus 

during identification process, these non-sensitive parameters was fixed as a constant value 

and sensitive parameters were identified.  

Yang and Huang [2006] used SNLSE-UI-UO for damage tracking and identification of base 

isolated structure. This technique was used to identify the damage in the inelastic rubber-

bearing isolation system. The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed scheme were 

demonstrated using an 8-story base-isolated building using simulation results. Bouc-Wen 

model was used to model the nonlinear behaviour of the rubber base isolator.  

Yin et al. [2010] used SNLSE technique to identify both the state and parameter of rubber 

bearing isolator. Standard Bouc-Wen model was used to model the rubber isolator. Due to the 

involvement of large number of parameters to be identified including the structural 

parameters like damping, stiffness as well as hysteretic parameter β and γ, the process 

becomes cumbersome. A simplified approach was adopted wherein parameter sensitivity 

analysis was performed. The error obtained by varying a particular parameter, keeping other 

parameters constant was obtained in the form of spider diagram. The parameter which is 

insensitive was kept constant and the parameter which is highly sensitive was identified using 

SNLSE, by the procedure as suggested by Yang et al. [2006] for time invariant case. The 

effectiveness of the procedure was demonstrated by considering SDOF system with the 

rubber isolator. The system was excited by seismic ground acceleration for identification and 

response corrupted with white noise was used.  

Yang [2014] proposed an improved adaptive SNLSE algorithm (ASNLSE-UI) with unknown 

input applied to real-time tracking of any changes in structural parameters during base 

excitation. The effectiveness of the algorithm was demonstrated using a laboratory based 3-

storey base isolated building. The base isolator was modelled using standard Bouc-Wen 

model. Degradation and pinching were not considered and the building was modelled as 

shear frame building. Online damage or change in stiffness during the time history was 

simulated by using a special device fitted within the building. 
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Zhang and Lin [1994] made an extensive study on the effect of identification of parameter of 

nonlinear hysteretic SDOF system by adopting different initial estimates, noise covariance 

and the weighing factor using the weighted iteration scheme based on EKF algorithm as 

proposed by Hoshiya and Sutoh [1992]. As no guidelines were available in selection of the 

weighing parameter, different arbitrary values were randomly selected and their effects in 

identification were determined. Similarly, for noise covariance matrix, a diagonal covariance 

matrix was selected with the diagonal terms containing a scaled variance of the state vector.  

Recently, FREI has evolved to be a low cost viable alternative to SREI, especially for low-

rise masonry building. Both SREI and FREI have a common material and that is the 

elastomer. In order to provide adequate vertical stiffness to soft elastomer in SREI, elastomer 

/ rubber layers are interleaved with thin steel reinforcing plates. Thus, the weight of the 

bearing is increased due to the presence of steel plates and the manufacturing process is also 

costlier. In FREI, steel plates of SREI are replaced by bi-directionally oriented fibres, thereby 

reducing the weight and cost of the isolators. The fibre reinforcements are lighter and have 

similar mechanical properties in tension, thereby retaining large vertical stiffness. FREI can 

be further classified into two categories depending upon whether two ends of FREI’s are 

connected to sub-structure and super-structure and are named as Bonded FREI (B-FREI) and 

Un-bonded FREI (U-FREI). In bonded application, the top and bottom surfaces of the 

bearing are attached or bonded to the top super-structure and bottom sub-structure and such 

FREI’s never lose contact, whereas in un-bonded application the top and bottom surfaces of 

the bearing may lose contact with super and sub-structure depending on the severity of 

excitation. Masonry buildings are very vulnerable to seismic activities and often we hear 

about the devastating effects of earthquakes on such types of building located in high seismic 

zones. In developing countries, low-rise masonry structures are quite common and 

earthquake induced calamities indirectly affect the life and economic progress in a big way. 

FREI is a very pertinent low-cost substitute for base isolation of such types of low-rise 

masonry buildings. Considering its advantages and area of application, a number of 

researches are being carried out worldwide to study the different aspects of these isolators. 

Base isolation, especially by using FREI has recently received attention in spite of the fact 

that base-isolation technology using convention or other methods is in vogue for the last three 

decades.  

Further, a brief review of existing literature on effectiveness of FREI in seismic isolation of 

FREI supported structures are presented.  
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Toopchi-Nezhad et al. [2008a] made an extensive experimental study on carbon fibre based 

FREIs from which the mechanical properties of the bearings, including displacement 

characteristics and damping values were evaluated. FREIs have significant potential of 

application in generally low rise buildings for seismic mitigation. FREIs have several 

advantages over traditional SREIs including superior damping properties, lower 

manufacturing cost, light weight, and the possibility of being produced in long rectangular 

strips with individual isolators cut to the required size. From the results of the experimental 

test conducted, it was suggested that the FREI can be viable alternative for the base isolation 

of ordinary low-rise buildings. 

Das et al. [2014] performed an analysis of the square FREI by modelling the FREI using 3D 

finite element model subjected to cyclic horizontal displacement under constant vertical 

loading. Both bonded and Un-Bonded FREI was considered in the model. Investigation was 

made regarding effectiveness of FREI’s in mitigating seismic effects. It was observed that at 

high displacement level un-bonded FREI performed better that bonded FREI in respect of 

seismic isolation. Study was also conducted to evaluate the performance of the isolators 

placed at 0 degree and 45 degrees. It was observed that FREI’s placed at 45 degrees to 

horizontal loading direction had higher initial stiffness than that placed at 0 degree. The result 

obtained from the FEM model was in good agreement with that of experimental results. 

Das et al. [2016a] performed a shake table test of a 1/5th scaled masonry building for both 

fixed base and base isolated system. For fixed base system the base of the building was 

directly attached to the shake table and for base isolated system, four numbers of FREI 

isolators were placed in between the shake table and base of the building. The test was 

conducted for unbounded condition of FREI. A comparative study of the dynamic responses 

of the structure was carried out for both fixed base and base isolated system. It was observed 

that the FREI isolators are very effective in reducing the base excitation and it was concluded 

that FREI is a suitable alternative to tradition SREI. Further, FREI can also be treated as a 

cheap viable substitute to costly SREI and applicable to low rise masonry building. 

Das et al. [2016b] made a comparative study on the seismic responses obtained from 

experimental and numerical model of an unreinforced brick masonry building supported on 

unbounded FREI isolators which was of in-house design. The experimental building was 

fully instrumented to measure accelerations and displacements at different floor levels. The 

FREI was modelled as multi-linear pivot hysteretic plasticity model and plate element were 

used for the masonry building walls. The analysis was carried out using SAP2000 software. 
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The parameters of the FREI model was evaluated from the force-displacement test results. It 

was observed that the simulated responses from the numerical model agreed well with that of 

experimental model and it was concluded that the numerical model can be used to evaluate 

responses with quite reasonable degree of accuracy.  

Thuyet et al. [2017b] evaluated the horizontal stiffness of FREI for both the cases of bonded 

and unbonded application. Experimental, numerical as well as analytical studies were 

conducted on three different sizes of FREIs. For numerical studies, 3D FE model for the 

FREIs were developed. Experimental studies were conducted by subjecting the FREIs to 

cyclic horizontal displacement. In the numerical study, the cyclic displacement was continued 

beyond rollover deformation. The stiffness was evaluated using analytical formula on the 

basis of the results obtained from both numerical and experimental studies and was found to 

be in good agreement. It was concluded that stiffness can be evaluated with reasonable 

accuracy using a numerical model of FREI. 

Thuyet et al. [2018] performed a seismic vulnerability assessment on a numerically simulated 

two-storeyed stone masonry building supported on U-FREIs. The numerical model of the 

prototype building, which is located in Tawang, India, was modelled using SAP2000 

software. Isolators were modelled as bilinear model using link elements. The properties of the 

isolator model were obtained from the backbone curve obtained from cyclic force-

displacement tests. Using the numerical analysis, the effectiveness of the FREIs in reducing 

the seismic vulnerability of stone masonry building was established. 

Additionally, literature related to modelling strategies of FREI for FREI supported structures 

are briefly reviewed and presented.  

Chen and Ahmadi [1992] studied the sensitivity of base-isolated structures due to the effect 

of wind. 3rd order polynomial was adopted to model the hysteretic behaviour of high damping 

rubber bearing.  

Toopchi-Nezhad et al. [2008b] performed time-history analysis on a two storey masonry 

shear wall type structure, supported on fixed base and another on U-FREI bearing. A 5th order 

polynomial combined with Bouc-Wen hysteresis was used to model the isolator. Simulations 

were performed to compare with the experimentally evaluated lateral load displacement 

properties of the bearing. Analytical results indicated that the SU-FREI bearings can 

effectively decrease the seismic demand on typical low-rise buildings constructed in high 

seismic risk region. 
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Sireteanu et al. [2010] proposed a Genetic Algorithm scheme to identify the parameters of 

extended Bouc-Wen model from experimental hysteretic loops obtained from laboratory 

force-displacement test. Since conventional Bouc-Wen model has the inability to take into 

account the softening regime followed by stiffening regime exhibited by FREIs, the extended 

Bouc-Wen model was to match the properties of experimental hysteretic loops. Illustrative 

demonstration of the approach was made on two types of seismic protection devices with 

hysteretic characteristics: 1) elastomeric base isolators and 2) buckling restrained dissipative 

braces. Numerical simulation of a three storey building was performed using this model and 

efficiency of the base isolators using FREIs was highlighted in reducing the seismic response 

of the structure. 

Love et al. [2011] investigated the use of a tuned liquid damper as a cost effective method to 

reduce the wind induced vibrations of base isolated structures. FREI was used to model the 

base isolated structure containing the Tuned liquid damper. To model the softening behaviour 

of      SU-FREI the cubic polynomial model as proposed by Chen and Ahmadi [1992] was 

initially adopted. However, the SU-FREIs, were shown to experience softening followed by 

hardening. To accommodate this isolator behaviour, a fifth order polynomial to model was 

proposed.  

Manzoori and Nezhad [2017] developed an extended Bouc-Wen model to model the SU-

FREI. The Extended Bouc-Wen model was used to characterize the gradual softening 

followed by stiffening. The presented model is a modified version of that suggested by Chen 

and Ahmadi [1992]. Under shear load, unbounded-FREI exhibited rollover deformation. It is 

a condition in which some part of top and bottom contact surface looses contact from support. 

Rollover deformation occurs due to unbounded boundary condition. As a result of rollover 

deformation, the effective lateral stiffness of isolator is decreased. At ultimate rollover 

deformation, the vertical surface completely comes in contact with the top and bottom 

support and thus exhibits stiffening regime. The third order polynomial equation as proposed 

by Chen and Ahmadi [1992] could not capture the stiffening regime following the gradual 

softening regime. A fifth order polynomial as proposed by Love et al. [2011] was used to 

replace the 3rd order polynomial. The constant coefficients of the model were determined by 

global fitting of the model to the experimental hysteresis loop of the isolator. To validate the 

proposed model, responses was simulated for a base-isolated building and compared with 

result of previous shake table test results. It was concluded that the proposed Extended Bouc-

Wen model is robust and reasonably accurate for seismic analysis of U-FREIs.  
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It has been observed from the review of literature that there exist several studies towards SI 

on base isolated structures, using the two variants of RLSE such as SNLSE and SNLSE-UI-

UO. In all the studies, SREI has been used as base isolator. Further, it has been observed that 

SREI has been modelled using Bouc-Wen hysteresis model. The effectiveness of the 

identification scheme was demonstrated using simulated and experimental base isolated 

building systems. 

From the above section on literature review of LSE and KF based estimation technique, it has 

been observed that the application of SI algorithms were only limited to base-isolated 

building supported on SREI. No such literature is found which dealt with the identification of 

base-isolated structural system supported on FREI. Available literatures on FREIs mainly 

deal with its effectiveness in seismic mitigation. The isolation capacity of the FREIs has been 

demonstrated using different analytical and 3D FEM modelling strategies. In the present 

work, the most appropriate model for representation of behaviour of FREI is considered from 

existing, since in any SI algorithm, a mathematical model is the primary requirement. 

Amongst the analytical models, 1) modified form of Bouc-Wen model, 2) bilinear link model 

and 3) multi-linear pivot hysteretic plasticity model have been found in literature. The 

standard Bouc-Wen model has been observed to be suitable for representing the hysteretic 

behaviour of SREI. The hysteretic behaviour of FREIs has been found to be different from 

that of SREIs. Literature survey reveals the existence of different models based on modified 

version of standard Bouc-Wen model for representing the FREIs. The parameters of the 

model have been found to be obtained by using curve fitting method from the laboratory 

based force displacement test. Use of genetic algorithms towards parameter evaluation has 

also been reported in literature. 

There are various other researches based on finite element modelling and analysis of FREI 

for both bonded and unbounded cases, design aspect consideration of FREI, impact of 

loading direction of FREI etc; but extensive literature survey considering these aspects is not 

carried out over here as they are not relevant to this present study.  

2.5 Concluding Remarks  

Literature review of LSE based algorithms reveals that although experimental or analytical 

studies were performed considering limited sensor, but the study with more than one missing 

sensor is not reported. Further, studies on influence of varying level of noise on the 

performance of these algorithms are also missing. Applications of these algorithms of SI on 
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real life buildings under service condition combined with missing sensors are not available in 

literatures.  

Literature survey reveals the absence of comparative study using EKF, Two-Stage EKF and 

UKF, taken together, on state and parameter identification of fixed-base and base-isolated 

building systems supported on SREI.  

There are literatures which deal with comparative studies on the performances of the EKF 

and UKF algorithms but no literature has been found towards holistic approach to SI using 

algorithms like SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF.  

There are literatures which deal with the evaluation of parameters of model representing 

FREI using curve fitting technique with the data obtained from laboratory based force 

displacement test. However, no literature has been found which evaluates states and 

parameters of FREI using vibration response from FREI supported build. 
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Chapter 3  

Review of formulation of different considered existing identification 

schemes 

3.1 Introduction 

In this section, detailed discussions on some of the considered existing identification schemes 

are made. The mathematical background, advantages and disadvantages of different such 

schemes are presented. The considered identification schemes essentially belong to two 

categories as least square based identification scheme and Kalman Filter based identification 

schemes. 

Detailed and complete step by step derivation of these considered algorithms are presented in 

this thesis so that a better understanding can be achieved regarding the underlying principles 

of each scheme and how does each scheme differ from the other. The derivation of Least 

Square Estimate (LSE) is shown by starting the derivation from scratch and presented in a 

form which is quite intuitive. The derivation of Recursive Least Square Estimate (RLSE) is 

based on the derivation of LSE and therefore continuity is observed in deriving the RLSE. 

The Sequential Nonlinear Least Square Estimate (SNLSE), in which state and parameter of 

the structure are obtained separately and sequentially, was developed by Yang et al. (2006). 

In the present study, the SNLSE algorithm is derived in a different manner by bringing parity 

between RLSE and SNLSE so that the formulation is intuitively appealing and simplified. 

Similarly, the derivation of the Kalman Filter (KF) based techniques such as Extended 

Kalman Filter (EKF), Two-Stage EKF and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) are reviewed 

from different related literatures and presented in a step-by-step simplified form, keeping 

continuity between each steps. In this work, an attempt is made to present the derivations of 

all the above mentioned KF based identification schemes in a simplified and lucid manner so 

that it becomes easily comprehendible. Specific relevant portions of the derivations has been 

collected from different literatures and presented here in a concise format. These 

formulations are a step forward towards the problem-specific derivation undertaken for the 

entire considered problem in this thesis. The different problems considered are: 1) fixed base 

multi-storeyed building, 2) base isolated multi-storeyed building supported on Steel 

Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (SREI) and 3) Fibre Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (FREI) 

supported building. 
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3.2 Least Square Estimation based Approach 

Under the Least Square based identification scheme, the following algorithm will be 

considered in the present study 

a) LSE Algorithm. 

b) RLSE Algorithm. 

c) SNLSE Algorithm. 

d) SNLSE-UI-UO Algorithm. 

3.2.1 Least Square Estimation (LSE) Algorithm 

The LSE is a technique of solving a linear system of equation of the form given by Eq. (3.1). 

The unknown vector x is solved by minimizing the sum of squares of errors. The 

formulations shown here have been adopted from the Sayed Ali H. and Kailath Thomas 

(2000). 

 ��r = s� 
(3.1) 

The problem is primarily a filter design problem, wherein the filter *�  is needed to be 

determined from given input sequence x to get the desired output sequence �� by minimizing 

the error e. 

The model is given by Eq.(3.2). 

��t@Cu = v *�t7urt@C w 7u x yt@CuMClz.
]{I  (3.2) 

where, @C  is the total number of input parameters under consideration and @CE  is the filter 

length. Thus it is seen that the output is a linear combination of input. Eq. (3.2) and can be 

rewritten as  

��t@Cu = ,|t0u. Pt@Cu x ,|t1u. Pt@C w 1u x ,|t2u. Pt@C w 2ux ⋯… . .x,|�@CE w 1�. P�@C w @CE x 1� x �t@Cu 
(3.3) 
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In the above equation, Eq. (3.3), the model is known, the input sequence, r�t@Cu  and the 

desired output sequence, ��t@Cu are also known. Hence, the problem is to find out the filter 

vector *�t@Cu so that the error yt@Cu is minimized. 

Re-arranging Eq. (3.2), the error term can be expressed as given in Eq.(3.4). 

yt@Cu = ��t@Cu w v *�t7urt@C w 7uMClz.
]{I  (3.4) 

If the first @CD errors are only considered, then n1=0 and @/ = @CD w 1, @CE is the filter length. 

���
�� �t0u�t1u�t2u⋮�t@CD w 1u���

�� =
���
�� ��t0u��t1u��t2u⋮��t@CD w 1u���

��

w
���
���

Pt0u Ptw1u Ptw2u … P�w@CE x 1�Pt1u Pt0u Ptw1u ⋯ P�w@CE x 2�Pt2u Pt1u Pt0u ⋯ P�w@CE x 3�⋮ ⋮ ⋮ … ⋮Pt@CD w 1u Pt@CD w 2u Pt@CD w 3u … P�@CD w @CE� ��
���
�
���
�� ,|t0u,|t1u,|t2u⋮,|�@CE w 1����

��
 

(3.5) 

Eq. (3.5) is of the form shown in Eq. (3.6). 

y = �� w ��	P	*� 
(3.6) 

where, y = @CD	P	1   vector, �� = @CD	P	1  vector, �� = @CE	P	@CD  matrix and *� = @CEP1   vector. 

Minimizing the square of the error or norm-2 is obtained as 

‖y‖// = ��� w ��*��// 	= ��� w ��*��q��� w ��*�� 	= ��q�� w *�q��q�� w ��q��*� x *�q��q��*� 
(3.7) 

Eq. (3.8) is obtained by putting 
�‖y‖���*� = 0, in Eq. (3.7), 

�‖y‖//�*� = w2��q�� x 2��q��*� = 0 (3.8) 

⟹ ��q��*� = ��q�� 
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⟹ *�∗ =			 ���q���z.��q�� = ��p�� (3.9) 

where, *�∗ is the best estimate of *� and ��p is the pseudo inverse of ��. The error ��� w ��*��is 

orthogonal to the column spaces of �� and is shown in  Fig. 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1:  Representation of Least Square Estimate 

From the above formulation it is clear that LSE is a procedure in which sum of the squares of 

the error in observation is minimized to get the desired output. In order to achieve this, a 

coefficient vector, also known as filter, is evaluated.  

3.2.2 Recursive Least Square Estimation (RLSE) Algorithm 

RLSE is a continuation of LSE but the two techniques differ in their approach. In LSE, for 

every future time step, solution has to be performed by taking all the input measurements 

from beginning of time and up to current time step. Whereas, RLSE is solved by considering 

only the current input measurement. The sequence of formulation that leads to final solution 

of RLSE is performed by continuing from LSE formulation as shown below. The 

formulations are in line with that presented by Sayed Ali H. and Kailath Thomas (2000). 

The matrix A is obtained from Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6) 

��� w �� � � 

�� 

�� 
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��q�� =
��
��
� Pt0u Pt1u Pt2u … Pt@CD w 1uPtw1u Pt0u Pt1u ⋯ Pt@CD w 2uPtw2u Ptw1u Pt0u ⋯ Pt@CD w 3u⋮ ⋮ ⋮ … ⋮Ptw@CD x 1u Ptw@CD x 2u Ptw@CD x 3u … P�@CD w @CE���

��
� 	

∗ 			
���
���

Pt0u Ptw1u Ptw2u … P�w@CE x 1�Pt1u Pt0u Ptw1u ⋯ P�w@CE x 2�Pt2u Pt1u Pt0u ⋯ P�w@CE x 3�⋮ ⋮ ⋮ … ⋮Pt@CD w 1u Pt@CD w 2u Pt@CD w 3u … P�@CD w @CE� ��
���
�

= v ¡¢8¡¢8qMC£z.
8{I  

(3.10) 

Therefore, ��q�� =
¤ P�0�/ x P�1�/ x… . . xP�@CD w 1�/ ≈ @CD¦�0�P�w1�P�0� x P�0�P�1� x ⋯x P�@CD w 2�P�@CD w 1� ≈ @CD¦�1�P�w2�P�0� x P�w1�P�1� x ⋯x P�@CD w 3�P�@CD w 1� ≈ @CD¦�2�⋮ § 

(3.11) 

where, r(0) is auto correlation with lag zero, r(1) is auto correlation with lag one and r(2) is 

auto correlation with lag two and so on. From Eq. (3.11) it is observed that this is an 

underlying auto regressive process. 

Eq. (3.12) is obtained from the least square formulation (LSE) of Eq. (3.9) as 

*�]∗ = ���]q��]�z.��]q��] 

(3.12) 

Eq. (3.12) is the equation for LSE up to time step k 

*�]p.∗ = ���]p.q ��]p.�z.��]p.q ��]p. 

(3.13) 

Eq. (3.13) is the equation for least square estimation up to time step (k+1), that is Eq. (3.13) is 

the updated least square estimation equation after incorporating the input at time step (k+1). 

Thus, *�]p.∗ is obtained from *�]∗  without having to solve the problem from scratch and this is 

called RLSE. 

For the optimal problem at time step (k-1), Eq. (3.12) can be expressed in the form as given 

below 
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*�]z.∗ = ���]z.q ��]z.�z.��]z.q ��]z. 

(3.14) 

or, 

*�]z.∗ = ��]z.z. eC]z. (3.15) 

where, ��]z. = ��]z.q ��]z. and eC]z. = ��]z.q ��]z. 

Let ¡¢8 = ��]z.q  and ¡¢8q = ��]z. 

where, for @CD recent inputs, ¡¢8 is expressed as 

¡¢8 = tP�¨� P�¨ w 1� … P�¨ w �@CD w 1��u (3.16) 

Therefore, ��]z. = ��]z.q ��]z. = ∑ ¡¢8¡¢8q]z.8{I  (3.17) 

eC]z. = ��]z.q ��]z. =v¡¢8��t¨u]z.
8{I  

(3.18) 

For the optimal problem at time step k, Eq. (3.15) can be expressed in the form as given 

below 

*�]∗ = ��]z.eC] (3.19) 

and Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18) becomes 

��] =v¡¢8¡¢8q]
8{I  

(3.20) 

eC] =v¡¢8��t¨u]
8{I  

(3.21) 

Eq. (3.20) can be expressed as 

��] =v¡¢8¡¢8q x ¡¢]¡¢]q]z.
8{I  

(3.22) 

It is seen in Eq. (3.22) that fundamentally a new data is added at time step k. 
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��] =v¡¢8¡¢8q x ¡¢]. ª1«. ¡¢]q]z.
8{I  

(3.23) 

��] = ��]z. x ¡¢] . ª1«. ¡¢]q (3.24) 

The inversion of the matrix ��] is done using matrix inversion lemma, the detail of which is 

as follows: 

Matrix Inversion Lemma [Haykin Simon (2014),] 

Let �H,�H be positive definitive matrix of size B¢	P	B¢  and ¬H is B¢	P	@� matrix also H  is positive 

definitive matrix of size @�	P	@�. 
If �H = �Hz. x ¬HHz.¬Hq then  

�Hz. = �H w �H¬H�H x ¬Hq�H¬H�z.¬Hq�H (3.25) 

The inverse of the ��]  matrix is obtained using Eq. (3.24) and Eq. (3.25) as 

��]z. = ��]z.z. w ��]z.z. ¡¢]. ¡¢]q��]z.z.ª1« x ¡¢]q��]z.z. ¡¢] 
(3.26) 

Let	G] = ��]z., therefore Eq. (3.26) can be expressed as 

G] = G]z. wG]z.¡¢]. ¡¢]qG]z.® x ¡¢]qG]z.¡¢]  
(3.27) 

¯T = G]z.¡¢]® x ¡¢]qG]z.¡¢] 
(3.28) 

¯T = the Gain matrix. Then Eq. (3.27) can be expressed as 

G] = G]z. w¯T¡¢]qG]z. = G]z.�® w ¯]¡¢]q� (3.29) 

Now, Eq. (3.21) can be expressed as 

eC] =v¡¢8��t¨u]
8{I =v¡¢8��t¨u]z.

8{I x ¡¢]��t7u = eC]z. x ¡¢]��t7u 
(3.30) 

Recalling Eq. (3.19) 
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*�]∗ = ��]z.eC] = G]eC] = G]�eC]z. x ¡¢]��t7u� = G]eC]z. x G]¡¢]��t7u (3.31) 

Eq. (3.32) is obtained by substituting Pk from Eq. (3.29) into Eq. (3.31) as 

*�]∗ = �G]z. w¯T¡¢]qG]z.�eC]z. x G]¡¢]��t7u= G]z.eC]z. w¯T¡¢]qG]z.eC]z. x G]¡¢]��t7u  

or, *�]∗ = *�]z.∗ w¯T¡¢]q*�]z.∗ x¯T��t7u (3.32) 

where, *�]z.∗ = G]z.eC]z. = best estimate at previous time step (k-1) and G]¡¢] = ¯T (using 

Eq. (3.36) to Eq. (3.38).On simplification of Eq. (3.32), gives 

*�]∗ = *�]z.∗ w¯T�¡¢]q*�]z.∗ w ��t7u� (3.33) 

or, *�]∗ = *�]z.∗ x¯T°] (3.34) 

where, °] = ��t7u w ¡¢]q*�]z.∗  (3.35) 

From Eq. (3.28), the gain matrix ¯T is obtained as 

¯T = G]z.¡¢]1 x ¡¢]qG]z.¡¢] 
(3.36) 

on rearranging Eq. (3.36) in the following manner, Eq. (3.37) is obtained. 

¯T�1 x ¡¢]qG]z.¡¢]� = G]z.¡¢] 

or, ¯T x¯T¡¢]qG]z.¡¢] = G]z.¡¢] 

or, ¯T = G]z.¡¢] w¯T¡¢]qG]z.¡¢] 

or, ¯T = �G]z. w¯T¡¢]qG]z.�¡¢] (3.37) 

Using Eq. (3.29) in Eq. (3.37), the following Eq. (3.38) is obtained. 

or, ¯T = G]¡¢] (3.38) 

A brief summary of all the steps of the algorithm is given below. 

Summary of Recursive Least Square estimate (RLSE) 

Step 1: Estimate the Gain Matrix, ¯T  
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¯T = G]z.¡¢]® x ¡¢]qG]z.¡¢] 
(3.39) 

Step 2: Estimate the error in measurement, °]  from previous estimation and current 

measurement 

°] = ��t7u w ¡¢]q*�]z.∗  (3.40) 

Step 3: Update the filter 

*�]∗ = *�]z.∗ x¯T°] (3.41) 

Step 4: Update the  G]z. matrix 

G] = G]z.�® w ¯T¡¢]q� (3.42) 

The error in observation °] is obtained from the current measurement ��t7u  and the predicted 

measurement ¡¢]q*�]z.∗  as shown in Eq. (3.40). The predicted measurement is evaluated using 

the current input and past filter coefficient. From the gain matrix ¯T, the filter gets updated 

as shown in (3.41). The error covariance matrix gets updated as shown in (3.42). All the 

above steps are executed recursively to obtain the filter coefficients.  

3.2.3 Sequential Nonlinear Least Square Estimate (SNLSE) Algorithm 

Yang et al. (2006) showed how RLSE can be further extended for system identification of 

structural system and named the suggested approach as Sequential non-linear least square 

estimation (SNLSE).Both single step approach and two step approaches towards RLSE was 

carried out to overcome divergence issues of the highly non-linear filtering problem. As in 

any other filtering problem, there is an observation equation through which structural 

responses are captured. In this approach also, the structural acceleration responses are 

utilized. 

The equation of motion of a multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) non-linear structure subjected 

to external excitation can be written as 

³rS ��� x ´atrR ���u x ´�tr���u = X´��� (3.43) 

In which M is n x n mass matrix; r��� = ªP. P/ … PM«q is n-displacement vector; ´atrR ���u is n-damping force vector; ´�tr���u is n-stiffness force vector; ´���  =excitation 
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vector; and η is excitation influence matrix. The acceleration responses rS ���  and the 

excitation forces ´��� are known measured quantities. The unknown to be identified are the 

state vector U = ªrq , rR q«q, including displacement and velocity vectors and the parametric 

vector [ = ªµ., µ/, … , µM«q, involving n unknown parameters, such as stiffness, damping and 

non-linear parameters. 

Re-arranging Eq. (3.43), the observation equation as shown in Eq. (3.44) is obtained. The left 

hand side of the equation consists of the unknown damping force and stiffness force and right 

hand side consists of known forcing function and measured acceleration. 

´atrR ���u x ´�tr���u = X´��� w³rS ��� (3.44) 

The observation equation associated with the equation of motion, Eq. (3.44) can be written as  

�tU; �u[ x ���� = ·��� (3.45) 

where, ·��� = X´��� w³rS ���  is known and ����  is the model noise. Eq. (3.45) can be 

discretized at t= tk =k∆t as 

�]�U]�[] x �] = ·] (3.46) 

In Eq. (3.46), �]�U]� = �tU��]�; �]u, [] = [��]�, �] = ���]� and ·] = ·��]�. It is noted 

that θ and X in Eq. (3.45) or θk and Xk in Eq. (3.46) are unknown quantities to be estimated. 

Hence, Eq. (3.45) and Eq. (3.46) are nonlinear equations to be solved for unknowns’ θk and 

Xk. 

Instead of solving θk and Xk together as in EKF, θk and Xk are solved in two steps. The first 

step is to determine θk by assuming (or under the condition) that Xk is given using the LSE 

solution. The second step is to determine Xk through a nonlinear LSE approach, referred to as 

SNLSE. 

3.2.3.1 The Parametric Vector (Step-1) 

Suppose the state vector Xk is known and the parametric vector θk is constant, such that 

θ = θ1 =θ2 =…= θk. 

The error in the estimate is given by Eq. (3.47). 

y = �·8 w�8�U8�[8� (3.47) 
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which is of the form of Eq. (3.6). Comparing Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.47), it is observed that 

vector �� of Eq. (3.6) corresponds to vector yi of Eq. (3.47). Matrix �� of Eq. (3.6) corresponds 

to matrix �8�U8� of Eq. (3.47) and vector *�  of Eq. (3.6) corresponds to vector [8  of Eq. 

(3.47). In Eq. (3.6) *�  is unknown, similarly in Eq. (3.47)[8  is unknown. The objective 

function is given by the square of the error function as given in Eq. (3.48). 

6�µ� = ‖y‖// = ‖·8 w�8�U8�[8‖//
=vt�·8 w�8�U8�[8�q�·8 w �8�U8�[8�u]p.

8{.  

(3.48) 

Minimizing the objective function (sum square errors) one obtains the classical LSE recursive 

solution [H]p. in the given following equations. 

The derivation to the solutions of recursive least square estimate (RLSE) is already obtained 

vide Eq. (3.28) to Eq. (3.38). Just by comparing the notations used in the equation, the 

solution of the LSE is obtained as given by Eq. (3.47). 

In Eq. (3.33), if ¡¢8 is denoted as ¡¢8 = ��]z.q  and ¡¢8q = ��]z. and if the following notations are 

replaced as *�]∗ = [H], *�]z.∗ = [H]z., ¡¢]q = ��]z. = �]�U]�, ¯T,] = ¯T�U]�  and ��t7u = ·], 

then Eq. (3.49) is obtained as 

 

[H] = [H]z. w¯T,]�U]���]�U]�[H]z. w ·]�= [H]z. x¯T,]�U]��·] w�]�U]�[H]z.� (3.49) 

Eq. (3.50) is obtained by replacing k with k+1 in Eq. (3.49) 

[H]p. = [H] x¯T,]p.�U]p.��·]p. w�]p.�U]p.�[H]� (3.50) 

Eq. (3.28) gives ¯T,] = G¸¹º¡¢¸®p¡¢»̧G¸¹º¡¢¸ 

¯T,]p.�U]p.� = G]�]p.q �U]p.�t® x �]p.�U]p.�G]�]p.q �U]p.�uz. (3.51) 

Eq. (3.51) is obtained, by changing the notations and replacing k by k+1. 

Eq. (3.29) gives G] = G]z. w¯]¡¢]qG]z. = G]z.�® w ¯]¡¢]q� 
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By changing the notations in the above Equation, Eq. (3.52) is obtained. 

G] = G]z. w¯T,]�U]��]�U]�G]z. = G]z. ¼® w ¯T,]�U]��]�U]�½ (3.52) 

Therefore, Eq. (3.50), Eq. (3.51) and Eq. (3.52) give the RLSE estimate of [H]p. in which ¯T,]p.�U]p.� is the LSE gain matrix. 

The State Vector (Step-2) 

The formulation of state vector is similar for both SNLSE and SNLSE-UI-UO (sub-

section:3.2.4), therefore sub-section 3.2.4.3 may be referred. 

3.2.4 Sequential Nonlinear Least Square Estimate with unknown input 

and unknown output (SNLSE-UI-UO) Algorithm 

SNLSE-UI-UO is an extension of SNLSE with a modification in the algorithm to handle 

limited sensor information and work with unknown input excitation. An excerpt of the 

formulation by Yang and Hongwei (2007) is presented below. 

The observation equation  

Displacement vector is represented as 

r��� = ªP.���, P/���, … , PA���«q (3.53) 

Velocity vector is represented as 

rR ��� = ªPR.���, PR/���, … , PRA���«q (3.54) 

and the acceleration vector is represented as 

rS ��� = ªPS.���, PS/���, … , PSA���«q (3.55) 

A corresponds to degrees of freedom. 

The equation of motion of multi degree of freedom (MDOF) non-linear structural system can 

be expressed as 

³rS ��� x ´¾tPR ���, µu x ´¿tP���, µu = X´��� (3.56) 

The acceleration vector rS ���is divided into two parts ÀrS ∗���r?S ��� Á 
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where, 

rS ∗��� = ªPS.∗���, PS/∗���,… , PSN∗���«q (3.57) 

corresponds to N unknown, unmeasured acceleration responses. 

r?S ��� = ªP̅S.∗���, P̅/∗���, … , P̅SAzN∗ ���«q (3.58) 

corresponds to �A w N� known, measured acceleration responses. 

Similarly, the excitation vector ´��� is divided into two parts À´∗���Ấ��� Á 
´∗��� = ª�.∗���, �/∗��� … , �%∗���«q (3.59) 

corresponds to r unknown, unmeasured excitation input. 

Ấ��� = ª�.���, �/���, … , �K? ���«q (3.60) 

corresponds to B?  known, measured excitation input. 

Therefore, Eq. (3.56) can be written as shown in Eq. (3.61). 

t³∗³? u ÀrS ∗���r?S ��� Á x ´¾tPR ���, µu x ´¿tP���, µu = 	 tX∗XÃu À´∗���Ấ��� Á (3.61) 

Expanding Eq. (3.61) as 

³∗rS ∗��� x³?r?S ��� x	´¾tPR ���, µu x ´¿tP���, µu = X∗´∗��� x	XÃẤ��� (3.62) 

>? 	is	A	P	�A w N�  mass matrix corresponds to �@ w N�  known or measured acceleration 

response vector r?S ���. 
>∗is	�A	x	N�  mass matrix corresponds to s-unknown or unknown acceleration response 

vector rS ∗���. 
´¾tPR ���, µuis n-damping force vector and ´¿tP���, µu	= n-stiffness force vector. 

XÃ = A	x	B?  excitation influence matrix corresponding to Ấ��� 
X∗ = A	x	Ç excitation influence matrix corresponding to ´∗��� 
[ = ªµ., µ/, … , µÈ«qis the unknown parametric vector of the structure, involving È unknown 

parameters such as stiffness, damping and non-linear parameters. 
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Eq. (3.62) is re-arranged as follows, 

´¾tPR ���, µu x ´¿tP���, µu = X∗´∗��� w ³∗rS ∗��� x XÃẤ��� w³? r?S ��� (3.63) 

=É ´¾tPR ���, µu x ´¿tP���, µu = 		 �X∗´∗��� w³∗rS ∗���� x	¼XÃẤ��� w³? r?S ���½ (3.64) 

��U�Z x Ê = 	 tX∗, w³∗u À´∗���rS ∗���Á 	x 	¼XÃẤ��� w³?r?S ���½ (3.65) 

��U�Z x Ê = 	 tX∗, w³∗u�´∗q , rS ∗Ë�q x	�XÃẤ w³? r?S � = X?Ìf x · (3.66) 

 where, · = 	XÃẤ w ³?r?S 	is	known 

Ìf = �´∗q , rS ∗Ë�qis	unknown	input w output	vector, 
´∗ is unknown input vector and rS ∗ is unknown output vector. The vector  X? = tX∗, w³∗u, is 

known. 

Therefore	the	observation	equation	becomes			��U�[ x � = X?Ìf x 	· (3.67) 

where Û�t� is the model uncertainty vector. 

Eq. (3.67) can be discretized at � = �] = 7∆� as  

�]�U]�[] x �] w X?Ìf] =	·] (3.68) 

In which U] = U��]�, �]�U]� = �tU��]�; �]u, 	[] = [��]�Ü] = Ü��]�, Ìf] = Ìf��]� and ·] = ·��]� 
An �È x Ç x N� extended unknown vector [D,] at �] is defined as 

[D,] = À[]Ìf]Á (3.69) 

Then Eq. (3.69) can be expressed as  

�D,]�U]�[D,] x Ü] = ·] (3.70) 

In which �D,]�U]� = t�]�U]� w X?u. Note that U] and [] in Eq. (3.70) are the unknowns to 

be estimated. Hence, Eq. (3.70) is a non-linear vector equation to be solved for unknowns U] 

and [D,]. 
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Instead of solving U] and [D,] simultaneously, it is solved in two steps. The first step is to 

determine [D,] by assuming or under the condition that U] is known and the second step is to 

determine U] through a non-linear LSE approach referred to as SNLSE-UI-UO. 

3.2.4.1 The Parametric Vector (Step-1) 

Determination of recursive solution for []p.�U]p.� and ÌfÝp� given 5Þp�. 

Here, it is considered that the state vector UÝp�is known and parametric vector []is constant, 

i.e. µ = µ. = µ/ = ⋯ = µ]p. 

Combining all equations in Eq. (3.70) for k =1, 2,…, k+1 one obtains 

ßD,]p.àD,]p. x á]p. = ·?]p. (3.71) 

In which 

âD,]p. = ªµ]p. �.̅ �/̅ … �]̅p.«q (3.72) 

á]p. = ªã. ã/ … ã]p.«q (3.73) 

·?]p. = ªä. ä/ … ä]p.«q (3.74) 

ßD,]p. = ���
�� å. wæ̅ 0 0 … 0å/ 0 wæ̅ 0 … 0å0 0 0 wæ̅ … 0⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮å]p. 0 0 0 0 wæ̅���

��
 (3.75) 

Where àD,]p.  is an tÈ x �Ç x è��7 x 1�u unknown vector, ·?]p.  is a �7 x 1�A 

known(measured) vector, á]p.  is a �7 x 1�A  model noise vector, and ßD,]p.  is a ª�7 x1�AxtÈ x �Ç x N��7 x 1�u« known(measured) data matrix. 

Based on Eq. (3.68) to Eq. (3.71), the sum-square error can be expressed as a quadratic 

function of the extended unknown vector àD,]p.: 
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6]p.[D,]p. =v�ä8 w å8�é8�µ x æ̅�8̅�q]p.
8{. �ä8 w å8�é8�µ x æ̅�8̅�
= v�ä8 w åD,8�é8�µD,8�q]p.

8{. �ä8 w åD,8�é8�µD,8�
= v�äf]p. w êD,]p.ëD,]p.�q]p.

8{. �yfíp. w ΦV,íp.ΘV,íp.� 
(3.76) 

The final solution is presented below 

3.2.4.2 The Data Matrix � 

Re-arranging Eq. (3.62), the following is obtained 

´¾tPR ���, µu x ´¿tP���, µu = 		 �X∗´∗��� w³∗rS ∗���� x	¼XÃÌ���� w³?r?S ���½  

where, ´¾tPR ���, µu x ´¿tP���, µu may be written as ¬rR x 	¯r 

where, ´¾tPR ���, µu = ¬rR 	and ´¿tP���, µu = ¯r 

which when re-arranged takes the form as ¯r x ¬rR  
=É t¯uªr« x ���t¯u x	��t³u�ªrR « 

=É t¯. x¯/ x¯0 x	……x ¯î̅	uªr« x ���t¯. x¯/ x ¯0 x	……x ¯î̅u x 	��t³u�ªrR « 
=É t¯.uªr« x t¯/uªr« x t¯0uªr« x ⋯�¯î̅�ªr« x ��t¯.uªrR « 	x ��t¯/uªrR « x ��t¯0uªrR « x ⋯x ���¯î̅�ªrR « x ��t³u	ªrR « 
 =É t7.ï.uªr« x t7/ï/uªr« x t70ï0uªr« x ⋯ �7î̅ïî̅�ªr« x ��t7.ï.uªrR « 	x ��t7/ï/uªrR «x ��t70ï0uªrR « x ⋯x ���7î̅ïî̅�ªrR « x ��t³u	ªrR « 
=É ðtï.uªr« x tï/uªr« x tï0uªr« x ⋯ �ïî̅�ªr« x tï.uªrR « 	x tï/uªrR «

x tï0uªrR « x ⋯x �ïî̅�ªrR « x t³u	ªrR «ñ
∗ ò7. 7/ 70 … 7î̅ ��7. ��7/ ��70 … ��7î̅ ��óË= å�U�Z 

(3.77) 

where the data matrix ��U�is given as 
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��U� = ðtï.uªr« x tï/uªr« x tï0uªr« x ⋯ �ïî̅�ªr« x tï.uªrR « 	x tï/uªrR «
x tï0uªrR « x ⋯x �ïî̅�ªrR « x t³u	ªrR «ñ 

(3.78) 

and the parametric vector  

[ = ò7. 7/ 70 … 7î̅ ��7. ��7/ ��70 … ��7î̅ ��óË (3.79) 

[ = ª7. 7/ 70 … 7î̅ ô.∗ ô/∗ ô0∗ … ôî̅∗ ��«Ë (3.80) 

where	ô.∗ = 	��7., ô/∗ =	��7/, … ôî̅∗ =	��7î̅ 

[H]p.�U]p.� = [H] x¯J,]p.�U]p.� ð·]p. w �]p.�U]p.�[H] x X?�̅�íp.|íp.ñ (3.81) 

�̅�íp.|íp. = wõíp.�U]p.�ö?÷�ø w φíp.�U]p.�:3,íp.�U]p.���úíp.wûíp.�U]p.�ZHí� (3.82) 

In which 

¯J,]p.�U]p.� = üθ,íûíp.÷ �é]p.��ø x ûíp.�U]p.�üθ,íûíp.÷ �U]p.��z. (3.83) 

ï]p.�U]p.� = ðX?q ¼® w �]p.�U]p.�¯J,]p.�U]p.�½ X?ñz. (3.84) 

üZ,Þ = ¼® x ¯[,Ý�é]�X?ïÝ�é]�X?Ë�Ý�é]�½ ¼® w ¯[,Ý�é]��Ý�é]�½ üZ,Þz� (3.85) 

3.2.4.3    The State Vector (Step-2) 

Determination of the estimate of  UH]p.|]p. for 5íp.  based on non-linear LSE.Since, []p. 

and 5íp. are interrelated, the estimation [H]p. is a function of the unknown state vector U]p., 

i.e. [H]p. = [H]p.�5íp.�, as shown in Eq. (3.81). It follows from Eq. (3.23) that the general 

objective function (sum-square error) can be expressed as 

6]p.�U]p.� = vý·8 w �8�U8�[H8�U8� x ö?�̅�þ|þ�q]p.
8{. ý·8 w�8�U8�[H8�U8� x ö?�̅�þ|þ� (3.86) 

And the unknown state vector U]p.  will be estimated by further minimizing the general 

objective function in Eq. (3.86) that is highly non-linear in unknown state vector U]p..To 
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minimize the objective function in Eq. (3.86) U8 will be expressed in terms of  U]p. through 

the following transformation. The Newmark-�  method will be used to derive the state 

transition relation as follows: 

P]p. = P] x �∆��PR] x �0.5 w �̅��∆��/PS] x �̅�∆��/PS]p. (3.87) 

PR]p. = PR] x �1 w �̅��∆��PS] x �̅�∆��PS]p. (3.88) 

The state vector is defined as U]p. = ýP]p.PR]p.� 
Re-writing Eq. (3.87) & Eq. (3.88) 

ðP]p.PR]p.ñ = �P] x �∆��PR]0				 x 						PR] �x ��0.5w �̅��∆��/PS]�1 w �̅��∆��PS] �x ��̅�∆��/�̅�∆�� � ÀPS]p.PS]p.Á (3.89) 

=É ðP]p.PR]p.ñ = ð� �∆���0 � ñ ýP]PR]�x ��0.5w �̅��∆��/�1 w �̅��∆�� � ªPS]« x ��̅�∆��/�̅�∆�� � ªPS]p.« (3.90) 

Therefore, the transition relation is obtained as follows 

where, �̅=0.25 and �̅=0.5, ûíp.,í is the transition matrix for the state vector from k to k+1 

and 

�� = ��0.5 w �̅��∆��/�1 w �̅��∆�� � 
(3.92) 

�� = ��̅�∆��/�̅�∆�� � (3.93) 

Eq. (3.91) can be re-written as  

U] = �],]p.U]p. w�],]p.���rS Ý x ��rS Ýp�� (3.94) 

where,  

�],]p. = �]p.,]z� = ð® w�∆���� ® ñ (3.95) 

U]p. = �]p.,]U] x ��rS Ý x ��rS Ýp� (3.91) 
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Hence, using the above transition relation, U8 may be expressed in terms of U]p., as 

 

U8 = �8,]p.U]p. w v �8,	p.���rS	p8z. x ��rS	p8�]p.z8
	{. ,					¨ = 7, 7 w 1,…1 (3.96) 

where �8,	 = �],]p.	z8
for any j>i. Based on Eq. (3.91), the estimation of U]p. at k∆�, denoted 

by UH]p.,], is given byEq. (3.97), in which UH],] is the estimation of UH] estimated at at k∆�. 
UH]p.,] = �]p.,]UH],] x ��rS Ý x ��rS Ýp� (3.97) 

Eq. (3.87) & Eq. (3.88) is referred to as the Newmark-� method with linear acceleration 

intk∆t,			�k x 1�∆tu. At time �]p. = �7 x 1�∆t, s elements in rS ]p. belong to the elements of rS ]p.∗  , which are not measured and hence are unknown. However, at �] = 7∆� all elements of rS ]∗  are known quantities, since unmeasured quantities in rS ]∗  have been estimated from Eq. 

(3.82). With a reasonable approximation, the Newmark- �  method with a constant 

acceleration in t7∆�,			�7 x 1�∆�u  can be used for those elements in rS ]p.∗  (unmeasured 

acceleration), rS ]p.∗ ≈ rS ]∗  and �̅ = 0 in Eq. (3.87) and Eq. (3.88). 

With the transition relation between U]p. and U8 in Eq. (3.96) the sum-square error objective 

function in Eq. (3.86) can now be expressed as a function of U]p. and is given by Eq. (3.98), 

in which ·¢8tU8�U]p.�u is given by Eq. (3.99). 

6]p.�U]p.� = vª·8 w ·¢8tU8�U]p.�u«q]p.
8{. ª·8 w ·¢8tU8�U]p.�u« (3.98) 

·¢8tU8�U]p.�u ≅ �8�U8�[H8�U8� w X?Ìf- 8|8 = �8tU8�U]p.�u[H8tU8�U]p.�u w X?Ìf-8|8 (3.99) 

The objective function in Eq. (3.98) is highly non-linear function of unknown state vector U]p.. To minimize the objective function, the nonlinear function ä�8tU8�U]p.�u inEq. (3.99) 

is linearized using the first-order Taylor’s series expansion around UH]p.,] as follows: 

·¢8�U8�U]p.�� ≈ ·¢8�5Híp.,í� x�þ,íp.�U]p. w UH]p.|]� (3.100) 

in which UH]p.|] is the estimate of U]p. at 7∆� given by 
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·¢8�UH]p.,]� = �8�U8�UH]p.,]��[H8�U8�UH]p.,]�� w X?Ìf-8|8 (3.101) 

�þ,íp. = �∂·¢8�U8�∂U8 ∂U8∂U]p.�4{U��UH¸�º|¸� = ∂·¢8�U8�∂U8 �4{U��UH¸�º|¸�ûþ,íp. (3.102) 

In Eq. (3.102), 
�U��U¸�º follows from Eq. (3.96). Substituting Eq. (3.100) into Eq. (3.98), one 

obtains the following objective function given by Eq. (3.103). 

�]p.�U]p.� ≈ v�·?8,]p. w�þ,íp.U]p.�q]p.
8{. �·?8,]p. w�þ,íp.U]p.� (3.103) 

where ·?8,]p. is known, 

·?8,]p. = ä8 w ä�8tU8�U]p.�u x�þ,íp.UH]p.|] (3.104) 

Now Eq. (3.103) is a quadratic function of U]p.. Minimizing the quadratic objective function 

in Eq. (3.103), the recursive solution UH]p.|]p. that is the estimation of UH]p. at �7 x 1�∆� is 
obtained as follows: 

UH]p.|]p. = UH]p.|] x ?̄]p.�·]p. w ·¢]p.�UH]p.|]�� (3.105) 

where, 

5Híp.|í = ûíp.,í5Hí|í x ���SÞ x ���SÞp� (3.106) 

?̄]p. = G?]p.|]�÷íp.,íp.�I x�íp.,íp.G?]p.|]�÷íp.,íp.�÷ (3.107) 

G?]p.|] = ûíp.,íG?]|]ûíp.,íq  (3.108) 

G?]|] = G?]|]z. w ?̄]�í,íG?]|]z. = �� w ?̄]�í,í�G?]|]z. (3.109) 

It is to be noted that ·¢]p.�UH]p.|]� in Eq. (3.105) is obtained from Eq. (3.101) in which i is 

replaced by k+1. This results in a term Ìf-]p.|]p. that will be approximated by Ìf-]|]. Thus the 

estimation UH]p.|]p. obtained from Eq. (3.105) to Eq.(3.109) will be used to replace U]p. in 

Eq. (3.81) to Eq. (3.85). 
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3.3 The Kalman Filter Based Approach 

Under the Kalman Filter based identification scheme, the following algorithms are considered 

in the present study 

a) Kalman Filter (KF) algorithm. 

b) Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm. 

c) Two-Stage Extended Kalman Filter (2-Stage EKF) algorithm. 

d) Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) algorithm. 

3.3.1 The Kalman Filter Algorithm 

The Kalman Filter is a recursive estimator. This means that only the estimated state from the 

previous time step and the current measurement are needed to compute the estimate for the 

current state. In contrast to purely LSE techniques, no histories of observation and or 

estimates are required. The notation UH]p.|] represents the estimate of X at time k+1 given 

observations up to and including at time k. 

The Kalman filter has two distinct phases: Predict and Update 

The predict phase: The predict phase uses the state estimate from the previous time-step to 

produce an estimate of the state at the current time-step. This predicted state estimate is also 

known as a prior state estimate because, although it is an estimate of the state at the current 

time-step, it does not include observation information from the current time-step.  

The update phase: In the update phase, the current a prior prediction is combined with current 

observation information to refine the state estimate. This improved estimate is termed a 

posterior state estimate. 

The process equation is given as  

r] = &r]z. x^] (3.110) 

where,	r]is the state vector of the process at time k; & is the state transition matrix of the 

process from state k-1 to state k and is assumed stationary over time. ^]is the associated 

white noise process with known covariance. The measurement or observation equation is 

given by Eq. (3.111) as 

ef] = �r] x \] (3.111) 

where, 	ef]  is the actual measurement of x at time k. 
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H is a relation between the state vector and the measurement vector and is assumed stationary 

over time. ek is the associated measurement error and assumed to be a white noise process. 

The covariance of the two noise models are assumed stationary over time. 

Stationary process 

In mathematics and statistics, a stationary is a process whose unconditional joint probability 

distribution does not change when shifted in time. Consequently, parameters such 

as mean and variance also do not change over time. 

The derivation has been adopted from Lacey A.J. and Thacker N.A. (1998). 

The following assumptions are made 

át^]u = 0	∀	7 (3.112) 

át\]u = 0	∀	7 (3.113) 

as wk and ek are assumed to be a white noise process with zero mean 

���ò^] , 	̂ó = �]�]	 (3.114) 

or, � = át^]^]qu (3.115) 

Similarly, ���ò\] , \	ó = �]�]	 (3.116) 

or, � = át\]\]qu (3.117) 

where, � is direct delta function and is equal to 1 if k=j, else zero. 

���ò^] , \	ó = 0	∀	7 (3.118) 

The overall objective is to estimate xk. The error in the estimate is defined by the difference 

between the estimate r¢]|] and original r] given by Eq. (3.119). 

Ì�y]� = Ì�r] w r¢]|]� (3.119) 

The particular shape of the function depends upon the application and should be positive and 

increases monotonically. The squared error function exhibits these characteristics. 

��y]� = �r] w r¢]|]�/ (3.120) 

or, the mean squared error function 

���� = á�y]/� (3.121) 
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This is equivalent to  

áty]y]qu = G]|] (3.122) 

where, G]|]is the error covariance matrix at time k. Substituting y] = �r] w r¢]|]� into Eq. 

(3.122)  

G]|] = áty]y]qu = á ð�r] w r¢]|]��r] w P�]|]�qñ = ô���r] w r¢]|]� (3.123) 

The prior estimate of r¢]|] is denoted as r¢]|]z. 

r¢]|]z. is the predicted prior state estimate  

r¢]|]z. = &]r¢]z.|]z. x^] (3.124) 

It is possible to write an update equation for the new estimate, combining the old estimate 

with measurement data. 

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<]�ef] w�r¢]|]z.� (3.125) 

·¢] = ef] w�r¢]|]z. (3.126) 

·¢] is known as the innovation or measurement residual. 

Substituting Eq. (3.111) into Eq. (3.125) gives the updated posterior state estimate 

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<]��r] x \] w�r¢]|]z.� (3.127) 

Substituting Eq. (3.127) into Eq. (3.123) gives 

G]|] = á ���® w<]���r] w r¢]|]z.�
w<]\]���® w <]���r] w r¢]|]z.� w<]\]�q� 

(3.128) 

G]|] = �® w<]��á ð�r] w r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.�qñ �® w<]��qx<]át\]\]qu<]q 
(3.129) 

Substituting Eq. (3.117) and Eq. (3.123) into Eq. (3.128) gives 

G]|] = �® w<]��G]|]z.�® w<]��q x<]�<]q (3.130) 

Where G]|]z. is the prior estimate of G]|]. 
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Eq. (3.130) is the error covariance update equation. The diagonal of the covariance matrix 

contains the mean squared error as  

G]] = � ty]z.y]z.q u  ty]y]z.q u  ty]p.y]z.q u ty]z.y]qu  ty]y]qu  ty]p.y]qu ty]z.y]p.q u  ty]y]p.q u  ty]p.y]p.q u! 
(3.131) 

The sum of the diagonal elements of a matrix is the trace of a matrix. In the case of the error 

covariance matrix, the trace is the sum of the mean squared errors. Therefore, the mean 

squared error may be minimized by minimizing the trace of G]|]. 

The trace of G]|] is first differentiated with respect to <] and the result is set to zero in order 

to find the condition of this minimum. 

Expansion of Eq. (3.130) gives 

G]|] = G]|]z. w<]�G]|]z. w G]|]z.�q<]q x<]��G]|]z.�q x ��<]q (3.132) 

Note that the trace of a matrix is equal to the trace of its transpose. Therefore it may be 

written as 

Ë�G]|]� = Ë�G]|]z.� w 2Ë�<]�G]|]z.� x Ë�<]��G]|]z.�q x ��<]q� (3.133) 

where, Ë�G]|]� is the trace of a matrix G]|]. 

Differentiating with respect to <] gives 

�Ë�G]|]��<] = w2��G]|]z.�q x 2<]��G]|]z.�q x �� (3.134) 

Setting to zero and rearranging gives; 

��G]|]z.�q = <]��G]|]z.�q x �� (3.135) 

<] = G]|]z.�q��G]|]z.�q x ��z. (3.136) 

Eq. (3.136) is the Kalman gain equation. 

Substituting Eq. (3.136) into Eq. (3.132) gives updated posterior estimate covariance 

G]|] = G]|]z. w G]|]z.�q��G]|]z.�q x ��z.�G]|]z.= G]|]z. w<]�G]|]z. = �® w<]��G]|]z. 

(3.137) 
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Eq. (3.137) is the update equation for the error covariance matrix with optimal gain. 

r¢]p.|] = 	&P�]|] (3.138) 

To complete the recursion, it is necessary to find an equation which projects the error 

covariance matrix into the next time interval, k+1. This is achieved by first forming an 

expression for the prior error as 

y]p.Y = r]p. w r¢]p.|] = �&r] x ^]� w &r¢]|] = &y] x^] (3.139) 

Extending Eq. (3.123) to time k+1; 

G]|]p. = á��]p.Y y]p.Y q� = át�&y] x ^]��&y] x^]�qu (3.140) 

It may be noted that �]  and "]  have zero cross-correlation because the noise "]  actually 

accumulates between k and k+1, whereas the error ek is the error upto time k. Therefore, 

G]|]p. = á�y]p.Y y]p.Y q� = át&y]�&y]�qu x át^]^]qu = &G]|]&q x �  (3.141) 

The above formulations of Kalman Filter algorithm can be summarized as follows. 

Summary of the Kalman Filter 

The above steps of Kalman Filter are summarized as given below. 

The Predict Phase 

Predicted prior state estimate  

r¢]|]z. = &]r¢]z.|]z. x^] (3.142) 

r¢]|]z. is an estimate of the state at current time step k, it does not include observation 

information from the current time step. 

Predicted prior estimate covariance G]|]z. = &G]z.|]z.&q x � (3.143) 

The update  Phase 

Innovation or measurement residual  

·¢] = ef] w�r¢]|]z. (3.144) 

ef]  is the actual measurement of x at time k, r¢]|]z.the predicted state estimate using state 

transformation matrix & and  updated state estimate of previous step. H is a transformation 
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matrix which converts the state vector to measurement vector equivalent. Optimal Kalman 

gain is given by 

<] = G]|]z.�q��G]|]z.�q x ��z. (3.145) 

where,  G]|]z. is the predicted prior estimate covariance 

G]|]z. = &G]z.|]z.&q x � (3.146) 

where,  G]z.|]z. is the posterior estimate covariance of last time step (k-1) 

Updated posterior state estimate at current time k,  

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<]·¢] (3.147) 

Updated posterior estimate covariance for current step k is given as 

G]|] = �® w<]��G]|]z. (3.148) 

Using the above formulation, the KF cannot be applied directly to evaluate state and 

parameter of the structural system under consideration. Problem specific formulation and 

their derivation as well as implementation issues are covered in detail in the relevant 

chapters. Detailed derivation has been carried out for different structural systems consisting 

of fixed base; base isolated buildings supported on SREI as well as FREI supported structures 

along with missing sensor cases. 

In-spite of several advantages of KF, there are various limitations which are as follows. 

3.3.1.1 Limitations of Kalman Filter (KF) 

One of the limitations of KF is that it is unable to predict or estimate the state vector of 

nonlinear model accurately and in such cases the KF breaks down. The improved form of KF, 

known as the EKF can handle nonlinearity through a linearization procedure by making use 

of Taylor series Expansion of the nonlinear model. Once a linear model is obtained, the KF 

equations are then applied to obtain the estimate. 

The two assumptions regarding KF are-:    

1. Kalman Filter will always work with Gaussian distribution. 

2.         Kalman Filter will always work with Linear Functions. 

The main reason behind this is that if a Gaussian is fed with a linear function then the output 

is also a Gaussian. If Gaussian distributed signal is fed into a nonlinear function, then the 

output is not a Gaussian. Nonlinear functions lead to Non Gaussian Distributions (Fig.  3.2). 
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Fig.  3.2: Gaussian + Linear Function = Gaussian (Source) [figure courtesy: internet] 

So, if a nonlinear function is fed with Gaussian, it will not end up as a Gaussian distribution 

on which Kalman Filter cannot be applied anymore. Nonlinearity destroys the Gaussian 

distribution upon nonlinear transformation and it does not make sense to compute the mean 

and variances (Fig.  3.3). 

 

Fig.  3.3: Gaussian + Nonlinear Function = Non Gaussian (Source) [figure courtesy: internet] 

To apply Kalman Filter for nonlinear functions, the nonlinear function is linearized and used 

for Kalman filtering. A powerful tool called Taylor Series expansion helps to get a linear 
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approximation of the nonlinear function. After applying the approximation, what one gets is 

an EKF. 

3.3.2 The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) Algorithm 

This method extends the Kalman filtering through a procedure of linearization by making use 

of the Taylor series expansion of the nonlinear model. Once a linear model is obtained the KF 

equations are then applied to obtain the estimate. 

Assuming the process has a state vector x, but the process is now governed by the nonlinear 

stochastic difference equation 

r] = Ì�r]z., ^]z.� (3.149) 

with a measurement ef, whose equation is given by 

ef] = *�r] , \]� (3.150) 

The random variable "]  and �]  again represent the process and measurement noises 

respectively which are still white Gaussian. Their covariances are respectively �] and �]. 

The function f is used to compute the prior state from the previous estimate and the function 

h is also used to compute the predicted measurement from the predicted state. The two 

functions cannot be applied to the covariance directly. Instead, a matrix of partial derivatives 

or Jacobian is computed using Taylor series expansion. 

The details of the formulations as presented in this sub-section have been adopted from 

various literatures like Darryl Morrell (1997), Brown Robert Grover and Hwang Patrick Y.C. 

and Gelb Arthur (2001). 

The state transition and observation matrices are defined as below 

&]z. = #�#P |r¢¸¹º|¸¹º  (3.151) 

�] = #,#P |r¢¸|¸¹º (3.152) 

The extended Kalman filter has its time update equations given by  

r¢]|]z. = Ì�r]z., ^]z.� (3.153) 

and that of the measurement updates are 

<] = G]|]z.�]q��]G]|]z.�]q x �]�z. (3.154) 
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where,  G]|]z. is the predicted prior estimate covariance. 

G]|]z. = &]z.G]z.|]z.|]z.&]z.|]z.q x �]z. (3.155) 

where,  G]z.|]z. is the posterior estimate covariance of last time step (k-1) 

Updated posterior state estimate at current time k,  

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<]	 ¼ef] w *�r¢]|]z.�½ (3.156) 

Updated posterior estimate covariance for current step k is given as 

G]|] = �® w<]�]�G]|]z. (3.157) 

The Mathematical approach to Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 

Consider the following nonlinear system, described by the difference equation Eq. (3.158) 

and the observation model Eq. (3.159) with additive noise: 

r] = Ì�P]z.� x ^] (3.158) 

ef] = *�P]� x \] (3.159) 

The following assumptions are made 

 t^]u = 0	∀	7  (3.160) 

 t\]u = 0	∀	7  (3.161) 

As wk  and vk are assumed to be a white noise process with zero mean 

���ò"] ,"	ó = �]�]	  (3.162) 

or, � =  t"]"]qu (3.163) 

Similarly, ���ò�] , �	ó = �]�]	 (3.164) 

Where	� is direct delta function and is equal to 1 if k=j else zero. 

���ò^] , \	ó = 0	∀	7  (3.165) 

The error in the estimate is defined by the difference between the estimate r¢]|]  and 

originalr]. 

Ì�y]� = Ì�r] w r¢]|]�  (3.166) 
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The particular shape of the function depends upon the application and should be positive and 

increase monotonically. The squared error function exhibits these characteristics. 

Ì�y]� = �r] w r¢]|]�/  (3.167) 

or,  the mean squared error function 

Ü��� = á�y]/�  (3.168) 

This is equivalent to  

 ty]y]qu = G]|]  (3.169) 

where,  G]|]  is the error covariance matrix at time k 

Substituting y] = �r] w r¢]|]�   into Eq.  (3.169) gives 

G]|] =  ty]y]qu =  ð�r] w r¢]|]��r] w r¢]|]�qñ = ô���r] w r¢]|]�  (3.170) 

Assuming the prior estimate of r¢]|] is called  r¢]|]z. 

r¢]|]z. is the predicted prior state estimate  

r¢]|]z. = Ì�r¢]z.|]z.� x ^]z. (3.171) 

It is possible to write an update equation for the new estimate, combining the old estimate 

with measurement data Thus, 

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<] ¼ef] w *�r¢]|]z.�½ (3.172) 

·¢] = ef] w *�r¢]|]z.� (3.173) 

·¢]is known as the innovation or measurement residual. 

Substituting Eq.(3.159) into Eq. (3.172) gives the updated posterior state estimate 

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<] ¼*�r]� x \] w *�r¢]|]z.�½ (3.174) 

Eq. (3.175) is obtained by expanding h(.) at r¢]|]z.in Taylor series as 

*�r]� 	≡ *�r¢]|]z.� x��r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.� x %.&. i. (3.175) 

where, H is the Jacobian of h(.) and higher order terms (H.O.T.) are considered negligible. 

The Jacobian of h(.) is defined as  
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� ≡
��
��
�#,.#P. #,.#P/ … #,.#PM⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮#,K#P. #,K#P/ … #,K#PM ��

��
�
 (3.176) 

where, h(x)= ( h1(x), h2(x), ……, hm(x),)T  and  x=(x1, x2, ……..xn)T 

Substituting *�r]� from Eq. (3.175) into Eq. (3.174) gives Eq. (3.178) and neglecting H.O.T. 

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<] ¼*�r¢]|]z.� x��r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.� x \]
w *�r¢]|]z.�½ 

 (3.177) 

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<]���r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.� x \]� (3.178) 

Eq. (3.179) is obtained from Eq. (3.170) as 

G]|] =  ty]y]qu =  ð�r] w r¢]|]��r] w r¢]|]�qñ (3.179) 

Substituting r¢]|] from Eq. (3.178) into Eq.  (3.170), the following is obtained 

G]|] =  �¼r] w r¢]|]z.
w<]���r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.� x \]�½ ¼r] w r¢]|]z.
w<]���r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.� x \]�½q� 

 

												=  �ý�r] w r¢]|]z.� ¼� w<]��r¢]|]z.�½
w <]\]� ý�r] w r¢]|]z.� ¼� w<]��r¢]|]z.�½ w<]\]�q�  

												= ¼® w<]��r¢]|]z.�½ ð�r] w r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.�qñ ¼®
w<]��r¢]|]z.�½q x<] t\]\]qu<]q 

(3.180) 

Representing ��r¢]|]z.� by H by dropping the term �r¢]|]z.�, the following is obtained 

G]|] = �® w<]��G]|]z.�® w<]��q x<]�<]q (3.181) 

where, prior estimate of G]|]  =  G]|]z. = á ð�r] w r¢]|]z.��r] w r¢]|]z.�qñ 
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Eq. (3.181) is the error covariance update equation. The diagonal of the covariance matrix 

contains the mean squared error as shown; 

G]|] = � t�]z.�]z.q u  t�]�]z.q u  t�]p.�]z.q u t�]z.�]qu  t�]�]qu  t�]p.�]qu t�]z.�]p.q u  t�]�]p.q u  t�]p.�]p.q u! (3.182) 

The sum of the diagonal elements of a matrix is the trace of a matrix. In the case of the error 

covariance matrix the trace is the sum of the mean squared errors. Therefore, the mean 

squared error may be minimized by minimizing the trace of G]|] which in turn will minimize 

the trace of G]|]. 

The trace of G]|] is first differentiated with respect to <] and the result set to zero in order to 

find the condition of this minimum. 

Expansion of Eq. (3.181) gives 

G]|] = G]|]z. w<]�G]|]z. w G]|]z.�q<]qx<]��G]|]z.�q x ��<]q 
(3.183) 

Note that the trace of a matrix is equal to the trace of its transpose; therefore it may be written 

as 

i�G]|]� = i�G]|]z.� w 2i�<]�G]|]z.� x i�<]��G]|]z.�q x ��<]q� (3.184) 

where i�G]|]� is the trace of matrix G]|]. 

Differentiating with respect to <] gives 

�i�G]|]��<Ý = w2��G]|]z.�q x 2<]��G]|]z.�q x �� (3.185) 

Setting to zero and rearranging gives; 

��G]|]z.�q = <]��G]|]z.�q x �� (3.186) 

<] = G]|]z.�q��G]|]z.�q x ��z. (3.187) 

Eq. (3.187) is the Kalman gain equation. 

Substituting Eq. (3.187) into Eq. (3.183) gives updated posterior estimate covariance 
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G]|] = G]|]z. w G]|]z.�q��G]|]z.�q x ��z.�G]|]z.= G]|]z. w<]�G]|]z. = �® w<]��G]|]z. 
(3.188) 

To complete the recursion it is necessary to find an equation which projects the error 

covariance matrix into the next time interval, k+1. This is achieved by first forming an 

expression for the prior error. 

Eq. (3.158) is re-written as 

r] = Ì�P]z.� x ^] (3.189) 

Therefore, for next time interval, k+1, xk+1 is given by Eq. (3.189) as 

r]p. = Ì�P]� x ^]p.  (3.190) 

The, error, e’k+1 for next time interval, k +1, is given by Eq. (3.191) as 

y]p.Y = r]p.|] w r¢]p.|] = �Ì�P]� x ^]p.� w Ì�P�]|]� (3.191) 

Eq. (3.192) is obtained by expanding f(.) in Taylor series about r¢]|] as 

Ì�r]� 	≡ Ì�r¢]|]� x &�r¢]|]��r]|] w r¢]|]� x %.&. i. (3.192) 

Ì�r]� 	≡ Ì�r¢]|]� x &�r¢]|]��] x %.&. i. (3.193) 

where, & is the Jacobian of f(.) and higher order terms (H.O.T.) are considered negligible. 

The Jacobian of f(.) is defined as  

& ≡
��
��
�#�.#P. #�.#P/ … #�.#PM⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮#�K#P. #�K#P/ … #�K#PM��

��
�
  (3.194) 

where,  f(x)= ( f1(x), f2(x), ……, fm(x),)T  and  x=(x1, x2, ……..xn)T 

Eq. (3.195) is obtained from Eq. (3.191) and Eq. (3.193) as 

y]p.Y = Ì�r¢]|]� x &�r¢]|]��] w Ì�P�]|]� (3.195) 

�Ç, y]p.Y = &�r¢]|]��] = &�] (3.196) 

Representing &�r¢]|]� by & by dropping the term �r¢]|]� 
Extending Eq.  (3.170) to time k+1; 
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']|]p. =  �y]p.Y �]p.Y q� =  t�&y] x^]p.��&y] x^]p.�qu (3.197) 

Note that y] and ^] have zero cross-correlation because the noise ^] actually accumulates 

between k and k+1 where the error ek is the error upto time k. Therefore, 

G]|]p. =  ��]p.Y �]p.Y q� =  t&�]�&yÝ�qu x  t^]p."]p.qu= &G]|]&q x �Ýp� 
(3.198) 

The above formulations of the EKF algorithm can be summarized as follows. 

Summary of Extended Kalman Filter 

The above formulation of EKF can be summarized as given below. 

The Predict Phase 

Predicted prior state estimate  

r¢]|]z. = Ì�P]z.� x ^] (3.199) 

r¢]|]z. is an estimate of the state at current time step k, it does not include observation 

information from the current time step. 

Defining the state transition and observation matrices by the following Jacobians 

& = #�#P |(�¸|¸  (3.200) 

� = #,#P |(�¸|¸¹º  (3.201) 

Predicted prior estimate covariance G]|]z. = &G]z.|]z.&q x � (3.202) 

The update  Phase 

Innovation or measurement residual  

·¢] = ef] w *�r¢]|]z.� (3.203) 

ef]is the actual measurement of x at time k, 

r¢]|]z. the predicted state estimate using state transformation matrix & and  updated state 

estimate of previous step. 

Optimal Kalman gain is given by 
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<] = G]|]z.�q��G]|]z.�q x ��z. (3.204) 

where,  G]|]z. is the predicted prior estimate covariance 

G]|]z. = &G]z.|]z.&q x �Ý (3.205) 

where,  G]z.|]z. is the posterior estimate covariance of last time step (k-1) 

Updated posterior state estimate at current time k,  

r¢]|] = r¢]|]z. x<]·¢] (3.206) 

Updated posterior estimate covariance for current step k is given as 

G]|] = �® w<]��G]|]z. (3.207) 

The formulation of the state transfer matrix is given below. 

The formulation of State Transfer Matrix 

If the Eq. (3.158) above is represented in the following general non-linear differential state 

equation as 

UR = )�é, �, �) , �� (3.208) 

which is of the form PR��� = �P���, for homogeneous solution, Laplace Transform is applied 

on both sides as 

èU�è� w r�0� = �U�è�  

or, U�è� = �è® w��z.P�0� (3.209) 

By taking inverse Laplace Transform, Eq. (3.210) is obtained as 

r��� = =z.t�è® w��z.ur�0� = ��*r�0�… (3.210) 

Or, the State Transition Matrix for Eq. (3.208) is given by Eq. (3.211) 

ß��� ≜ ��, = =z.t�è® w��z.u (3.211) 

ß]z.|]z. = ���UH¸¹º|¸¹º�∆* ≈ ® x ∆�.��UH]z.|]z.� (3.212) 

Replacing & by (íz.|íz. in Eq.(3.207) gives the predicted prior estimate covariance 

G]|]z. = (íz.|íz.G]z.|]z.(]z.|]z.q x �Ý (3.213) 

Other equations remain same. 
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3.3.3 The Two-Stage Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm. 

The Mathematical approach to Two-Stage Kalman Filter Algorithm 

In EKF algorithm, the parametric vector or the structural parameters represented as  U0 =ªµ., µ/, … . . , µK, «q , where µ., µ/, … . . , µK  represents stiffness, damping or hysteretic 

parameters etc, are included within the unknown extended state vector along with state vector U. = rq; U/ = rR q, where x is displacement and rR  the velocity. Together, the extended state 

vector is represented as Uy = ªU.q , U/q , U0q«q. The extended state vector is unknown and it is 

needed to be evaluated. The extended state vector becomes quite large with lot of unknown 

parameters and therefore, there is a high chance that the filter may diverge and consequently 

fail. To overcome this issue, Lei and Jiang (2011) suggested two-stage EKF algorithm. In the 

1st step of two-stage EKF, the state vector is identified on the presumption that parametric 

vector is known. In the 2nd step, the parametric vector is identified with the help of evaluated 

state vector of 1st step. The detailed derivation of two-stage EKF as was proposed by Lei and 

Jiang (2011) is shown below. 

The equation of motion of an MDOF structure can be expressed as follows: 

³rS x ´atrR , [u x ´�tr, [u = X´ (3.214) 

where, r, rR 	and	rS  are the vectors of structural displacement, velocity and acceleration, 

respectively; θ is the unknown parameter of the structure, including damping, stiffness, 

nonlinear parameter; ´atrR , [u is the damping force vector; ´�tr, [u  is the stiffness force 

vector; F is the external excitation vector; and X is the influence matrix associated with F. As 

in most cases mass of a structure can be estimated accurately, so M is assumed to be known 

here. 

The extended state vector of the structure is defined as  Uy = ªU.q , U/q , U0q«q in which U. =rq; U/ = rR q; and U0 = ªµ., µ/, … . . , µK, «q.  ªU.q , U/q«qis the state vector of the structure; U0q 

is a m-dimension unknown parametric vector of θi (i=1,2,.., m) 

As the unknown structural parameters are constant, which implies [R 8 = �, Eq. (3.214) can be 

written into the following extended state equation for the extended state vector as 

UR y = -UR .UR /UR 0. = / U/³z.ªX´ w 'tU., U/, U0u«0 0 = )�U, ´� (3.215) 

where, 'tU., U/, U0u = ´atrR , [u x ´�tr, [u 
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The discretized observation equation can be represented in the following Eq. (3.216) on the 

assumption that few accelerometers have been attached to the structure to measure structural 

acceleration responses. 

·] = 1³z.�X´] w'tU., U/, U0u� x \] = *�U] , Ì]� x \] (3.216) 

where, yk is the measured acceleration responses at time t = k × ∆t with ∆t being the sampling 

time step. b denotes the matrix associated with the location of accelerometers, and vk is the 

measurement noise vector of a Gaussian white noise vector with zero mean and a covariance 

matrix á�\8\2� = �8	 ,�8	where δij is the Kronecker delta. 

In what follows, the notation UH]p.|]  represents the estimate of Uy  at time k+1 given 

observations up to and including at time k. 

The extended state vector can be written based on the traditional EKF as 

UH]p.|]p. = UÂ]p.|] x<]p.�·]p. w *�UÂ]p.|] , ´]p.�� (3.217) 

UÂ]p.|] = UH]|] x3 )�UH*|], ´	, �����]p.�
]  (3.218) 

where, <]p. is the Kalman gain matrix at time t = k ×∆t. 

Therefore, structural state vector and unknown parameters are identified simultaneously by 

forming an extended state vector in the traditional EKF algorithm. In two-step Kalman filter, 

state vector of the structure is defined as  

U = ªU.q , U/q«qin which U. = rq; U/ = rR q; and Eq. (3.215) can be written as 

UR = 4UR .UR /5 = À U/³z.ªX´ w 'tr, rR , [u«Á x ^ = )�U, [, ´� x ^ (3.219) 

Also, the discretized observation equation of the acceleration responses can be expressed as 

follows: 

·] = b³z.�X´] w'tr, rR , [u� x \] = *�U] , [], ´]� x \] (3.220) 

Step 1:In two-step Kalman Filter 

Supposing that structural parametric vector θk + 1 is known, recursive solution for structural 

state vector at time t = (k + 1) ×∆t, denoted by UH]p.|]p. can be derived by the traditional 
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Kalman filter based on thestate equation of Eq.(3.219) and the observation equation of 

Eq.(3.220) as 

UH]p.|]p.�[]p.� = UÂ]p.|] x<6,]p.�·]p. w *�UÂ]p.|], []p., ´]p.�� (3.221) 

where, UÂ]p.|] are the predicted estimate of state Xk + 1 at time t=k×∆t, which can be obtained 

from Eq. (3.219) by integration as 

UÂ]p.|] = UH]|] x3 )�UH*|] , [, ´	, �����]p.�∆*
]∆*  (3.222) 

<6,]p. is the Kalman gain matrix for state X given by 

<6,]p. = G]p.|]�6,]p.q ��6,]p.G]p.|]�6,]p.q x �]p.�z. (3.223) 

�6,]p. = �#*�r, [, Ì�#U �U{UÂ¸�º|¸,[{[¸�º 
(3.224) 

and the error covariance matrix Pk+1|k can be derived as  

G]p.|] = (]G]|](]q x �] (3.225) (]is the state transition matrix of the linearized system in Eq. (3.219), that is  

(í = e��5H7|7�∆8 ≈ ø x ∆t.��5Hí|í� (3.226) 

State	Transition	matrix,� = �#)�r, [, ´�#U �U{UÂ¸|¸,[{[H¸ 
(3.227) 

In which I is the unit matrix and the recursive estimation of the error covariance matrix 

Pk+1|k+1 is given as 

G]p.|]p. = �® w<6,]p.�6,]p.�G]p.|] (3.228) 

Thus it is observed that the recursive solutions for identification of structural state vector are 

derived using the traditional Kalman filter under the assumption that in the first step of the 

two-step Kalman filter approach the structural parameters are given or assumed. 

Step 2: In two-step Kalman Filter 

As shown by Eqs. (3.221)-(3.222), structural state vector is a function of its structural 

parametric vector. Then, the observation equation at time t = (k+1) × ∆t is a nonlinear 
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function of unknown parametric vector θk+1 and can be linearized via Taylor expansion, that 

is, 

*�U]p., []p., ´]p.� = *�UH]p.|] , [H] , ´]p.� x�]p.�[]p. w [H]� (3.229) 

where, Hk+1 is obtained based on the chain rule of partial differential with respect to the 

parametric vector θk+1 as follows 

�]p. = �J,]p. x�6,]p.UJ,]p. (3.230) 

In which, 

�J,]p. = �#*�U, [, ´�#[ �U{UH¸�º|¸,[{[H¸ 

(3.231) 

�6,]p. = �#*�U, [, ´�#U �U{UH¸�º|¸,[{[H¸ 	 
(3.232) 

UJ,]p. = �#U�U, [, ´�#[ �[{[H¸ 

(3.233) 

From Eqs. (3.219) and (3.222), UJ,]p. can be derived as 

UJ,]p. = UJ,] x3 #)�U, [,´�#[ ���]p.�∆*
]∆*

= UJ,] x3 )?�éJ,*|] , [HÝ, ´����]p.�∆*
]∆*  

(3.234) 

Here, the structural parameters are assumed as time invariant. So, the structural parameters 

can be estimated by the classical Kalman filter as 

[H]p. = [H] x<J,]p.�·]p. w *�UH]p.|]�[H]�, ´]p.�� (3.235) 

where [H]p. and [H] are the estimated values of structural parameter vector at time t=(k+1)∆t 

and t=k x ∆t, respectively; <J,]p. is the Kalman gain matrix for θ given by 

<J,]p. = GJ,]�]p.q ��]p.GJ,]�]p.q x �]p.�z. (3.236) 

In which GJ,]is the error covariance for parametric vector 

GJ,]p. = �® w<J,]p.�]p.�GJ,] (3.237) 
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The assumed [H]p. in Eq. (3.219)-(3.224) is replaced by the estimated  [H]p. of Eq. (3.235) in 

the first step to update the recursive solution for structural state vector  UH]p.|]p.. 

Determination of the Sensitivity matrix U[,Ýp� 

The matrix U[,Ýp�is determined as given in Eq.(3.238). The equation of motion of a structure 

under external excitation is given as 

³rS ��� x ´atrR ���, [u x ´�tr���, [u = X´��� (3.238) 

Eq. (3.238) can be represented as given in Eq. (3.239) 

³�/r��/ x	´a ��r�� , [�x ´�tr, [u = X´��� (3.239) 

Differentiating both sides of Eq. (3.239)with respect to θ using chain rule, Eq. (3.240) is 

obtained. 

³�/ ¼�r�[½��/ x	�´a ð�r�� , [ñ�µ x �´�tr, [u�µ = �X´����µ  (3.240) 

Let,
�r�[ be replaced as

�r�[ = rJ in the above Eq. (3.240); then 

³�/rJ��/ x	�´atrR , [u�µ x �´�tr, [u�µ = 0 (3.241) 

³�/rJ��/ x	:#´atrR , [u#rR . #rR#[ x #´atrR , [u#µ ;x :#´�tr, [u#r . #r#[ x #´�tr, [u#[ ; = 0 (3.242) 

³�/rJ��/ x	<#´atrR , [u#rR . � ¼#r#[½�� x #´atrR , [u#µ =x :#´�tr, [u#r . #r#[ x #´�tr, [u#[ ; = 0 (3.243) 

Dropping the terms within the square bracket for ease of representation and on further 

simplification the following equation is obtained. 

³�/rJ��/ x	>#´a#rR . �rJ�� x #´a#µ ?x >#´�#r . rJ x #´�#[ ? = 0 (3.244) 

Further simplification of Eq. (3.244) gives the following 

³�/rJ��/ x	�#´a#rR � . �rJ�� x �#´�#r � . rJ = w#´a#µ w #´�#[ = '�r, rR , [� (3.245) 
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Introducing a state vector UJ�µ� which contains rJ and �rJ/�� 
UJ�µ� = ð rJ�rJ ��⁄ ñ (3.246) 

Eq. (3.245) can be transformed into a state equation as 

�UJ�µ��� = � rR J�/rJ��/ !
= B 0 �wCz. #´�#r wCz. #´a#rR D . ýrJrR J�x B 0Cz. >w #´a#µ w #´�#[ ?D= )?�éJ , [, ´� 

(3.247) 

Consequently, Eq. (3.248) is obtained as 

UJ,]p. = UJ,] x3 )?�éJ , [, ´����]p.�∆*
]∆*  (3.248) 

The above formulation of two-stage EKF can be summarized as shown below. 

Summary of Two-Stage Kalman Filter Algorithm 

To start the two-stage EKF as like any other algorithms considered in this thesis, some 

initialization is required for state vector, its error covariance matrix, parametric vector, its 

error covariance matrix and sensitivity matrix. 

i. Initialization of state vector, parametric vector and their error covariance matrix as 

well as sensitivity matrix. 

ii. Step-1: recursive estimate for structural state vector is done by Kalman filter under 

the condition that structural parametric vector is given. 

a) Predict the state vector for time time t=(k+1)×∆t, by numerical integration say by 

Runga-Kutta 4th order integration scheme 

UÂ]p.|] = UH]|] x3 )�UH*|] , [, ´	, �����]p.�∆*
]∆*  

b) Find the Kalman gain <6,]p. using Eq. (3.223)-(3.224). 

c) Estimate the state vector error covariance matrix G]p.|]  for current time step 

using Eq. (3.225). 
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d) Estimate the state vector UH]p.|]p.�[]p.� for next time step (k+1)×∆t, using Eq. 

(3.221). 

e) Estimate the state vector error covariance matrix G]p.|]p. for next time step using 

Eq. (3.228). 

iii. Step-2: recursive estimate for structural parametric vector are obtained by Kalman 

filter. The state vector is an implicit function of parametric vector and is obtained in 

step-1. 

a) The nonlinear observation matrix, *�U]p., []p., ´]p.� is linearized using Taylor 

series expansion and using chain rule of partial differentiation using Eqs. (3.229)-

(3.231) at point U = UH]p.|] , [ = [H]. 

b) Find the Kalman gain <J,]p. using Eq. (3.236). 

c) Estimate the parametric vector [H]p.  for next time step (k+1)×∆t, using Eq. 

(3.235). Estimate the parametric vector error covariance matrix GJ,]p.for next 

time step using Eq. (3.237). 

iv. Recursive estimation of structural state vector is updated based on the estimation of 

structural parameters in (iii) of the second step. 

v. Repeat (i)-(iv) for the next time segment. The values derived at the previous time 

segment are taken as the initial values for the next time segment. 

There are various advantage and drawback of two-stage EKF which are as follows. 

The Advantage of Two-Stage Kalman Filter Algorithm. 

The main advantage of this algorithm is that it reduces the number of unknown parameters in 

each time step 

The Drawback of Two-Stage Kalman Filter Algorithm. 

i. It has similar applicable condition as that of traditional extended Kalman filter. 

ii. It is applicable for time invariant systems. 

iii. The excitation is assumed known (measured). 

iv. The nonlinearity of the identification system is not so strong. 

The above formulation of two-stage EKF covers the generalized derivation of the algorithm. 

More detailed derivations are required for its implementation to the structural system under 

consideration such as: 1) fixed base multi-storey building system, 2) base isolated multi-

storey building system, 3) fixed base and base isolated multi-storey building with missing 
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sensors and 4) FREI supported structural system. The problem specific derivation has been 

taken up in the respective chapters. 

3.3.4 The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) Algorithm 

UKF algorithm is based on the concept of Unscented Transform (UT). UKF algorithm is the 

combination of UT and Kalman Filter. The UT was proposed by Jeffrey Uhlmann in the year 

1997. The word unscented was an arbitrary name that was adopted to avoid it being referred 

to as the Uhlmann filter. 

The state of a system can be represented in the form of a mean vector and an associated error 

covariance matrix. As an example, the estimated 2-dimensional position of an object of 

interest might be represented by a mean position vector, [x, y]. The uncertainty of the mean 

position vector is given in the form of a 2x2 covariance matrix giving the variance in x, the 

variance in y, and the cross covariance between the two. A covariance that is zero implies that 

there is no uncertainty or error and that the position of the object is exactly what is specified 

by the mean vector (www.wikipedia.com). 

The Kalman Filter is a linear filter. In order to apply Kalman Filter to nonlinear systems, the 

nonlinearity needs to be linearized. This linearization is performed locally by using Taylor’s 

series expansion. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is the algorithm which is based on this 

linearization concept and is extensively used as a filtering tool for non-linear filtering 

application. The EKF uses only the 1st order derivative of Taylor’s series expansion. This 1st 

order derivative is also called the Jacobian matrix. The computation of Jacobian is a complex 

process. To overcome the drawbacks of EKF, the UKF came to picture. The advantage of 

UKF is that it is easier to implement as it does not require to evaluate Jacobian to linearise a 

non-linear function and also because some nonlinear functions is not differentiable at some 

points. Therefore, the well-known drawbacks of EKF: 

1) Linearization can produce filter instability. 

2) The derivation of the Jacobian matrices in some cases can be extremely difficult and 

error-prone to derive. 

In UKF algorithm, a weighted set of samples called sigma points are chosen so that they 

capture certain properties of the distribution of x. The nonlinear function is applied to each of 

these sigma points to yield transformed sigma points. Finally, the mean and covariance of the 

transformed sigma points are evaluated by using specific weights. This method somewhat 

resembles Monte Carlo-type methods however, there is an extremely important and 
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fundamental difference. The samples are not drawn at random but rather according to a 

specific, deterministic algorithm. Thus, in UKF algorithm with only a very small number of 

points, high order information about the distribution can be captured. 

The formulation of the UKF algorithm has been shown below. The following formulation has 

been adopted from Smyth Andrew W. and Wu Meiliang (2007). 

The set of sigma points,E  consists of p+1 vectors and their appropriate weights,   E =ª¨ = 0,1, … . , F: G8, 8̀«.The weights Wi can be positive or negative, but must obey the 

normalized condition∑ 8̀î8{I = 1 . Given these points, ä�  and Py are calculated using the 

following procedure: 

1. Instantiate each point through the function to yield the set of transformed sigma 

points,  

Consider a general dynamic system described by a nonlinear continuous state-space equation 

as 

UR = ℱ�U���, ¡���, ^���� (3.249) 

with the measurement equation 

I��� = *�U���, \���� (3.250) 

where, u(t) is the known system input, w(t) is the system process noise vector, and v(t) is the 

measurement noise. 

To implement the UKF method for the system identification problem, Eq. (3.249) and 

Eq.(3.250) is re-written in discrete time to obtain the discrete nonlinear difference state space 

equation as (3.251) and Eq. (3.252). 

U]p. = &�U] , ¡Ý,^]� (3.251) 

I] = ��U] , \]� (3.252) 

in which wk is the discrete process noise assumed to be a Gaussian white noise with zero 

mean and a covariance matrix Q; and vk is the measurement noise also assumed to be a 

Gaussian white noise with zero mean and a covariance matrix R. Function & is obtained from 

the function f in Eq. (3.249) as 

&�U] , ¡] , ^]� = U] x3 '�U���, ¡���, ^�������]p.�∆*
]∆*  

(3.253) 
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The integration in Eq. (3.253)can be evaluated by using numerical methods such as fourth 

order Runge–Kutta method. To implement the UKF algorithm, the state vector is redefined as 

the concatenation of the original state vector and noise variables as in Eq. (3.254). 

U]J = tU]q , ^]q , \]qu (3.254) 

The initialization is started with Eq. (3.255) and (3.256). 

UHI = átUIu (3.255) 

GI = á ð�UI w UHI��UI w UHI�qñ (3.256) 

where, P0is the initial error covariance matrix. 

UHIJ = átUJu = �UHIq�	��q (3.257) 

GIJ = á ð�UIJ w UHIJ��UIJ w UHIJ�qñ = BGI 0 00 � 00 0 �D 
(3.258) 

At time step k, the sample points or so-called sigma points are then computed by using Eq. 

(3.257). 

W]J = �UH]JUH]J xh�K x c�G]JUH]J w h�K x c�G]J� (3.259) 

where, λ is a scaling parameter which is defined by  

c = �/�L( x M� w L( (3.260) 

L is the dimension of the augmented state vector Xa and lx is the dimension of the original 

state vector X; The constant parameter α determines the spread of the sigma points and 

should be a small positive number0 N � N 1: κ is a secondary scaling parameter, which is 

usually set to (3-lx): Once the WJ]is computed, the time update step is then performed. The 

predicted state vector U]p.z  and its predicted covariance G]p.z   are computed by using Eq. 

(3.262) and Eq. (3.263). 

W]p./]6 = ´�W]6 ,O] , W]P� (3.261) 

UH]p.z =v 8̀�K�
/Q
8{I W8,]p./]6  

(3.262) 

G]p.z =v 8̀�a��R8,]p./]6 w UH]p.z ��W8,]p./]6 w UH]p.z �q/Q
8{I  

(3.263) 
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Similarly, the predicted measurement vector IH]p.z  and its predicted G]p.SS  are also calculated 

as given in Eq. (3.265) and (3.266). 

d]p./] = ��W]p./]6 , W]T� (3.264) 

IH]p.z =v 8̀�K�/Q
8{I d8,]p.,] 

(3.265) 

G]p.SS =v 8̀�a��d8,]p.,] w IH]p.z ��d8,]p.,] w IH]p.z �q/Q
8{I  

(3.266) 

where, 8̀�K�
 is the weight for the mean and  8̀�a� is the weight for the covariance given by  

Ì�K� = cL( x c 
(3.267) 

Ì�a� = cL( x c x �1 w ��/ x ��� 
(3.268) 

8̀�K� = 8̀�a� = 12�L( x c� , ¨ = 1,… . ,2L( 
(3.269) 

where �� is a parameter that makes further higher order effects to be incorporated by adding 

the weighting of the zeroth sigma point of the calculation of the covariance, and �� = 2 is the 

optimal for Gaussian distribution. The measurement update step is given by Eq. (3.270) to 

Eq. (3.273). 

G]p.6S =v 8̀�a��W8,]p./]6 w UH]p.z ��d8,]p.,] w IH]p.z �q/Q
8{I  

(3.270) 

<]p. = G]p.6S �G]p.SS �z. (3.271) 

UH]p. = UH]p.z x<]p.�I]p. w IH]p.z � (3.272) 

G]p. = ']p.z w<]p.G]p.SS <]p.q  (3.273) 

The above formulation of UKF is a generalized derivation and a forward step towards 

implementation to the structural system considered in this thesis. The structural system 

considered in this thesis are: 1) fixed base multi-storey building system, 2) base isolated 

multi-storey building system, 3) fixed base and base isolated multi-storey building with 

missing sensors and 4) FREI supported structural system. The formulation to apply UKF to 
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each of the structural system under consideration has been taken up in the relevant chapters 

of this thesis. 

3.4 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, a detail formulation has been presented for all the algorithms under 

consideration such as SNLSE, SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF algorithms. 

The gradual development of LSE based technique from LSE to RLSE and then to SNLSE 

and finally SNLSE-UO-UO. The various modifications applied on the basic formulations are 

also shown. On the other hand, a parallel technique based on Kalman Filter also evolved. The 

fundamentals behind Kalman Filter are also covered in this chapter. The modified Kalman 

Filter to handle nonlinearity is also presented. The modified form of Kalman Filter with 

capability to handle nonlinearity is the EKF algorithm. To resolve the issue of instability of 

EKF while handling a large system, Two-Stage Kalman Filter evolved. All the modifications 

in formulations applied to Kalman Filter to transform it to EKF have been presented. Further, 

the modifications applied to EKF to transform it to Two-Stage EKF are also presented. The 

UKF algorithm came in existence to overcome all the drawbacks of Kalman Filter, EKF and 

Two-Stage EKF. The formulation of UKF is different than that of Kalman Filter, EKF and 

Two-Stage EKF algorithms. 

General formulations of different algorithms are presented in this chapter. The formulations 

and theory behind each of the algorithms already exists in various literatures in piece-meal 

forms.  In this chapter an attempt has been carried out to bring under one umbrella all the 

existing formulation of the different algorithms which are scattered in different literature. The 

primary objective is to arrange the algorithms in a manner as they evolved so as to have a 

better understanding on their working principle and the basic changes that were carried out 

during their transformation to advanced form. This type of exercise perhaps had never been 

performed earlier. 
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Chapter 4  

Evaluation of state and structural parameters of multi-storey fixed base 

building system 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, identification of state and structural parameters of multi-storey shear frame 

building system with fixed base is carried out using the different identification algorithms 

such as SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF. The building is idealized as a shear 

frame building. One horizontal degree-of-freedom (dof) is considered at each storey level. 

Different problem types are considered in this study as described in Table 4.1. Identification 

of state and parameters are carried out on a simulated model of three-storey building and then 

the study is extended to two numbers of existing buildings having different number of storey. 

Influence of added noise and availability of limited sensors on the performance of these 

algorithms has also been carried out. Finally, a comparative study of the performance of the 

identification algorithms has been presented. In Problem Type-IIIa, influence of noise is not 

considered, instead influence of missing sensor on identification of the structural system has 

been considered. The difference between Problem Type-I and IIIa is that the in the former all 

sensors are present and in the later sensors are missing at different floors. Further, Problem 

Type-IIIa bears structural properties resembling the existing building IIIb.  

 

Table 4.1: Different types of problems considered 

Problem 

Type 

Description Sensor Location Noise consideration 

I Simulated three-storey  Sensor in all floors 0%, 1%, 2% and 5% added 

Gaussian white noise 

IIa Simulated nine-storey  Sensor in different 

floors as per Fig.  4.3 

No noise considered 

IIb Existing nine-storey  Field data  

IIIa Simulated three-storey  Sensor in roof and 

basement 

Noise not considered 

IIIb Existing three-storey Field data  
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4.2 Description of an analytical model of fixed base three-storey building 

(Problem Type-I) 

The building is idealized as 2D shear building in which the floor slab is considered to be 

behaving like a rigid diaphragm. There is only one dof at each storey level with lumped 

masses m1, m2, m3 and m4 as shown in Fig.  4.1. The storey stiffnesses are designated ask1, k2, 

k3 and k4. The storey heights are designated as ,-., ,-/, ,-0and,-1 .Rayleigh damping is 

considered for this model with mass coefficient �� and stiffness coefficient �� . 
 

 

Fig.  4.1:  Analytical model of the three-storey shear frame building 

The governing equation of motion is given by 

³rS x ¬rR x ¯r = wX³PST = ´ (4.1) 

The Eq.(4.1) may be represented in state-space form as given by 

ýrRrS � = ��� ýrrR � = À rR�wX³PST w ¯r w ¬rR � ³⁄ Á = À rRwXPST w¯r/³w ¬rR /³Á (4.2) 

Eq. (4.2) is of the form y’=f(x), and is solved by Runga-Kutta 4th order integration scheme. 

The global stiffness matrix is expressed as 

¯ = ¤7. x 7/ w7/ 0 0w7/ 7/ x 70 w70 00 w70 70 x 71 w710 0 w71 71 § (4.3) 
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Global mass matrix is expressed as 

³ = ¤B. 0 0 00 B/ 0 00 0 B0 00 0 0 B1
§ 

(4.4) 

Global damping matrix is expressed as ¬ = �� ∗ ¯ x �� ∗ ³ (4.5) 

Study is carried out using three different ground excitations as given in Table 4.2. The 

structural parameters considered for the simulation model are given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.2: Characteristics of selected earthquake records for Problem Type-I 

Earthquake Components Peak Ground 

Acceleration (g) 

Frequency Range 

(radian/sec) 

El Centro (1940): Comp - 180 0.32 0-65 

Koyna (167): Comp - Longitudinal 0.63 0-12 

Victoria (1980): Comp – CPE045 0.62 0-160 

 

Table 4.3: Parameters considered for Problem Type-I 

Storey Storey Stiffness 

(kN/m) 

Storey Height 

(m) 

Mass (M.T.) 

Foundation to ground floor k1 1.35E+005 ,-. 1.93 m1 16.582 

Ground storey k2 3.0E+005 ,-/ 3.00 m2 22.641 

1ststorey k3 3.0E+005 ,-0 3.00 m3 22.641 

2nd storey k4 3.0E+005 ,-1 3.00 m4 20.907 

The numerical model is used to generate acceleration, velocity and displacement response at 

all floor levels subjected to ground excitation as furnished in Table 4.2. These acceleration 

responses have been used for identification of structural parameters by the identification 

algorithms, the details of which are presented in this chapter. 
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4.3 Description of fixed base nine-storey existing building (Problem 

Type-II) 

The structure considered for this study is a nine-storey (G+8) building having ground plus 

eight floors. The building is situated in Guwahati city, Assam, India. This multi-storey 

building considered in the study is located in the seismic Zone-V (zone with highest 

seismicity) of seismic zone map of India. The storey height of the building is 3m with infill 

walls, except the ground storey which has height of 2.75m and without any infill walls. Thus, 

the distribution of stiffness and mass is not uniform along the height. A photograph of the 

building is shown in Fig.  4.2. 

 

Fig.  4.2:  Photograph of nine-storey building (photo courtesy Borsakia et al.(2010)) 

Instrumentation of the building and acquisition of its acceleration response, following seismic 

events were carried out by Borsakia et al. (2010). Accelerometers were fixed at different 

floor levels (Fig.  4.3) to acquire earthquake responses. To record ground motion in three 

orthogonal directions, X, Y and vertical Z direction, a tri-axial accelerometer was installed at 
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the ground floor level. Similarly, another tri-axial accelerometer was fixed at the roof of the 

building. Uni-axial accelerometers were fixed on selected floors in both X (longitudinal) and 

Y (transverse) directions of the building. Detail of placement of accelerometers is shown in 

Fig.  4.3and further mentioned in Table 4.4. All the accelerometers at different floor levels 

were fixed in the same vertical line. The sampling frequency of adopted for data collection 

was 200Hz.The recorded earthquake data is furnished in Table 4.5. 

 

Fig.  4.3:  Modelling and instrumentation details of nine-storey sample building (Problem 

Type-II) 

Table 4.4: Sensor location at different floors of the sample building 

Floors Longer Direction Shorter Direction 

Ground Triaxial 

First Uni-axial Uni-axial 

Third Uni-axial ----- 

Fifth ----- Uni-axial 

Seventh Uni-axial ---- 

Roof Triaxial 
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Table 4.5: Characteristics of selected earthquake records for nine-storey building 

Earthquake Components Date Peak Ground 

Acceleration 

(g) 

Frequency 

Range 

(radian/sec) 

NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse 14th February 2006 0.0067 0-189 

NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal 14th February 2006 0.0045 0-189 

NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse 12th August 2006 0.0030 0-140 

NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 12th August 2006 0.0026 0-140 

Before taking up the system identification of the building using field measured response, a 

simulation study has been carried out using the structural properties obtained from the 

physical dimensions of the building. The parameters considered for the simulated model are 

furnished in Table 4.6. The results from the simulated study is found to be helpful in the 

comparative study using different identification schemes as described in relevant section of 

this chapter. This simulated model is categorized as Problem Type-IIa as described in     

Table 4.1. 

Table 4.6: Parameters considered for the nine-storey simulated model 

Storey  Storey Stiffness (N/m) Storey Height 

(m) 

Mass (kg) 

 Transverse 

direction 

Longitudinal 

direction 

Ground k1 3.30E+009 4.49E+009 ,-. 2.75 m1 511770 

1st k2 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-/ 3.00 m2 515930 

2nd k3 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-0 3.00 m3 515580 

3rd k4 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-1 3.00 m4 515580 

4th k5 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-U 3.00 m5 515570 

5th k6 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-V 3.00 m6 515570 

6th k7 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-W 3.00 m7 515570 

7th k8 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-X 3.00 m8 511080 

8th k9 2.56E+009 4.15 E+009 ,-Y 3.00 m9 362710 

4.4 Description of fixed base three-storey existing building (Problem 

Type-III) 

Two numbers of three-storey reinforced concrete framed prototype buildings located at IIT 

Guwahati is considered for the present study. Both the buildings are identical in plan, 

elevation and have identical structural details with the exception that one is a base-isolated 

building while other is conventional fixed base building. The base-isolated building is 

supported on lead plug bearings, comprising of alternate layers of rubber and steel shims with 
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a central lead core. Detailed study of base-isolated building is presented in chapter-5. The 

fixed base building is supported on conventional isolated footing. In this chapter only the 

fixed base building will be considered. The photograph of the building along with 

instrumentation and floor plan detail are shown in Fig.  4.4 and Fig.  4.5.Instrumentation of 

the building and acquisition of its acceleration response, following different seismic events 

were carried out by Nath R.J. et al. (2013). 

 
 

(a) View of conventional building 

to the left and isolated building 

to the right 

(b) Plan of conventional and isolated building 

showing position of isolators 

Fig.  4.4:  (a) Photograph of the twin three-storey sample building and (b) its ground floor 

plan 

 

 

(a) Position of accelerometers in the prototype 

conventional and isolated buildings- ground 

floor level. 

(b) Position of accelerometers in the 

prototype conventional and isolated 

buildings- Roof level. 

Fig.  4.5:  Plan of twin three-storey sample building at (a) ground floor and (b) roof level 
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The placements of sensors at different floor levels are shown in Table 4.7 and Fig.  4.4 to Fig.  

4.6. 

 

Fig.  4.6:  Modelling and instrumentation details of three-storey conventional fixed base 

existing building 

Table 4.7: Sensor location at different floors of the three-storey conventional building 

Conventional Building  Base-isolated Building 

Floor Sensor  Floor Sensor 

Ground Floor x, y  Ground Floor x, y, z 

1st  Floor No sensor  1st  Floor No sensor 

2nd Floor No sensor  2nd Floor No sensor 

Roof x, y  Roof x, y 

where, x-direction is the longitudinal direction. Amongst the collected response data, the 1st 

floor x-direction acceleration response data is not available due to faulty accelerometer. 

NE EQ-3 (Comp: transverse) earthquake excitation dated 10th September, 2006 with PGA of 

0.003g and frequency range of 0-170 radian/sec is considered for the identification study of 

Problem Type-IIIa and IIIb. The structural parameters assumed for the simulation study using 

Problem Type-IIIa are furnished in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8: Parameters considered for the three-storey conventional fixed base simulated 

model (Problem Type-IIIa) 

Storey No. Storey Height (m) Mass (M.T.) 

Ground ,-. 1.93 m1 16.582 

1st ,-/ 3.00 m2 22.641 

2nd ,-0 3.00 m3 22.641 

3rd ,-1 3.00 m4 20.907 
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4.5 Evaluation of state and parameter using different algorithms 

In this section, EKF, Two-Stage EKF, UKF and SNLSE-UI-UO algorithms are used for the 

evaluation of state and parameters of the structural systems as furnished in Table 4.1 and 

described in sections 1.2 to4.4. 

All the three types of structures under consideration have been modelled as shear building. 

Mass and stiffness proportional damping has been considered for all the three types of 

structures under consideration. The formulation of each of these algorithms that are specific 

to the considered structural system has been described in the following sub-sections. 

4.5.1 EKF for four-DOF fixed base shear frame building  

In this section, mathematical formulations of EKF for four-DOF fixed base shear building 

(Fig.  4.1) is presented. This formulation can be easily extended to develop EKF for similar 

system with higher numbers of DOFs. 

4.5.1.1 Detailed formulation of EKF for four-DOF Fixed base shear building 

Matrices such as stiffness, damping and Jacobian etc. which are required for EKF 

implementation are derived first. The global stiffness, mass and damping matrices are given 

by Eqs. (4.3) to Eq. (4.5). 

The governing equation of motion is given by 

³rS x ¬rR x ¯r = wX³PST = ´ (4.6) 

The process equation is expressed in state-space form as given by Eq. (4.7) 

UR D =
���
��rR 8rS 8ÝR 8��R��R ���

�� = ��� ���
��r8rR 8Ý8���� ���

�� = �UD�� =
���
�� rR 8wXPST w¯r8/³w ¬rR 8/C000 ���

��
 

(4.7) 

Expanding Eq. (4.7) as  

UR D = ��� ªP. P/ P0 P1 PR. PR/ PR0 PR1 7. 7/ 70 71 �� ��«Ë 

= )�UD , [, ´�= òPR. PR/ PR0 PR1 PS. PS/ PS0 PS1 7R. 7R/ 7R0 7R 1 ��R ��R óË  
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)�UD , [, ´� = � ªPR8«ªæ«PST w tCz.u�tZuªP8« x t�uªPR8«�t0uV(. ! = ò[	ó 
(4.8) 

where, ªæ« = ªw1 w1 w1 w1«q, ªPR8« = ªPR. PR/ PR0 PR1«q and  

ò[	ó = ª[. [/ … [.1«q 

Replacing damping matrix t�u = ��tZu x ��tCu in Eq.(4.8) and expanding the matrix [K] and 

[M],  

tZuªP« = tZu\P.P/P0P1] = ¤7. x 7/ w7/ 0 0w7/ 7/ x 70 w70 00 w70 70 x 71 w710 0 w71 71 §\
P.P/P0P1] 

= \ 7.P. x 7/P. w 7/P/w7/P. x 7/P/ x 70P/ w 70P0w70P/ x 70P0 x 71P0 w 71P1w71P0 x 71P1 ] 

(4.9) 

Expanding the damping matrix [C] as 

t�uªPR « = ð��tZu x ��tCuñ\PR.PR/PR0PR1]
=
���
�� ��7.PR. x ��7/PR. w ��7/PR/ x ��B.PR.w��7/PR. x ��7/PR/ x ��70PR/ w ��70PR0 x ��B/PR/w��70PR/ x ��70PR0 x ��71PR0 w ��71PR1 x ��B0PR0w��71PR0 x ��71PR1 x ��B1PR1 ���

��
 

(4.10) 

Differentiating tZuªP8«with respect toªP8« 
##P8 tZuªP8« = ¤7. x 7/ w7/ 0 0w7/ 7/ x 70 w70 00 w70 70 x 71 w710 0 w71 71 § = tZu 
	where, ¨ = 1,2,3,4 

(4.11) 

Differentiating tZuªP8«with respect toª78« 
##78 tZuªP8« = ���

�P. �P. w P/� 0 00 w�P. w P/� �P/ w P0� 00 0 w�P/ w P0� �P0 w P1�0 0 0 w�P/ w P0���
�� = tZZu 

(4.12) 
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Differentiating tZuªP8«with respect toªPR8«,��  and �� 
##PR8 tZuªP8« = 0 

##� tZuªP8« = 0 
##� tZuªP8« = 0 

(4.13) 

Differentiating t�uªPR8«with respect toªPR8« 
##PR8 t�uªPR8« = ##PR8 ð��tZu x ��tCuñ ªPR8« = ð��tZu x ��tCuñ (4.14) 

Differentiating t�uªPR8«with respect toª78« 
##78 t�uªPR8« = ##78 ð��tZu x ��tCuñ ªPR8« = B�� ##78 tZu x t0uD ªPR8« 
= �� ##78 tZuªPR8« = �� ���

�PR. �PR. w PR/� 0 00 w�PR. w PR/� �PR/ w PR0� 00 0 w�PR/ w PR0� �PR0 w PR1�0 0 0 w�PR/ w PR0���
�� = ��t__u 

(4.15) 

Differentiating t�uªPR8«with respect to��  
##�� t�uªPR8« = ##�� ð��tZu x ��tCuñ ªPR8« = �tZu x t0u�ªPR8« = tZuªPR8« (4.16) 

Differentiating t�uªPR8«with respect to�� 
##�� t�uªPR8« = ##�� ð��tZu x ��tCuñ ªPR8« = �t0u x tCu�ªPR8« = tCuªPR8« (4.17) 

Jacobian of Matrix g is� = `)`Uy. 
#[#éD
=
���
���
�� #[.#P. #[.#P/ #[.#P0 #[.#P1 #[.#PR. #[.#PR/ #[.#PR0 #[.#PR1 #[.#7. #[.#7/ #[.#70 #[.#71 #[.#��#[/#P. #[/#P/ #[/#P0 #[/#P1 #[/#PR. #[/#PR/ #[/#PR0 #[/#PR1 #[/#7. #[/#7/ #[/#70 #[/#71 #[/#��⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮#[.1#P. #[.1#P/ #[.1#P0 #[.1#P1 #[.1#PR. #[.1#PR/ #[.1#PR0 #[.1#PR1 #[.1#7. #[.1#7/ #[.1#70 #[.1#71 #[.1#�� (4.18

) 

where, the extended unknown state vector is represented by Uy and is given by Eq. (4.19) 

UD = ªP. P/ P/ P1 PR. PR/ PR0 PR1 7. 7/ 70 71 �� ��«q (4.19) 
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The vector Uy is called the extended state vector because apart from state vector  ªé« =ªP8, PR8«q, the vector Uyis also appended with parameters of the model under consideration, 

called as the parametric vector ªµ« = ò78 , �� , ��óq, where, i =1,2,3,4. 

The Jacobian is evaluated and is shown as 

� = #)#UD
=
��
���
� #PR8#P8 #PR8#PR8 #PR8#78 #PR8#�� #PR8#��
³z. #�¯P8 x ¬PR8�#P8 ³z. #�¯P8 x ¬PR8�#PR8 Cz. #�¯P8 x ¬PR8�#78 ³z. #�¯P8 x ¬PR8�#�� ³z. #�¯P8 x ¬PR8�#��t0u6P4 t0u6P4 t0u6P4 t0u6P1 t0u6P1 ��

���
�

(4.20) 

Substituting the differentials from Eq. (4.11) to Eq. (4.16) into Eq. (4.20) 

�
= � t0u1(1 t�u1(1 t0u1(1 t0u1(. t0u1(.³z.tZu ³z.t�u ³z.�tZZu x ��t__u� ³z.tZuªPR8« ³z.tCuªPR8«t0uV(1 t0uV(1 t0uV(1 t0uV(. t0uV(. ! 

 

= � t0u1(1 t�u1(1 t0u1(1 t0u1(. t0u1(.³z.�tZu t�u �tZZu x ��t__u� tZuªPR8« tCuªPR8«�t0u1(1 t0u1(1 t0u1(1 t0u1(. t0u1(. ! 
(4.21) 

where, 

t0u1(1 = ¤0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0§ t�u1(1 = ¤1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1§ t0u1(. = ¤0000§ (4.22) 

Using the above formulation, the implementation in MATLAB software is as follows. 

4.5.1.2 Implementation of EKF formulation in MATLAB platform 

Mathematical formulations of EKF developed in the previous section are implemented in 

MATLAB platform using following four steps. 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

a) The extended state vector, Uy. 

b) Error covariance matrix of Uy, which is P. 

c) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

d) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 
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Step-2: Evaluation of state transfer matrix 

The state transition matrix is determined by evaluating the Jacobian of the process equation 

and is given by Eq(4.21). 

Step-3: Prediction Step 

Prediction of unknown extended state vector is made for current time step using the input 

information and state information of previous time step. This is done by integrating the Eq. 

(4.7) by 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme.  

Upon integration of Eq. (4.7), the predicted value of extended state vector Uyis obtained, 

using which the measurement equation is generated as 

r¢S 8 = b�wXPST w ¯r/³w¬rR /³� (4.23) 

where, b is a matrix expressing the sensor location. Suppose, sensor at dof-2 is missing, then 

the sensor location matrix is expressed as 

b = B1 0 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1D (4.24) 

The rows denote the sensor numbers and the columns denote the dofs. The dofs where sensor 

is present is having value of one. In case where all sensor data are available, b is an identity 

matrix having the dimension of total number of dof.The predicted state vector is expressed 

asUH]|]. 

Step-4: Updating Step 

The measurement information at current time step is used to correct the estimate to get more 

accurate state information. This is accomplished by Kalman Filtering which is described in 

the following steps. 

The state transition matrix  (íz.|íz.is determined as 

(íz.|íz. = ®.1(.1 x Δ�. ��UH]z.|]z.� (4.25) 

Using the state transition matrix, the predicted apriori estimate covariance is determined 

üí|íz. = (íz.|íz.üíz.|íz.(cíz.|íz. x dí (4.26) 

The Kalman Gain matrix is determined as 
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<í = üí|íz.2÷2üí|íz.2÷ x e (4.27) 

where, [H] is the Jacobian of the measurement equation 

t%u = tΛu ¼tCuz.�tZu t�u �tZZu x ��tZZu� tZuªPR8« tCuªPR8«�½ (4.28) 

If the current measured acceleration from the system is denoted as rS 8, then the difference 

between current measurement and estimated measurement (Eq.(4.23)), also known as 

innovation is given as 

·¢Ý = �brS 8 w r¢S 8� (4.29) 

The updated posterior estimate of the extended state vector is given as 

UHD,]|] = UHD,]|]z. x<í·¢Ý (4.30) 

In this way the steps are run recursively to obtain the extended state vector. 

4.5.2 Two-Stage EKF for four-DOF fixed base shear frame building 

The general formulation of Two-Stage EKF is presented in chapter-3. In this section, 

mathematical formulations of Two-Stage EKF for four-DOF fixed base shear building (Fig.  

4.1) is presented. This formulation can be easily extended to develop Two-Stage EKF for 

similar system with higher numbers of DOFs.  

4.5.2.1 Detail formulation of Two-Stage EKF for four-DOF Fixed base shear building 

In this sub-section, the matrices such as stiffness, damping and Jacobian etc. required for 

Two-Stage EKF implementation are derived. 

The unknown extended state vector, UD, given by Eq.(4.31) contains both state vector X and 

parametric vector θ. The vector UDis partitioned into state and parametric vector denoted by 

X and θ respectively. 

UD =
���
��r8rR 8Ý8���� ���

�� = ýU[� 
(4.31) 

where, U = ªP. P/ P0 P1 PR. PR/ PR0 PR1«q and [ = ª7. 7/ 70 71 �� ��«q 

The state-space form of the governing differential equation is given by 
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UR = ÀrR 8rS 8Á = ��� ýr8rR 8� = �U�� = À rR 8wXPST w³z.¯r8 w³z.¬rR 8Á (4.32) 

The observation equation is given by 

* = b�wXPST w³z.¯rw³z.¬rR � (4.33) 

where, r = ª . P/ P0 P1«q ,rR = ªPR. PR/ PR0 PR1«q , the sensor location matrix b is 

defined in Eq. (4.24) and the stiffness matrix K is given as 

¯ = ¤7. x 7/ w7/ 0 0w7/ 7/ x 70 w70 00 w70 70 x 71 w710 0 w71 71 § (4.34) 

The mass matrix M is given as 

³ = ¤B. 0 0 00 B/ 0 00 0 B0 00 0 0 B1
§ 

(4.35) 

And the damping matrix C is expressed as Raleigh damping, which is mass and stiffness 

proportional damping 

¬ = �� ∗ ¯ x �� ∗ ³ (4.36) 

The observation equation at time t = k × ∆t is a nonlinear function of unknown parametric 

vector θk and can be linearized via Taylor series expansion. Then, 

*�U] , [], ´]� = *�UH]|]z., [H]z., ´]� x�]�[] w [H]z.� (4.37) 

where, Hk is obtained based on the chain rule of partial differential with respect to the 

parametric vector [Ý as follows 

�] = b��J,] x�6,]UJ,]� (4.38) 

In which, 

�J,] = b �#*�U, [, ´�#[ �U{UH¸|¸¹º,[{[H¸¹º 

 

�6,] = b �#*�U, [, ´�#U �U{UH¸|¸¹º,[{[H¸¹º 	 ; UJ,] = �#U�U, [,´�#[ �[{[H¸¹º 

(4.39) 
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The details of Eqs.(4.37) to (4.39) are given in Chapter-3 of this thesis, wherein the matrix bis not shown for simplicity of expression.The partial derivative of the observation equation, 

Eq. (4.33) with respect to state vector X is given by  

�6,] = b #*#U = b ##U �wXPST w³z.¯rw³z.¬rR �
= bgw³z. ##U �¯r�w³z. ##U �¬rR �h 

(4.40) 

Evaluating 
`̀U �¯r�as 

##U �¯r� = tZu #r#U = tZu
��
��
��
��
�#P.#P. #P.#P/ #P.#P0 #P.#P1 #P.#PR. #P.#PR/ #P.#PR0 #P.#PR1#P/#P. #P/#P/ #P/#P0 #P/#P1 #P/#PR. #P/#PR/ #P/#PR0 #P/#PR1#P0#P. #P0#P/ #P0#P0 #P0#P1 #P0#PR. #P0#PR/ #P0#PR0 #P0#PR1#P1#P. #P1#P/ #P1#P0 #P1#P1 #P1#PR. #P1#PR/ #P1#PR0 #P1#PR1��

��
��
��
�
 

(4.41) 

##U �¯r� = tZu


















00001000

00000100

00000010

00000001

= tZut®1(1 �1(1u = tZu 
(4.42) 

Evaluating 
`̀U �¬rR � as 

##U �¬rR � = ##U ���¯ x ��³�ªPR « = ���¯ x ��³� #rR#U 
(4.43) 

= ���¯ x ��³�
��
��
��
��
�#PR.#P. #PR.#P/ #PR.#P0 #PR.#P1 #PR.#PR. #PR.#PR/ #PR.#PR0 #PR.#PR1#PR/#P. #PR/#P/ #PR/#P0 #PR/#P1 #PR/#PR. #PR/#PR/ #PR/#PR0 #PR/#PR1#PR0#P. #PR0#P/ #PR0#P0 #PR0#P1 #PR0#PR. #PR0#PR/ #PR0#PR0 #PR0#PR1#PR1#P. #PR1#P/ #PR1#P0 #PR1#P1 #PR1#PR. #PR1#PR/ #PR1#PR0 #PR1#PR1��

��
��
��
�
 

(4.44) 
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##U �¬rR � = ���¯ x ��³�


















10000000

01000000

00100000

00010000

= ���¯ x ��³�t�1(1 ®1(1u = ���¯ x ��³� 
(4.45) 

Therefore, from Eq. (4.40), (4.42) and (4.45), �6,] is obtained as 

�6,] = bgw³z. ##U �¯r�w³z. ##U �¬rR �h = b�w³z.�¯ ���¯ x ��³��� 
(4.46) 

The partial derivative of the observation equation, Eq. (4.33) with respect to parametric 

vector θ is  

�J,] = b#*#[ = b ##[ �wXPST w³z.¯r w³z.¬rR �
= b<w³z. g ##[ �¯r� x ##[ �¬rR �h= 

(4.47) 

Evaluating  
`̀[ �¯r� as 

#�¯r�#[ = �#�¯r�#7. #�¯r�#7/ #�¯r�#70 #�¯r�#71 #�¯r�#�� #�¯r�#�� � 
(4.48) 

Recalling Eq. (4.9) 

¯r = \ 7.P. x 7/P. w 7/P/w7/P. x 7/P/ x 70P/ w 70P0w70P/ x 70P0 x 71P0 w 71P1w71P0 x 71P1 ] 

(4.49) 

Differentiating [K]{x} with respect to {θ}, 

#�¯r�#[ = ���
�P. �P. w P/� 0 0 0 00 w�P. w P/� �P/ w P0� 0 0 00 0 w�P/ w P0� �P0 w P1� 0 00 0 0 w�P0 w P1� 0 0���

�
= t¯¯ �1(/u = t¯¯ �1(. �1(.u 

(4.50) 

Evaluating  
`̀[ �¬rR � as 
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#�¬rR �#[ = #���¯ x ��³�rR#[ = #���¯rR �#[ x #���³rR �#[  
(4.51) 

Evaluating 
`�¯rR �`[ as 

#���¯rR �#[ = ##[���
�� ���7.PR. x 7/PR. w 7/PR/����w7/PR. x 7/PR/ x 70PR/ w 70PR0����w70PR/ x 70PR0 x 71PR0 w 71PR1����w71PR0 x 71PR1� ���

��

=
���
����PR. ���PR. w PR/� 0 0 �7.PR. x 7/PR. w 7/PR/� 00 w���PR. w PR/� ���PR/ w PR0� 0 �w7/PR. x 7/PR/ x 70PR/ w 70PR0� 00 0 w���PR/ w PR0� ���PR0 w PR1� �w70PR/ x 70PR0 x 71PR0 w 71PR1� 00 0 0 w���PR0 w PR1� �w71PR0 x 71PR1� 0���

��
 

 

= t�� ∗ ii ¯rR �1(.u (4.52) 

where, 

t__u = ���
�PR. �PR. w PR/� 0 00 w�PR. w PR/� �PR/ w PR0� 00 0 w�PR/ w PR0� �PR0 w PR1�0 0 0 w�PR/ w PR0���

�� ª0«1(. = \0000] 

 

Evaluating 
`�j¢³rR �`[ as 

#���³rR �#[ = ##[�� ¤
B. 0 0 00 B/ 0 00 0 B0 00 0 0 B1

§\PR.PR/PR0PR1] =
##[\

��B.PR.��B/PR/��B0PR0��B1PR1] 

 

=
���
���
���
�#���B.PR.�#7. #���B.PR.�#7/ #���B.PR.�#70 #���B.PR.�#71 #���B.PR.�#�� #���B.PR.�#��#���B/PR/�#7. #���B/PR/�#7/ #���B/PR/�#70 #���B/PR/�#71 #���B/PR/�#�� #���B/PR/�#��#���B0PR0�#7. #���B0PR0�#7/ #���B0PR0�#70 #���B0PR0�#71 #���B0PR0�#�� #���B0PR0�#��#���B1PR1�#7. #���B1PR1�#7/ #���B1PR1�#70 #���B1PR1�#71 #���B1PR1�#�� #���B1PR1�#�� ���

���
���
�
 

= ¤0 0 0 0 0 B.PR.0 0 0 0 0 B/PR/0 0 0 0 0 B0PR00 0 0 0 0 B1PR1§ = t�1(1 �1(. ³rR u 
(4.53) 

Substituting 
`�kH¯rR �`[  from Eq. (4.52) and 

`�j¢³rR �`[ from Eq. (4.53) into Eq. (4.51), 
`�¬rR �`[  is 

obtained as 
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#�¬rR �#[ = #���¯ x ��³�rR#[ = #���¯rR �#[ x #���³rR �#[= t�� ∗ ii ¯rR �1(.u x t�1(1 �1(. ³rR u= t�� ∗ ii ¯rR ³rR u 
(4.54) 

Substituting 
`̀[ �¯r� and 

`̀[ �¬rR � from Eq. (4.50) and Eq. (4.54) respectively into Eq. (4.47) 

�J,] = b<w³z. g ##[ �¯r� x ##[ �¬rR �h=
= b¼w³z.�t¯¯ �1(. �1(.u x t�� ∗ ii ¯rR ³rR u�½ == b�w³z.��¯¯ x �� ∗ ii� ¯rR ³rR �� 

(4.55) 

The partial derivative of the state vector X with respect to parametric vector θ is 
`U`[and is 

derived as follows: 

The governing equation of motion is given by 

³rS x ¬rR x ¯r = wæ³PST = ´ (4.56) 

In the following derivation also bhas been omitted and has been incorporated in the final 

steps. 

Expressing the equation, Eq. (4.56) in state-space form as  

UR = ÀrR 8rS 8Á = �U�� = ��� ýr8rR 8� = À rR 8wXPST w³z.¯r8 w³z.¬rR 8Á= À rR 8wXPST w³z.´��r, [� w³z.´a�rR , [�Á (4.57) 

where, ´��r, [� = ¯r8 and ´a�rR , [� = ¬rR 8 
Differentiating both side of Eq. (4.57) by θ and denoting 

�r��[ = rJ,8 
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�UR�[ = \�rR 8�[�rS 8�[] = ÀrR J,8rS J,8Á = UR J,8 = ��� ÀrJ,8rR J,8Á
= \ �rR 8�[��[ ¼wXPST w³z.´��r, [� w³z.´a�rR , [�½]
= - rR J,8w³z. �´��r, [��[ w³z. �´a�rR , [��[ . 

(4.58) 

Applying chain rule of differentiation into Eq. (4.58) 

�´��r, [��[ = #´¿#r �r�[ x #´¿#[ �[�[ = #´¿#r �r�[ x #´¿#[  (4.59) 

�´a�rR , [��[ = #´¾#rR �rR�[ x #´¾#[ �[�[ = #´¾#rR �rR�[ x #´¾#[  (4.60) 

Substituting 
�´l�[  and 

�´m�[  obtained from Eq.(4.59) and (4.60) into Eq. (4.58) 

UR J,8 = ��� ÀrJ,8rR J,8Á = - rR J,8w³z. >#´¿#r �r�[ x #´¿#[ ? w³z. >#´¾#rR �rR�[ x #´¾#[ ?. 

 

= - rR J,8w³z. >#´¿#r rJ,8 x #´¿#[ ?w³z. >#´¾#rR rR J,8 x #´¾#[ ?. 
 

= - rR J,8w³z. #´¿#r rJ,8 w³z. #´¾#rR rR J,8 w³z. #´¿#[ w³z. #´¾#[ . 
 

= B � ®w³z. #´¿#r w³z. #´¾#rR D ÀrJ,8rR J,8Á x b B �w³z. #´¿#[ w³z. #´¾#[ D (4.61) 

Equation (4.61) can be simplified as 

UR J,8 = B �1(1 ®1(1w³z. #´¿#r w³z. #´¾#rR DUJ,8 x B �1(Vw³z. #´¿#[ w³z. #´¾#[ D (4.62) 

where, 

#´¿#r = #�¯r�#r = ¯ 
#´¾#rR = #�¬rR �#rR = ¬ = ��¯ x ��³ (4.63) 

Using Eq. (4.50) and Eq. (4.54) 
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#´¿#[ = #�¯r�#[ = t¯¯ �1(. �1(.u #´¾#[ = #�¬rR �#[= t�� ∗ ii ¯rR ³rR u (4.64) 

Therefore, in Eq. (4.62) 

w³z. #´¿#[ w³z. #´¾#[= w³z.t¯¯ �1(. �1(.u w ³z.t�� ∗ ii ¯rR ³rR u  

= w³z.��¯¯ x �� ∗ ii� ¯rR ³rR � = �J,] (4.65) 

Where, the expression for �J,] is obtained from Eq. (4.55). 

Eq. (4.62) is simplified by replacing the terms obtained from Eq. (4.63), (4.64) and (4.65) as 

UR J,8 = � �1(1 ®1(1w³z.¯ w³z.¬�UJ,8 x ��1(V�J,]� (4.66) 

Expanding UJ,8 gives 

UJ,8 =

��
���
���
�
���
���
��#P.#[#P/#[#P0#[#P1#[#PR.#[#PR/#[#PR0#[#PR1#[ ��

���
���
�
���
���
��

=

��
��
��
��
��
��
�#P.#7. #P.#7/ #P.#70 #P.#71 #P.#�� #P.#��⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮#P1#7. #P1#7/ #P1#70 #P1#71 #P1#�� #P1#��#PR.#7. #PR.#7/ #PR.#70 #PR.#71 #PR.#�� #PR.#��⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮#PR1#7. #PR1#7/ #PR1#70 #PR1#71 #PR1#�� #PR1#�� ��

��
��
��
��
��
�

 

(4.67) 

Integrating Eq. (4.66) using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme, givesUJ or  
�U�[.  

Therefore, �]  of Eq. (4.38) is obtained by substituting �J,],�6,] , UJ,]   obtained from 

Eqs.(4.55), (4.46) and integrating Eq.(4.66) respectively. Using the formulation as derived 

above, the implementation procedure in MATLAB software is as follows. 
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4.5.2.2 Implementation ofTwo-Stage EKF formulation in MATLAB platform 

Mathematical formulations of Two-Stage EKF developed in the previous section are 

implemented in MATLAB platform using following four steps. 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

a) The state vector, X. 

b) Error covariance matrix of X, which is Px. 

c) The parametric vector, θ. 

d) Error covariance matrix of θ is Pθ. 

e) The matrix UJor 
�U�[. 

f) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

g) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 

Step-2: Evaluation of state transfer matrix 

The linearized observation equation matrix, Hk is evaluated using Eq. (4.38). 

 

Step-3a: Prediction of State Vector 

With the state and parametric vector of previous step, the stiffness and damping matrix of 

current step is evaluated. The predicted state vector is evaluated by integration of the state 

space equation, Eq. (4.32), using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. 

Step-3b: Updating of State Vector 

The measurement information at current time step is used to correct the estimate to get more 

accurate state information. This is accomplished by Kalman Filtering which is described in 

the following steps. 

The state transition matrix  (íz.|íz.is determined as 

(íz.|íz. = ®X(X x Δ�. ���UH]z.|]z.� (4.68) 

where,  

���UH]z.|]z.� = wCz�t¯ ¬u (4.69) 

The Kalman Gain matrix is determined as 
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<í = (íz.|íz.üí|íz.2n,í÷2n,íüí|íz.2n,í÷ x e  (4.70) 

where, 2n,íis obtained from Eq.(4.40) 

From the measurement equation, Eq. (4.71), the predicted measurement (in the present case: 

acceleration) is evaluated as 

r¢S 8 = b�wXPST w³z.¯rw³z.¬rR � (4.71) 

where, the state r, rR  are the predicted states obtained from Eq. (4.32). The predicted stiffness 

and damping matrices are obtained from the parametric vector of previous step. If the current 

measured acceleration from the system is denoted as rS 8, then the difference between current 

measurement and estimated measurement (Eq. (4.71)), also known as innovation is given as 

·¢Ý = �brS 8 w r¢S 8� (4.72) 

The updated posterior estimate of the state vector is given as 

UH]|] = UH]|]z. x<í·¢Ý (4.73) 

and the updated error covariance matrix of X, which is PX, is obtained as 

G6,]|]p. = (íz.|íz.G6,]|](íz.|íz.c w<í2n,íG6,]|](íz.|íz.c  (4.74) 

Step-3c: Updating Parametric Vector 

The Kalman Gain matrix is determined as 

<í = øVnVüí|íz.2í÷2íüí|íz.2í÷ x e (4.75) 

where, 2í is the linearized measurement equation obtained from Eq.(4.38) 

The updated posterior estimate of the parametric vector is evaluated as 

[]|] = []|]z. x<í·¢Ý (4.76) 

and the updated error covariance matrix of θ, which is Pθ, is obtained as 

GJ,]|]p. = ®V(VGJ,]|]®V(Vq w<í2íGJ,]|]®V(Vq  (4.77) 

Step-4: Prediction Step of matrix UJ or 
�U�[ for next time step 
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The predicted matrix UJ, which is required for the evaluation of the linearized measurement 

equation given by Eq. (4.38) is obtained by integration of the differential equation, Eq. (4.61) 

by using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. 

4.5.3 Formulation of UKF for four-DOF fixed base shear frame building 

In UKF, there is no need to evaluate the complex Jacobian matrices. The process of 

implementation is relatively simpler. The details of formulation are presented in chapter-3. In 

this section, mathematical formulations of UKF for four-DOF fixed base shear building (Fig.  

4.1) is presented. This formulation can be easily extended to develop UKF for similar system 

with higher numbers of DOFs. 

4.5.3.1 Implementation of UKF formulation in MATLAB platform 

The identification of state and parameter of a sample four storey shear building using UKF 

technique is described in detail in this sub-section. In this case state and parameters are 

arranged in a single vector or extended state vector similar to EKF identification. 

The unknown extended state vector to be identified is  

UD = ªP. P/ P0 P1 PR. PR/ PR0 PR1 7. 7/ 70 71 �� ��«q (4.78) 

The dimension of the extended state vector, L=14. 

The process equation is expressed in state-space form as given by Eq. (4.79) 

UR D =
���
��rR 8rS 8ÝR 8��R��R ���

�� = ��� ���
��r8rR 8Ý8���� ���

�� = �UD�� =
���
�� rR 8wXPST w¯r8/³w ¬rR 8/C000 ���

��
 

(4.79) 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

a) The extended state vector, UDcontaining both state and parameter. 

b) Error covariance matrix of UD, which is P. 

c) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

d) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 
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Step-2: Generation of Sigma point. 

If the total number of elements in the extended state vector is n, then for each element in the 

extended state vector (2n+1) sigma points are generated. So, a matrix of sigma points of size 

n x (2n + 1) is created. 

Step-3: Passing the Sigma Points through Process equation. 

The sigma points are passed through the process equation. The process equation is expressed 

in state-space form. Using the input ground excitation and one set of sigma point vector, the 

predicted transformed sigma point vector is generated by integration of the process equation 

using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. Similarly, other sigma points are passed 

through the process equation and (2n+1) transformed sigma point vectors are generated. All 

the (2n+1) sigma point vectors are combined using specified weights to get the predicted 

transformed sigma point and its error covariance matrix. 

Step-4: Passing the Sigma Points through measurement equation. 

The predicted observation is generated from the transformed sigma points obtained from 

step-3 and using input ground acceleration. All the sigma point vectors are combined using 

specified weights to get the predicted transformed observation and its error covariance 

matrix. 

Step-5: Evaluation of cross covariance matrix, Kalman Gain and updated state and 

parameter 

Cross covariance matrix and Kalman Gain matrix is evaluated. From the Kalman gain and 

current measurement, the updated extended state vector and its error covariance is evaluated. 

4.5.3.2 Formulation of SNLSE-UI-UO for four-DOF Fixed base shear building 

The governing equation of motion of a four storey fixed base sample building is given by 

³rS x ¬rR x ¯r = wæ³PST = X´ (4.80) 

Let the measured acceleration response at 2ndfloor level be missing. The mass matrix is 

segregated into known and unknown masses corresponding to known and unknown 

acceleration measurement and Eq. (4.80) is written as 

³? P̅S x ³∗PS ∗ x ¬rR x ¯r = X´ (4.81) 

The process of transition from Eq. (4.80) to Eq. (4.81) using matrix form is shown below 
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¤B. 0 0 00 B/ 0 00 0 B0 00 0 0 B1
§\PS.PS/PS0PS1]x��U�[ = X´ 

(4.82) 

where, ��U�[ = ¬rR x ¯r, ��U� is called the data matrix and [is the parametric vector. The 

Eq. (4.81) is represented in matrix form as 

³? P̅S x ³∗PS ∗ x ¬rR x ¯r = ¤B. 0 00 0 00 B0 00 0 B1
§ /PS.PS0PS10 x ¤ 0B/00 § ªPS/« x ��U�[ = X´ 

 

or, ��U�[ = X´ w ¤B. 0 00 0 00 B0 00 0 B1
§ /PS.PS0PS10 x ¤ 0B/00 § ªPS/« 

 

= �X´ w³? P̅S � w ³∗PS ∗ = · x X??́ (4.83) 

where,· = �X´ w³? P̅S � and X? = twC∗uare known and ?́ = ªPS/« is unknown and needs to be 

determined. 

The formulation of the data matrix and the parametric vector is described below 

��U�[ = ¯r x ¬rR = ¯r x ���¯ x ��³�rR  (4.84) 

¯r = ¤7. x 7/ w7/ 0 0w7/ 7/ x 70 w70 00 w70 70 x 71 w710 0 w71 71 §\
P.P/P0P1] 

 

= ���
�P. �P. w P/� 0 00 w�P. w P/� �P/ w P0� 00 0 w�P/ w P0� �P0 w P1�0 0 0 w�P0 w P1���

��\7.7/7071] 

 

¬rR = ���¯ x ��³�rR = ��¯rR x ��³rR  (4.85) 

= �� ¤7. x 7/ w7/ 0 0w7/ 7/ x 70 w70 00 w70 70 x 71 w710 0 w71 71 §\
PR.PR/PR0PR1]x �� ¤B. 0 0 00 B/ 0 00 0 B0 00 0 0 B1

§\PR.PR/PR0PR1] 

 

= �� ���
�PR. �PR. w PR/� 0 00 w�PR. w PR/� �PR/ w PR0� 00 0 w�PR/ w PR0� �PR0 w PR1�0 0 0 w�PR/ w PR0���

��\7.7/7071] x \B.PR.B/PR/B0PR0B1PR1] ª��« (4.86) 
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= ���
�PR. �PR. w PR/� 0 00 w�PR. w PR/� �PR/ w PR0� 00 0 w�PR/ w PR0� �PR0 w PR1�0 0 0 w�PR/ w PR0���

��
���
����7.��7/��70��71���

�� x \B.PR.B/PR/B0PR0B1PR1] ª��« (4.87) 

Therefore, substituting the expanded form of the matrices from Eq. (4.86) and Eq. (4.87) into 

Eq.  (4.84) gives 

��U�[ = ���
�P. �P. w P/� 0 00 w�P. w P/� �P/ w P0� 00 0 w�P/ w P0� �P0 w P1�0 0 0 w�P0 w P1���

��\7.7/7071]
x ���
�PR. �PR. w PR/� 0 00 w�PR. w PR/� �PR/ w PR0� 00 0 w�PR/ w PR0� �PR0 w PR1�0 0 0 w�PR0 w PR1���

��
���
����7.��7/��70��71���

��

x \B.PR.B/PR/B0PR0B1PR1] ª��« (4.88) 

��U�[ = tZZu\7.7/7071] x t__u
���
����7.��7/��70��71���

�� x tCuªPR8«ª��«
= t¯¯ ii ³rR 8u ∗ ª7. 7/ 70 71 ��7. ��7/ ��70 ��71 ��«Ë (4.89) 

From Eq. (4.89), it is observed that data matrix ��U� = t¯¯ ii ³rR 8u and the unknown 

parametric vector, which is to be identified, is  

[ = ª7. 7/ 70 71 ��7. ��7/ ��70 ��71 ��«Ëwhich is shown in Eq. (4.89). 

Differentiating ��U�[ given in Eq. (4.84) with respect to the state vector X is derived as 

##U ���U�[� = ##U �¯r x ¬rR � = ##U �¯r x ���¯ x ��³�rR �
= ##U ¼�¯ ���¯ x ��³�� ýrrR �½ = ##U��¯ ���¯ x ��³��U�= �¯ ���¯ x ��³�� 

(4.90) 

From the state transition relation as given in Eq. (3.91) and using the formula as given in Eq. 

(3.95) of Chapter-3, the formula of (í,íp. is re-written as  
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(í,íp. = (íp.,íz� = ðø w�∆t�I� ø ñ (4.91) 

The � matrix is formed by using the relation given in Eq. (3.102), which is re-written here as 

þ,íp. = �∂·¢8�U8�∂U8 ∂U8∂U]p.�4{U��UH¸�º|¸� = ∂·¢8�U8�∂U8 �4{U��UH¸�º|¸�(þ,íp. 
(4.92) 

where, ·¢8�U8� is given as 

·¢8�5Híp.,í� = ûþ�5þ�5Híp.,í��ZHþ�5þ�5Híp.,í�� w ö?�̅�þ|þ (4.93) 

and `̀U �·¢8�5Híp.,í�� = `̀U ¼ûþ�5þ�5Híp.,í��ZHþ�5þ�5Híp.,í�� w ö?�̅�þ|þ½=
`	`U �ûþZHþ� (4.94) 

By substituting 
`̀U ���U�[�from Eq.(4.90) and (í,íp. from Eq. (4.91) into Eq. (4.92), 

�þ,íp. = �¯ ���¯ x ��³�� ð ø w�∆t�ø� ø ñ (4.95) 

Using the relation �and � matricesas detailed in chapter-3, the unknown parametric vector, 

state vector and unmeasured acceleration are obtained. 

4.6 Performance evaluation of different identification strategies for the 

evaluation of state and parameter of multi-storey shear frame building 

system with fixed support 

In this section, a comparative study has been conducted based on the identification of states 

and parameters using EKF, Two-Stage EKF, UKF and SNLSE algorithms. Three different 

problems are considered for the comparative study, which are presented in the following 

paragraphs. 

1) Problem Type-I: This is a simulated three-storey fixed base shear building. A numerical 

model of the building has been developed in MATLAB. The assumed structural 

properties are described in section-1.2. The structure is subjected to excitation mentioned 

in Table 4.2. The acceleration response from the structure is corrupted by addition of 

white Gaussian noises with noise to signal ratio of 0%, 1%, 2% and 5%. These noise 

corrupted responses are used as inputs in the identification algorithms to identify the 

state and structural parameters. The prime focus in this study is to assess the performance 

of each of these algorithms under gradual increase in measurement noise level. The 

responses obtained from all the floor levels are used in this study and hence this problem 

is not concerned with any missing sensor. 
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2) Problem Type-II: In this study, two types of problems are considered. One is an existing 

sample building (Problem Type-IIb) and other is the simulated model of the existing 

sample building (Problem Type-IIa). Problem Type-IIa deals with the identification 

study using simulated responses. Problem Type-IIb deals with identification study using 

acquired field responses from an existing building. For the existing building, measured 

acceleration responses are available corresponding to two orthogonal (in plan) directions. 

The plan dimension of the building is rectangular. These directions are categorized as 

longitudinal direction having larger stiffness and transverse direction or direction having 

smaller stiffness. The placement of sensors has been shown in Fig.  4.3. The building is a 

Nine-storey building modelled as a shear frame building with 9 numbers of dof in two 

orthogonal directions. In the simulated building (Problem Type-IIa), no added noise is 

considered, but the sensor availability similar to existing building has been replicated. 

The total numbers of floors are nine, out of which three sensors (at floor 1, 5 and 9) are 

placed in longitudinal direction and four sensors (at floor 1, 3, 7 and 9) are placed in 

transverse direction. Therefore, the number of missing sensors in longitudinal direction is 

more than that of transverse direction. Floor-1 and floor-9 corresponds to first floor and 

roof respectively. The structure is subjected to excitation as mentioned in Table 4.5. The 

geometrical properties of the simulated building have been described under section-4.3. 

The acceleration responses obtained from simulation are used for identification of state 

and parameter for Problem Type-IIa using different algorithms. The identified state and 

parameters are compared with that of simulated one. 

3) Problem Type-III: This building is further categorised as Problem Type-IIIa and IIIb. In 

Problem Type-IIIa, identification is carried out using simulated responses whereas in 

Problem Type-IIIb, the same is carried out using acquired response from an existing 

building. Problem Type-IIIa and Problem Type-I are same building with only difference 

is that in Problem Type-I, sensors are available in all floor levels, whereas in Problem 

Type-IIIa, there are missing sensors at 1st and 2nd floor levels. Problem Type-IIIb is an 

existing three-storey conventional fixed base building, which is one of the twin buildings 

of the block. Sensors are missing along transverse direction corresponding to dof-2 (1st 

floor level) and dof-3 (2nd floor level). The numerical model of the building is developed 

from the geometry and material property of the building and this model has been used for 

detailed comparative study for the evaluation of performance of the identification 

algorithm. The details of the building model are described under section-4.4. The 

structure is subjected to NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse ground excitation. Further, the same 
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building with isolated base (which is the part of the twin building) has been considered in 

chapter-5. 

The results of identification of building systems have been analyzed in two different ways as 

described below. 

a) The first part is concerned with identification of state of the system. In the present study 

only measured acceleration data are considered. The RMSE of the identified 

displacement has been evaluated by considering the simulated displacement of the 

numerical model as the reference. The lower the RMSE, the better is the performance of 

the algorithm. RMSE of identified displacement is used as a measure of accuracy of state 

identification. RMSE of identified displacement is evaluated by considering a reference 

displacement time-history. In case of identification using data from simulated model, the 

simulated displacement time-history acts as a reference displacement for RMSE 

evaluation. However, in the study involving data from existing building, this is not 

possible since the reference displacement is not available. Therefore, performance 

evaluation of these algorithms is not carried out for the case involving data from existing 

building 

b) The second part is concerned with the identification of parameters (stiffness) of the 

structures. To make a comparative study of the efficiency of these algorithms for 

identification of parameters, error in identified stiffnesses are evaluated w.r.t. assumed 

parameters in the simulation study. The identified parameters as well as the error in 

identification using each of these algorithms and for each of the ground motions are 

plotted in bar chart format. This is possible only for simulation based studies using 

Problem Type-I, IIa and IIIa. In case of study using acquired field responses for Problem 

Type-IIb and IIIb, this is not possible as the actual stiffness of the field building is 

unknown. 

The details of the results obtained for each case study are presented in the subsequent sub-

sections.  State identification of all the three problem cases is discussed first followed by 

identification of parameters. 
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4.6.1 Results of state identification 

Within the state identification only displacement identification is considered. Each of the 

Problem Types I, II and III are undertaken one after the other. The detailed investigations of 

the problems have been carried out as given. 

4.6.1.1 Results of state identification for Problem Type-I 

Fig. 4.7 to Fig. 4.12 show the plot of identified displacement time-history along with 

simulated displacement time-history obtained using different algorithms and ground motions 

under consideration. The acceleration response measurement used is noise-free. From the 

identified displacement plots, it is observed that all these algorithms are performing well. The 

measure of its performance is represented in 3D RMSE plot as shown in Fig.  4.13. The 

RMSE values are furnished in Table 4.9 to Table 4.11.The RMSE values are different for 

different floor levels and for different algorithms for any particular ground motions under 

consideration. So, it becomes difficult to compare the performance of these algorithms. 

Therefore, average of RMSE has been performed for the floor levels. The average RMSE 

values are furnished in Table 4.12 and presented in the form of 2D Bar Chart in Fig.  4.24. 

From the average RMSE, it is observed that SNLSE-UI-UO has the highest value; therefore, 

its performance is least. From among the rest three, EKF has the least value, so its 

performance is the best followed by Two-Stage EKF and then UKF. 

 

Fig. 4.7: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at ground floor (x1) and 1st floor (x2) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 0% added noise) under excitation El Centro(1940):Comp-

180  
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Fig. 4.8: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 2nd floor (x3) and roof (x4) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 0% added noise) under excitation El Centro (1940):Comp-

180  

Similarly, Fig.  4.17 to Fig.  4.22 show the plot of identified displacement obtained using 

acceleration response measurement corrupted with 5% noise. 3D plot of RMSE of identified 

displacements is given in Fig.  4.23.  The plots against 1% and 2% noise level have been 

skipped intentionally, instead a higher noise level of 5% plot has been presented. However, 

the performances have been shown in RMSE plots against 1% and 2% noise level in Fig. 4.15 

and Fig.  4.16 respectively. 

 

Fig.  4.9:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at ground floor (x1) and 1st floor (x2) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 0% added noise) under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-

Longitudinal  
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Fig. 4.10: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 2nd floor (x3) and roof (x4) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 0% added noise) under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-

Longitudinal  

 

 

Fig.  4.11:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at ground floor (x1) and 1st floor (x2) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 0% added noise) under excitation Victoria (1980): 

Comp-CPE045  
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Fig. 4.12: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 2ndfloor (x3) and roof (x4) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 0% added noise) under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-

CPE045 

 

 

Fig.  4.13: 3D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement at all floor levels for 

Problem Type-I (using simulated response with 0% added noise) under all 

considered earthquake excitations 

 

In the case of Kalman Filter based algorithms such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF, the 

identifications are carried out successfully using the noise contaminated responses. However, 

in the case of identification using SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm, if the same noise contaminated 

responses are used, the identified displacement shows a drift as shown in Fig.  4.14. 
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Fig.  4.14: Comparison of identified displacement time-history (using SNLSE-UI-UO 

algorithm) and simulated displacement time-history at 1st floor (x1) level for 

Problem Type-I (using simulated response with 1% added noise) under 

excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.15: 3D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement at all floor levels for 

Problem Type-I (using simulated response with 1% added noise) under all 

considered earthquake excitations 
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Fig.  4.16: 3D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement at all floor levels for 

Problem Type-I (using simulated response with 2% added noise) under all 

considered earthquake excitations 

 

 

 

Fig.  4.17:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at ground floor (x1) and 1st floor (x2) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 5% added noise) under excitation El 

Centro(1940):Comp-180 
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Fig.  4.18:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 2nd floor (x3) and roof (x4) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 5% added noise) under excitation El Centro (1940): 

Comp-180 

 

 

Fig.  4.19:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at ground floor (x1) and 1st floor (x2) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 5% added noise) under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-

Longitudinal  
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Fig.  4.20:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-historyat2ndfloor (x3) and roof (x4) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 5% added noise) under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-

Longitudinal  

 

 

Fig.  4.21:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at ground floor (x1) and 1st floor (x2) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 5% added noise) under excitation Victoria (1980): 

Comp-CPE045 
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Fig.  4.22:  Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 2nd floor (x3) and roof (x4) level for Problem Type-I (using 

simulated response with 5% added noise) under excitation Victoria (1980): 

Comp-CPE045 

 

Fig.  4.23: 3D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement at all floor levels for 

Problem Type-I (using simulated response with 5% added noise) under all 

considered earthquake excitations 

 

The results of identified displacement using SNLSE-UI-UO as shown in this section have 

been obtained by filtering the noisy response prior to its use by the algorithm. A 6th order 

Butterworth high pass filter has been used to remove low frequency noises from the response. 

Presence of low frequency noise in acceleration response often causes drift in displacement 
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[Lin Jeng-Wen et al.(2001)]. However, EKF, Two-stage EKF and UKF are self filtering 

algorithms due to presence of noise covariance matrix [R] in the Kalman gain equation,    

(Eq.(4.27), (4.70) and (4.75 )). 

 

Table 4.9: RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-I (using simulated response 

contaminated with different noise level) under excitation El Centro (1940): 

Comp-180  

Noise level Floor 

level 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-UI-

UO 

  x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) 

0% ground 4 6 7 58 

0% 1st 6 8 9 80 

0% 2nd 7 9 11 95 

0% roof 8 11 12 102 

Average of 0%  6.25 8.5 9.75 83.75 

1% ground 4 6 10 58 

1% 1st 5 8 14 79 

1% 2nd 7 10 17 94 

1% roof 7 12 19 101 

Average of 1%  5.75 9 15 83 

2% ground 6 6 10 60 

2% 1st 9 8 13 83 

2% 2nd 10 11 16 98 

2% roof 12 12 18 105 

Average of 2%  9.25 9.25 14.25 86.5 

5% ground 5 6 10 59 

5% 1st 6 8 14 80 

5% 2nd 7 11 17 96 

5% roof 9 12 18 102 

Average of 5%  6.75 9.25 14.75 84.25 
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Table 4.10: RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-I (using simulated response 

contaminated with different noise level) under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-

Longitudinal 

Noise level dof EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-UI-

UO 

  x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) 

0% ground 6 5 5 57 

0% 1st 7 8 8 78 

0% 2nd 9 9 10 93 

0% roof 10 11 11 101 

Average of 0%  8 8.25 8.5 82.25 

1% ground 5 6 7 56 

1% 1st 7 10 11 77 

1% 2nd 9 13 14 92 

1% roof 10 14 16 100 

Average of 1%  7.75 10.75 12 81.25 

2% ground 7 6 8 57 

2% 1st 11 10 12 77 

2% 2nd 14 14 15 92 

2% roof 15 16 17 100 

Average of 2%  11.75 11.5 13 81.5 

5% ground 5 6 13 56 

5% 1st 7 10 18 78 

5% 2nd 10 14 22 93 

5% roof 12 16 25 100 

Average of 5%  8.5 11.5 19.5 81.75 
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Table 4.11: RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-I (using simulated response 

contaminated with different noise level) under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-

CPE045  

Noise level dof EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-UI-

UO 

  x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) 

0% ground 8 8 8 65 

0% 1st 10 11 11 89 

0% 2nd 12 13 13 106 

0% roof 13 14 15 114 

Average of 0%  10.75 11.5 11.75 93.5 

1% ground 5 8 8 62 

1% 1st 6 11 11 86 

1% 2nd 7 14 13 102 

1% roof 8 15 14 109 

Average of 1%  6.5 12 11.5 89.75 

2% ground 8 8 8 62 

2% 1st 10 11 11 85 

2% 2nd 12 14 13 101 

2% roof 14 16 14 109 

Average of 2%  11 12.25 11.5 89.25 

5% ground 5 8 8 68 

5% 1st 6 11 11 94 

5% 2nd 7 14 13 112 

5% roof 9 15 14 121 

Average of 5%  6.75 12 11.5 98.75 

Table 4.12: Average RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-I (using simulated 

response contaminated with different noise level) under different earthquake 

excitations 

Noise level EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF SNLSE-UI-UO 

x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) x 10-5 (m) 

0% 8 9 10 87 

1% 7 11 13 85 

2% 11 11 13 86 

5% 7 11 15 88 

Average 8.25 10.5 12.75 86.5 
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Fig.  4.24: 2D Bar Chart showing average RMSE of identified displacement at different noise 

level for Problem Type-I, under all considered earthquake excitations 

 

From the entire exercise furnished above, responses with different noise level, different base 

excitations and different identification algorithms, it is evident that performances of all these 

algorithms are comparable at all noise levels. It may however be noted that the level of error 

is quite insignificant, even when the data is contaminated with high level of noise. The 

performance of SNLSE-UI-UO is really poor when the data is contaminated with noise. It 

may again be mentioned that external pre-filtering of data has been applied before prior to its 

use by the SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm, in-spite of which the performance obtained is much 

poorer that the other three algorithms. Thus, it can be concluded that EKF, Two-Stage EKF 

as well as UKF are found to be suitable, even when that data are contaminated with high level 

of noise. 

4.6.1.2 Results of state identification for Problem Type-I with missing sensor using 

SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm 

With only one number of missing sensor SNLSE-UI-UO performs somewhat well but with 

more than one missing sensor, the performance leads to serious errors in identification. Apart 

from this, the algorithm becomes unstable. The performance of the algorithm with one 

missing sensor has been demonstrated by Yang Jann N. and Huang Hongwei (2007) while 

applying it to a simulated model. But the performance of the algorithm with more than one 

missing sensor is not reported so far. Fig. 4.25 shows the identified displacement at floor 

levels with missing sensor at 2nd floor level and Fig. 4.26 shows the identified displacement 

where sensor is missing at 1stand 2nd floor levels. These displacement histories have been 

plotted along with simulated displacement histories in these figures. A good match is 

observed between identified and simulated displacement histories.  
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Fig. 4.25: Comparison of identified displacement time-history (using SNLSE-UI-UO 

algorithm) and simulated displacement time-history for Problem Type-I, under 

excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180 (sensor missing at 2nd floor level) 

 

 

Fig. 4.26: Comparison of identified displacement time-history (using SNLSE-UI-UO 

algorithm) and simulated displacement time-history for Problem Type-I, under 

excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180 (sensor missing at 1stand 2nd floor level) 
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Fig. 4.27: Comparison of identified stiffness (using SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm) with assumed 

value of stiffness considered for simulated Building, Type-I, under excitation El 

Centro (1940): Comp-180 (sensor missing at 2nd floor level) 

 

 

Fig. 4.28: Comparison of identified stiffness (using SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm) with assumed 

value of stiffness considered for simulated Building, Type-I, under excitation El 

Centro (1940): Comp-180 (sensor missing at 1st and 2nd floor level) 

Fig. 4.27 shows the identified stiffness with missing sensor at 2nd floor level. The identified 

results are somewhat closer to simulated one. However, from Fig. 4.28, which show the 

identified stiffness with missing sensor at 1stand 2nd floor level, it is observed that the 

performance is degraded. Therefore, the SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm is not considered for all 

the identification cases in the further studies. 
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4.6.1.3 Results of displacement identification for Problem Type-IIa in transverse 

direction 

In this identification study, the acceleration response at 1st, 3rd, 7th and roof level are 

considered. Fig. 4.29 to Fig. 4.31 show the plot of identified displacement time-history along 

with simulated displacement time-history at all the floor levels under excitation NE-EQ-1: 

Comp-transverse. Fig. 4.32 to Fig. 4.34 show similar results obtained from excitation NE-

EQ-2: Comp-transverse. The 3D bar chart plot of Fig. 4.35 provides the RMSE of identified 

displacement obtained using different algorithms and earthquake excitations under 

consideration.  

Table 4.13 provides the values of RMSE of identified displacement. These data have been 

used to plot the 3D bar chart shown Fig. 4.35. It is observed that in both the earthquake cases, 

the performances of EKF as well as Two-Stage EKF are comparable and their performance is 

much better than UKF.  

It is to be noted that in this simulated case, the response used for identification study is noise-

free response. As the existing sample building has a lot of missing sensors, this simulation 

and identification of analytical model provides a guideline for identification of the existing 

building using field responses. 

 

Fig. 4.29: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 1st to 3rd floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-1: Comp-transverse 
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Fig. 4.30: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 4th to 6th floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-1: Comp-transverse 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.31: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 7th floor to roof level for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-1: Comp-transverse 
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Fig. 4.32: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 1st to 3rd floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-2: Comp-transverse 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.33: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 4th to 6th floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-2: Comp-transverse 
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Fig. 4.34: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 7th floor to roof level for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-2: Comp-transverse 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.35: 3D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-IIa 

under excitations NE-EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse  
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Table 4.13: RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-IIa under excitations NE 

EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse 

Floor 

level 

NE EQ-1 (Comp: transverse) NE EQ-2 (Comp: transverse) 

EKF 

 

Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) 

1st 14 13 96 40 21 175 

2nd 23 28 204 81 43 370 

3rd 33 42 307 121 66 564 

4th 42 54 401 157 90 743 

5th 51 64 484 188 106 903 

6th 59 75 555 214 124 1037 

7th 65 83 611 233 134 1143 

8th 70 90 649 246 144 1215 

9th 73 92 665 251 148 1247 

Average 

RMSE 48 60 441 170 97 822 

4.6.1.4 Results of displacement identification for Problem Type-IIa in longitudinal 

direction 

In the previous sub-section, identification study has been carried out in the transverse 

direction. In this sub-section, identification is carried out in the longitudinal direction. The 

acceleration response at 1st, 5th and roof level are considered. Fig. 4.36 to Fig. 4.38 show the 

plot of identified displacement time-history along with simulated displacement time-history 

at all the floor levels under excitation NE-EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal. Fig. 4.39 to Fig. 4.41 

show similar results obtained from NE-EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal excitation. The 3D bar chart 

plot of Fig. 4.42 provides the RMSE of identified displacement obtained using different 

algorithms and earthquake excitations under consideration.  

The values of RMSE of identified displacement are furnished in Table 4.14. It is observed 

that in both the earthquake cases, the performance of EKF and Two-Stage EKF are 

comparable and their performance is much better than UKF.  

From the 2D Bar Chart of Fig. 4.42, showing the average values of RMSEs obtained from 

both transverse and longitudinal direction under all the considered ground motions, it is 

observed that the performance of Two-Stage EKF is the best, followed by EKF and then 

UKF. 
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Fig. 4.36: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 1st to 3rd floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal 

 

 

Fig. 4.37: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 4th to 6th floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal 
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Fig. 4.38: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 7th floor to roof level for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal 

 

 

Fig. 4.39: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 1st to 3rd floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 
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Fig. 4.40: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 4th to 6th floor levels for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

 

 

Fig. 4.41: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 7th floor to roof level for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE-

EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 
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Fig. 4.42: 3D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-IIa 

under excitations NE-EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE-EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

 

 

Table 4.14: RMSE of identified displacement for Problem Type-IIa under excitations NE-

EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE-EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

Floor 

level 

NE EQ-1 (Comp: longitudinal) NE EQ-2 (Comp: longitudinal) 

EKF 

 

Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) x10-7 (m) 

1st 9 14 49 27 9 47 

2nd 15 34 100 51 19 94 

3rd 23 37 147 75 27 139 

4th 30 36 190 97 34 180 

5th 34 42 226 116 41 216 

6th 37 47 256 132 46 245 

7th 39 50 278 146 50 268 

8th 41 53 293 155 53 282 

9th 42 54 299 159 54 288 

Average 

RMSE 30 41 204 107 37 196 
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Fig. 4.43: 2D Bar Chart showing Average RMSE of identified displacement for Problem 

Type-IIa under excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE EQ-2: Comp-

transverse 

4.6.1.5 Results of displacement identification for Problem Type-IIb in transverse 

direction 

In this sub-section, identifications of displacements have been carried out for the existing 

building under excitations NE-EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE-EQ-2: Comp-transverse using 

field measured responses. Field response data are available for 1st, 3rd, 7th and roof level. Fig. 

4.44 to Fig. 4.46 show identified displacement time history at different floor levels for 

excitation NE-EQ-1: Comp-transverse. Fig. 4.47 to Fig. 4.49 show identified displacement 

time history at different floor levels for excitation NE-EQ-2: Comp-transverse. From Fig. 

4.44 to Fig. 4.49 it is observed that the displacements identified by the different algorithms 

are in good agreement with each other. 

 

Fig. 4.44: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 1stto 3rd floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-

transverse  
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Fig. 4.45: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 4th to6th floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-

transverse  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.46: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 7th floor to roof level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-

transverse  
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Fig. 4.47: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 1stto 3rd floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-

transverse  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.48: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 4th to6th floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-

transverse  
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Fig. 4.49: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 7th floor to roof level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-

transverse  

4.6.1.6 Results of displacement identification for Problem Type-IIb in longitudinal 

direction 

In this sub-section, identifications of displacements have been carried out for the existing 

building under excitations NE-EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE-EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

using field measured responses. Field response data are available for 1st, 5th and roof level. 

Fig. 4.50 to Fig. 4.52 show identified displacement time history at different floor levels for 

excitation NE-EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal. Fig. 4.53 to Fig. 4.55 show identified displacement 

time history at different floor levels for excitation NE-EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal. From Fig. 

4.50 to Fig. 4.55, it is observed that the displacements identified by the different algorithms 

are in good agreement with each other. 
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Fig. 4.50: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 1st to 3rd floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp- 

longitudinal  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.51: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 4th to 6th floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp- 

longitudinal  
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Fig. 4.52: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 7th floor to roof level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp- 

longitudinal  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.53: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 1st to 3rd floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp- 

longitudinal  
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Fig. 4.54: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 4th to 6th floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp- 

longitudinal  

 

 

Fig. 4.55: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 7th to roof level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp- 

longitudinal  

 

4.6.1.7 Results of displacement identification for Problem Type-IIIa and IIIb in 

transverse direction 

In this study, the numbers of floor levels are four, which is much lesser compared to Problem 

Type-II. The identification of displacement of Problem Type-IIIb has been performed using 
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field data whereas simulated responses have been used for Problem Type-IIIa. In the existing 

building, there are missing sensors at two consecutive levels i.e. at 1st floor and 2nd floor 

levels. In order to replicate the behaviour of existing building, similar sensor arrangement as 

adopted for field building, is also considered for the simulated building. Therefore, 

identification of Problem Type-IIIa provides a guideline to carryout the identification of the 

existing building. Fig. 4.56 and Fig. 4.57 show the plot of identified displacement time-

history and simulated displacement time-history using simulated noise-free responses from 

Problem Type-IIIa under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse. Similarly, Fig. 4.58 and Fig. 

4.59 show identified displacement time-history for Problem Type-IIIb, using field response. 

Results obtained in case of Problem Type-IIIa using the different algorithms are in very good 

agreement with that of simulated one. The accuracy of identification of displacement is 

assessed by evaluating the RMSEs of the identified displacement w.r.t. simulated 

displacement assumed as base value. Fig. 4.60 shows the 2D plot of RMSEs of identified 

displacement at all floor levels along with average of all floors. The RMSE values are 

furnished in Table 4.15. It is observed that the performance of Two-Stage EKF is the best, 

followed by EKF and then UKF. In the case of identification using field response (Problem 

Type-IIIb), the comparative plot (Fig. 4.58 and Fig. 4.59) of identified displacement history 

by different algorithms appears to be in good agreement with each other. 

 

Fig. 4.56: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history of ground floor (x1) and 1st floor (x2) level using different algorithms 

for Problem Type-IIIa under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp- transverse  
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Fig. 4.57: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history of 2nd floor (x3) and roof (x4) level using different algorithms for 

Problem Type-IIIa under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp- transverse  

 

 

Fig. 4.58: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of ground floor (x1) and 1st 

floor (x2) level using different algorithms for Problem Type-IIIb excitation under 

NE EQ-3: Comp- transverse  
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Fig. 4.59: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 2nd floor (x3) and roof (x4) 

level using different algorithms for Problem Type-IIIb under excitation NE EQ-3: 

Comp- transverse  

 

 

Fig. 4.60: 2D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement Problem Type-IIIa under 

excitation NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse  

 

Table 4.15: RMSE of identified displacement Problem Type-IIIa under excitation NE EQ-3: 

Comp-transverse  

Floor level EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

(x 10-9) (x 10-9) (x 10-9) 

Ground 211 174 388 

1st 285 165 526 

2nd 350 187 600 

Roof 378 200 646 

Average 306 182 540 
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4.6.2 Results of Parameter identification 

4.6.2.1 Results of parameter identification for Problem Type-I 

The result of identification of stiffness (parameter) for all the earthquakes under consideration 

and for noise level of 0% and 5% are plotted as shown in Fig.  4.61 to Fig.  4.63 and Fig. 4.67 

to Fig.  4.69 respectively. The result with 1% and 2% has not been shown as performance at 

higher noise is sufficient to prove performance in lower noise levels. However, performances 

in the form of percentage error at all noise level are shown in the form of 3D bar chart of Fig.  

4.64 to Fig. 4.66 and Fig. 4.70, respectively for 0% to 5% noise level. The values of 

identified stiffness and its percentage error, calculated from the assumed stiffness of the 

simulated model are furnished in Table 4.16 to Table 4.21. It is observed that there is some 

variation in results in different cases under consideration and no conclusion can be arrived at 

using such results. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the performance of the different 

algorithms w.r.t. accuracy in identification of stiffness by utilising response contaminated 

with different noise levels and under different earthquake excitation. To overcome this 

difficulty, average percentage error of identified stiffnesses are evaluated for all floor levels 

for any particular ground motion and noise levels. 3D plot of percentage error in identified 

stiffnesses for all floor levels and average of floor levels are presented in Fig.  4.64 to Fig. 

4.66 and Fig. 4.70, respectively for 0% to 5% noise level. From these values, again average 

are evaluated and presented in Fig. 4.71. The average values of percentage error in identified 

stiffnesses are furnished in Table 4.22.  From Fig. 4.71, it is observed that the performance of 

SNLSE-UI-UO is the worst. Amongst the Kalman Filter based algorithms, the performance 

of UKF is the best, followed by Two-Stage EKF and then by EKF. 
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Fig.  4.61: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (using simulated response with 0% added 

noise) for Problem Type-I under excitation El Centro (1940):  Comp-180  

 

 

 

Fig.  4.62: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (using simulated response with 0% added 

noise) for Problem Type-I under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal  
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Fig.  4.63: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (using simulated response with 0% added 

noise) for Problem Type-I under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045  

 

 

 

 

Fig.  4.64: 3D Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem Type-I 

(using simulated response with 0% added noise) under different earthquake 

excitation 
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Fig. 4.65: 3D Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem Type-I 

(using simulated response with 1% added noise) under different earthquake 

excitation 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.66: 3D Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem Type-I 

(using simulated response with 2% added noise) under different earthquake 

excitation 
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Fig. 4.67: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (using simulated response with 5% added 

noise) for Problem Type-I under excitation El Centro (1940):  Comp-180  

 

 

 

Fig.  4.68: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (using simulated response with 5% added 

noise) for Problem Type-I under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal  
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Fig.  4.69: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (using simulated response with 5% added 

noise) for Problem Type-I under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.70: 3D Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem Type-I 

(using simulated response with 5% added noise) under different earthquake 

excitation 
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Fig. 4.71: 2D Bar Chart showing average percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem 

Type-I using simulated response with different noise level and under different 

earthquake excitation 

 

Table 4.16: Identified stiffness (using simulated response with different added noise levels) 

for Problem Type-I under excitation El Centro (1940):  Comp-180  

Noise 

level 

Stiffness 

(kN/m) 

Value 

used for 

simulation 

EKF 

Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 
SNLSE-

UI-UO 

  x 105 x 105 x 105 x 105 x 105 

0% k1 1.35 1.36 1.36 1.33 1.39 

0% k2 3.00 2.89 2.90 3.03 3.09 

0% k3 3.00 2.95 2.99 2.85 3.09 

0% k4 3.00 2.78 2.84 2.93 3.09 

1% k1 1.35 1.36 1.37 1.34 1.30 

1% k2 3.00 2.89 2.85 3.00 3.02 

1% k3 3.00 2.94 2.89 2.72 3.02 

1% k4 3.00 2.84 2.80 2.95 3.02 

2% k1 1.35 1.35 1.38 1.33 1.25 

2% k2 3.00 2.89 2.83 2.99 2.98 

2% k3 3.00 2.88 2.87 2.88 2.98 

2% k4 3.00 2.74 2.80 2.78 2.98 

5% k1 1.35 1.39 1.38 1.32 1.20 

5% k2 3.00 2.74 2.79 3.02 2.70 

5% k3 3.00 2.92 2.89 2.97 2.70 

5% k4 3.00 2.69 2.80 2.76 2.70 
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Table 4.17: Percentage error in identified stiffness (using simulated response with different 

added noise levels) for Problem Type-I under excitation El Centro (1940):  

Comp-180  

Noise level stiffness EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-UI-

UO 

  Error Percentage 

0% k1 0.54 0.46 1.16 2.99 

0% k2 3.50 3.29 0.83 2.95 

0% k3 1.51 0.41 4.99 2.97 

0% k4 7.33 5.45 2.29 2.95 

1% k1 0.60 1.7 1.08 3.89 

1% k2 3.55 5.07 0.12 0.65 

1% k3 2.11 3.65 9.37 0.65 

1% k4 5.46 6.55 1.6 0.65 

2% k1 0.07 2.05 1.53 7.33 

2% k2 3.64 5.63 0.23 0.56 

2% k3 3.98 4.44 4.04 0.56 

2% k4 8.52 6.58 7.38 0.56 

5% k1 2.89 2.4 2.42 10.97 

5% k2 8.55 6.92 0.81 10.06 

5% k3 2.74 3.66 1.12 10.06 

5% k4 10.42 6.53 7.85 10.06 

 

Table 4.18: Identified stiffness (using simulated response with different added noise levels) 

for Problem Type-I under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal  

Noise 

level 

Stiffness 

(KN/m) 

Value used 

for simulation 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-

UI-UO 

  x 105 x 105 x 105 x 105 x 105 

0% k1 1.35 1.32 1.35 1.37 1.38 

0% k2 3.00 3.09 2.95 2.82 3.07 

0% k3 3.00 2.98 3.00 2.92 3.08 

0% k4 3.00 2.92 2.86 2.91 3.10 

1% k1 1.35 1.37 1.38 1.35 1.22 

1% k2 3.00 2.81 2.83 2.93 2.52 

1% k3 3.00 2.95 2.87 2.84 2.52 

1% k4 3.00 2.86 2.88 2.87 2.52 

2% k1 1.35 1.34 1.38 1.35 1.59 

2% k2 3.00 2.89 2.79 2.91 3.07 

2% k3 3.00 2.88 2.92 2.91 3.07 

2% k4 3.00 2.80 2.79 2.77 3.07 

5% k1 1.35 1.38 1.38 1.31 1.44 

5% k2 3.00 2.82 2.83 3.10 2.77 

5% k3 3.00 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.77 

5% k4 3.00 2.67 2.85 2.90 2.77 
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Table 4.19: Percentage error in identified stiffness (using simulated response with different 

added noise levels) for Problem Type-I under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-

Longitudinal  

Noise level stiffness EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-UI-

UO 

  Error Percentage 

0% k1 2.07 0.20 1.53 2.16 

0% k2 2.84 1.83 5.96 2.36 

0% k3 0.75 0.02 2.71 2.80 

0% k4 2.82 4.55 3.07 3.19 

1% k1 1.33 2.10 0.01 9.65 

1% k2 6.40 5.71 2.24 15.96 

1% k3 1.55 4.37 5.33 15.96 

1% k4 4.64 4.05 4.19 15.96 

2% k1 0.47 2.40 0.02 17.64 

2% k2 3.61 7.16 3.16 2.19 

2% k3 3.96 2.74 3.04 2.19 

2% k4 6.69 6.93 7.61 2.19 

5% k1 2.10 2.10 2.87 6.30 

5% k2 6.15 5.58 3.47 7.73 

5% k3 4.91 4.86 4.99 7.73 

5% k4 11.14 4.97 3.32 7.73 

 

Table 4.20: Identified stiffness (using simulated response with different added noise levels) 

for Problem Type-I under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045  

Noise 

level 

Stiffness 

(KN/m) 

Value used 

for simulation 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-

UI-UO 

  x 105 x 105 x 105 x 105 x 105 

0% k1 1.35 1.31 1.37 1.38 1.40 

0% k2 3.00 3.06 2.89 2.74 3.10 

0% k3 3.00 2.93 2.85 2.87 3.10 

0% k4 3.00 2.92 2.97 2.78 3.10 

1% k1 1.35 1.37 1.37 1.34 1.45 

1% k2 3.00 2.86 2.86 3.02 3.17 

1% k3 3.00 2.89 2.87 2.87 3.07 

1% k4 3.00 2.83 2.83 2.82 3.15 

2% k1 1.35 1.36 1.36 1.33 1.40 

2% k2 3.00 2.80 2.88 3.01 2.99 

2% k3 3.00 2.86 2.92 2.88 2.88 

2% k4 3.00 2.79 2.80 2.83 2.87 

5% k1 1.35 1.39 1.38 1.35 1.44 

5% k2 3.00 2.78 2.87 2.97 3.10 

5% k3 3.00 2.85 2.82 2.80 3.01 

5% k4 3.00 2.77 2.91 2.93 3.10 
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Table 4.21: Percentage error in identified stiffness (using simulated response with different 

added noise levels) for Problem Type-I under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-

CPE045  

Noise level stiffness EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-UI-

UO 

  Error Percentage 

0% k1 2.65 1.39 2.39 3.52 

0% k2 1.96 3.67 8.65 3.25 

0% k3 2.32 4.88 4.27 3.34 

0% k4 2.78 1.15 7.39 3.48 

1% k1 1.20 1.77 1.00 7.67 

1% k2 4.52 4.57 0.53 5.81 

1% k3 3.74 4.19 4.45 2.20 

1% k4 5.50 5.80 5.90 4.94 

2% k1 0.83 1.10 1.12 3.43 

2% k2 6.67 3.97 0.24 0.20 

2% k3 4.74 2.69 4.08 3.86 

2% k4 6.98 6.57 5.64 4.46 

5% k1 2.67 1.88 0.35 6.64 

5% k2 7.36 4.40 0.91 3.20 

5% k3 4.86 5.97 6.53 0.47 

5% k4 7.83 2.91 2.29 3.43 

Table 4.22: Average percentage error in identified stiffness for Problem Type-I using 

simulated response with different added noise levels excited under excitation 

different earthquake  

Earthquake Noise 

level 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF SNLSE-

UI-UO 

  Average Error Percentage 

El Centro 

0% 3.22 2.40 2.32 2.97 

1% 2.93 4.24 3.04 1.46 

2% 4.05 4.68 3.30 2.25 

5% 6.15 4.88 3.05 10.29 

 

Koyna 

0% 2.12 1.65 3.32 2.63 

1% 3.48 4.06 2.94 14.38 

2% 3.68 4.81 3.46 6.05 

5% 6.08 4.38 3.66 7.37 

Victoria 

0% 2.43 2.77 5.68 3.40 

1% 3.74 4.08 2.97 5.16 

2% 4.81 3.58 2.77 2.99 

5% 5.68 3.79 2.52 3.44 

Average 

among all 

Earthquakes 

0% 2.59 2.28 3.77 3.00 

1% 3.38 4.13 2.99 7.00 

2% 4.18 4.36 3.17 3.76 

5% 5.97 4.35 3.08 7.03 
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4.6.2.2 Results of parameter identification Problem Type-IIa (In transverse direction) 

In this sub-section, identification study has been carried out using the response from 

simulated building (Problem Type-IIa) under excitation in transverse direction. To simulate 

the condition of missing sensors, responses corresponding to particular floor levels are only 

considered for identification. In the present case of excitation in the transverse direction, 

sensors are assumed to be available at 1st, 3rd, 7th and roof levels. Similar sensor arrangements 

are also present in Problem Type-IIb, wherein identification has been carried out using 

acquired field responses (section-4.6.2.4). Thus numerical model (Problem Type-IIa) 

replicates the existing building model (Problem Type-IIb). Fig.4.72 and Fig.4.73 show the 

identified stiffness under NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse excitation and Fig.4.74 and Fig.4.75 

show the identified stiffness under NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse excitation. The identified 

stiffness has been compared with the stiffness of the simulated model. The values of 

identified stiffness have been furnished in Table 4.23. The percentage error in identified 

stiffness from that assumed in simulated model is furnished in Table 4.24. A 3D bar chart 

showing the percentage error in identified stiffness under both the earthquake excitations is 

shown in Fig. 4.76. From the values of error percentages and its average as furnished in Table 

4.24, it is observed that all these algorithms performed quite well. The performance of EKF 

and Two-Stage EKF are observed to be better than that of UKF’s performance. In-spite of 

large numbers of missing sensors, these algorithms are found to be stable and the identified 

stiffness shows a good convergence of results. 

 

Fig.4.72: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) of Problem 

Type-IIa under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse  
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Fig.4.73: Comparison of identified storey stiffness (4th to 8th storey) with simulated storey 

stiffness for Problem Type-IIa under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse  

 

 

 

 

Fig.4.74: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) of Problem 

Type-IIa under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse  
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Fig.4.75: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (4th to 8th storey) of Problem Type-IIa 

under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.76: 3D Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem Type-IIa 

using simulated response under excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE 

EQ-2: Comp-transverse 
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Table 4.23: Identified stiffness using simulated response of Problem Type-IIa under 

excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse 

Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Value 

used for 

simulation 

NE EQ-1 (Comp: Transverse) NE EQ-2(Comp: Transverse) 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 

k1 3.35 3.19 3.31 2.93 3.04 3.28 2.91 

k2 2.56 2.63 2.64 2.57 2.54 2.65 2.58 

k3 2.56 2.62 2.63 2.59 2.54 2.59 2.50 

k4 2.56 2.59 2.52 2.56 2.54 2.46 2.46 

k5 2.56 2.48 2.53 2.46 2.54 2.62 2.39 

k6 2.56 2.52 2.52 2.35 2.54 2.43 2.32 

k7 2.56 2.53 2.60 2.23 2.54 2.56 2.22 

k8 2.56 2.49 2.30 2.09 2.54 2.38 2.08 

k9 2.56 2.32 2.49 2.02 2.54 2.25 2.02 

Table 4.24: Percentage error of identified stiffness using simulated response of Problem 

Type-IIa under excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE EQ-2: Comp-

transverse 

Stiffness NE EQ-1 (Comp: Transverse) NE EQ-2(Comp: Transverse) 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 Error percentage Error percentage 

k1 4.90 1.15 12.55 9.35 2.02 13.18 

k2 2.56 3.18 0.29 0.90 3.44 0.59 

k3 2.17 2.64 1.06 0.90 1.25 2.22 

k4 1.07 1.55 0.08 0.90 3.90 3.78 

k5 2.97 1.37 3.84 0.90 2.50 6.50 

k6 1.71 1.62 8.02 0.90 4.93 9.54 

k7 1.07 1.61 13.08 0.90 0.11 13.45 

k8 2.82 10.01 18.21 0.90 6.90 18.63 

k9 9.31 2.75 21.29 0.90 12.10 21.06 

Average 3.18 2.87 8.71 1.84 4.13 9.88 
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4.6.2.3 Results of parameter identification Problem Type-IIa (In longitudinal 

direction) 

In this sub-section, identification study has been carried out using the response from 

simulated building (Problem Type-IIa) under excitation in longitudinal direction. This study 

is similar to that carried out in section-4.6.2.2 for excitation in transverse direction with a 

difference that in the present case sensors are assumed to be available at 1st, 5th and roof 

levels. Fig.4.77 and Fig.4.78 show the identified stiffness under NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal 

excitation and Fig.4.79 to Fig.4.80 show the identified stiffness under excitation NE EQ-2: 

Comp-longitudinal. The identified stiffness has been compared with the stiffness of the 

simulated model. The values of identified stiffness have been furnished in Table 4.25. The 

percentage error in identified stiffness from that of simulated model is furnished in Table 

4.26. A 3D bar chart showing the percentage error in identified stiffness under both the 

earthquake excitations is given in Fig. 4.81.From the average percentage of errors furnished 

in Table 4.26, it is observed that the performance of Two-Stage EKF is best, followed by 

EKF and then by UKF. 

 

 

 

Fig.4.77: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) of Problem 

Type-IIa under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal  
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Fig.4.78: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (4th to 8th storey) of Problem Type-IIa 

under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal  

 

 

 

Fig.4.79: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) of Problem 

Type-IIa under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal  
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Fig.4.80: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness (4th to 8th storey) of Problem Type-IIa 

under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.81: 3D Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem Type-IIa 

using simulated response under excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE 

EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 
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Table 4.25: Identified stiffness using simulated response of Problem Type-IIa under 

excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Value 

used for 

simulation 

NE EQ-1  

(Comp: Longitudinal) 

NE EQ-2 

(Comp: Longitudinal) 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 

k1 
4.49 4.35 4.60 4.57 4.23 4.57 4.15 

k2 
4.15 4.26 4.39 4.21 4.28 4.24 4.17 

k3 
4.15 4.21 4.06 4.15 4.28 4.08 4.11 

k4 
4.15 4.19 3.88 4.06 4.19 4.05 4.01 

k5 
4.15 4.09 4.22 3.94 4.07 4.19 3.92 

k6 
4.15 4.14 4.05 3.86 3.91 4.15 3.82 

k7 
4.15 3.94 4.21 3.72 3.67 4.22 3.72 

k8 
4.15 3.82 3.95 3.59 3.43 3.95 3.60 

k9 
4.15 3.82 3.96 3.51 3.48 3.74 3.51 

Table 4.26: Percentage error of identified stiffness using simulated response of Problem 

Type-IIa under excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE EQ-2: Comp-

longitudinal 

Stiffness NE EQ-1 (Comp: Longitudinal) NE EQ-2(Comp: Longitudinal) 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 Error percentage Error percentage 

k1 3.18 2.38 1.84 5.69 1.87 7.57 

k2 2.60 5.81 1.54 3.19 2.25 0.52 

k3 1.36 2.09 0.12 3.06 1.71 1.01 

k4 1.05 6.39 2.08 1.08 2.37 3.26 

k5 1.52 1.63 5.04 1.81 0.85 5.59 

k6 0.28 2.51 6.92 5.69 0.09 7.92 

k7 4.97 1.46 10.34 11.64 1.64 10.42 

k8 7.85 4.81 13.39 17.42 4.75 13.20 

k9 7.86 4.56 15.37 16.14 9.96 15.32 

Average 3.41 3.52 6.29 7.30 2.83 7.20 
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Fig. 4.82: 2D Bar Chart showing average percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem 

Type-IIa using simulated response under excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal 

and NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

 

The 2D bar chart of Fig. 4.82, shows the average percentage of errors in identified stiffness 

for Problem Type-IIa under excitation in both transverse and longitudinal direction. It is 

concluded that the performance of Two-Stage EKF is the best followed by EKF. The 

performance of UKF is worst among the three algorithms. 

 

4.6.2.4 Results of parameter identification Problem Type-IIb (In Transverse 

direction) 

The Problem Type-IIb is similar to Problem Type-IIa as described in section-4.6.2.2 with the 

exception that in Problem Type-IIb, identification has been carried out using acquired field 

responses. Fig.4.83and Fig.4.84 show the identified stiffness under excitation NE EQ-1: 

Comp-transverse and Fig.4.85 and Fig.4.86 show the identified stiffness under excitation NE 

EQ-2: Comp-transverse. The values of identified stiffness have been furnished in Table 4.27. 

A 3D bar chart showing the percentage error in identified stiffness under both the earthquake 

excitations is shown in Fig. 4.87. From the identified values of stiffness (Table 4.27), it is 

observed that the performance of all these algorithms is comparable. 
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Fig.4.83: Comparison of identified stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) obtained using 

different algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-

transverse  

 

 

 

Fig.4.84: Comparison of identified stiffness (4th to 8th storey) obtained using different 

algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse  
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Fig.4.85: Comparison of identified stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) obtained using 

different algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-

transverse  

 

 

 

Fig.4.86: Comparison of identified stiffness (4th to 8th storey) obtained using different 

algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse  
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Fig. 4.87: 3D Bar Chart showing identified storey stiffness for Problem Type-IIb under 

excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse 

 

Table 4.27: Identified stiffness using field response for Problem Type-IIb under excitations 

NE EQ-1: Comp-transverse and NE EQ-2: Comp-transverse 

Stiffness 

(N/m) 

NE EQ-1  

(Comp: Transverse) 

NE EQ-2 

(Comp: Transverse) 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 

k1 3.52 3.41 3.21 3.46 3.27 2.94 

k2 2.67 2.80 3.14 2.54 2.78 3.24 

k3 2.90 2.82 2.91 2.74 2.81 2.99 

k4 2.84 2.72 2.91 2.85 2.75 3.11 

k5 2.83 2.67 2.91 2.97 2.65 3.03 

k6 2.45 2.51 2.79 2.59 2.42 2.73 

k7 2.15 2.36 2.55 2.13 2.21 2.35 

k8 1.63 2.05 2.13 1.69 2.02 2.04 

k9 2.57 2.11 2.31 2.34 2.07 2.21 

 

4.6.2.5 Results of parameter identification Problem Type-IIb (In Longitudinal 

direction) 

In this sub-section, identification study using acquired field responses has been carried out for 

Problem Type-IIb in longitudinal direction. Fig.4.88 and Fig.4.89 show the identified 
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stiffness under NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal excitation and Fig.4.90 and Fig.4.91 show the 

identified stiffness under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal. The values of identified 

stiffness have been furnished in Table 4.28. A 3D bar chart showing the percentage error in 

identified stiffness under both the earthquake excitations is shown in Fig. 4.92. From the 

identified values of stiffness (Table 4.28), it is observed that the performance of all these 

algorithms is comparable. 

 

Fig.4.88: Comparison of identified stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) obtained using 

different algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-

longitudinal  

 

 

Fig.4.89: Comparison of identified stiffness (4th to 8th storey) obtained using different 

algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal  
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Fig.4.90: Comparison of identified stiffness (ground storey to 3rd storey) obtained using 

different algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-

longitudinal  

 

 

 

Fig.4.91: Comparison of identified stiffness (4th to 8th storey) obtained using different 

algorithms, for Problem Type-IIb under excitation NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal  
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Fig. 4.92: 3D Bar Chart showing identified storey stiffness for Problem Type-IIb under 

excitations NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

 

Table 4.28: Identified stiffness using field response for Problem Type-IIb under excitations 

NE EQ-1: Comp-longitudinal and NE EQ-2: Comp-longitudinal 

Stiffness 

(N/m) 

NE EQ-1  

(Comp: Longitudinal) 

NE EQ-2 

(Comp: Longitudinal) 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 x 109 

k1 4.90 4.78 4.53 4.12 4.62 4.01 

k2 4.64 4.67 4.89 4.07 4.43 4.65 

k3 4.57 4.60 4.71 4.01 4.44 4.52 

k4 4.58 4.53 4.66 3.94 4.44 4.45 

k5 4.64 4.48 4.55 3.84 4.43 4.31 

k6 4.03 4.06 4.14 3.72 3.95 3.99 

k7 4.14 3.96 3.95 3.63 3.94 3.77 

k8 4.19 3.78 3.76 3.56 3.88 3.62 

k9 4.00 3.64 3.64 3.51 3.78 3.58 
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4.6.2.6 Results of parameter identification obtained from simulated and field studies 

for the case of three-storey conventional (Problem Type-III) with missing 

sensor(in transverse direction) 

In this sub-section, identifications of stiffness of the simulated building (Problem Type-IIIa) 

and the existing building (Problem Type-IIIb) have been carried out under excitation in 

transverse direction. In the existing building, sensors are available only at ground floor and 

roof levels. There are missing sensors at 1st and 2nd floor levels. In the identification study 

involving Problem Type-IIIa, simulated response at ground floor and roof levels are only 

considered to replicate the scenario of missing sensors as exists in the field building. Fig.4.93 

shows the identified stiffness under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse for Problem Type-

IIIa, where as Fig.4.94 shows the result for Problem Type-IIIb.  

For the case of Problem Type-IIIa, the identified stiffness has been compared with the 

stiffness of the simulated model. The values of identified stiffness and the percentage error in 

identified stiffness are furnished in Table 4.29.2D Bar Chart showing the percentage error in 

identified stiffness for all floor levels for Problem Type-IIIa is presented in Fig. 4.30. It is 

observed that the average percentage error is the least for Two-Stage EKF. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that the performance of Two-Stage EKF is the best, followed by EKF and then 

by UKF algorithms. 

In case of Problem Type-IIIb, the values of identified stiffness are furnished in Table 4.30. 

Fig. 4.96 shows the values of identified stiffness of all storeys in form of 2D Bar Chart. From 

the average values of identified stiffness using different algorithms, it is observed that the 

performance of these algorithms is comparable. 
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Fig.4.93: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness of three-storey conventional (Twin 

building), Problem Type-IIIa under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse  

 

 

 

Fig.4.94: Identified stiffness for three-storey conventional (Twin building), Problem Type-

IIIb under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse  
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Table 4.29: Identified stiffness and percentage error in identification of three-storey 

conventional (Twin building), Problem Type-IIIa under excitation NE EQ-3: 

Comp-transverse  

Storey 

Stiffness 

(kN/m) 

Assumed 

in 

simulation 

Identified Values % error in identified values 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 x 105 x 105 x 105 x 105    

k1 1.35 1.36 1.38 1.35 0.94 2.04 0.34 

k2 3.00 2.96 2.87 3.26 1.44 4.30 8.61 

k3 3.00 2.80 2.95 2.83 6.56 1.61 5.77 

k4 3.00 3.05 3.03 2.97 1.53 0.83 0.87 

Average= (k1+k2+k3+k4)/4 2.62 2.20 3.90 

 

Table 4.30: Identified stiffness of three-storey conventional (Twin building), Problem Type-

IIIb under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse  

Stiffness 

(kN/m) 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

 x 105 x 105 x 105 

k1 1.54 1.42 1.49 

k2 2.81 2.73 3.39 

k3 1.98 1.91 1.89 

k4 2.84 3.17 3.34 

Average= 

(k1+k2+k3)/3 
2.55 2.61 2.87 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.95: 2D Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of three-storey 

conventional (Twin building), Problem Type-IIIa under excitation NE EQ-3: 

Comp-transverse  
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Fig. 4.96: 2D Bar Chart showing identified stiffness of three-storey conventional (Twin 

building), Problem Type-IIIb under excitation NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse  

 

4.7 Concluding Remarks 

In Problem Type-I, SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm has also been used in addition to EKF, Two-

Stage EKF and UKF. The performance of SNLSE-UI-UO is relatively poorer than Kalman 

Filter based algorithms. The identified displacement diverges if SNLSE-UI-UO is used for 

noise contaminated response. Presence of noisy response is creating this divergence issue. 

Therefore, filtered response data is used for SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm. In the case of stiffness 

identification, it is observed that the error in identification of stiffness by all these algorithms 

is quite comparable. The performances of Two-Stage EKF and UKF are quite consistent at all 

noise level.  

The SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm is found to be not performing well in case of more than one 

missing sensor and hence it is not continued further for Problem Type-II and III, which are 

cases of large number of missing sensors.  

For state identification of Problem Type-IIa, it is observed from the average RMSE, that the 

performance of Two-Stage EKF is the best followed by EKF and UKF. In case of parameter 

identification, the performance of Two-Stage EKF is found to be best considering the average 

percentage error in identified stiffness. The number of missing sensors in longitudinal 

direction is more than that of transverse direction. Even with increasing number of missing 

sensors, the performance of Two-Stage EKF is observed to be best. Similar observations are 

also found in case of Problem Type-III. 

The study on comparative performance of the considered algorithms with respect to 

identification of state and parameter of fixed base building has been carried out using 
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Problem Types as defined in Table 4.1. A comprehensive summary of the identification study 

using the considered algorithms for all the discussed Problem Types are presented in Table 

4.31. Rank 1 is defined for best performance, while Rank 4 is for least performance and Rank 

2 and Rank 3 stands for intermediate performance level.  

Table 4.31: Result of state and parameter identification for different considered problem 

types showing rank as per their performances 

Problem 

Type 

Criteria State / 

Parameter 

EKF Two-

Stage EKF 

UKF SNLSE-

UI-UO 

I Increasing noise level 
state 1 2 3 4 

parameter 3 2 1 4 

II 

Increasing number of 

missing sensors for a large 

structure 

state 2 1 3 - 

parameter 2 1 3 - 

III 
Missing sensors in small 

structure 

state 2 1 3 - 

parameter 2 1 3 - 

 

Thus, it can be concluded that 

� Kalman Filter based algorithms such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF as well as UKF can 

handle noise contaminated response data quite well. In case of LSE based algorithms 

such as SNLSE-UI-UO, noisy response is required to be filtered prior to its use in the 

identification algorithm. 

� Kalman Filter based algorithms can work in an environment of multiple missing sensor. 

The performance degrades with increasing number of missing sensor. Performance of 

LSE based algorithms such as SNLSE-UI-UO drastically deteriorates with more than 

one number of missing sensor. 

� For state identification with availability of all sensor data, EKF, Two-Stage EKF as well 

as UKF are found to be suitable, even when that data are contaminated with high level of 

noise. The performance of SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm is far more inferior than all the 

considered Kalman Filter based algorithms. 

� For parameter identification with noisy response and with the availability of all sensor 

measurements, the performance of UKF is consistent for data with all the noise levels.  

� For state identification with large number of missing sensors, the performance of Two-

Stage EKF is found to be the best. The performance of Two-Stage EKF is 2nd best 

followed by that of UKF. 

� For parameter identification with large number of missing sensors, Two-Stage EKF is 

found to be performing the best, followed by UKF and finally by EKF algorithm. 
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Chapter 5  

Evaluation of state and structural parameters of multi-storey base-isolated 

building system 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, identification of state and structural parameters of a SREI supported base-

isolated (BI) building system have been carried out using different identification algorithms 

such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF. Identification of state and parameters are carried out 

on a simulated model of three-storey BI building and then the study is extended to an existing 

three-storey BI building. Influences of limited sensors on the performance of these algorithms 

have also been studied. Further, study has been carried out on the simulated model with 

missing sensor at ground floor level. The floor slab level above the base isolators denotes the 

ground floor level. Finally, comparative studies on the performances of different 

identification algorithms have been presented. Identification using SNLSE-UI-UO has not 

been carried out on BI building system due to the difficulties already pointed out in chapter-4, 

section 4.6.1.2.  

5.2 Modelling the three-storey base-isolated building 

In this chapter, a three-storey BI building supported on SREI has been considered. The 

building is analysed by considering an idealized two dimensional (2D) shear frame model 

having lumped masses at different floor levels. Only one horizontal dof has been considered 

at each floor level. The simulation of the numerical model has been carried out in MATLAB. 

The stiffness and damping parameters of the numerical model have been evaluated from the 

geometry and material properties of the building and are furnished in Table 4.3. The 

conventional Bouc-Wen model as given by Eq. (5.22) has been adopted to simulate the load-

displacement behaviour of the SREI based base isolation system. Depending on the 

availability of sensors, added noise level in the response from simulated building and source 

of data, the considered problems for identification are grouped as shown in  

Table 5.1. Identification study of the building based on simulated responses corresponding to 

different cases of sensor availability has been grouped under type-S where, S defines 

Simulation based model. The same building when identified using recorded responses as 

obtained from installed sensors is defined as type-F where, F defines Field model. The details 

of modelling of the BI building system have been taken up in the next sub-section.  
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Table 5.1: Different types of considered identification problems  

Description Type Sensor Location Noise 

consideration 

Simulated three-

storey BI building 

S1 Sensor in all floors No noise 

considered 

S2 Sensor missing at 1st floor level 

and 2nd floor level. 

No noise 

considered 

S3 Sensor missing at ground floor 

level and 2nd floor level. 

1% added Gaussian 

white noise 

Existing three-storey 

BI building 

F Sensor missing at 1st floor level 

and 2nd floor level. 

Field data used 

5.2.1 Description of the base-isolated three-storey simulated building 

The structural parameters like mass and stiffness of the simulated building (Type-S problems) 

have been evaluated from the available geometry and material properties. The evaluated 

parameters (Table 4.3) provide an initial guess for the identification algorithms. The 

horizontal stiffness of the isolator has been adopted from the available force-displacement 

test result of the manufacturer.   

The simulated responses are generated by utilising the parameters of Table 4.3 and Table 5.3 

and using the ground excitation as furnished in Table 5.4. The generated acceleration 

responses are used for identification study by the considered identification algorithms. The 

detailed study is presented in this chapter. 

Table 5.2: Structural parameters considered for the simulation model for excitation in 

transverse direction. 

Storey  Storey Stiffness 

(kN/m) 

Storey Height 

(m) 

Mass (M.T.) 

Ground k1 3.0E+005 ,-. 3.00 m1 22.641 

1st k2 3.0E+005 ,-/ 3.00 m2 22.641 

2nd k3 3.0E+005 ,-0 3.00 m3 20.907 

Table 5.3: Parameters considered for the isolator model for excitation in shorter direction. 

Parameter kb mb α β γ 

Unit kN/m M.T. Unit less 

Adopted parameter values 7200 15.682 1 2 0.5 
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Table 5.4: Characteristics of the selected earthquake records for the 3-storey BI building 

Earthquake excitations Date Peak Ground 

Acceleration (g) 

Frequency 

Range 

(rad/sec) 

El Centro (1940): Comp - 180 18 May, 1940 0.320 0-65 

NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse 10 Sept, 2006 0.003 0-170 

5.2.2 Description of the existing base-isolated three-storey building 

Two numbers of three-storey prototype reinforced concrete framed buildings located at IIT 

Guwahati is considered for the present study. One of the buildings is conventional FB 

building while the other building is supported on four numbers of base isolators. Both the 

buildings are identical in plan and elevation. The BI building is supported on lead plug 

bearings, comprising of alternate layers of rubber and steel shims with a central lead core. 

The details of the buildings along with their photograph are already described in section 4.4 

of chapter 4. In chapter 4, FB buildings have been considered for the system identification 

study. In this chapter, the BI building (Type-F problem) is considered for the identification of 

state and parameters of building. 

Sensors were installed at ground floor and roof level of the building. The two consecutive 

intermediate floors (1stand 2nd floor) had missing sensors. The placement of sensors at 

different floor levels has already been shown in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 of chapter 4. The table 

showing sensor location has been repeated here for convenience and presented in Table 4.7. 

Instrumentation of the building and acquisition of its acceleration responses, following 

seismic events were carried out by previous researchers [Nath R.J. et al. (2013)]. In the 

present study, identification of state and parameters of the BI building have been carried out 

by the considered algorithms using the field measured sensor data. 

Table 5.5: Sensor locations at different floor levels of the twin building 

Conventional Building  Base-isolated Building 

Floor Sensor  Floor Sensor 

Ground Floor x, y  Ground Floor x, y, z 

1st  Floor No sensor  1st  Floor No sensor 

2nd Floor No sensor  2nd Floor No sensor 

Roof x, y  Roof x, y 

where,  x-direction is the longitudinal direction. 
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5.2.3 Governing equation of motion of the multi-storey base-isolated 

building 

Naiem and Kelly (1999) provided details of seismic isolation based on two-mass structural 

model and further extended it for multi-storey BI building systems. In this sub-section, a 

concise review of the original formulation of Naiem and Kelly (1999) has been carried out. 

The originally proposed model of BI multi-storey building by Naiem and Kelly (1999) 

considered linear spring model of base isolation system as well as linear model for the 

building supported on the isolation system. In the present study, the linear spring model is 

replaced by the nonlinear hysteretic Bouc-Wen model to represent SREI. This modification 

has been introduced in line with Nezhad et al. (2008a), where nonlinear hysteretic model as 

proposed by Naiem and Kelly (1999) were incorporated for FREI supported structural 

system. Therefore, the final model that has been achieved after incorporating the 

modifications fits into the requirement of the considered identification algorithms. However, 

if the response of ground floor level is missing, identification cannot be carried out using the 

present form of the model. Available literature does not speak on this issue of missing sensor 

at floor slab located just above the isolator. Thus, in order to deal with this problem, further 

modification has been carried out in the model of seismic isolation system. The complete 

details of the formulation are presented in the following paragraphs. 

The theory based on two-mass structural model is shown in Fig. 5.1. The mass of the 

superstructure is represented by m and mb is mass of the base slab above the isolation system. 

The structural stiffness and damping is represented by ks and cs respectively. The stiffness and 

damping of the isolator are kb and cb respectively. Absolute displacements of the two masses 

are denoted by vb and vs, whereas the ground displacement is denoted by xg. It will be 

convenient to express the displacements in terms of relative displacements as 

P9 = �9 w PT (5.1) 

O� = �� w �9 (5.2) 
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Fig. 5.1: Two degrees of freedom BI building system [Naiem and Kelly (1999)] 

The basic equations of motion of 2-dof model are 

�B xB9�PS9 xBOS � x ô9PR9 x 79P9 = w�B xB9�PST (5.3) 

and 

B�S� x ô�OR � x 7�O� = 0 (5.4) 

Eq. (5.4) can be expressed using Eq.(5.1), (5.2) and (5.4) as 

B�PST x PS9 x OS �� x ô�OR � x 7�O� = 0 (5.5) 

Further simplification of the above equation gives 

BPS9 xBOS � x ô�OR � x 7�O� = wBPST (5.6) 

Eq.(5.3) and (5.6) can be written in matrix notation as 

ðB xB9 BB Bñ ÀPS9OS �Á x �ô9 00 ô�� ÀPR9OR �Á x �79 00 7�� ýP9O�� = wðB xB9 BB Bñ ý10� PST 
(5.7) 

Eq.(5.7) can be expressed in matrix form as 

³¡S x ¬¡R x ¯¡ = w³XPST (5.8) 

where, X	is excitation influence vector. 

The 2-dof linear model of Eq.(5.8) can be extended to BI multi-storey building system. Prior 

to extending the 2-dof model to multi-storey BI model, the equation of motion of 
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conventional building (Fig. 5.2) has been formulated. The building is modelled as 2D shear 

building with each floor slab being considered to be behaving like a rigid diaphragm. There is 

only one horizontal dof at each storey level with lumped masses m1, m2 and m3. The inter-

storey stiffness are k1, k2 and k3 and storey heights are ,-., ,-/and,-0.  

 

Fig. 5.2: Three storey conventional building  

³¡S x ¬¡R x ¯¡ = wXY³PST (5.9) 

where, XY is excitation influence matrix  

³ = BB. 0 00 B/ 00 0 B0D (5.10) 

¯ = B7. x 7/ w7/ 0w7/ 7/ x 70 w700 w70 70 D (5.11) 

 

¬ = Bô. x ô/ wô/ 0wô/ ô/ x ô0 wô00 wô0 ô0 D (5.12) 

XY = B1 0 00 1 00 0 1D (5.13) 

¡ = ªO. O/ O0«q (5.14) 
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¡R = ªOR. OR/ OR0«q (5.15) 

¡S = ªOS. OS/ OS0«q (5.16) 

To generate the model of multi-storey BI building system, the conventional building as 

shown in Fig. 5.2 and represented by Eq.(5.9) is superimposed on a base isolation system 

with horizontal stiffness kb and damping cb. The isolator stiffness kb represents the total 

horizontal stiffness of the four isolators used in the building. A base slab of mass mb is placed 

just above the base isolators. The combined system consisting of the three-storey 

conventional building superimposed over the base isolation system is shown in Fig. 5.3. 

 

Fig. 5.3: Three storey BI building  

The governing equation of motion can be written as 

³¡S x ¬¡R x ¯¡ = wXY³�PST x PS9� (5.17) 

The equation of motion of the BI building along with the base slab has been derived in a 

similar manner as has been carried out for 2-dof BI building system Eq.(5.7) and is detailed 

below. 

�B9 xB. xB/ xB0��S9 xB.OS. xB/OS/ xB0OS0 x ô9PR9 x 79P9 = 0  
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or, �B9 xB. xB/ xB0�PS9 xB.OS. xB/OS/ xB0OS 0 x ô9PR9 x 79P9= w�B9 xB. xB/ xB0�PST  or, B́PS9 xB.OS. xB/OS/ xB0OS0 x ô9PR9 x 79P9 = wB́PST (5.18) 

where,  

B́ = B9 xB. xB/ xB0 (5.19) 

Combining Eq.(5.17) and (5.18) gives the equation of the multi-storey BI building as 

ðB́ p��� ³ ñ ýPS9¡S �x ðô9 �� ¬ñ ýPR9¡R �x ð79 �� ¯ñ ýP9¡ � = w ðB́ p��� ³ ñXPST 
(5.20) 

where, p�� = ªB. B/ B0« and X is excitation influence vector. 

The above equation, Eq.(5.20) represents the model of multi-storey BI building applicable for 

linear system. However, in the present study, the isolator has been modelled by nonlinear 

hysteretic model, while the superstructure is modelled assuming a linear elastic system. To 

consider the nonlinear model of the isolator, Eq.(5.20) is modified as 

ðB́ p��� ³ ñ ýPS9¡S �x ðô9 �� ¬ñ ýPR9¡R �x ð79 �� ¯ñ ýq9¡ � = w ðB́ p��� ³ ñXPST 
(5.21) 

where, qR9 , is the nonlinear  Bouc-Wen differential hysteretic parameter [Manzoori and 

Nezhad (2017)] and is given as 

qR9 = PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|j (5.22) 

If the response from the system such as PS9, ¡S 	and ground acceleration, PSTare available, then 

the model represented by Eq.(5.21) can be utilised in the identification algorithms for 

identification of state and parameters of the system. However, in an instrumented building, 

the accelerometers usually records absolute accelerations such as  �S9 , �S., �S/and	�S0 (Fig. 5.3). 

The relative acceleration responses PS9 and ¡S , which are required by the identification 

algorithms can be obtained from the measured absolute acceleration response using the 

following relations. 

PS9 = �S9 w PST (5.23) 

OS. = �S. w �S9 (5.24) 

OS/ = �S/ w �S9 (5.25) 

OS0 = �S0 w �S9 (5.26) 
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To perform the identification using the considered algorithms, at least some responses from 

the structure are required. However, if the acceleration at the ground floor level (�S9� is not 

available, the relative acceleration response (PS9 ,OS.,OS/,OS 0�	at the considered levels cannot be 

evaluated using the relation given in Eq. (5.23) to (5.26). Therefore, identification cannot be 

carried out in such circumstances. To overcome this problem, some modifications have been 

carried out in the equation representing the base isolation model of Eq.(5.21) as presented 

below. 

It can be observed from Fig. 5.3and also from Eq.(5.23) to (5.26) that evaluation of relative 

acceleration responses (¡S ) at different floor levels, are dependent on the response of isolator-

top level (�S9�. The relative acceleration responses, ¡S  corresponding to different floor level 

are measured with respect to ground floor level (isolator-top level). If ¡S  can be expressed 

with respect to ground level, defined by rS , as shown in Fig. 5.3, then ¡S  can be decoupled 

from �S9. Thus, the dependency of relative acceleration of different floor levels on ground 

floor level can be avoided. The transformation can be carried out using the relation as 

follows. 

r = r9 x ¡ (5.27) 

where,  

r = ªP. P/ P0«q (5.28) r9 = ªP9 P9 P9«q (5.29) ¡ = ªO. O/ O0«q (5.30) 

Transforming Eq.(5.17) using the relation given by Eq.(5.27) gives 

³�rS w rS 9� x ¯�r w r9� x ¬�rR w rR 9� = wXY³�PST x PS9� (5.31) 

³rS x ¯r w ¯r9 x ¬rR w ¬rR 9 = wXY³PST (5.32) 

³ /PS.PS/PS00x ¯ /P.P/P00w¯ /P9P9P90x ¬ /PR.PR/PR00w ¬ /PR9PR9PR90 = wXY³PST 

(5.33) 

Eq. (5.33) can be expressed in the form as given by 
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B0 B. 0 00 0 B/ 00 0 0 B0D \
PS9PS.PS/PS0] x Bw7. 7. x 7/ w7/ 00 w7/ 7/ x 70 w700 0 w70 70 D \

P9P.P/P0]
x Bwô. ô. x ô/ wô/ 00 wô/ ô/ x ô0 wô00 0 wô0 ô0 D \

PR9PR.PR/PR0]
= wXYY B0 B. 0 00 0 B/ 00 0 0 B0D PST 

(5.34) 

It may be observed that if P9 , PR9andPS9  are replaced by zero in Eq.(5.31) to (5.34), then 

equations represents the conventional building model given by Eq.(5.9). 

Transforming Eq.(5.18) using the relation of Eq.(5.27) and replacing 79P9 by 79q9	gives 

B́PS9 xB.�PS. w PS9� x B/�PS/ w PS9� x B0�PS0 w PS9� x ô9PR9 x 79q9 = wB́PST (5.35) 

Substituting  B	́ by Eq.(5.19), gives 

�B9 xB. xB/ xB0�PS9 xB.�PS. w PS9� x B/�PS/ w PS9� x B0�PS0 w PS9�x ô9PR9 x 79q9 = w�B9 xB. xB/ xB0�PST 
(5.36) 

On simplification, 

B9PS9 xB.PS. xB/PS/ xB0PS0 x ô9PR9 x 79q9 = w�B9 xB. xB/ xB0�PST (5.37) 

Combining Eq.(5.34) and (5.37) gives 

¤B9 B. B/ B00 B. 0 00 0 B/ 00 0 0 B0
§\PS9PS.PS/PS0]x ¤79 0 0 0 00 w7. 7. x 7/ w7/ 00 0 w7/ 7/ x 70 w700 0 0 w70 70 § ���

��q9P9P.P/P0���
��

x ¤ ô9 0 0 0wô. ô. x ô/ wô/ 00 wô/ ô/ x ô0 wô00 0 wô0 ô0 §\
PR9PR.PR/PR0]

= wX ¤B9 B. B/ B00 B. 0 00 0 B/ 00 0 0 B0
§ PST 

(5.38) 
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Eq. (5.38) can be written in matrix form as shown by Eq. (5.39) and is the governing equation 

of motion of the BI multi-storey building system. It can be observed from Eq.(5.38) that there 

are no terms containing displacement, velocity or acceleration measured with respect to 

ground level. Therefore, Eq.(5.38) can be easily used to represent BI building model in the 

considered identification algorithms. Further, the modified model has the capacity to handle 

missing sensor at ground floor level (the floor slab just above the isolators) as well as missing 

sensor at any other floor levels. Thus, the modified equation of motion Eq. (5.38) is written in 

concise form as 

³rrS r x¯rrsr x ¬rrR r = wX³rPST (5.39) 

where, mass and stiffness matrices of the 3-storey (4-dof) BI building are expressed as 

³r = ¤B9 B. B/ B00 B. 0 00 0 B/ 00 0 0 B0
§, ¯r = ¤79 0 0 0 00 w7. 7. x 7/ w7/ 00 0 w7/ 7/ x 70 w700 0 0 w70 70 § (5.40) 

The damping and excitation localization matrices are given as 

¬r = ¤ ô9 0 0 0wô. ô. x ô/ wô/ 00 wô/ ô/ x ô0 wô00 0 wô0 ô0 §, X = ¤1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1§ (5.41) 

The vectors rS r, rR rand rsr are given as 

rS r = \PS9PS.PS/PS0] , rsr =
���
��q9P9P.P/P0���

��andrR r = \PR9PR.PR/PR0] 

(5.42) 

Eq.(5.39) may be represented in state-space form as  

/rR rrS rqR9 0 = ��� /rrrR rqr0 = - rR rwXPST w³rz.¯rrsr w³rz.¬rrR rPR9 w �|PR9||q9|jq9 w �PR9|q9|j . 
(5.43) 

Eq. (4.2) is of the form y’=f(x), and can be solved by Runga-Kutta4th order integration 

scheme. 
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5.3 Evaluation of state and parameter using different algorithms 

Three different algorithms EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF algorithms are used for evaluation 

of state and parameters of the considered BI building system. In chapter-3, detailed general 

description of these algorithms and formulation are given. However, those formulations are in 

general form and cannot be directly implemented for identification of a BI building system 

under consideration. Formulations specific to BI system needs to be derived to suit the 

requirements of each of these algorithms depending on the type and nature of input available 

from BI building system. The detailed procedures adopted to transform the general equations 

of these algorithms to fit the considered model of the BI building system are presented in the 

following sub-sections. 

5.3.1 EKF algorithm for identification of base-isolated building  

The details of formulation of EKF and its implementation in MATLAB for identification of 

state and parameters of the three-storey BI building system are described. 

5.3.1.1 Formulation of EKF for three-storey base-isolated building 

In this sub-section, stiffness, damping and Jacobian matrices of the BI building model 

required for EKF algorithm have been derived. 

The equation of motion as given by Eq. (5.39) is repeated below as Eq. (5.44) 

³rrS r x ¯rrsr x ¬rrR r = wX³rPST = wX´ (5.44) 

The unknown state vector is represented by U  and the unknown parametric vector is 

represented by θ. The extended state vector obtained by extending the state vector to 

incorporate parametric vector is represented by UD.  

U = ªq9 P. P/ P0 PR9 PR. PR/ PR0«q (5.45) 

[ = ª79 7. 7/ 70 ô9 ô. ô/ ô0 � �«q (5.46) 

Uy = ªUË [Ë«q= ªq9 P9 P. P/ P0 PR9 PR. PR/ PR0 79 7. 7/ 70 ô9 ô. ô/ ô0 � �«
(5.47) 

The state-space form is represented as 
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UR D = ���
���
���
���
�� q9ªP9 P. P/ P0«qPR9PR.PR/PR0ª79 7. 7/ 70«qªô9 ô. ô/ ô0«q�� ���

���
���
��
= )�U, [, ´� =

���
���
���
�� qR9ªPR9 PR. PR/ PR0«qPS9PS.PS/PS0ª7R9 7R. 7R/ 7R 0«qªôR9 ôR. ôR/ ôR0«q�R�R ���

���
���
��

 

 

)�U, [, Ì� =

��
���
���
���
� PR9 w �|PR9||q9|jq9 w �PR9|q9|jªPR9 PR. PR/ PR0«q
\w1w1w1w1] PST w tCruz.

���
���tZru

���
��q9P9P.P/P0���

�� x t�ru\PR9PR.PR/PR0]���
���

ª0 0 0 0«qª0 0 0 0«q00 ��
���
���
���
�

=

���
���
���
�� [.ª[/ [0 [1 [U«q[V[W[X[Yª[.I [.. [./ [.0«qª[.1 [.U [.V [.W«q[.X[.Y ���

���
���
��

 

(5.48) 

 

¯rrsr = ¤79 0 0 0 00 w7. 7. x 7/ w7/ 00 0 w7/ 7/ x 70 w700 0 0 w70 70 §���
��q9P9P.P/P0���

��
 

= \ 79q9w7.P9 x 7.P. x 7/P. w 7/P/w7/P. x 7/P/ x 70P/ w 70P0w70P/ x 70P0 ] 

(5.49) 

Eq. (4.9) is obtained using the expressions given in Eq. (5.40) and Eq. (5.45). 

Differentiating ¯rrsrwith respect torsr 

##rsr¯rrsr = tZu (5.50) 

Differentiating ¯rrsrwith respect torR r 

##rR r ¯rrsr = ¤0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0§ = �1(1 
(5.51) 

Differentiating ¯rrsrwith respect to [8, where, i=1,2,3,4.and [8 = ª79 7. 7/ 70«q 
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##[8 ¯rrsr = ���
�q9 0 0 00 w�P9 w P.� �P. w P/� 00 0 w�P. w P/� �P/ w P0�0 0 0 w�P/ w P0���

�� = tZZsru 
(5.52) 

Differentiating ¯rrsr  with respect to [	 , where, j=5 to 10 and [	 =ªô9 ô. ô/ ô0 � �	«q 

##[	¯rrsr = ¤0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0§ = �1(V 

(5.53) 

Therefore, combining Eq. (4.11), (5.51), (5.52) and (5.53), 
``U£ �¯rrsr� is obtained as 

##UD �¯rrsr�
= � ##rsr �¯rrsr� ##rR r �¯rrsr� ##[8 �¯rrsr� ##[	 �¯rrsr��= t¯ �1(1 ¯¯sr �1(Vu 
 

(5.54) 

Using the expressions given in Eq. (5.40), (5.41) and (5.42) 

¬rrR r = ¤ ô9 0 0 0wô. ô. x ô/ wô/ 00 wô/ ô/ x ô0 wô00 0 wô0 ô0 §\
PR9PR.PR/PR0] 

= \ ô9PR9wô.PR9 x ô.PR. x ô/PR. w ô/PR/wô/PR. x ô/PR/ x ô0PR/ w ô0PR0wô0PR/ x ô0PR0 ] 

(5.55) 

Eq. (5.55) is obtained using the expression given in Eq. (5.41) and Eq. (5.42). 

Differentiating ¬rrR rwith respect torsr 

##rsr ¬rrR r = ¤0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0§ = �1(U 
(5.56) 

Differentiating ¬rrR rwith respect torR r 
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##rR r ¬rrR r = t�u (5.57) 

Differentiating ¬rrR rwith respect to [8, where, i=1,2,3,4 and [8 = ª79 7. 7/ 70«q 

##[8 ¬rrR r = ¤0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0§ = �1(1 

(5.58) 

Differentiating ¬rrR rwith respect to [	, where, j=5 to8 and [	 = ªô9 ô. ô/ ô0«q 

##[	 ¬rrR r = ���
�PR9 0 0 00 w�PR9 w PR.� �PR. w PR/� 00 0 w�PR. w PR/� �PR/ w PR0�0 0 0 w�PR/ w PR0���

�� = t��ru 
(5.59) 

Differentiating ¬rrR rwith respect to [k,t, where,[k,t = ª� �«q 

##[k,t ¬rrR r = ¤0 00 00 00 0§ = �1(/ 

(5.60) 

Therefore, combining Eq. (5.56) to (5.60), 
``U£ �¬rrR r� is obtained as 

##UD �¬rrR r�= � ##rsr �¬rrR r� ##rR r �¬rrR r� ##[8 �¬rrR r� ##[	 �¬rrR r� ##[k,t �¬rrR r��= t�1(U ¬ �1(1 ¬¬r �1(/u 
 

(5.61) 

Differentiating qR9as given in Eq. (5.22) with respect to	q9 

#qR9#q9 = w��|PR9||q9|j�#q9#q9 w ��|PR9|q9�#�|q9|j�#q9 w �PR9 #�|q9|j�#q9= w�|PR9||q9|�jz.� w �|PR9|�� w 1�|q9|�jz/�q9 ∗ è¨[@�q9�w �PR9�|q9|�jz.�è¨[@�q9� (5.62) 

Differentiating qR9with respect to PR9 
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#qR9#PR9 = 1 w � ∗ è¨[@�PR9�|q9|�jz.�q9 w �|q9|j 
(5.63) 

Differentiating qR9with respect to � 

#qR9#� = w|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 
(5.64) 

Differentiating qR9with respect to � 

#qR9#� = wPR9|q9|j 
(5.65) 

Jacobian of Matrix g is � = `)`Uy 

#)# D =
���
���
�� #[.#q9 #[.#P9 … #[.#�#[/#q9 #[/#P9 … #[/#�⋮ ⋮ … ⋮#[.Y#q9 #[.Y#P9 … #[.Y#� ���

���
��
 

(5.66) 

where, the extended unknown state vector is represented by UDand is given by Eq.(5.47) 

If the ith row of matrix [A] is denoted as Ai, then 

�. = #).#UD = �#qR9#q9 �.(1 #qR9#PR9 �.(.. #qR9#� #qR9#� � (5.67) 

�/	*u	U = #)/	*u	U#UD = t�1(U ®1(1 �.(.Iu (5.68) 

�V	*u	Y = #)V	*u	Y#UD = �w³rz. ##UD �¯rrsr� w³rz. ##UD �¬rrR r�� (5.69) 

Substituting 
`̀U� �¯rrsr� and 

`̀U� �¬rrR r� from Eq. (5.54) and (5.61) into Eq.(5.69) 

�V	*u	Y= tw³rz.t¯ �1(1 ¯¯sr �1(Vu w³rz.�t�1(U ¬ �1(1 ¬¬r �1(/u�u= w³rz.t¯ ¬ ¯¯sr ¬¬r �1(/u (5.70) 

The Jacobian matrix from row 10 to row 19 is zero. In the matrix form, it is shown as 

�.I	*u	.Y = #).I	*u	.Y#UD = �.I(.Y (5.71) 
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Assembling the derivatives obtained from the equations, Eq. (5.67) to (5.71), the full 

Jacobian matrix is given as 

� =
���
����
#qR9#q9 �.(1� �#qR9#PR9 �.(0� �1(1 �1(1 #qR9#� #qR9#��1(U ®1(1 �1(1 �1(1 �1(. �1(.w³rz.�¯ ¬ ¯¯sr ¬¬r �1(. �1(.��.I(U �.I(1 �.I(1 �.I(1 �.I(. �.I(.���

��� 
(5.72) 

Using the above formulations, the EKF algorithm is implemented in MATLAB in the 

following steps as given below. 

5.3.1.2 Implementation procedure of EKF in MATLAB 

The algorithm is implemented in four steps which are given below. 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

e) The extended state vector, UD. 

f) Error covariance matrix, P of extended state vector UD. 

g) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

h) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 

Step-2: Evaluation of state transfer matrix 

The state transition matrix is determined by evaluating the Jacobian of the process equation 

and is given by Eq.(5.72) 

Step-3: Prediction Step 

Prediction of unknown extended state vector is carried out for current time-step, using the 

input information and state information of previous time-step. This is done by integrating Eq. 

(4.8) by 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme.  

Upon integration of Eq. (4.8), the predicted value of extended state vector UD is obtained and 

is denoted by UH]|].The measurement equation is generated using UH]|]as 

r¢S 8 = b�wXPSTw³rz.t¯r x ¬�uUH]|]� (5.73) 

where, b is a matrix defining the sensor location. If sensor at 1st floor and 2nd floor level are 

missing then the sensor location matrix is expressed as 
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b = ð1 0 0 00 0 0 1ñ (5.74) 

If sensor at ground floor and roof level are missing then the sensor location matrix is 

expressed as 

b = ð0 1 0 00 0 0 1ñ (5.75) 

When sensors are located at all the floor levels then the sensor location matrix is expressed as 

b = ¤1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1§ (5.76) 

The rows denote the sensor numbers and the columns denote the floor levels. The floor level 

where sensor is present is having a value of unity. In case where sensor data are available for 

all floor levels, b is a unit matrix having the dimension of total number of considered dof. 

Step-4: Updating Step 

The measurement information at current time step is used to correct the estimate to get more 

accurate state information. This is accomplished by Kalman Filtering, which is described in 

the following steps. 

The state transition matrix  (íz.|íz.is determined as 

(íz.|íz. = ®.Y(.Y x Δ�. ��UH]z.|]z.� (5.77) 

Using the state transition matrix, the predicted prior estimate covariance is determined 

G]|]z. = ß]z.|]z.G]z.|]z.ßË]z.|]z. x �] (5.78) 

The Kalman Gain matrix is determined as 

<] = G]|]z.�q�G]|]z.�q x � (5.79) 

where, H is the Jacobian of the measurement equation, given by Eq. (5.69) 

� = b�V	*u	Y = b #)V	*u	Y#UD = b �w³rz. ##UD �¯rrsr� w³rz. ##UD �¬rrR r�� (5.80) 

If the current measured acceleration from the system is denoted as rS 8, then the difference 

between current measurement and estimated measurement (Eq.(4.23)), also known as 

innovation is given as 
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·¢Ý = �brS 8 w r¢S 8� (5.81) 

The updated posterior estimate of the extended state vector is given as 

UHD,]|] = UHD,]|]z. x<í·¢Ý (5.82) 

 

5.3.2 Two-Stage EKF algorithm for identification of base-isolated building 

The details of formulation of Two-Stage EKF and its implementation in MATLAB for 

identification of state and parameters of the three-storey BI building system are described. 

5.3.2.1 Formulation of Two-Stage EKF for three-storey base-isolated building 

In this sub-section, stiffness, damping and Jacobian matrices of the BI building model 

required for Two-Stage EKF algorithm have been derived. 

The unknown extended state vector, Xe, contains both state vector X and parametric vector θ. 

The vector Xe is partitioned into state and parametric vector denoted by X and θ respectively. 

Uy = ªUË [Ë«q 
(5.83) 

where, U = ªqv Pv P1 P2 P3 PR v PR1 PR2 PR 3«i 
(5.84) 

and,[ = ª79 7. 7/ 70 ô9 ô. ô/ ô0 � �«q 
(5.85) 

For ease of representation, the state vector Xis further segregated into rsr and rR r as 

U = ªrsrq rR w÷«q 
(5.86) rsr = ªqv Pv P1 P2 P3«q = ªqv rrq«q  (5.87) 

rr = ªPv P1 P2 P3«q rR r = ªPRv PR 1 PR2 PR3«q (5.88) 

The state-space form of the governing differential equation is given by 
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UR = ÀrR srrS r Á = ��� ýrsrrR r � = �U�� = À rR srwXPSTw³rz.¯rrsrw³rz.¬�rR rÁ
= \ qRvrR rwXPSTw³rz.t¯r x ¬�u ýrsrrR r �]
= -PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|jrR rwXPSTw³rz.t¯r x ¬�uªU« . 

(5.89) 

The observation equation is given by 

* = b�wXPSTw³rz.¯rrsrw³rz.¬�rR r� (5.90) 

where, b is the sensor location matrix defined in Eq. (5.74) and (5.75).The observation 

equation at time t = k × ∆t is a nonlinear function of unknown parametric vector θk and can be 

linearized via Taylor series expansion, that is, 

*�U] , [], ´]� = *�UH]|]z., [H]z., ´]� x�]�[] w [H]z.� (5.91) 

where, Hk is obtained based on the chain rule of partial differential with respect to the 

parametric vector [Ý as follows 

�] = b��J,] x�6,]UJ,]� (5.92) 

In which, 

�J,] = b �#*�U, [, ´�#[ �U{UH¸|¸¹º,[{[H¸¹º  

�6,] = b �#*�U, [, ´�#U �U{UH¸|¸¹º,[{[H¸¹º 	 ; UJ,] = �#U�U, [, ´�#[ �[{[H¸¹º 

(5.93) 

The details of Eq.(4.37) to (4.39) are given in Chapter 3.The partial derivative of the 

observation equation, Eq. (4.33) with respect to state vector X is given by  
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�6,] = b #*#U = b ##U �wXPSTw³rz.¯rrsrw³rz.¬�rR r�
= wb³rz. ##U t¯rrsr ¬�rR ru
= wb³rz. ##U t¯r ¬�u ýrsrrR r � = wb³rz. ##U t¯r ¬�uªU«= wb³rz.t¯r ¬�u 

(5.94) 

The partial derivative of the observation equation, Eq. (4.33) with respect to parametric 

vector θ is  

�J,] = b#*#[ = b ##[ �wXPSTw³rz.¯rrsrw³rz.¬�rR r�
= wb³rz. � ##[ �¯rrsr� x ##[ �¬�rR r�� 

(5.95) 

Partitioning the parametric vector [	into [8, 	[		and[k,t as 

[ = ò79 7. 7/ 70│ô9 ô. ô/ ô0│� �óq = ò[8q [	q [k,tq óq 
(5.96) 

where, 

[8 = ª79 7. 7/ 70«q [	 = ªô9 ô. ô/ ô0«q [k,t = ª� �	«q 
(5.97) 

Evaluating  
`̀[ �¯rrsr� as 

##[ �¯rrsr� = � ##[8 �¯rrsr� ##[	 �¯rrsr� ##[k,t �¯rrsr�� 
(5.98) 

¯rrsr == \ 79q9w7.P9 x 7.P. x 7/P. w 7/P/w7/P. x 7/P/ x 70P/ w 70P0w70P/ x 70P0 ] 

(5.99) 

Eq. (5.99) is obtained using the expressions given in Eq. (4.9). 

##[8 ¯rrsr = ���
�q9 0 0 00 w�P9 w P.� �P. w P/� 00 0 w�P. w P/� �P/ w P0�0 0 0 w�P/ w P0���

�� = tZZsru 
(5.100) 

Eq. (5.100) is obtained using the expressions given in Eq. (5.52). 
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Differentiating ¯rrsrwith respect to [	 
##[	 �¯rrsr� = ¤0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0§ = �1(1 

(5.101) 

Differentiating ¯rrsrwith respect to [k,t 

##[k,t �¯rrsr� = ¤0 00 00 00 0§ = �1(/ 

(5.102) 

The partial derivative of ¯rrsrwith respect to [is obtained by combining Eq.(5.100), (4.50) 

and (5.102) as  

##[ �¯rrsr� = t¯¯sr �1(1 �1(/u 
(5.103) 

¬rrR r = \ ô9PR9wô.PR9 x ô.PR. x ô/PR. w ô/PR/wô/PR. x ô/PR/ x ô0PR/ w ô0PR0wô0PR/ x ô0PR0 ] 

(5.104) 

Eq. (5.104) is obtained using the expressions given in Eq. (5.55). 

From Eq. (5.58), 
`̀[� �¬rrR r� is given as 

##[8 �¬rrR r� = ¤0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0§ = �1(1 

(5.105) 

Differentiating ¬rrR rwith respect to [	 
##[	 �¬rrR r� = ���

�PR9 0 0 00 w�PR9 w PR.� �PR. w PR/� 00 0 w�PR. w PR/� �PR/ w PR0�0 0 0 w�PR/ w PR0���
�� = t��ru 

(5.106) 

Eq. (5.106) is obtained using the expressions given in Eq. (5.59). 

Differentiating ¬rrR rwith respect to [k,t 
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##[k,t �¬rrR r� = ¤0 00 00 00 0§ = �1(/ 

(5.107) 

The partial derivative of ¬rrR rwith respect to[is obtained by combining Eq.(5.105), (5.106) 

and (5.107) as  

##[ �¬rrR r� = t�1(1 ¬¬r �1(/u 
(5.108) 

Substituting	 `̀[ �¯rrsr� from Eq. (5.103) and 
`̀[ �¬rrR r� from Eq. (5.108) into Eq. (4.47) 

�J,] = b#*#[ = wb³rz. � ##[ �¯rrsr� x ##[ �¬�rR r��= wb³rz.�t¯¯sr �1(1 �1(/u x t�1(1 ¬¬r �1(/u�= wb³rz.t¯¯sr ¬¬r �1(/u 
(5.109) 

The state-space form of the governing differential equation is given as 

UR = ÀrR srrS r Á = �U�� = ��� ýrsrrR r � = - ÀqR9rR rÁwXPST w³rz.¯rrsr w³rz.¬rrR r.
= - ÀqR9rR rÁwXPST w³rz.´��rsr , [� w³rz.´a�rR r , [�. 

(5.110) 

where, 

rR sr = ÀqR9rR rÁ = ���
��qR9PR9PR.PR/PR0���

��
 qR9 = PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|j (5.111) 

The expression for U, ry9 , rr	and	rR r are given in Eq. (5.86) to Eq. (5.88) 

Differentiating both side of Eq.(5.110) by θ and denoting 
�rz{�[ = rsr,J and 

�r{�[ = rr,J 

�UR�[ = ¤�rR sr�[�rS r�[ § = �rR sr,JrS r,J � = UR J = ��� �rsr,JrR r,J � 
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= ¤ �rR sr�[��[ ¼wXPST w³rz.´��rsr , [� w³rz.´a�rR r , [�½§  

 

=
��
��
�� ¤�qR9�[�rR r�[ §w³rz. �´��rsr , [��[ w³rz. �´a�rR r, [��[ ��

��
��
 

(5.112) 

Applying chain rule of differentiation into Eq. (4.58) 

�´��rsr , [��[ = #´¿#rsr �rsr�[ x #´¿#[ �[�[ = #´¿#rsr �rsr�[ x #´¿#[  (5.113) 

�´a�rR r, [��[ = #´¾#rR r �rR r�[ x #´¾#[ �[�[ = #´¾#rR r �rR r�[ x #´¾#[  (5.114) 

�qR9�[ = #qR9#U �U�[ x #qR9#[ �[�[ = #qR9#U �U�[ x #qR9#[ = #qR9#U \�rsr�[�rR r�[ ] x #qR9#[  

(5.115) 

where, é = ýrsrrR r �, therefore, 
�6�[ = -�rz{�[�rR{�[ . 

 

Substituting 
�´l�[ , 

�´m�[  and 
�yRo�[  obtained from Eq.(5.113), (4.60) and (5.115) into Eq. (4.58) 

�UR�[ = UR J =
��
��
�� ¤�qR9�[�rR r�[ §w³rz. �´��rsr , [��[ w³rz. �´a�rR r, [��[ ��

��
��
 

(5.116) 

UR J =
���
���
���

��
���
�|#qR9#U \�rsr�[�rR r�[ ]x #qR9#[}

�rR r�[ ��
���
�

w³rz. > #´¿#rsr �rsr�[ x #´¿#[ ?w³rz. >#´¾#rR r �rR r�[ x #´¾#[ ?���
���
���
 

(5.117) 
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UR J =

���
���
���
��

��
���
�|#qR9#U \�rsr�[�rR r�[ ]}

�rR r�[ ��
���
�

�w³rz. #´¿#rsr w³rz. #´¾#rR r� \
�rsr�[�rR r�[ ]���

���
���
��
x
���
�� #qR9#[�1(.Iw³rz. >#´¿#[ x #´¾#[ ?��

��� 
(5.118) 

Replacing  FS, FC from the relation given in Eq. (5.110) into Eq.(5.119), gives 

UR J =
���
���

#qR9#rsr #qR9#rR r�1(U ®1(1w³rz. �#�¯rrsr�#rsr x #�¬rrR r�#rR r ����
���\�rsr�[�rR r�[ ] x

���
�� #qR9#[�1(.Iw³rz. >#´¿#[ x #´¾#[ ?��

��� 
(5.119) 

Substituting, �J,] from Eq. (5.109) into Eq. (5.119) gives 

UR J = ��
�� #qR9#rsr #qR9#rR r�1(U ®1(1w³rz.¯rw³rz.¬r��

��\�rsr�[�rR r�[ ]x ¤ #qR9#[�1(.I�J,]
§ 

(5.120) 

In the equation, Eq. (5.120), the vector ý�rz{�[ �rR{�[ �qcan be expressed as 

\�rsr�[�rR r�[ ] = À�U�[Á = UJ 

(5.121) 

Simplifying the Eq. Eq. (5.120) by using the relation of Eq. (5.121) gives 

UR J = ���
� #qR9#U�1(U ®1(1w³rz.t¯r ¬ru��

�� ªUJ« x ¤ #qR9#[�1(.I�J,]
§ 

(5.122) 

Integrating Eq. (5.122) using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme, give UJ or 
�U�[ , 

provided 
`yRo`U and `yRo`[  are known. The vectors 

`yRo`U and `yRo`[ are evaluated as shown below. 

Evaluation of 
`yRo`U  

From Eq. (5.111) 
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qR9 = PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|j (5.123) 

From Eq. (5.84), the state vector X is given as 

U = ªqv Pv P1 P2 P3 PR v PR1 PR2 PR 3«i 
(5.124) 

Therefore, 

#qR9#U = �#qR9#q9 #qR9#P9 #qR9#P. #qR9#P/ #qR9#P0 #qR9#PR9 #qR9#PR. #qR9#PR/ #qR9#PR0�= �#qR9#q9 0 0 0 0 #qR9#PR9 0 0 0� 
(5.125) 

Evaluating 
`yRo`yo as 

#qR9#q9 = ##q9 �PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|j�= w�|PR9||q9|�jz.� w ��� w 1�|PR9||q9|�jz/�q9 ∗ è¨[@�q9�w ��PR9|q9|�jz.� ∗ è¨[@�q9� (5.126) 

Evaluating 
`yRo`(Ro as 

#qR9#PR9 = ##PR9 �PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|j�= 1 w �|q9|�jz.�q9 ∗ è¨[@�PR9� w �|q9|j (5.127) 

Evaluation of 
`yRo`[  

From Eq. (5.85), the state vector [is given as 

[ = ª79 7. 7/ 70 ô9 ô. ô/ ô0 � �«i 
(5.128) 

Therefore, 

#qR9#[ = �#qR9#79 #qR9#7. #qR9#7/ #qR9#70 #qR9#ô9 #qR9#ô. #qR9#ô/ #qR9#ô0 #qR9#� #qR9#� �= �0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #qR9#� #qR9#� � (5.129) 

Evaluating 
`yRo`k  as 

#qR9#� = ##� �PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|j� = w|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 (5.130) 
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Evaluating 
`yRo`t  as 

#qR9#� = ##� �PR9 w �|PR9||q9|�jz.�q9 w �PR9|q9|j� = wPR9|q9|j (5.131) 

Therefore, UR J can be obtained from Eq. (5.122) by using Eq. (5.125) to Eq. (5.131). The 

linearized observation equation, �] of Eq. (4.38) is obtained by substituting �J,] ,�6,], UJ,]  

obtained from Eq. (5.109),(4.40) and integrating Eq.(5.122) respectively. Using the above 

formulations, the Two-stage EKF algorithm is implemented in MATLAB in the following 

steps as given below. 

5.3.2.2 Implementation procedure of Two-Stage EKF in MATLAB 

The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB in four steps which are given below. 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

h) The state vector, X. 

i) Error covariance matrix of X which is Px. 

j) The parametric vector, θ. 

k) Error covariance matrix of θ which is Pθ. 

l) The matrix UJwhich is
�U�[. 

m) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

n) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 

Step-2: Evaluation of state transfer matrix 

The linearized observation equation matrix, Hk is evaluated using Eq. (4.38). 

Step-3a: Prediction of State Vector 

With the state and parametric vector of previous step, the stiffness and damping matrix of 

current step is evaluated. The predicted state vector is evaluated by integration of the state 

space equation, Eq. (4.32), using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. 

Step-3b: Updating State Vector 

The measurement information at current time step is used to correct the estimate to get more 

accurate state information. This is accomplished by Kalman Filtering which is described in 

the following steps. 
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The state transition matrix  ß]z.|]z.is determined as 

(íz.|íz. = ®X(X x Δ�. ���UH]z.|]z.� (5.132) 

where,  

���UH]z.|]z.� = w³rz.t¯r ¬ru (5.133) 

The Kalman Gain matrix is determined as 

<] = ß]z.|]z.G]|]z.�(,]q�(,]G]|]z.�(,]q x � (5.134) 

where, �(,]is obtained from Eq.(4.40) 

From the measurement equation, Eq. (4.71), the predicted measurement (in the present case: 

acceleration) is evaluated as 

r¢S 8 = wXPST w³rz.¯rrsr w³z.¬rrR r (5.135) 

where, the state r, rR  are the predicted states obtained from Eq. (4.32). The predicted stiffness 

and damping matrices are obtained from the parametric vector of previous step. If the current 

measured acceleration from the system is denoted as rS 8, then the difference between current 

measurement and estimated measurement Eq. (4.71), also known as innovation is given as 

·¢Ý = �brS 8 w r¢S 8� (5.136) 

The updated posterior estimate of the state vector is given as 

UH]|] = UH]|]z. x<í·¢Ý (5.137) 

and the updated error covariance matrix of X, which is PX, is obtained as 

G6,]|]p. = ß]z.|]z.G6,]|]ß]z.|]z.Ë w<]�(,]G6,]|]ß]z.|]z.Ë  (5.138) 

Step-3c: Updating Parametric Vector 

The Kalman Gain matrix is determined as 

<] = ®	G]|]z.�]q�]G]|]z.�]q x � (5.139) 

where, �] is the linearized measurement equation obtained from Eq.(4.38) 

The updated posterior estimate of the parametric vector is evaluated as 
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[]|] = []|]z. x<í·¢Ý (5.140) 

and the updated error covariance matrix of θ which is Pθ, is obtained as 

GJ,]|]p. = ®GJ,]|]®Ë w<í2íGJ,]|]®Ë (5.141) 

Step-4: Prediction Step of matrix UJ or 
�U�[ for next time step 

The predicted matrix UJ, which is required for the evaluation of the linearized measurement 

equation given by Eq. (4.38) is obtained by integration of the differential equation,             

Eq. (5.122) by using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. 

5.3.3 UKF algorithm for identification of base-isolated building  

In UKF, there is no need to evaluate the complex Jacobian matrices. The process of 

implementation is very simple. The details of formulation are given in chapter 3. In this 

section, the implementation issues are presented for a sample three storey BI shear building. 

The implementation procedure is described below. 

5.3.3.1 Implementation procedure of UKF in MATLAB for three-storey base-isolated 

building 

The identification of state and parameter of a sample three storey shear building using UKF 

technique is described in detail in this sub-section. In this case state and parameters are 

arranged in a single vector or extended state vector similar to EKF identification. 

The unknown extended state vector to be identified is  

UD = ªP9 P. P/ P0 PR9 PR. PR/ PR0 79 7. 7/ 70 � �«q (5.142) 

The dimension of the extended state vector, L=14. 

The process equation is expressed in state-space form as given by Eq. (4.79) 

UR D =
���
��rR 8rS 8ÝR 8�R�R ���

�� = ��� ���
��r8rR 8Ý8�����

�� = �UD�� =
���
�� rR 8wXPST w¯r8/³w ¬rR 8/C000 ���

��
 

(5.143) 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

e) The extended state vector, Xe containing both state and parameter. 
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f) Error covariance matrix of Xe which is P. 

g) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

h) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 

Step-2: Generation of Sigma point. 

If the total number of elements in the extended state vector is n, then for each element in the 

extended state vector (2n+1) sigma points are generated. So, a matrix of sigma points of size 

nx (2n + 1) is created. 

Step-3: Passing the Sigma Points through Process equation. 

The sigma points are passed through the process equation. The process equation is expressed 

in state-space form. Using the input ground excitation and one set of sigma point vector, the 

predicted transformed sigma point vector is generated by integration of the process equation 

using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. Similarly, other sigma points are passed 

through the process equation and (2n+1) transformed sigma point vectors are generated. All 

the (2n+1) sigma point vectors are combined using specified weights to get the predicted 

transformed sigma point and its error covariance matrix. 

Step-4: Passing the Sigma Points through measurement equation. 

From the transformed sigma points obtained from step-3 and input ground acceleration,  

(2n+1) transformed predicted observations are generated. All the (2n+1) sigma point vectors 

are combined using specified weights to get the predicted transformed observation and its 

error covariance matrix. 

Step-5: Evaluation of cross covariance matrix, Kalman Gain and updated state and 

parameter. 

Cross covariance matrix and Kalman Gain matrix are evaluated. From the Kalman gain and 

current measurement, the updated extended state vector and its error covariance are 

evaluated. 

5.4 Performance evaluation of identification algorithms for the 

evaluation of state and parameters of base-isolated multi-storey 

building system 

In thissection a comparative study has been presented based on the results obtained using all 

the considered algorithms. Four numbers of sample problems have been considered for the 

present study based on Type-S and Type-F problems, as defined in  

Table 5.1. Detailed description of different considered problems are given below. 
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1.ProblemType-S1: A three-storey BI simulated building is analysed under NE EQ-3: 

Comp-transverse excitation (Table 5.4).State and parameters identification of the building 

have been performed with the considered algorithms by utilizing acceleration response. 

Noise-free acceleration response from all floor levels has been considered. In this sample 

problem, the intensity of excitation is very low, which invariably produces further lower 

intensity of responses at upper storey levels due to the presence of base isolator. 

Occurrence of numerical round off error has been observed during evaluation of Kalman 

Gain while using such low intensity response. In such case, possibility of error in 

identification cannot be ruled out. To overcome this problem, a rectification technique has 

been applied which is detailed in sub-section 5.4.1.1. Such studies using low intensity 

excitation is a challenging problem and not explored as per the literature survey carried out 

so far. 

2. Problem Type-S2: This problem is also concerned with identification using simulated 

noise-free response under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation (Table 5.4) similar to 

Problem Type-S1, but with a difference that in the present case there are missing sensors 

at 1stand 2nd floor levels (Fig. 5.3). This problem provides a guideline to carry out the 

identification of BI building using limited field measured response (Problem Type-F). 

Thus, this problem is more critical than the Problem Type-S1, since in addition to very low 

intensity excitation there are also missing sensor at two consecutive floor levels. 

3. Problem Type-S3: This problem deals with identification of state and parameters of the 

three-storey BI building using simulated response generated from the analytical model. 

The performance of the considered algorithms has been evaluated using the simulated 

response contaminated with 1% Gaussian white noise and under the condition of missing 

sensor at ground floor level (isolator-top level) as well as missing sensor at 2nd floor level. 

The structure is excited using El Centro (1940): Comp–180 excitation (Table 5.4). The 

present study addresses the issue of missing sensor at isolator-top level. Sub-section 5.2.3 

is devoted to handle this type of case with missing sensor at isolator-top level.  

4. Problem Type-F: In this problem, identification of state and parameters of the existing BI 

building have been carried out. The recorded response data from different floors of the 

building under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation (Table 5.4), have been used for 

identification studies. It has been observed that a numerical problem arises due to low 
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intensity excitation. Such problem has been addressed using the technique presented in 

sub-section 5.4.1.1. 

A detailed discussion about all the four problems is presented in the following sub-sections. 

State identification is done first followed by parameters identification. 

5.4.1 Results of state identification 

In the state identification, only displacement identification has been considered. It has been 

observed that the intensity of floor responses is much lesser than that of ground acceleration 

as shown in Fig.5.4. The reduced responses are indicative of the effectiveness of the use of 

base-isolator as seismic isolation device. The reduced amplitude of floor responses however 

introduces a problem in identification, causing numerical round off errors. In Fig.5.4 peak 

excitation position has been zoomed for better clarity. 

 

Fig.5.4: Different floor acceleration time-history with ground acceleration time-history (NE 

EQ-3: Comp-transverse) 

 

The responses of the building under the considered earthquake excitation as well as the 

ground acceleration data have been used as input for the identification algorithms. The details 

of the earthquake have been furnished in Table 5.4. Three different identification algorithms 

such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF have been used for the comparative study. The 

comparative performance of these different algorithms in identifying the state of the system 

has been carried out by evaluating the RMSE of the identified state. The RMSE of the 

identified displacement has been evaluated by considering the simulated displacement of the 

numerical model as the reference. The lower the RMSE, the better is the performance of the 
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algorithm. The comparative performance of these algorithms towards state identification for 

all the sample problems under consideration is presented in the following paragraphs. 

5.4.1.1 Results of the displacement identification for Problem Type-S1 

A problem has been observed while identifying the state (displacement) using the simulated 

responses as well as field responses. The simulated model has been excited with NE EQ-3: 

Comp-transverse excitation. The acceleration responses obtained from all the floor levels 

have been used in the identification algorithms. However, deviations are observed in the 

identified displacements either above or below the zero displacement axes as presented in 

Fig. 5.5 to Fig. 5.7. As per Chatzi and Fuggini (2015), these diverging tendencies or drifts in 

displacement are generally observed if signals contain very low frequency components. In the 

present study, rigorous tuning of the filter parameters could not however correct these drifts. 

Further, this drift could not be corrected even after introducing high-pass filtering to remove 

low frequency components from the signal using  6th order ButterWorth filter. 

 

Fig. 5.5: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at ground floor level for Problem Type-S1 under NE EQ-3: Comp-

transverse excitation 
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Fig. 5.6: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at 1st floor level for Problem Type-S1 under NE EQ-3: Comp-

transverse excitation 

However, occurrences of such low excitation earthquakes are not uncommon in practice. 

Available literature does not speak about this type of problems either for simulated or field 

studies. To overcome such problem, a different strategy has been applied in the present study. 

Chatzi and Fuggini (2015) suggested a method for online correction of drift in displacement 

which arises due to presence of low frequency component in signal. In addition to 

acceleration data (either measured or from simulated model), an artificial white noise of 

insignificant amplitude has been used as displacement data to rectify the drift issue. 

 

Fig. 5.7: Comparison of identified displacement time-history and simulated displacement 

time-history at roof level for Problem Type-S1 under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse 

excitation 
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Fig. 5.8: Comparison identified displacement (after drift correction) time-history with 

simulated displacement time-history at ground floor level for Problem Type-S1 

under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

In line with the technique suggested by Chatzi and Fuggini (2015), low amplitude artificial 

white noise displacement data with the peak in the range of 10-7 to 10-9m has been used as 

additional input in the observation equation of the considered identification algorithms. Using 

this technique, drift correction of the identified displacement has been achieved. Fig. 5.8 to 

Fig. 5.10 show the corrected identified displacement of different floor levels of the BI 

building. This identification has been carried out using the simulation model problem Type-

S1 under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation with sensor data available at all the 

considered floor levels. Low amplitude artificial white noise has been used as input 

displacement response at isolator-top level. The displacement response from the isolator-top 

level along with acceleration response from different considered floor levels have been used 

as input for the identification algorithms. 
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Fig. 5.9: Comparison identified displacement (after drift correction) time-history with 

simulated displacement time-history at 1st floor level for Problem Type-S1 under 

NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

 

Fig. 5.10: Comparison identified displacement (after drift correction) time-history with 

simulated displacement time-history at roof level for Problem Type-S1 under NE 

EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

 

5.4.1.2 Results of the displacement identification for Problem Type-S2 

In this problem, simulation based responses have been considered.  The base excitation 

considered is NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse. Acceleration responses have been generated for all 

the four different floor levels. During identification using the considered algorithms, the 

simulated acceleration response of 1stfloor and 2nd floor levels have not been taken into 

account. This has been done deliberately to simulate a condition of missing sensors at those 

two floor levels. Therefore, the problem becomes critical, since in combination to low 
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intensity excitation, there are also missing sensors. Out of the total four floor levels, two 

numbers of floors have missing sensors. This implies that 50% sensors are missing and that 

too at two intermediate consecutive levels. Fig. 5.11 to Fig. 5.14 show the identified 

displacement at different floor levels. To overcome the drift in identified displacement arising 

out due to low level of excitation, the technique as discussed in sub-section 5.4.1.1has been 

applied. The results agree well with that of simulated displacements. 

 

Fig. 5.11: Comparison of identified displacement (after drift correction) time-history with 

simulated displacement time-history at ground floor level for Problem Type-S2 

under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

 

Fig. 5.12: Comparison of identified displacement (after drift correction) time-history with 

simulated displacement time-history at1st floor level for Problem Type-S2 under 

NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 
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Fig. 5.13: Comparison of identified displacement (after drift correction) time-history with 

simulated displacement time-history at 2nd floor level for Problem Type-S2 under 

NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

 

Fig. 5.14: Comparison of identified displacement (after drift correction) time-history with 

simulated displacement time-history at roof level for Problem Type-S2 under NE 

EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

The RMSE of identified displacement is shown in Fig. 5.15 and the values of RMSEs are 

furnished in Table 5.6. It is observed that the performances of all the three considered 

algorithms are quite comparable. 
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Fig. 5.15: Bar chart showing RMSE of identified displacement of Problem Type-S2 under NE 

EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

 

Table 5.6: RMSE of identified displacement of Problem Type-S2 under NE EQ-3: Comp-

transverse excitation 

Floor level EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

 From Simulated Response (x 10-7) 

1 6 10 15 

2 12 19 20 

3 12 19 20 

4 13 19 20 

Average 11 17 18 

5.4.1.3 Results of the displacement identification for Problem Type-S3 

This problem has been undertaken in the present study to compare the performance of all the 

considered identification algorithms in case of missing sensor at isolator-top level. The 

system is excited by El Centro (1940): Comp-180. A different excitation of higher intensity is 

used to show the absence of drift as observed in earlier two cases. The output responses of the 

structure at 1stfloor and roof levels have been considered for identification study. This has 

been done to create an environment of missing sensor at isolator-top and 2nd floor levels.  

The identified displacements are shown in Fig. 5.16 for all the floor levels. From this figure, 

it is evident that the state (displacement) has been identified correctly by all the algorithms. 

Further, occurrence of drift in identified displacement as has been observed in sub-sections 

5.4.1.1 and 5.4.1.2 does not appear in the present case. This is due to the fact that the PGA of 

EL Centro (1940): Comp-180 excitation is much higher that that of NE EQ-3: Comp-

transverse earthquake excitation. 

To compare the performance of the identification algorithms with respect to state 

identification, RMSEs of the identified displacements have been evaluated. The Bar charts 

representing RMSE of identified displacement are shown in Fig. 5.17 and its corresponding 
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values have been furnished in Table 5.7. The performance of EKF and UKF are comparable 

and performances of those two algorithms are observed to be better than Two-Stage EKF 

algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 5.16: Identified displacement of Type-S3 under El Centro (1940): Comp-180 excitation 

 

 

Fig. 5.17: Bar chart showing RMSE of identified displacement of Type-S3 under El Centro 

(1940): Comp-180 excitation 

Table 5.7: RMSE of identified displacement of Problem Type-S3 under El Centro (1940):  

Comp-180 excitation 

Floor level EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

 From Simulated Response (x 10-5) 

1 77 129 91 

2 40 202 38 

3 39 202 40 

4 41 202 44 

Average 49 184 53 
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5.4.1.4 Results of the displacement identification for Problem Type-F 

In this problem, recorded seismic responses data from an existing BI building have been 

utilized to evaluate the performance of all the considered identification algorithms. The 

building was instrumented with sensors located at ground floor and roof level. Acceleration 

response of the building is available for those two levels. There are missing sensors at 2nd 

floor and 3rd floor levels. The recorded base excitation is NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse. 

Numerical model of the same building, termed as Problem Type-S has been generated in 

MATLAB.  The Problem Type-S2 has already been discussed in detail in sub-section 5.4.1.2.  

The sensor arrangement has also been considered similar to the existing building. The basic 

difference between the two models is that the identification of Problem Type-S2 has been 

carried out using simulated response, while field measured response has been used for 

Problem Type-F. The prime objective of the present study is the identification of state and 

parameters of the existing BI building. In this context the simulation study using Problem 

Type-S2 provides a guideline towards this aspect. The results obtained from the identification 

schemes have been discussed in the following paragraphs. 

RMSE of identified displacement is used as a measure of accuracy of state identification. 

RMSE of identified displacement is evaluated by considering a reference displacement time-

history. In case of identification using data from simulated model, the simulated displacement 

time-history acts as a reference displacement for RMSE evaluation. However, in the study 

involving data from existing building, this is not possible since the reference displacement is 

not available. Therefore, performance evaluation of these algorithms is not carried out for the 

case involving data from exiting building. Further, from the identified displacement time-

history of all the floor levels using field data as presented in Fig. 5.18 to Fig. 5.21, it can be 

concluded that these algorithms indeed perform quite well in estimating the state of the BI 

building. 
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Fig. 5.18: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of ground floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-F under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse 

excitation 

 

Fig. 5.19: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 1st floor level using different 

algorithms for Problem Type-F under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

 

Fig. 5.20: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of 2nd floor level using 

different algorithms for Problem Type-F under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse 

excitation 
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Fig. 5.21: Comparison of identified displacement time-history of roof level using different 

algorithms for Problem Type-F under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

5.4.2 Results of parameter identification 

Using the considered identification algorithms, the structural parameters (stiffness) of the BI 

building (Table 5.1) have been identified. Comparative study of the performance of these 

algorithms with respect to parameter identification has been carried out by evaluating the 

percentage error of the identified stiffness for the case of Problem Type-S2 and S3. 

The result of parameter identification for Problem Type-S1 has not been presented because 

the problem is primarily concerned with occurrence and rectification of drift in identified 

displacement. The results obtained for the remaining problems are presented in the following 

paragraphs. 

5.4.2.1 Results of the parameter identification for Problem Type S2 

This is a problem where identification is carried out using simulated response from a three-

storey BI building assuming missing sensors at 1st and 2nd floor level. The sensors are 

assumed to be available at ground floor and roof level only. The location of sensors assumed 

in this study is similar to that of field problem Type-F. The identified isolator stiffness as 

well as storey stiffness is presented in Fig. 5.22. A 2D bar chart showing the comparative 

performance of all the considered algorithms with respect to parameter identification has 

been presented in Fig. 5.23.The values of the identified parameters and percentage error in 

identified stiffness are furnished in Table 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.22: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness of Problem Type-S2 under NE EQ-3: 

Comp-transverse excitation 

 

 

Fig. 5.23: Bar Chart showing percentage error in Identified stiffness for Problem Type-S2 

under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

Table 5.8: Identified stiffness and percentage error of identified stiffness of Problem Type-S2 

under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

Stiffness 

(kN/m) 

Value 

used in 

simulation 

 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

Identified stiffness  
% error of identified 

stiffness 

kb 7200 7390 7220 7390 2.64 0.28 2.64 

k1 3.00E+05 2.68E+05 3.02E+05 2.96E+05 10.69 0.68 1.50 

k2 3.00E+05 2.90E+05 3.00E+05 3.11E+05 3.48 0.08 3.73 

k3 3.00E+05 2.74E+05 2.97E+05 3.07E+05 8.78 0.95 2.50 

Overall average percentage error  6.40 0.50 2.59 
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It is observed from Table 5.8 that the identified values of stiffness are different for each of the 

floor levels as well as for different algorithms. Therefore, to compare the performance of the 

algorithms with respect to parameter identification, the average value is considered. 

From the average percentage error, it is observed that the performance of Two-Stage EKF is 

the best, followed by UKF and EKF algorithm. 

5.4.2.2 Results of the parameter identification for Problem Type-S3 

Identification using the considered algorithms has been carried out using simulated response 

from the building. The simulated response of ground floor and 2nd floor level has not been 

taken into account in the identification process in order to create a scenario of missing 

sensors at these two levels. Further, the simulated response from the remaining two floor 

levels has been contaminated with 1% RMS Gaussian white noise. The noise contaminated 

response has been utilized for comparative study of state and parameter identification using 

the considered algorithms. The result of identified stiffness using different considered 

algorithms has been presented in Fig. 5.24. The comparative performance of different 

algorithms with respect to parameter identification has been presented in form of bar chart 

showing the percentage error in identified stiffness. The bar chart has been shown in Fig. 5.25 

and the values of percentage error in identified stiffness have been furnished in Table 5.9. 

From the average percentage error of the identified stiffness, it is observed that the 

performance of Two-Stage EKF is the best followed by EKF and then UKF. 

 

Fig. 5.24: Identified stiffness vs simulated stiffness of Problem Type-S3 under El Centro 

(1940):  Comp-180 excitation 
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Fig. 5.25: Bar chart showing percentage error in identified stiffness of Problem Type-S3 

under El Centro (1940):  Comp-180 excitation 

 

Table 5.9: Identified stiffness and percentage error of identified stiffness of Problem Type-S3 

under El Centro (1940):  Comp-180 excitation 

Stiffness 

(kN/m) 

Value 

used in 

simulation 

 

EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

Identified stiffness  
% error of identified 

stiffness 

kb 7200 7150 7210 7150 0.69 0.14 0.69 

k1 3.00E+05 3.12E+05 2.89E+05 3.24E+05 3.99 3.83 7.97 

k2 3.00E+05 2.75E+05 3.10E+05 2.80E+05 8.31 3.39 6.70 

k3 3.00E+05 2.82E+05 2.92E+05 2.60E+05 6.07 2.51 13.35 

Overall average percentage error  4.77 2.47 7.18 

5.4.2.3 Results of the parameter identification for Problem Type F 

The identified isolator stiffness as well as the storey stiffness is presented in Fig. 5.26. The 

performance efficiency of the considered algorithms towards parameter identification is 

presented in form of bar chart (Fig. 5.27), showing the identified stiffness. The results of 

identified stiffness are furnished in  

Table 5.10. The results obtained from all the three algorithms are observed to be quite 

consistent. 
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Fig. 5.26: Comparison of identified stiffness using different algorithms for Problem Type-F 

under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse excitation 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.27: Bar chart showing identified stiffness for Problem Type-F under NE EQ-3: Comp-

transverse excitation 

 

Table 5.10: Identified stiffness of Problem Type-F under NE EQ-3: Comp-transverse 

excitation 

Stiffness (kN/m) EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

kb 7097.68 7257.00 7380.98 

k1 2.77E+05 3.08E+05 2.77E+05 

k2 2.62E+05 2.50E+05 2.66E+05 

k3 2.72E+05 2.99E+05 2.63E+05 

Average of k1, k2 

and k3 
2.70E+05 2.85E+05 2.69E+05 
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5.5 Concluding Remarks 

Evaluation of state and parameter of the BI building system have been carried out using three 

different identification schemes, namely, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF. The SNLSE-UI-

UO algorithm has not been considered because it has been observed that the output 

acceleration response of the structural system requires filtering the noisy response prior to its 

use in identification. Above all, it has also been observed that performance of SNLSE-UI-UO 

algorithm is poor in case of more than one missing sensors. The structural system that has 

been considered in this chapter has more than one missing sensors, therefore the 

identification using this algorithm is not carried out further. These difficulties using SNLSE-

UI-UO algorithm have been already pointed out in chapter-4, under section 4.6.1.2. 

The study on comparative performance of the considered algorithms with respect to 

identification of state and parameter of BI building supported on SREI has been carried out 

using four numbers of problem Types as defined in Table 5.1. A comprehensive summary of 

the identification study using the considered algorithms for all the discussed problem types 

are presented in Table 5.11. Rank 1 is defined for best performance, while Rank 3 is for least 

performance and rank 2 stands for intermediate performance level. 

Table 5.11: Result of state and parameter identification for different considered problem 

types showing rank as per their performances 

Problem 

type 

Criteria State / 

Parameter 

Identification algorithms 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

S1 

This study is mainly concerned with 

occurrence and rectification of drift in 

identified displacement due to low 

intensity of response. 

State and 

parameter 
Not performed 

S2 

Impact of missing sensors at two 

consecutive intermediate floor levels 

using simulated response from analytical 

model. 

state 1 2 3 

parameter 3 1 2 

S3 

Impact of missing sensors at ground 

floor level and 2nd floor level using 

simulated response from analytical 

model. 

state 1 3 2 

parameter 2 1 3 

F 

Identification using acquired response 

from field building having sensors 

located at ground floor level and roof 

level. 

state Not performed 

parameter 
Identified stiffnesses are 

quite close to each other. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that 
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1) The state identification of SREI supported BI building under very low intensity base 

excitation shows a drift in identified displacement using the KF based algorithms. 

Drift in identified displacement can be corrected by introducing additional 

displacement measurements in the form of artificial white noise of very insignificant 

amplitude. 

2) The state and parameter identification can be performed using all the considered KF 

based algorithms with an appreciable good degree of accuracy even in cases where 

sensor data is not available at floor level located just above the isolator. 

3) In case of state identification of SREI supported BI building with missing sensor at 

different floor level, the performance of EKF is found to be the best followed by UKF 

and then Two-Stage EKF. 

In case of parameter identification of SREI supported BI building with missing sensor at 

different floor level, the performance of Two-Stage EKF is found to be the best and the 

performance of UKF and EKF are closer to each other. 
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Chapter 6  

Evaluation of state and parameter of U-FREI supporting structure                                                           

6.1 Introduction 

Fibre Reinforced Elastomeric Isolator (FREI) is a recently developed base isolator which has 

been found to be effective in mitigating seismic effect especially in low-rise masonry 

building. FREI can be used as bonded or un-bonded as per its application. In bonded 

application, the top and bottom surface of the isolator are connected to the super-structure at 

its top and sub-structure at bottom, whereas in un-bonded application, there are no such 

attachments. Therefore, FREI finds its application as Bonded-FREI (B-FREI) and Unbonded 

FREI (U-FREI). In U-FREI, there is possibility of full rollover if the excitation is large 

enough to cause the vertical surface of FREI to rotate and come into contact with top and 

bottom supporting surfaces. The effective lateral stiffness of the isolator decreases due to 

rollover deformation. However, when FREIs undergo large displacement resulting in vertical 

surfaces coming in contact with top and bottom supporting surfaces, the stiffness of FREIs 

are observed to increase [Manzoori and Nezhad (2017)].  

Steel Reinforced Elastomeric Isolators (SREI) have been commonly used for base isolation. 

The mathematical model generally being used to model the SREI is the classical Bouc-Wen 

nonlinear hysteresis model give by Eq. (6.6) and (6.7). This model is found to be performing 

well in representing the load displacement characteristic of SREI and also for degrading 

hysteretic behaviour of concrete or any deteriorating structure. However, the load 

displacement characteristic of FREI is somewhat different from that of SREI. Therefore, the 

Bouc-Wen model which is used to model SREI, cannot be simply adopted for FREI. Some 

modifications to the standard Bouc-Wen model have been incorporated by researchers so that 

the model fits the characteristics of FREI more appropriately. The details have been discussed 

in the modelling portion of U-FREI, wherein emphasis has been given in selection of 

appropriate model for FREI. 

The validation of the selected mathematical model has been carried out using the results of 

available laboratory based experimental force displacement tests [Das et al. (2014)]. 

Parameters of the model have been obtained by trial and error, so that the hysteresis loop 

obtained from simulation based studies using the mathematical model fits the hysteresis loop 

obtained from experiments. The values of all the parameters so obtained are referred to as the 

base value. In the identification study using the algorithms such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF and 
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UKF, initial values of these parameters need to be assigned. Some arbitrary values of these 

parameters, which are somewhat higher or lower than the corresponding base values, are 

chosen as the initial values of these parameters of the model. Using these initial values of 

these parameters, the algorithms evaluates the state and parameters of the FREI model using 

the available responses of shake table based test data of FREI supported test model. The 

initial values of state are considered zero. The shake table test of FREI supported test model 

was performed by previous researchers [Das et al. (2016a)]. 

The performance evaluation of different considered algorithms in respect of state 

identification has been carried out by evaluation of the RMSEs of identified displacements. 

The experimentally measured displacement time-history has been taken as the base value, 

based on which RMSEs have been evaluated. 

Each of the identified parameters of the extended Bouc-Wen model, evaluated using different 

algorithms under different earthquake excitations has been found to be different. Therefore, 

evaluation of the performance of these algorithms with variation of identified parameters is 

difficult. In order to arrive at a conclusion, sensitivity analysis has been performed by 

generating spider diagram. Percentage Error Index (PEI) has been introduced to compare the 

performance of the selected algorithms. The PEI is evaluated using the generated spider 

diagram. Detailed description of the procedure to evaluate the PEI has been covered in the 

relevant section of this chapter. An illustrative example for evaluation of PEI is presented in 

Appendix-I. From the study, it is observed that among the three considered algorithms, the 

EKF has the best performance in state identification, while UKF has performed best in 

identifying the parameters of the isolator. The study is repeated using responses from 

numerically simulated model, where Gaussian white noise of varying levels is added to the 

responses. It is observed that the performances of different algorithms have very little 

influence of artificially added noise. In the state and parameter estimation using all the 

considered KF based algorithms, the measurement noises are represented by a noise 

covariance matrix, R, which plays an important role. The R matrix is thus adjusted to get the 

best possible results [Bhaiya et. al. (2016). As measurement noises are not known accurately, 

a detailed investigation is conducted to find the influence of R on the performance of the 

algorithms. 
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6.2 Modelling of U-FREI 

A few models are available in literature which may be considered as feasible working models 

for FREI. A brief discussion about these models is as follows. 

6.2.1 Model as per Chen and Ahmadi (1992) 

The basic initial approach towards modelling of FREI may be considered to have been 

originated long back in the year 1992 by Chen and Ahmadi, who proposed a modified Bouc-

Wen model to study the performance of high damping laminated rubber bearing (HD-LRB) 

for base isolation system. As per Chen and Ahmadi (1992), the horizontal restoring force of 

the nonlinear base isolator at any instant of time is given by 

$%��� = ôPR x ~.P x ~/P/ x ~0P0 x v >1 w �� |q|j? q 
(6.1) 

where, 

qR = �PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w ��PR�|q|j  (6.2) 

From Eq. (6.1), it is observed that spring force is represented by a 3rd order polynomial with 

three coefficients such as a1, a2 and a3. Fig. 6.1 shows the hysteresis loop developed from 

Eq.(6.1) and Eq.(6.2). The third-order polynomial used in Eq.(6.1) cannot address the issue of 

stiffening of load-displacement behaviour at very large imposed lateral displacement as it 

lacks point of inflection.  

 

Fig. 6.1:  Predicted hysteresis loops of HD-LRB under cyclic loading [Chen and Ahmadi 

(1992)]  
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6.2.2 Model as per Manzoori and Nezhad (2017) 

This model is a modified Bouc-Wen model with the stiffness part or spring force is 

represented by 5th order polynomial with 3 unknown coefficients while keeping the equation 

of the differential form of the Bouc-Wen hysteresis parameter unchanged.  

Manzoori and Nezhad (2017) employed a polynomial of order 5 with 3 unknown coefficients 

only to evaluate the isolator shear force at any instant in time as 

$%��� = ôPR x ~.P x ~0P0 x ~UPU x v >1 w �� |q|j? q 
(6.3) 

The shear force or hysteretic restoring force, $%(t) given by Eq.(6.3) can be decomposed into 

spring force �� (Eq.(6.4)) and damping force � (Eq.(6.5)). 

����� = ~.P x ~0P0 x ~UPU (6.4) 

����� = ôPR x v >1 w �� |q|j? q 
(6.5) 

 

 

Fig. 6.2: Hysteresis loop of FREI [Manzoori and Nezhad (2017)] 

The hysteresis loop presented in Fig. 6.2 has been obtained from Eq.(6.3). From the curve, it 

is observed that at high displacement, there is a stiffening regime after an initial softening 

regime. 
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6.2.3 Model as per Neil et al. (2016) 

The formulation of the modified or extended Bouc-Wen model for U-FREI was also 

developed by Neil et al. (2016). It is presented here to provide an insight to the 

transformation of standard Bouc-Wen model to extended Bouc-Wen model and its 

appropriateness to represent behaviour of U-FREI. 

The traditional Bouc-Wen model is given by Eq.(6.6) is based on initial stiffness, kini, and 

post-yield stiffness. $%��� is the horizontal restoring force where xy is the yield displacement 

and � is the ratio of post-yield stiffness to initial stiffness. 

$%��� = �78M8P x �1 w ��PQ78M8q (6.6) 

The hysteretic parameter is determined from the following differential equation  

qR = PRPQ ª� w t�	è[@�qPR� x �u|q|j« (6.7) 

where, �, �, �	and	� are dimensionless quantities that control the shape of the hysteresis loop 

and sgn is the signum function. 

Modifying the model given by Eq.(6.6) with inclusion of a 5th order polynomial is shown in 

Eq.(6.8). 

$%��� = ~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x ~1|P|P0 x ~UPU x 
q (6.8) 

where, qR = (RS �� w t�	è[@�qPR � x �u|q|j� (6.9) 

The relationship that exists between ki, α and xy as given in Eq. (6.6) is no more present in the 

transformed restoring force equation [Eq.(6.8)]. This implies that the physical correlation 

associated with the yield and post-yield stiffness is no longer interpretable in Eq. (6.8). By 

comparing Eq.(6.7) and Eq.(6.9), it is observed that Y replaces xy and B in Eq.(6.8) absorbs 

the coefficient of z of Eq.(6.6). It is also to be noted that the model uses hysteric damping 

only and viscous damping is thus not included [Neil et. al. (2016)]. 

6.2.4 Selection of appropriate model for FREI 

The Bouc-Wen model is a simple analytical model where only one nonlinear differential 

equation can represent hysteretic behaviour. In SREIs, the hysteretic behaviour is represented 

by an initial stiffening regime followed by softening regime. This type of behaviour has been 

found to be successfully represented by classical Bouc-Wen model. However, in FREIs there 

is initially stiffening, then softening followed by again stiffening regime. The final stiffening 
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occurs only if there is a rollover deformation caused by large imposed displacements. 

Therefore, the classical Bouc-Wen model has not been found to be quite adequate in 

predicting the response of FREIs, wherein there is a stiffening regime followed by initial 

gradual softening [Sireteanu et al., 2010]. 

The 5thorder polynomial [Eq. (6.3)] as proposed by Manzoori and Nezhad (2017) is an 

improvement over 3rd order polynomial [Eq. (6.1)] as suggested by Chen and Ahmadi (1992). 

One of the characteristics of U-FREIs is their stiffening load-displacement behaviour at 

extremely large lateral displacements. The 3rdorder polynomial cannot address the issue of 

stiffening of load-displacement behaviour at very large imposed lateral displacement as it 

lacks a point of inflection. Therefore, in a Bouc-Wen given by Eq.(6.1), the polynomial has 

been replaced with a complete fifth order polynomial of five unknown coefficients. The 

model suggested by Neil et al. (2016) and given by Eq. (6.8) and (6.9) can also represent the 

behaviour of FREI very well. Both the models of Manzoori and Nezhad (2017) and Neil et al. 

(2016) have been observed to represent the behaviour of FREI well. However, the model 

suggested by Neil et al. (2016) has been selected in the present study due to its ease of 

implementation in simulation and prediction using state space form. The mathematical 

derivation has been shown in section 6.3.3. 

6.3 Evaluation of parameters of the selected mathematical model for U-

FREI 

Cyclic load test or displacement controlled laboratory force-displacement tests were 

conducted on U-FREI with constant vertical load [Das et al. (2014)]. The recorded data 

obtained from the experiment are used in this thesis work. 

6.3.1 Description of FREI specimen 

A typical cross section of the FREI isolator used in the present study is shown in Fig. 6.3. 

 

Fig. 6.3: Cross section of FREI, [Das et al. (2014)] 
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The geometric properties of the isolator are furnished in Table 6.1. The material properties of 

the isolator are furnished in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.1: Geometric properties of the FREI, [Das et al. (2014)] 

Description  Dimension/Number 

Plan shape = Square 

Width (2a) = 100mm 

Thickness of fibre layer (tf) = 0.55mm 

Number of fibre layer = 18 

Thickness of single rubber layer (te) = 5mm 

Number of rubber layer = 19 

Total height of isolator  = 104.9mm 

 

Table 6.2: Material properties of the FREI, [Das et al. (2014)] 

Hardness IRHD = 60 

Shear modulus of elastomer (G) = 0.7 MPa 

Elongation at break > 400% 

Young’s modulus of carbon fibre reinforcement (Ef) = 220 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio of carbon fibre reinforcement (vf) = 0.20 

 

6.3.2 Cyclic load test on U-FREI 

In this test, sinusoidal displacements of varying amplitude were applied to an assembly of U-

FREI with constant vertical load at the top (Fig. 6.4). Details of the experiment are available 

in Das et al. (2014). Horizontal cyclic displacements were applied on the isolator top in the 

form of push and pull by the actuator, while maintaining a constant vertical load of 12 kN at 

top of isolator. Three cycles of sinusoidal displacements were applied with constant 

amplitude of 10mm to 60mm with increment of 10mm after each three cycles. The loading 

history is shown in Fig. 6.5. 

The hysteresis loop as presented in Fig. 6.6 is obtained from the measured restoring force for 

each of the imposed displacement. 
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Fig. 6.4: Schematic view of the horizontal cyclic load displacement test on U-FREI assembly 

system, [Das et al. (2014)] 

 

 

Fig. 6.5: Imposed horizontal displacement vs time, [Das et al. (2015)] 
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Fig. 6.6: Hysteresis loop of U-FREI obtained experimentally by subjecting the U-FREI to 

sinusoidal displacement of varying amplitude 

The effective horizontal stiffness for each of the displacement cycles is obtained from the 

hysteresis loop of Fig. 6.6 and the values are furnished in Table 6.3. 

 

Fig. 6.7:  The Back-Bone curve of U-FREI 

The backbone curve of the isolator is plotted using the effective horizontal stiffness for each 

of the displacement amplitude of the applied sinusoidal displacements in the horizontal cyclic 

load test. The backbone curve is shown in Fig. 6.7. From the backbone curve, it transpires 

that there is initially a stiffening regime after which there is a gradual softening regime. It 

may be noted that imposed displacement in the experimental investigation was up to 60mm, 
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keeping in view the safety of test set-up. The hardening behaviour after softening regime is 

thus not visible. 

Table 6.3: Displacement vs Effective horizontal stiffness of U-FREI 

Displacement (mm) Effective Horizontal Stiffness (KN/m) Damping % 

10 98.2 10.1 

20 84.3 10.5 

30 68.4 11.2 

40 56.9 11.6 

50 47.5 12.1 

60 39.4 12.5 

 

6.3.3 Parameter estimation using force-displacement test result 

The selected mathematical model of U-FREI, as described in sub-section 6.2.4, is a modified 

form of Bouc-Wen model and is also called as an extended Bouc-Wen model. The restoring 

force equation is re-written here for convenience and is given by Eq. (6.13). In order to 

estimate the parameters of the model such as a1 to a5, B, β and γ etc., some arbitrary values 

are chosen to simulate the force-displacement hysteresis loop. Simulation is carried out by 

assuming the FREI supported SDOF system (Fig. 6.8), supporting a mass (m) of 1200 Kg. 

The system is subjected to a sinusoidal excitation�PST�, having a time period (T) of 1sec and 

amplitude a0. The applied acceleration is written as 

PST = ~I sin >2n�i ? (6.10) 

For each of the selected amplitude, simulation is performed for 3 seconds or for 3 cycles of 

oscillations. Simulation is repeated for six different values of amplitude, a0.  

 

Fig. 6.8: Mechanical representation of FREI supported nonlinear hysteretic SDOF system 

subjected to base excitation 
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The governing equation of motion is given by Eq.(6.11). 

BPS x $%��� = wBPST (6.11) 

The Eq.(6.11) may be represented in the state-space form as 

/PRPSqR0 = ��� 4PPRq5 = - PR¼wBPST w $%���½ B⁄��PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j� ⁄ .
= - PRwPST w �~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x ~1|P|P0 x ~UPU x 
q B⁄ ���PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j� ⁄ . 

(6.12) 

where, $%��� and z are expressed by Eq. (6.13) and (6.14). 

Eq.(6.12) is of the form y’=f(x), and can be solved by 4th order Runga-Kutta integration 

scheme. 

$%��� = ~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x ~1|P|P0 x ~UPU x 
q (6.13) 

qR = PR �� w t�è[@�qPR � x �u|q|j� (6.14) 

 Eq.(6.14) is further simplified to get the differential equation as 

qR = �PR w �PR 	è[@�qPR �|q|j w �PR |q|j  

						= �PR w �PR |qPR |qPR |q|j w �PR |q|j 		= �PR w � |q||PR |q |q|j w �PR |q|j 
 

						= �PR w � q|PR ||q| |q|j w �PR |q|j = �PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j 
 

qR = �PR w �|PR ||q|jz.qw �PR |q|j  (6.15) 

Assuming the value of amplitude of excitation, a0 as well as parameters of the model (a1 to 

a5, B, β, γ, Y) and by using Eq.(6.12) to (6.13), the plot of displacement vs restoring force is 

obtained analytically. The analytical plots are superimposed on those obtained from 

experiments. The parameters are tuned to get the best fit curve. Tuned parameters are 

furnished in Table 6.4, so that the force-displacement hysteresis loop matches with the 

experimental hysteresis loop for all considered displacements of 10mm to 60mm. 
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Table 6.4: Set of control parameters for the hysteresis loop 

Parameter a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 B β γ � Y � 

Values 59 -555 25 0 0 73 95 16 1 1 1 

In Fig. 6.9, the experimentally obtained hysteresis loop is superimposed over that of 

simulated one. The parameters of the selected FREI model are furnished in Table 6.4. Thus, it 

is observed that by using the selected parameters, there is a good agreement between the 

experimental and analytical hysteresis loop. Using the same parameters and by changing the 

amplitude of excitation to achieve a maximum and minimum displacement of 20mm, similar 

hysteresis loop is obtained as shown in Fig. 6.10. A close agreement between the 

experimental and analytical hysteresis loops is observed. Similarly, the process is repeated for 

30mm to 60mm maximum displacement as presented in Fig. 6.11 to Fig. 6.14 respectively 

using the same parameters of FREI as furnished in Table 6.4. A close agreement between the 

experimental and analytical hysteresis loops is observed for all the different displacement 

cases. Thus, it can be concluded that the selected mathematical model along with all the 

considered values of parameters adopted for U-FREI suits very well the hysteretic 

characteristics of the U-FREI and one can proceed with further studies using this model. 

 

Fig. 6.9: Simulated vs Experimental Hysteresis Loop for 10mm max displacement 
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Fig. 6.10: Simulated vs Experimental Hysteresis Loop for 20mm max displacement 

 

Fig. 6.11: Simulated vs Experimental Hysteresis Loop for 30mm max displacement 

 

Fig. 6.12: Simulated vs Experimental Hysteresis Loop for 40mm max displacement 
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Fig. 6.13: Simulated vs Experimental Hysteresis Loop for 50mm max displacement 

 

Fig. 6.14: Simulated vs Experimental Hysteresis Loop for 60mm max displacement 

6.4 Parameter Sensitivity Ranking 

In the present study, the extended Bouc-Wen model is used to represent FREI. The base-

isolated system supported on FREI is subjected to seismic excitation and different system 

identification algorithms are used to estimate state and parameters of FREI. However, during 

the identification of parameters of the adopted model using the three considered identification 

schemes, it may be observed that the error or deviations in identified parameters from that 

given in Table 6.4 is not the same for all the algorithms. Further, for any considered 

algorithm, the error in identification of any particular parameter also may vary for different 

earthquake excitations. The variations of the identified parameters can thus occur in the 

following ways. 
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1) Variation from algorithm to algorithm, wherein input excitation and added noise levels 

are kept same for all the algorithms. 

2) Variation for different ground excitation, wherein algorithm and added noise level are 

kept same for all the considered ground excitations. 

3) Variation due to different noise level, using same algorithm and input excitation. 

Therefore, it is understandable that a definite conclusion may not be easily achievable 

regarding the performance of different considered algorithms. Thus, in order to come to such 

a conclusion, the steps considered are as follows: 

1) Sensitivity analyses of the parameters are performed following Yin et al.(2010) and 

spider diagram is generated for each of the parameters to investigate the influence of 

variation of each of the parameters on the response of the system. 

2) From the spider diagram, equations of curves representing variation in different 

parameter are derived by polynomial curve fitting method. 

3) Parameter weights are calculated using the derived polynomial equation and using the 

percentage error of the identified parameter. 

4) Performance error index (PEI) is introduced to judge the performance of any particular 

algorithm with respect to its overall ability to identify all the parameters. PEI is 

calculated using the parameter weights and percentage error of the identified parameter.  

6.4.1 Generation of the Spider Diagram 

In section 6.3.3, simulated hysteresis loop for the FREI were generated for 10mm to 60mm 

maximum displacement. These simulated hysteresis loops are in close agreement with those 

obtained from experiments. The values of parameters of the adopted FREI model used to 

generate these analytical hysteresis loops are furnished in Table 6.4 and these values have 

been considered as base values for comparison with identified values. Among all the 

parameters furnished in Table 6.4, the parameters selected for identification are B, β, γ, a1, a2, 

a3.The coefficients a4 and a5 in Eq. (6.8) have been assigned zero in the present study, since it 

has been observed from Fig. 6.7 that there is no hardening behaviour after softening regime. 

Additionally, value of unity have been assigned to coefficients �, 	and	�. 

The procedure for generating spider diagram is as follows. 

1) One of the parameters at a time out of the six considered parameters is varied in the 

range of ±50% with increment of 10% in each step from its base value, keeping other 
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five parameters constant. The hysteretic restoring force is calculated for each of the 

steps. 

2) The error in hysteretic force for each 10% variation of these parameters are calculated 

by finding the difference in values between the hysteretic force obtained from 

variation of parameters and hysteretic force obtained without the variation of 

parameters. 

3) The root mean-square error (RMSE) is calculated over the total execution time of the 

analysis and for each step of the parameter variation. The plot of percentage variation 

of parameter from base value in x-axis with that of RMSE in y-axis is called the 

spider diagram.  

4) Similar procedure has been followed for all the parameters and curves are obtained 

for all the parameters and corresponding to different displacement amplitudes. 

The spider diagram corresponding to 10mm to 60mm maximum displacement are shown in 

Fig. 6.15 to Fig. 6.20. From Fig. 6.15, it is observed that the parameter B is the most sensitive 

among all the parameters followed by a1, β, a2, γ and the least sensitive is the parameter a3. 

However, in order to assign weights against each of these parameters as per its sensitivity, a 

single working diagram is required. The general tendencies of these parameters are however 

observed to be similar in all the figures. Therefore, an average spider diagram as shown in 

Fig. 6.21 has been generated by averaging the RMSE values of all of these parameters as 

plotted in Fig. 6.15 to Fig. 6.20. The average spider diagram serves the purpose of a single 

working diagram. Normalised average spider diagram (Fig. 6.22) is obtained by normalising 

the values with respect to the maximum values obtained from the average spider diagram. 

From normalised average spider diagram parameter weights are evaluated. 

 

Fig. 6.15: Spider diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for maximum 

displacement of 10mm 
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Fig. 6.16: Spider diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for maximum 

displacement of 20mm 

 

Fig. 6.17: Spider diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for maximum 

displacement of 30mm 

 

Fig. 6.18: Spider diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for maximum 

displacement of 40mm 
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Fig. 6.19: Spider diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for maximum 

displacement of 50mm 

 

Fig. 6.20: Spider diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for maximum 

displacement of 60mm 

 

Fig. 6.21: Average diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for maximum 

displacement of 10mm-60mm 
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Based on the average spider diagram as presented in Fig. 6.21, ranks have been assigned for 

the parameters and are furnished in Table 6.5 below. Ranks are assigned in order of 

increasing RMSE, which is considered as indication of sensitivity for any variation in its 

values. Rank-1 is for maximum sensitivity and Rank-6 for least sensitive parameter. 

Table 6.5: Parameter Sensitivity Ranking 

Parameter B β γ a1 a2 a3 

RMSE at -50% 1.4758 0.6494 0.1642 0.9899 0.3528 0.0014 

Rank 1 3 5 2 4 6 

The percentage error of identified parameters may be positive or negative depending on 

whether it is greater or lesser than base-value. Accordingly, the positive or negative side of 

the average spider diagram has been followed to finally determine the ranking. 

6.4.2 Determination of parameter weights 

The weight to be associated with each parameter is determined from the spider diagram, 

which depicts the relative importance of each parameter in the overall response of the system. 

To calculate the weights, the average spider diagram is normalized with respect to maximum 

observed RMSE. The normalized spider diagram is shown in Fig. 6.22. The ordinates of the 

points forming the curves representing each of the parameters of average spider diagram are 

furnished in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7. Table 6.6 corresponds to curves on the negative side 

and Table 6.7 corresponds to curves on the positive side of the horizontal axis. Similarly, 

Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 show the ordinates of the curves for normalized average spider 

diagram for negative and positive sides of horizontal axis respectively. 

 

Fig. 6.22: Normalized Spider diagram generated by variation of one-factor-at-a-time for 

maximum displacement of 10mm-60mm 
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Table 6.6: Values of root-mean square error obtained from average spider diagram for 

negative percentage change from base value of parameters 

Parameter Percentage change from base value 

-50% -40% -30% -20% -10% 0% 

B 1.4758 1.2641 0.9918 0.6792 0.3352 0 

β 0.6494 0.6017 0.5082 0.3639 0.1894 0 

γ 0.1642 0.1326 0.1005 0.0673 0.0331 0 

a1 0.9899 0.9579 0.8851 0.7249 0.4287 0 

a2 0.3528 0.3030 0.2449 0.1770 0.0947 0 

a3 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0012 0.0017 0 

Table 6.7: Values of root-mean square error obtained from average spider diagram for 

positive percentage change from base value of parameters 

Parameter Percentage change from base value 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

B 0 0.2718 0.4635 0.5781 0.6368 0.6717 

β 0 0.1922 0.3725 0.5322 0.6715 0.7918 

γ 0 0.0340 0.0679 0.1024 0.1355 0.1687 

a1 0 0.3698 0.5719 0.6471 0.6867 0.7186 

a2 0 0.1089 0.2217 0.3322 0.4315 0.5143 

a3 0 0.0009 0.0010 0.0011 0.0013 0.0016 

Table 6.8: Normalized values of root-mean square error obtained from average spider 

diagram for negative percentage change from base value of parameters 

Parameter Percentage change from base value 

-50% -40% -30% -20% -10% 0% 

B 1.0000 0.8566 0.6720 0.4602 0.2271 0 

β 0.4401 0.4077 0.3444 0.2466 0.1283 0 

γ 0.1113 0.0899 0.0681 0.0456 0.0225 0 

a1 0.6708 0.6490 0.5997 0.4912 0.2905 0 

a2 0.2391 0.2053 0.1660 0.1199 0.0642 0 

a3 0.0009 0.001 0.0010 0.0008 0.0012 0 

Table 6.9: Normalized values of root-mean square error obtained from average spider 

diagram for positive percentage change from base value of parameters 

Parameter Percentage change from base value 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

B 0 0.1842 0.3141 0.3917 0.4315 0.4551 

β 0 0.1302 0.2524 0.3606 0.4550 0.5365 

γ 0 0.0230 0.0460 0.0694 0.0918 0.1143 

a1 0 0.2505 0.3875 0.4384 0.4653 0.4869 

a2 0 0.0738 0.1502 0.2251 0.2924 0.3485 

a3 0 0.0006 0.0007 0.0007 0.0009 0.0011 
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Each of the curves as shown in Fig. 6.22 for negative and positive sides of the horizontal axis 

can be represented by a polynomial of the form shown in Eq. (6.16). A maximum 5th degree 

polynomial can be fitted as only six numbers of points are available for a single curve. Each 

parameter has two numbers of curves, one for the negative side and the other for positive side 

of the percent change in spider diagram. Therefore, each parameter is represented by two 

numbers of different polynomial for negative side and positive side separately. Thus, 

parameter weight is evaluated as 

F�P� = F.P′U x F/P′1 x F0P′0 x F1P′/ x FUP′x FV (6.16) 

where, x’=Normalized value of error in parameter. 

The coefficients of the polynomial of Eq.(6.16) are determined by curve fitting technique 

utilizing the coordinates of normalized average spider diagram as given in Table 6.8 and 

Table 6.9. The coefficients of the polynomial p1 to p6 have been evaluated and furnished in 

Table 6.10 and Table 6.11. 

Table 6.10: Polynomial coefficients for the parameters of the FREI model for the negative 

side of normalized average spider diagram 

Parameter Coefficients of polynomial for negative side of normalized spider diagram 

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 

B 24.7801 33.7803 18.643 3.9021 -2.0359 0 

β -17.3805 -18.8647 -5.2434 -1.0174 -1.3498 0 

γ 0.7692 1.3203 0.8272 0.202 -0.2114 0 

a1 30.3943 45.0863 19.8462 -1.2361 -3.185 0 

a2 5.0573 6.8157 3.032 0.0862 -0.6572 0 

a3 -2.5551 -3.5859 -1.8333 -0.4114 -0.0377 0 

 

 

Table 6.11: Polynomial coefficients for the parameters of the FREI model for the positive 

side of normalized average spider diagram 

Parameter Coefficients of polynomial for positive side of normalized spider diagram 

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 

B -4.3743 9.5673 -4.3122 -2.0255 2.0785 0 

β -4.5773 7.1683 -4.1564 0.413 1.2958 0 

γ 3.8041 -4.6697 1.9518 -0.3217 0.2474 0 

a1 -64.4834 78.7706 -26.5388 -2.2651 2.925 0 

a2 3.3376 -4.0827 0.9203 0.0901 0.7236 0 

a3 0.2845 -0.4744 0.3014 -0.0877 0.0121 0 
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6.5 Evaluation of State and parameter of FREI from shake table test of 

FREI supported test model 

Shake table test based data are available from testing of a 1/5th scaled model of masonry 

building from previous research at IIT Guwahati [Das et al.(2015)]. The acceleration data 

were acquired from different floors and corresponding to different earthquake excitations as 

input. Using these floor acceleration data as output, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF 

approaches are applied to identify the state and parameters of FREI supporting the masonry 

building (test model). The base-isolation system was subjected to different earthquake 

excitations as input. Like any other online identification scheme, whether it is EKF, UKF, or 

an optimization based schemes, an initial guess of parameters is essential. The model 

parameters of any newly manufactured bearing are unknown to begin with. Directly using 

any online identification schemes without any initial guess may lead to an erroneous result. 

Thus, the test results under cyclic displacement as mentioned in section 6.3.2 become 

essential to have some initial guess of parameters. 

A schematic representation of the shake table based experimental setup is shown in Fig.  6.23 

[Das et al. (2015)]. A two storey scaled masonry building (test model) supported on four 

numbers of FREI was tested. Accelerometers (ACMs) and Linear Variable Differential 

Transducer (LVDTs) were kept at different floor levels for recording data. As observed from 

the result of shake table test, the motion of the structure was almost like a rigid body with 

insignificant difference in displacement and acceleration between base and roof top. Hence, 

the experimental acceleration response of the building base is used for parameter 

identification using the EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF algorithms. The excitation is taken as 

those of the recorded acceleration at shake table level. The identified displacement is 

compared with that of experimentally obtained displacement of LVDT1. The placement of 

sensors is shown in Fig.  6.23. 

The whole structure above the isolation level is considered as a single mass, since rigid body 

kind of motion was observed from experiments. Acceleration response of the assumed SDOF 

is taken from sensor ACM2, which is the absolute acceleration at that level. The acceleration 

data from sensor ACM1 is the shake table acceleration and is treated as input excitation. The 

displacement response as obtained from LVDT1 is the relative displacement. The experiment 

was carried out by Das et al. (2015). Relative acceleration response at isolator top level (the 

base slab just above the isolators) is evaluated by deducting table acceleration ACM1 from 
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absolute acceleration ACM2. The relative acceleration response has been used in the 

identification algorithms. 

 

Fig.  6.23:  A schematic arrangement the shake table test of U-FREI supported building (test 

model) [Das et al. (2015)] 

 

6.5.1 Implementation of EKF algorithm for identification of state and 

parameter of U-FREI using Extended Bouc-Wen model 

In this sub-section, a detailed derivation is carried out towards EKF implementation of the U-

FREI supported SDOF nonlinear hysteretic system subjected to ground excitation. 

The hysteretic restoring force, $% is given by  

$%��� = ~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x ~1|P|P0 x ~UPU x 
q (6.17) 

where, z is given by  

qR = �PR w �|PR ||q|jz.qw �PR |q|j  
(6.18) 

The governing equation of motion is given by  

BPS x $% = ´ = wBPST (6.19) 

Where m is the lumped mass over the isolator, $%��� is the restoring force of the system and PST is the ground acceleration. The process equation is expressed in state-space form and is 

given by Eq.(6.12), which is re-written here by Eq.(6.20). 
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UR = ��� 4PPRq5 = )�U, [, ´� = /PRPSqR0
= - PRwPST w �~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x ~1|P|P0 x ~UPU x 
q B⁄ ���PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j� ⁄ . = /[.[/[00 

(6.20) 

Jacobian of Matrixg is� = `)`Uy. 

#)#UD =
���
���
�#[.#P #[.#PR #[.#q #[.#
 #[.#� #[.#� [.#~. #[.#~/ #[.#~0#[/#P #[/#PR #[/#q #[/#
 #[/#� #[/#� #[/#~. #[/#~/ #[/#~0#[0#P #[0#PR #[0#q #[0#
 #[0#� #[0#� #[0#~. #[0#~/ #[0#~0��

���
��
 

(6.21) 

where, the extended unknown state vector is represented by UD and is given by Eq.(6.22). 

UD = ªP PR q 
 � � ~. ~/ ~0«q 
(6.22) 

The vector UD is called the extended state vector, because apart from state vectorªP, PR , q«q, 

the vector UD is also appended with parameters of the model under consideration called as the 

parametric vector ª
, �, �,~., ~/, ~0«q. 

The Jacobian is evaluated as 

� = #)#UD
=
���
�� 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0#[/#P 0 w
 B⁄ wq B⁄ 0 0 wP B⁄ w|P|P B⁄ wP0 B⁄
0 #[0#PR #[0#q 0 w|PR ||q|jz.q wPR |q|j 0 0 0 ���

��
 

(6.23) 

where, 

#[/#P = wò~. x ~/�|P| x P ∗ è[@�P�� x 3~0P/ó B⁄  
 #[0#PR = � w � ∗ è[@�PR�|q|jz.q w �|q|j 
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#[0#q = w�|PR ||q|jz. w �|PR |�� w 1�|q|jz/ ∗ è[@�q� ∗ q w �PR�|q|jz. ∗ è[@�q� 
 

UR D =
���
��
���
� PRPSqR
R�R�R~R.~R/~R0���

��
���
�
= ���

���
��
���
� PPRq
��~.~/~0���

��
���
�
= �UD�� =

���
��
���
� PR�wBPST w $%� B⁄��PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j� ⁄000000 ���

��
���
�

=
���
��
���
� PRwPST w �~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x ~1|P|P0 x ~UPU x 
q B⁄ ���PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j� ⁄000000 ���

��
���
�

 

(6.24) 

Using the above formulations, the identification algorithm is implemented in MATLAB as 

detailed below. 

Implementation procedure in MATLAB 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

i) The extended state vector, UD. 

j) Error covariance matrix of extended state vector, P. 

k) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

l) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 

Step-2: Evaluation of state transfer matrix 

The state transition matrix is determined by evaluating the Jacobian of the process equation 

and is given by Eq.(6.23). 

Step-3: Prediction Step 

Prediction of unknown extended state vector is made for current time step using the input 

information and state information of previous time step. This is done by integrating the 
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Eq.(6.24) by 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. Using the predicted state vector and 

predicted parametric vector, the predicted measurement is calculated as given by Eq.(6.25) 

% = wPST w �~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x ~1|P|P0 x ~UPU x 
q B⁄ � 
(6.25) 

Step-4: Updating Step 

The measurement information at current time step is used to correct the estimate to get more 

accurate state information. This is accomplished by Kalman Filtering. 

6.5.2 Implementation of Two-Stage EKF algorithm for identification of 

state and parameter of U-FREI using Extended Bouc-Wen model 

The unknown extended state vector, UD, given by Eq.(6.22) contains both state vector X and 

parametric vector θ. 

UD = ªP PR q|
 � � ~. ~/ ~0«q = ªUq [q«q 
(6.26) 

where the state vector X and the parametric vector θ are given as 

U = ªP PR q«q  
(6.27) [ = ª
 � � ~. ~/ ~0«q  
(6.28) 

The hysteretic restoring force, $%��� as given by Eq.(6.17) is re-written here by omitting the 

4th and 5th order terms as these terms represent the stiffening part of the hysteresis loop 

following the gradual softening region. Since, the data used in the present study are from the 

experimental results of the FREI and represents the gradual softening part only without going 

into further stiffening region. The polynomial upto the 3rd order suffices the present 

requirement. The truncated equation of restoring force is written as 

$%��� = ~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x 
q (6.29) 

where, z is given by Eq.(6.18). 

qR = �PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j  
(6.30) 

The process equation is expressed in state-space form and is given by Eq.(6.35). 
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UR = ��� 4PPRq5 = )�U, [, ´� = /PRPSqR0
= - PRwPST w �~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x 
q B⁄ ���PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j� ⁄ . = /[.[/[00 

(6.31) 

The Jacobian matrix A2 is given by Eq. (6.32) 

�� = #)#U =
��
���
�#[.#P #[.#PR #[.#q#[/#P #[/#PR #[/#q#[0#P #[0#PR #[0#q ��

���
�
=
���
�� 0 1 0#[/#P 0 w
 B⁄
0 #[0#PR #[0#q ���

��
 

(6.32) 

where, 

#[/#P = w t~. x ~/|P| x ~/ ∗ è[@�P� ∗ P x 3~0P/u B⁄  
 #[0#PR = � w � ∗ è[@�PR �|q|jz.q w �|q|j 
 

#[0#q = w�|PR |ª|q|jz. x q�� w 1�|q|jz/ ∗ è[@�q�« w �PR�|q|jz. ∗ è[@�q�  

The observation equation is given by Eq.(6.33) 

, = wPST w �~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x 
q B⁄ � 
(6.33) 

The observation equation at time t = k × ∆t is a nonlinear function of unknown parametric 

vector θk and can be linearized via Taylor series expansion as 

*�U] , [], ´]� = *�UH]|]z., [H]z., ´]� x�]�[] w [H]z.� (6.34) 

where, Hk is obtained based on the chain rule of partial differential with respect to the 

parametric vector [Ýas  

�] = �J,] x�6,]UJ,] (6.35) 

In which, 
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�J,] = �#*�U, [, ´�#[ �U{UH¸|¸¹º,[{[H¸¹º 

(6.36) 

�6,] = �#*�U, [, ´�#U �U{UH¸|¸¹º,[{[H¸¹º 

(6.37) 

UJ,] = �#U�U, [, ´�#[ �[{[H¸¹º 

(6.38) 

The details of Eq.(6.34), (6.35) and (6.36) are given in Chapter-3 of this thesis. 

The partial derivative of the observation equation with respect to state vector X is given by 

Eq.(6.39) 

�6,] = #,#U = �#,#P #,#PR #,#q�
= w >1B? ��~. x ~/�|P| x P ∗ è[@�P�� x 3~0P/� 0 
� 

(6.39) 

The partial derivative of the observation equation with respect to parametric vector θ is given 

by Eq.(6.40). 

�J,] = #,#[ = �#,#
 #,#� #,#� #,#~. #,#~/ #,#~0�
= w >1B? tq 0 0 P |P|P P0u 

(6.40) 

Evaluating the matrix UJ,] as given in Eq. (6.35). 

Differentiating both side of Eq. (6.31) with respect to parametric vector θ and denoting �U�[ 	by	53 

�UR�[ = 5R 3 =
��
�
�� �PR�[��[ òwPST w �~.P x ~/|P|P x ~0P0 x 
q B⁄ �ó��[ ª��PR w �|PR ||q|jz.q w �PR |q|j� ⁄ « ��

�
�� =

��
�
���PR�[�,�[�qR�[��

�
��

 

(6.41) 

Applying chain rule of partial differential to Eq. (6.41). 

�PR�[ = #PR#U�U�[ x #PR#[�[�[ = #PR#U�U�[ x #PR#[ 
(6.42) 
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�,�[ = #,#U�U�[ x #,#[�[�[ = #,#U�U�[ x #,#[ 
(6.43) �qR�[ = #qR#U�U�[ x #qR#[�[�[ = #qR#U�U�[ x #qR#[ 
(6.44) 

Substituting 
�(R�[ , ���[ and	 �yR�[obtained from Eq. (6.42), (6.43) and (6.44) into Eq. (6.41) 

�UR�[ = 5R 3 =
��
�
���PR�[�,�[�qR�[��

�
�� =

��
�
��>#PR#U�U�[ x #PR#[?>#,#U�U�[ x #,#[?>#qR#U�U�[ x #qR#[?��

�
�� =

��
�
��#PR#U�U�[#,#U�U�[#qR#U�U�[��

�
�� x

��
�
��#PR#[#,#[#qR#[��

�
��

=
��
�
��#PR#U#,#U#qR#U��

�
�� À�U�[Á x

��
�
��#PR#[#,#[#qR#[��

�
�� =

��
�
��#PR#U#,#U#qR#U��

�
��UJ x

��
�
��#PR#[#,#[#qR#[��

�
��

 

(6.45) 

Replacing 
`�`U by �6,] and 

`�`[ by �J,] obtained from Eq. (6.39) and (6.40) into Eq.(6.45). 

�UR�[ = 5R 3 =
���
�� #PR#U�6,]#qR#U ���

��UJ x
���
�� #PR#[�J,]#qR#[ ���

��
 

(6.46) 

Eq. (6.46) can be solved using 4th order Runga-Kutta integration scheme to get UJ. Hence, 

the matrix �]is determined using Eq. (6.35). 

Evaluation of 
`(R`U 

#PR#U = �#PR#P #PR#PR #PR#q� = t0 1 0u 
(6.47) 

Evaluation of 
`yR`U 

#qR#U = �#qR#P #qR#PR #qR#q� = �0 #qR#PR #qR#q� (6.48) 

Evaluation of 
`yR`(R 
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#qR#PR = � w �|q|�jz.�q ∗ è¨[@�PR � w �|q|j 
(6.49) 

Evaluation of 
`yRy  

#qR#q = w�|PR | ¼|q|�jz.� x q�� w 1�|q|�jz/� ∗ è¨[@�q�½ w ��PR |q|�jz.� ∗ è¨[@�q� 
(6.50) 

Evaluation of 
`(R`[ 

#PR#[ = �#PR#
 #PR#� #PR#� #PR#~. #PR#~/ #PR#~0� = t0 0 0 0 0 0u 
(6.51) 

Evaluation of 
`yR`[ 

#qR#[ = �#qR#
 #qR#� #qR#� #qR#~. #qR#~/ #qR#~0� = �0 #qR#� #qR#� 0 0 0�
= �0 �w|PR ||q|�jz.�q� �wPR |q|j� 0 0 0� 

(6.52) 

Using the above formulations, the identification algorithm is implemented in MATLAB as 

detailed below. 

Implementation procedure in MATLAB 

Step-1: Initialization Step. 

Initialization is done by assuming the initial value of  

a) The state vector, x and error covariance matrix of x, i.e. Px. 

b) The parametric vector, θ and error covariance matrix of θ, which is Pθ. 

c) The matrix Xθ. 

d) Process error covariance matrix, Q. 

e) Measurement error covariance matrix, R. 

Step-2: Kalman Estimation of parametric vector θ. 

From initial guess or from previous time step, the state, the parametric vector and the input 

ground acceleration are utilized to determine the predicted measurement as given by 

Eq.(6.33). The matrix Hθ and HX are evaluated using Eq.(6.36) and (6.37). The matrix Hk is 

determined using Eq.(6.35) and Xθ, which is obtained from previous time step. 
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Kalman Filtering is carried out using the current measurement and the predicted measurement 

to get an updated estimate of parameters, and error covariance matrix of parametric vector. 

Step-3: Kalman Estimation of state vector X. 

The Jacobian of the process equation [A2] is evaluated using already estimated parameters in 

step-2 and Eq.(6.32). Kalman Filtering is carried out to estimate the state vector. 

Step-4: Prediction of matrix Xθ for next time step. 

The matrix Xθ is evaluated by integration of Eq.(6.41) using 4th order Runga-Kutta 

Integration scheme. 

6.5.3 Implementation of UKF algorithm for identification of state and 

parameter of U-FREI using Extended Bouc-Wen model 

In UKF, there is no need to evaluate the complex Jacobian matrix. The process of 

implementation is rather simple. The details of formulation are given in chapter-3. The step-

by-step implementation of the algorithm in MATLAB is similar to that already described 

under steps-1 to 5 of section-4.5.3.1 in chapter-4. 

6.6 Performance evaluation of different identification strategies for the 

evaluation of state and parameter of U-FREI 

In this sub-section, a comparative study has been conducted based on the identification 

results of EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF algorithms. Three different earthquake data have 

been considered for base excitation of the FREI supported building system. The system 

identification have been performed using 1) experimentally acquired output responses and 2) 

simulated output responses corrupted with four different noise levels of 0%, 2%, 5% and 

10%. The structural system considered here comprises of a two storey masonry building 

supported on four numbers of FREIs (Fig.  6.23). The output responses from all the floor 

levels indicated that the structure was experiencing a rigid body motion [Das et al. (2015)]. 

Therefore, only the response of the base of the structure has been considered. The 

acceleration response ACM2 is considered as the output response of the system and the 

displacement response obtained from LVDT1 is used for comparison with the identified 

displacement (Fig.  6.23). The shake table acceleration obtained from sensor ACM1 is 

considered as the ground excitation. 

All the computer programs related to the considered identification algorithms and simulation 

algorithms have been developed in MATLAB. 
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The results of identification have been analysed in three different ways as discussed below. 

a) The first part is concerned with identification of state of the system. In the present study, 

the state of the system refers only to the displacement at the considered level of the 

structure. In the study following experimental data, displacements obtained from the 

application of identification algorithms are plotted against time and comparison is done 

with respect to measured displacement time-history obtained from laboratory tests. The 

experimentally measured displacement time-history is considered as base value based on 

which all identified displacement time-history have been compared. Similarly, 

identification of state has been done using data from simulation, but the comparison is 

done with the displacement obtained directly from simulation considered as base value. 

The accuracy of identification is evaluated by determining the RMSE of identified 

displacement with that of corresponding base values. For comparative study of the 

performance of the algorithms, a bar chart representation of RMSE has been made. 

b) The second part is concerned with the identification of parameters of FREI. Parameter of 

FREI refers to B, β, γ, a1, a2 and a3. The identified parameters using each of the 

algorithms and for each of the base excitations are plotted in bar chart format. The errors 

in identified parameters from the base value are also represented in bar chart format. The 

base value refers to the selected values of these parameters as presented in Table 6.4. 

Since, each of the identified parameters varies from algorithm to algorithm and for 

different ground excitations, it becomes difficult to ascertain the performance of an 

algorithm for a particular setup and also for assessment of comparative efficiency of all 

the considered algorithms for the study on FREI supported system. To simplify the 

evaluation of performance of the algorithms, a performance index has been introduced 

named as Performance Error Index (PEI) as already discussed in the previous section 6.4. 

The PEI for each algorithm is determined for each of the cases, whether based on 

experimental or simulation based data. Smaller value of PEI indicates better accuracy in 

identification. A comparative study of PEI will indicate the performance accuracy of 

these algorithms. However, PEI may be considered as effective only if the identified 

parameters converge with time. 

c) The third part is concerned with the study on convergence of identified parameters. 

Merely finding the PEI will not indicate the performance level of these algorithms. The 

identified parameters plotted against time should indicate convergence. Only a 
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qualitative analysis is performed regarding the convergence by plotting the identified 

parameters against time. 

6.6.1 Results of identification of state of U-FREI 

The states of U-FREI supported isolation system are represented by displacement, velocity 

and the differential parameter z of the Bouc-Wen model. RMSE has been evaluated to 

determine the identification accuracy of displacement. Lower value of RMSE suggests 

greater accuracy in results. Identification of velocity is not undertaken as it can be easily 

obtained by differentiation of displacement. In all the identification schemes, acceleration 

responses from the system are used as input for the identification algorithms. The predicted 

states like displacement and velocity of the system are evaluated by integration procedure. 

Integration often leads to divergence of identified states and thereby leading to failure of the 

algorithms. Therefore, accuracy of displacement identification will indirectly indicate 

accuracy of identification of other states also. The accuracy of identification of z can be 

ascertained from the plot of simulated or experimentally obtained hysteresis loops. The 

details of the identified results are given below. 

6.6.1.1 Identification of state of U-FREI based on Experimental responses 

Results of identified displacement vs. experimentally measured displacement time-history for 

different earthquakes are shown in Fig. 6.24 to Fig. 6.26. It is observed that identified 

displacement using the algorithms are in good agreement with that of measured displacement 

obtained from experiments.  

The efficiency of the algorithms in identifying the state of the system can be assessed very 

effectively by evaluating the RMSE of the identified displacement. The error in identification 

at any given time instant is the difference between identified displacement and 

experimentally measured displacement. The experimentally measured displacement is 

considered as the base value based on which RMSE is evaluated.  
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Fig. 6.24: Comparison of identified displacement time-history with experimentally measured 

displacement time-history using experimental response under excitation El Centro 

(1940): Comp-180 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.25: Comparison of identified displacement time-history with experimentally measured 

displacement time-history using experimental response under excitation Koyna 

(1967): Comp-Longitudinal 
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Fig. 6.26: Comparison of identified displacement time-history with experimentally measured 

displacement time-history using experimental response under excitation Victoria 

(1980): Comp-CPE045  

Fig. 6.24 to Fig. 6.26 shows the identified displacement corresponding to different algorithms 

and experimentally measured displacements. It is observed that the identified displacement 

matches well with the experimentally observed displacement. The RMSE has been 

represented in form of bar chart (Fig. 6.27) and values of RMSE are given in Table 6.12.It is 

observed that the performances of all the algorithms are quite comparable. The magnitude of 

RMSE is significantly low for all the three algorithms.  

 

 

Fig. 6.27: Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement using experimental response 

and under different earthquake excitation 
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Table 6.12: RMSE of identified displacement using experimental response and under 

different earthquake excitation 

Earthquake EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

( x 1E-5) ( x 1E-5) ( x 1E-5) 

El Centro (1940): Comp-180 280 280 310 

Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal 142 188 103 

Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045 209 226 191 

A plot of hysteresis loop as obtained from the identification using algorithms EKF, Two-

Stage EKF and UKF for three different ground motions are shown in Fig. 6.28 to Fig. 6.30. 

These identification results are obtained using responses from the experimental investigation. 

These hysteresis plots using different identification schemes show quite good agreement. 

This indicates that apart from displacement, the other state of the system such as velocity and 

the hysteresis parameter z [Eq. (6.18)] have also been identified by the algorithms with quite 

reasonable accuracy. 

 

Fig. 6.28: Comparison of identified hysteresis loop with experimental hysteresis loop under 

excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  
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Fig. 6.29: Comparison of identified hysteresis loop with experimental hysteresis loop under 

excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal 

 

Fig. 6.30: Comparison of identified hysteresis loop with experimental hysteresis loop under 

excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045  

6.6.1.2 Identification of state of U-FREI based on simulation responses with different 

added noise levels 

The values of parameters of FREI model have been selected from Table 6.4 for the purpose 

of simulation.  Gaussian white noise with noise to signal ratio of 0%, 2%, 5% and 10% are 

added to the simulated output acceleration. These output responses have been used for 

identification of the state of FREI. A typical plot of identified displacements using simulated 

response corrupted with 10% noise level is shown in Fig. 6.31 to Fig. 6.33. RMSE of 

identified displacements for all the cases of noise levels have been represented in the form of 

bar chart as shown in Fig. 6.34 and values are furnished in Table 6.13. 
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Fig. 6.31: Comparison of identified displacement time-history with experimentally measured 

displacement time-history using simulated response contaminated with 10% noise 

and under excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  

 

Fig. 6.32: Comparison of identified displacement time-history with experimentally measured 

displacement time-history using simulated response contaminated with 10% noise 

and under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal  
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Fig. 6.33: Comparison of identified displacement time-history with experimentally measured 

displacement time-history using simulated response contaminated with 10% noise 

and under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045  

 

Fig. 6.34: 3D Bar Chart showing RMSE of identified displacement using simulated response 

contaminated with noise and under different considered earthquake excitation 

A noise level of 2% was used by Yang et al. (2007) in identification of a three-storey Bouc-

Wen hysteretic structure using adaptive EKF. A 10% noise level was used by Yang et al. 

(2006) in system identification using adaptive EKF. Therefore, the study using 0% to 10% 

noise level in the simulated output response is adopted in the present study. 

Typical plots (Fig. 6.31 to Fig. 6.33) show that the identified displacement from different 

algorithms using 10% added noise to simulated response. The plots show that the identified 
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displacements agree well with simulated displacements even at high noise level. It is clear 

that all the algorithms perform reasonably well even if the response is noisy. However, 

merely looking at these plots one cannot compare the performance efficiency of these 

algorithms. Therefore, RMSE have been evaluated by considering simulated displacement as 

base value. A 3D bar chart (Fig. 6.34) shows the RMSE plots of identified displacement for 

all the considered noise levels and for different earthquakes. The values of RMSE have been 

furnished in Table 6.13. The performance of EKF is found to be best, while all the considered 

algorithms performed very well. The performances of these algorithms are also found to be 

consistent with increasing noise level. 

Table 6.13: RMSE of identified displacement using simulated response contaminated with 

noise and under different considered earthquake excitation 

Earthquake (as 

base excitation) 

Noise 

level 

EKF 
Two-Stage 

EKF 
UKF 

(x 1E-5) (x 1E-5) (x 1E-5) 

El Centro (1940): 

Comp-180 

0% 40 80 57 

2% 45 121 58 

5% 41 115 63 

10% 45 109 65 

Koyna (1967): 

Comp-

Longitudinal 

0% 42 76 132 

2% 43 93 204 

5% 40 70 169 

10% 32 95 189 

Victoria (1980): 

Comp-CPE045 

0% 34 121 143 

2% 36 131 153 

5% 39 128 135 

10% 45 133 128 

6.6.2 Results of identification of parameters of U-FREI 

This sub-section is concerned with the identification of parameters of FREI. The identified 

parameters using each of the algorithms and for the cases of different base excitations are 

plotted in the form of bar charts. The errors in identified parameters are also represented in 

bar chart format. The identifications of parameters have been carried out for both 

experimental and simulated cases as described below. In chapter-5, identification of only 

parameters of the structure supported on the SREI isolator has been taken into consideration. 

In the present chapter, the focus is on the identification of parameters of model representing 

FREI supporting the model masonry building.  
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6.6.2.1 Identification of parameters of U-FREI based on Experimental responses 

The results of identified parameters of FREI model for the cases of different ground motion is 

shown in Fig. 6.35. 

 

Fig. 6.35: 3D-Bar Chart showing identified parameter (absolute) values using experimental 

response and under different earthquake excitation 

It is observed that identified values of parameters are closer to those of base values, but the 

identified result for any particular parameter using a particular algorithm fluctuates for 

different input ground motions. This is more clearly visible in the bar charts showing 

percentage of error in estimated parameters as shown in Fig. 6.36 and from values presented 

in Table 6.14  to Table 6.16. 

 

Fig. 6.36: 3D-Bar Chart showing percentage error in identified parameters using 

experimental response and under different earthquake excitation 
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Table 6.14: Identified parameter value, percentage error for identification using experimental 

data and under excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  

Parameter 
Base 

Value 

Identified Value % Error in Identified Value 

EKF 

Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF 

Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

B 73 71.75 73.40 74.27 -1.71 0.55 -1.71 

β 95 91.95 90.74 93.95 -3.21 -4.49 -3.21 

γ 16 10.64 9.59 9.17 -33.50 -40.06 -33.50 

a1 59 51.51 53.41 56.26 -12.70 -9.48 -12.70 

a2 -555 -495.26 -492.65 -489.26 -10.76 -11.23 -10.76 

a3 25 22.00 22.00 22.00 -12.00 -12.00 -12.00 

Table 6.15: Identified parameter value, percentage error for identification using experimental 

data and under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal  

Parameter 
Base 

Value 

Identified Value % Error in Identified Value 

EKF 

Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF 

Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

B 73 78.07 70.19 72.89 6.94 -3.85 6.94 

β 95 110.84 93.36 92.69 16.68 -1.73 16.68 

γ 16 12.84 11.33 11.03 -19.72 -29.20 -19.72 

a1 59 47.94 51.33 56.60 -18.75 -13.00 -18.75 

a2 -555 -494.42 -498.18 -497.51 -10.92 -10.24 -10.92 

a3 25 22.00 22.00 22.00 -12.00 -12.00 -12.00 

To assess the performance of these algorithms from such a wide range of data set, PEI values 

have been evaluated for each algorithm and for different sets of considered ground motions 

and are represented in the form of bar chart as shown in Fig.6.37 and Table 6.17. The lesser 

the PEI value, the better is the performance. It is observed that UKF has the least PEI 

amongst all the three algorithms and for all the considered earthquakes. UKF is followed by 

Two-Stage EKF and EKF in terms of the performance in the identification of parameters. 
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Table 6.16: Identified parameter value, percentage error for identification using experimental 

data and under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045  

Parameter 
Base 

Value 

Identified Value % Error in Identified Value 

EKF 

Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF EKF 

Two-

Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

B 73 68.81 68.97 68.31 -5.73 -5.52 -5.73 

β 95 91.10 92.33 92.23 -4.11 -2.81 -4.11 

γ 16 10.09 11.43 11.59 -36.96 -28.59 -36.96 

a1 59 48.26 48.92 50.52 -18.20 -17.08 -18.20 

a2 -555 -506.21 -501.49 -498.71 -8.79 -9.64 -8.79 

a3 25 22.00 22.00 22.00 -12.00 -12.00 -12.00 

 

 

Fig.6.37: Bar Chart showing Percentage Error Index (PEI) of identified Parameters using 

Experimental data 

Table 6.17: PEI values of algorithms using experimental data 

Earthquake 
Percentage Error Index (PEI) 

EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

(x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) 

El Centro (1940): Comp-180 80 73 57 

Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal 150 77 35 

Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045 130 108 91 

In order to determine the performance of these algorithms for increase in noise level, a 

simulation based study has been conducted whose details are given in the following sub-

section. 
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6.6.2.2 Identification of parameters of U-FREI based on simulation responses with 

different added noise levels 

The variations of error in identifications of parameters due to different noise level and using 

different base excitation are shown in the form of 3D bar chart in Fig. 6.38 to Fig. 6.40. From 

these plots one cannot however assess the performance of these algorithms as identified 

parameters vary randomly across algorithms and base excitations. Hence, PEI of these 

algorithms have been calculated and shown in Table 6.18 to Table 6.20 for each of the 

considered earthquake and noise level. 3D plot is shown in Fig. 6.41 for collective 

representation of the PEI values for all the cases under consideration. 

 

Fig. 6.38: 3D Bar Chart showing the percentage error in identified parameters using 

simulated response contaminated with different noise level and under excitation El 

Centro (1940): Comp-180)  

Table 6.18: PEI values of algorithms using simulated response contaminated with different 

noise level and under excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180 

Noise level EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

(x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) 

0% Noise 44 11 14 

2% Noise 35 18 12 

5% Noise 28 16 11 

10% Noise 30 13 11 
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Fig. 6.39: 3D Bar Chart showing the percentage error in identified parameters using 

simulated response contaminated with different noise level and under excitation 

Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal)  

Table 6.19: PEI values of algorithms using simulated response contaminated with different 

noise level and under excitation Koyna (1967): Comp-Longitudinal  

Noise level EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

(x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) 

0% Noise 89 52 33 

2% Noise 87 57 58 

5% Noise 85 45 47 

10% Noise 84 38 47 

 

 

Fig. 6.40: 3D Bar Chart showing the percentage error identified parameters using simulated 

response contaminated with different noise level and under excitation Victoria 

(1980): Comp-CPE045  
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Table 6.20: PEI values of algorithms using simulated response contaminated with different 

noise level and under excitation Victoria (1980): Comp-CPE045  

Noise level 
EKF Two-Stage EKF UKF 

(x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) (x 1E-3) 

0% 98 95 55 

2% 86 78 50 

5% 80 76 50 

10% 65 60 48 

 

 

Fig. 6.41: 3D Bar Chart showing the PEI values of parameters for different noise level using 

simulated response and under different ground excitation 

From the observed values of PEI, it is found that UKF is the best performer as it has the least 

value of PEI for most of the cases, the second best performer is the two-stage EKF followed 

by EKF. 

6.6.3 Discussion on convergence issues in identification of parameters of U-

FREI 

Evaluating the performance of an algorithm by just using the PEI value, without taking due 

care of convergence of identified parameters may lead to erroneous assessment of PEI. Plots 

have been made for the variation of identified parameters with time. 

6.6.3.1 Convergence of identified parameters based on experimental responses 

The plot of identified parameter along with time will clearly indicate, although qualitatively, 

the convergence of the parameters to a specific values. Fluctuations of parameter values 
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towards the end of identification are not desirable as this would indicate uncertainty in the 

finally identified value. Fig. 6.42 shows typical plot of identified parameter vs time based on 

experimentally acquired responses under excitation El Centro earthquake. 

 

Fig. 6.42: Plot of identified parameters vs time based on experimental response and under 

excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  

From Fig. 6.42 it is also observed that the identified parameters converge or have stable 

values towards the end of time history. 

6.6.3.2 Convergence of identified parameters based on simulation responses 

Fig.6.43 to Fig.6.46 show typical plot of identified parameter vs time based on response from 

numerically simulated model corrupted with 0% to 10% added Gaussian white noise under 

excitation El Centro. 
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Fig.6.43: Plot of identified parameters vs time based on simulated response with no added 

noise and under excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  
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Fig.6.44: Plot of identified parameters vs time based on simulated response with 2% added 

noise and under excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  
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Fig.6.45: Plot of identified parameters vs time based on simulated response with 5% added 

noise and under excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  
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Fig.6.46: Plot of identified parameters vs time based on simulated response with 10% added 

noise and under excitation El Centro (1940): Comp-180  

 

The results obtained from other earthquake motion have not been shown as these plots are 

only for confirmation of convergence requirement. From all the above figures (Fig.6.43 to 

Fig.6.46), it is observed that at the end of time-history, the parameters attain a stable value. 

The finally attained stable values of these parameters may differ from the base values, but the 

curves of the parameters are almost parallel to the time axis, indicating the attainment of 

stability. 
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6.7 Influence of varying measurement noise covariance R on the 

performance of the algorithms in identification of state and 

parameters of U-FREI 

Investigation has been carried out to study the impact of noise covariance matrix, R on the 

performance of the algorithms. The influence of R on the identification of state and parameter 

has been studied separately as given below. 

6.7.1 Influence of different values of R on state identification 

The performance of these algorithms in identification of state is obtained by evaluating the 

RMSE of displacement. The RMSEs obtained by adopting different values of measurement 

noise covariance R, using different level of simulated noisy response, are shown in Fig.6.47. 

It is observed that there is a gradual performance deterioration as the value of R is increased 

for both EKF and Two stage EKF. Whereas, the performance of UKF is erratic after some 

lower range of selected R. The value of R which gives best performance by any algorithm is 

observed to be different for different earthquake excitations but a common similarity among 

them is that best performance is obtained using lower value of R in the range of 0.5 to 10. 

Further, it is observed that noise has no significant effect on the RMSE values. 

 

Fig.6.47: Comparison of RMSE of identified displacement, using (a) EKF, (b) Two-Stage 

EKF and (c) UKF algorithm; with different noise covariance, R and using different 

level of noisy response under different earthquake excitation 
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6.7.2 Influence of different values of R on parameter identification 

The performance of these algorithms in identification of parameters is obtained by evaluating 

the PEI. The PEIs obtained by adopting different values of measurement noise covariance R, 

using different level of simulated noisy response are shown in Fig.6.48. In PEI evaluation, it 

is also observed that there is a gradual performance deterioration as the value of R is 

increased for both EKF and Two stage EKF. Whereas, the performance of UKF is erratic 

after some lower range of selected R. Further it is observed that at very low level of R, there 

is a sharp increase in value of PEI in most of the cases. The best performance by any 

algorithms is obtained by selecting a lower value of R in the range of 0.5 to 10. Therefore, R 

needs to be tuned or adjusted to get best result. Further, it is observed that noise has no 

significant effect on the PEI values. 

 

Fig.6.48: Comparison of PEI, evaluated using identified parameters obtained from (a) EKF, 

(b) Two-Stage EKF and (c) UKF algorithm; with different noise covariance, R and 

using different level of noisy response under different earthquake excitation  

 

6.8 Concluding Remarks 

A suitable mathematical model has been selected to represent the hysteretic behaviour of U-

FREI. Three identification algorithms are considered in the present study namely, EKF, Two-

Stage EKF and UKF. The considered identification algorithms require initial guess of 

parameters. The tuned set of parameters obtained using curve fitting the simulated hysteresis 
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loop with the experimental hysteresis loop provides a guess of initial parameter values for the 

identification algorithms. Comparative study on the performance of the considered 

algorithms towards identification of state and parameter of U-FREI has been carried out. The 

results obtained from the identification have been analysed with two different perspectives: 1) 

state identification and 2) parameter identification. The details are discussed in the following 

paragraphs. The details are discussed in the following paragraphs.  

A comprehensive summary of the identification study using the considered algorithms for U-

FREI is presented in Table 6.21. Rank 1 is defined for best performance, while Rank 3 is for 

least performance and rank 2 stands for intermediate performance level. 

Table 6.21: Result of state and parameter identification for different considered problem 

types showing rank as per their performances 

Sl. No. Criteria State / 

Parameter 

Identification algorithms 

EKF Two-Stage 

EKF 

UKF 

1 
Simulation study using different noise 

level. 

state 1 2 3 

parameter 3 2 1 

2 Study using experimental response data 
state 2 3 1 

parameter 3 2 1 

 

6.8.1 On State identification 

The state refers to the system states comprising of displacement, velocity and the nonlinear 

Bouc-Wen hysteretic differential parameter z. In the state identification, only displacement 

identification has been considered for comparative study. RMSE of the identified 

displacement has been used to compare the performance of the considered algorithms. The 

simulated displacement acts as the reference displacement based on which RMSE has been 

evaluated in case of simulation based study. In case of study using experimentally acquired 

response, the measured displacement acts as the reference for evaluation of RMSE of 

identified displacement. The RMSE seems to be an effective tool to quantify the performance 

of the algorithms in identification of state (displacement) [Nortey (2012), Konotowski et 

al.(2016)].  

The RMSE of the identified displacement is shown in form of a bar chart in Fig. 6.27 and 

tabulated in Table 6.12. It is observed that the performance of all these algorithms is quite 

comparable. However, amongst all the algorithms, the UKF is found to be performing better 

in most of the cases. 
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The performance of the algorithms for identification of the other two states such as velocity 

and nonlinear parameter z can be assessed by comparing the hysteresis loops, because the 

equation of hysteretic restoring force (Eq. (6.15)) involves both velocity and z term. The 

hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 6.28 to Fig. 6.30 shows quite a good match among these 

algorithms which evidently proves that the identified states has parity among themselves.  

A simulation based study has also been carried out by superimposing the simulated response 

with 2%, 5% and 10% RMS Gaussian white noise. These noise contaminated responses have 

been utilised for comparative study of state and parameter identification using the considered 

algorithms. The main objective is to assess and compare the performance of the algorithms 

due to noise contaminated response. 

It is observed that all the algorithms perform reasonably well even if the response is noisy. A 

3D bar chart of Fig. 6.34 shows the RMSE plots of identified displacement for all considered 

noise level and for different earthquakes. The performance of EKF is found to be best, 

followed by Two-Stage EKF and then UKF. The performances of these algorithms are also 

found to be consistent with increasing noise level. 

6.8.2 Parameter Identification 

There are six different parameters of the model representing FREI, which have been 

identified by three different algorithms under three different earthquake excitations. 

Therefore, there is a variation of identified results leading to some complexity in arriving at a 

definite conclusion regarding the performance of any particular algorithm. To address this 

issue, PEI has been introduced. PEI is a single number or an index which has the ability to 

represent the performance of an algorithm according to sensitivity based ranking of the six 

different parameters of FREI. By comparing the PEI values evaluated for each algorithm for 

each of the problem cases, the performance of the algorithms can be ascertained with ease. 

The values of PEI evaluated using the identified results based on experimental data, are 

presented in form of bar chart shown in Fig.6.37. It is observed that for all the experimental 

cases, UKF perform the best followed by Two-Stage EKF and then by EKF. 3D bar chart of 

PEI obtained from simulation based studies with different noise levels are shown in Fig. 6.41. 

It is observed that noise has little impact on the identification process. This is due to the fact 

that the algorithms can be tuned to cancel out the effect of noise. The influence of noisy 

response on the identification of the system can be reduced by tuning the diagonal elements 

of the measurement error covariance matrix [R]. Since, the Kalman gain matrix is inversely 
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proportional to [R]; increase in [R] will decrease the gain, thus the filter will have the 

tendency to give less preference to the current measurements and more priority to the 

previous estimate. By proper tuning of [R], the effect of noise can be eliminated to desired 

level. Therefore, it is observed that proper tuning of noise covariance matrix, [R] has a 

significant impact on the performance of the algorithms. 

6.8.3 Convergence of identified parameters 

As already discussed, it is highly desirable that the parameter values should converge towards 

the end of identification process, so than PEI can be applied successfully. From the 

observation of Fig.6.43 to Fig.6.46, it is quite apparent that all the parameters converge to a 

stable value toward the end of the identification process. It is well known fact that filters 

tuning is required to achieve result within desirable limit. Further, the initial guess of the 

parameters should be within close limits. A bad guess may lead to erroneous result and 

ultimately both state and parameter may diverge. The initial guess of state may be started 

with zero value for all the states, but starting the UKF with the initial value of the nonlinear 

hysteretic parameter z=0 may sometimes stop the algorithm after few cycle of run as it may 

produce instability in cholesky factorization used for finding the square root of matrix during 

determination of sigma points. The other tuning factor is the initial error covariance matrix, 

which is a diagonal matrix and needs to be set a priori. Each state and parameter is associated 

with their individual covariance, which are assembled in a single matrix named as covariance 

matrix. Covariance of a parameter can be thought of as the range or search area, within which 

the parameter value should lie. Setting a too large covariance may lead to instability of the 

algorithms. It is needless to mention that in the identification process, the mean and 

covariance gets updated in each cycle. It may so occur, that in order to achieve an optimum 

parameter values, the algorithm may extend the covariance of a parameter in wrong direction, 

thus leading to instability of the identification process. Therefore, the initial tuning of the 

covariance is required. To achieve a good convergence much effort is required to tune EKF 

than Two-Stage EKF and UKF. In EKF the state and parameter are assembled in a single 

vector named as extended state vector, which is a large vector, therefore difficult to handle at 

a time leading too much greater tuning. The two-Stage EKF is much better to handle the 

issues of convergence and much less tuning is required than its EKF counterpart. This is due 

to the fact that state and parameter are handled separately in two sequential steps. Tuning the 

UKF requires much less effort than EKF as it working principle is different wherein 

evaluations of Jacobians are not required.  
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Chapter 7  

Summary and Conclusions 

7.1 Summary 

The present work is an effort towards evaluating the efficacy of different system 

identification algorithms like SNLSE-UI-UO, EKF, Two-Stage EKF and UKF in identifying 

state and parameters of different structural systems under seismic excitations. The structural 

systems considered in the study comprises of i) multi-storeyed fixed-base building, ii) multi-

storeyed base-isolated building supported on conventional SREI isolators and iii) FREI 

supported structures. The study is based on data from both experimental and numerical 

simulation.  The main areas of the present study are i) identification of state and parameters 

of multi-storeyed fixed-base building using simulated responses corrupted with varying 

amount of Gaussian white noise and comparing the performance of all the chosen algorithms, 

ii) identification using field recorded responses from existing fixed-base building with limited 

sensors and comparing the identification accuracy of different algorithms, iii) comparing the 

identification efficacy of all the considered algorithms for a simulated model of base isolated 

building supported on conventional SREI. The study is also extended to an existing base 

isolated building with limited sensor measurement data, iv) mathematical derivation to 

address the situation when sensor data is missing at isolator level, and its implementation in 

the system identification algorithms and comparing the efficacy of the considered algorithms 

towards identification of state and parameters of the system, v) applying  a technique of 

artificial white noise of insignificant amplitude as an additional displacement measurement 

apart from original acceleration response measurement to tackle the issue of drift in identified 

displacement arising out due to very low amplitude responses from structure, causing 

numerical problem in identification algorithms, vi) selection of a suitable mathematical 

model for appropriate representation of FREI and comparing the model with that of 

experimentally obtained results, vii) comparing the performance of the algorithms in respect 

of identification of displacement with that of experimentally measured displacements, viii) to 

address the issue of difficulties faced in judging the performance of the algorithms due to 

variation of  each of the identified parameters using different base excitation and different 

algorithms, a Performance Error Index (PEI) has been introduced, ix) parameter sensitivity 

has been determined by generating spider diagram, using which PEI has been evaluated, x) 

comparison of the parameter identification accuracy of the algorithms have been carried out 

using this PEI value. 
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Attempts have been made in formulating and modifying each of the algorithms to suit 

different structural systems under consideration. Formulations from available literatures have 

been arranged so that it becomes more presentable. Chapter-3 consists of basic derivations of 

each of the algorithms.  However, implementation of the identification algorithms cannot be 

straight forwardly done just by using those formulations alone. Problem specific derivations 

have been shown in each of the chapters corresponding to different problem cases. This 

involves mainly the derivation of state-space formulation, generation of observation equation 

and derivation of Jacobians etc. 

Both the state and parameters have been identified using the algorithms under consideration 

for each of the problem cases. Under state identification, only displacement identification has 

been considered for problem with fixed base building and base-isolated building systems. 

The other state like velocity is not taken into consideration as velocity can be easily obtained 

by differentiating displacement. Displacement identification is much more critical as 

displacement is identified by integrating acceleration twice, which sometime results in drifts 

and spikes. Therefore, if displacement is identified correctly, velocity identification can also 

be considered to be correct. The measure of identification accuracy of displacement has been 

carried out using Root Mean Square Estimate (RMSE) of the identified displacement. The 

reference value based on which RMSE is calculated is either the measured displacement, 

wherever available or simulated displacement in case of numerically simulated building.  

Lower value of RMSE indicates greater accuracy in identification. 

The other state in case of isolators of base isolation building systems is the non-linear 

hysteretic differential parameter z of the standard or extended Bouc-Wen model for SREI or 

FREI respectively. The hysteresis loop is obtained from the plot of identified displacement 

versus identified hysteretic force. The parameter z is not a measurable quantity, but it shows 

it presence in the form of hysteresis force. The experimental hysteresis force is obtained from 

laboratory force-displacement test. The performance of the algorithms with respect to 

identification of this hidden state z is compared with the experimental hysteresis loop or 

simulated hysteresis loop as the case may be.  

The accuracy of the parameter identification has been evaluated using the identified 

parameters under the condition that the identified parameter converges to a stable value. In 

the case of base-isolated structure supported on FREI, the extended Bouc-Wen model that has 

been used to model the FREI comprises of six different parameters. The base isolated system 
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was excited using three different recorded earthquake motions on a shake table. On 

identification of these six parameters using the considered algorithms, the values of the 

identified parameters are found to be different for different algorithms and also there are 

variations of the identified parameters for different considered excitation used in shake table 

based test. Therefore, it becomes difficult to assess the performance of the algorithms for 

different cases. To address this issue, the identification efficiency of these algorithms has 

been judged with respect to (PEI) value. The PEI has been introduced here as a measure of 

performance efficiency of the algorithms for parameter identification. The PEI value has been 

evaluated using spider diagram, which is obtained from sensitivity. 

7.2 Conclusions 

The present work is undertaken to study and compare the performances of different 

identification techniques applied to different structural types e.g. fixed base building, BI 

building supported on SREI and FREI. Both experimental responses and simulated responses 

have been utilized to evaluate the performance of algorithms. Based on the present study, 

following major conclusions are drawn. 

Based on considered algorithms 

1) Kalman Filter based algorithms such as EKF, Two-Stage EKF as well as UKF can 

handle noise contaminated response data quite well. In case of LSE based algorithms 

such as SNLSE-UI-UO, low frequency component in the response is required to be 

removed prior to its use in the identification algorithm. 

2) Kalman Filter based algorithms can work in an environment of multiple missing 

sensor. The performance degrades with increasing number of missing sensor. 

Performance of LSE based algorithms such as SNLSE-UI-UO drastically deteriorates 

with more than one number of missing sensor. 

Based on fixed-base building 

3) For state identification with availability of all sensor data, EKF, Two-Stage EKF as 

well as UKF are found to be suitable, even when that data is contaminated with high 

level of noise. The performance of SNLSE-UI-UO algorithm is far more inferior than 

all the considered Kalman Filter based algorithms. 

4) For parameter identification with noisy response and with the availability of all sensor 

measurements, the performance of UKF is consistent for data with all the noise levels. 

However, the performance of EKF deteriorates with increasing noise level.  
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5) For state identification with large number of missing sensors, the performance of 

Two-Stage EKF is found to be performing the best, followed by UKF and finally by 

EKF algorithm. 

6) For parameter identification with large number of missing sensors, Two-Stage EKF is 

found to be performing the best, followed by UKF and finally by EKF algorithm. 

Based on base-isolated building supported on SREI 

7) The state identification of SREI supported BI building under very low intensity base 

excitation shows a drift in identified displacement using the KF based algorithms. 

Drift in identified displacement can be corrected by introducing additional 

displacement measurements in the form of artificial white noise of very insignificant 

amplitude. 

8) The state and parameter identification can be performed using all the considered KF 

based algorithms with an appreciable good degree of accuracy even in cases where 

sensor data is not available at floor level located just above the isolator. 

9) In case of state identification of SREI supported BI building with missing sensor at 

different floor level, the performance of EKF is found to be the best followed by UKF 

and then Two-Stage EKF. 

10) In case of parameter identification of SREI supported BI building with missing sensor 

at different floor level, the performance of Two-Stage EKF is found to be the best and 

the performance of UKF and EKF are closer to each other. 

Based on U-FREI of the sample base-isolated test model 

11) The Extended Bouc-Wen model is found to be a suitable for modelling U-FREI up to 

roll-over deformation till the initiation of hardening effect and can be recommended 

for use in further analysis pertaining to U-FREI of the sample BI test model. 

12) In case of state identification of U-FREI, the EKF is a better choice than the Two-

Stage EKF and UKF algorithms. 

13) The Performance Error Index is a useful tool to measure the efficiency of 

identification algorithm. 

14) For parameter estimation of U-FREI, UKF is a better option even in the case of noise 

corrupted response of the system and therefore UKF is recommended for parameter 

identification. 
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15) Selection of measurement noise covariance plays an important role in performance of 

the algorithms. The measurement noise covariance matrix should be tuned to get the 

best performance by an algorithm. 

16) Noise corrupted response has no such significant impact on the performance of 

different variants of KF based algorithms. 

7.3 Major contribution of the thesis 

The present work is a holistic approach towards comparative study on different types of 

building structures with fixed base, base-isolated using SREI and FREI, using different 

existing system identification algorithms. However, while implementing these algorithms on 

these considered building structures, several problems were encountered. Such problems 

were overcome by adopting different strategies and are indentified as major contributions of 

the thesis to the existing literature as summarised below. 

1) Resolving the problem of drift in identified displacement, which was observed during 

implementing the considered algorithms on SREI supported base-isolated building 

excited by very low amplitude excitation. The issue was solved using Gaussian white 

noise of insignificant amplitude as additional displacement data in these algorithms. 

2) Available formulation found in existing literature towards system identification using 

these algorithms cannot function with non-availibility of recorded response at the floor 

level just on top of isolator. In this thesis, the existing formulation has been modified to 

addresse the above stated problem.  

3) Effort has been carried out towards state and parameter identification of FREI supporting 

a masonry test model. A proper mathematical model has been selected to simulate FREI. 

The mathematical model has many parameters. The identified parameters vary 

differently under different excitation. PEI has been introduced as a performance index to 

assess the performance of these algorithms in identifying the parameters of the model. 

FREI is comparatively new in the field of base-isolation and system identification study 

on FREI is a novel approach undertaken in this thesis work. 
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7.4 Scope for Future Work 

Areas on which the present study can be extended through additional research include the 

following: 

1) To study the optimum number of sensor requirement for tall structures, both for fixed 

base and base isolated systems. 

2) To extend the study to torsionally coupled or unsymmetrical buildings. 

3) To study the performance of these algorithms in B-FREI. 

4) To study the performance of these algorithms for U-FREI isolated system undergoing 

very large deformation. In such case, the modelling of FREI need higher order terms 

of Bouc-Wen extended model. 
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APPENDIX-I 

Evaluation of Percentage Error Index (PEI) 

The weights associated with each of the parameters are calculated as per the procedure 

described in section 6.4.2. The implication of this weight on the PEI is demonstrated by an 

illustrative example shown below. With the help of PEI, the performance of each algorithm 

can be assessed in terms of its effectiveness in estimation of parameters of model 

representing FREI.  

Illustrative Example for calculation of PEI 

Base value of the FREI model parameters are given in Table 6.4. The identified value of the 

parameters obtained from UKF algorithm under Koyna earthquake is furnished in Table 6.15. 

The percentage error in identification of parameters with respect to the base values of 

parameters of FREI are furnished in Table A1. Using these values, the weights of the 

parameters are evaluated as shown below. 

Calculation of weight (w) for parameter B 

Identified value = 72.89, base value = 73 

% error = (73-72.89) *100/73= -0.156 % 

Substituting x= -0.156/100= -0.001506 in Eq.(6.16) and using the coefficients of polynomial 

from Table 6.10 and Table 6.11, the weight corresponding to parameter B is obtained as 

0.003. Similarly, weights of other parameters are calculated and are furnished in Table A1. 

The weighted error for parameter B= -0.001506*0.003=4.64E-06. The sum total of the 

weighted error represents the PEI. PEI=0 corresponds to no error in estimation and the 

identification is perfect. Increasing value of PEI indicates more error in identified parameter. 

Thus, for any particular problem, the PEI value for any algorithm which comes out to be least 

will indicate to be most effective in terms of its performance for parameter estimation. 
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Table A1: Calculated values for illustrative example-1 

Parameters Base 

Value 

Identified 

value 

% error with 

respect to base 

value 

Calculated 

weight (w) 

Weighted error 

(absolute value) 

Column No. C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

   (C2-C1)*100/C1  ABS(C3/100)*C4 

B 
73 72.89 -0.151 0.003 4.64E-06 

β 
95 92.69 -2.432 0.032 7.85E-04 

γ 
16 11.03 -31.063 0.070 2.19E-02 

a1 59 56.6 -4.068 0.126 5.14E-03 

a2 -555 -497.51 -10.359 0.066 6.87E-03 

a3 25 22 -12.000 0.001 1.31E-04 

Total weighted error or PEI= 0.035 

 

The values of PEI obtained using other algorithms and under different earthquake excitations 

are furnished in Table 6.17. 
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